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...with FREE software
worth almost £50
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to^ST utilities

Did Atari deliver the goods at CeBIt? Find out Insld*

STFM Hardware
Packs

PC720B

Power Clock

Mega Pack STFM

The Best selling Power Drive

only

Built-in Blitz Turbo

Make use of your cartridge port with
the Power Computing battery backed
clock. This compact cartridge contains

1

PC720P, 10 Maxell disks

2

PC720P, 10 Maxell disks, Power

£56

3

PC720P, 10 Maxell disks, Optical

Mouse

£74

Mouse

4

£85

_

PC720P, 10 Maxell disks, Zip Stick

.

£69-95

1

RAM

2

Built-in virus blocker

PC720P, 10 Maxell disks, 512K
£100

12 month warranty

PC720P, 10 Maxell disks, 2MB
RAM

£149-95

3

PC720P, 10 Maxell disks, 4MB

4

PC720P, 10 Maxell disks, Ultimate

RAM

£82

PC720I

PC720P Mega Pack
1

Atari internal drive

PC720P, 10 Maxell disks, Ultimate

Cartridge, Power Mouse, Zip
Stick

2

£69 95

If you have an internal drive that is not
compatible with "Boot from drive B"
this cable will solve your problem.
Simple internal fitting
£9-95

£220

Cartridge

a full calendar and clock which ensures

Boots from drive B

£35

PC720OI

£109

that your files are always dated
correctly. Software utilities are

included to set the time in your
computer, and examples are given of
how to access the clock from your
programs. A thru'port is available so
you can plug in your existing
cartridges.
Power clock without thru'port £14-95
Power Clock with thru'port
£19-95

ST RAM Expansion

For Optical Mouse add extra £11

Official Atari internal drive

PC720P, 10 Maxell disks, Ultimate

(No case cutting, but must be small button)

£45

Cartridge, Power Mouse, Zip Stick
512KRAM

3

diskette box

Including power supply unit

£50

5-25" External drive

£95

£85

520STE Pack
1

PC720P

£149

For Optical Mouse add extra £11
PC720P, 10 Maxell disks, DD40

PC720P, 10 Maxell disks, 2MB
RAM

£145

2

PC720P, 10 Maxell disks, 4MB

3

PC720P, 10 Maxell disks, Blitz

RAM

£215

Turbo

** Series 900 Hard
^ Drive

*

No need for cooling fan
Buffered thru'port

£69-95

Add £10 to each price if you want to
replace PC720P with a PC720B drive.
Maxell disks are top quality branded

No soldering required
Expand to 2MB or 4MB
Plugs directly inside the ST

Super-Slim metal case
Low profile mechanism

r

Optional battery backed-up clock
High speed 20ms seek rate
Write protect switch, protect your
valuable data

Full fitting instructions
Uses latest capacity RAM chips
2MB RAM Expansion
4MB RAM Expansion
1MB Simm for STE

disks in six vivid colours.

Power supply
ICD interface and utility disk

512K RAM for STFM

Blitz T u r b o

40MB £329

Slimline Hard Disk

Back up your disks at lightning speed
Copies from the internal to the
external drive

\

100MB £479

Add £10 for clock to be fitted to series
900 hard disk

Super Slim metal case
No need for a cooling fan
Low profile mechanism

| 40MB Slimline hard disk

Cleverly by-passes your ST's disk
controller chip
Back up an ST disk in around 40

100MB Slimline hard disk

£250
£399

. ^\ For Quantum & Sony 11ms drives

seconds

K

1^

Send your order to Power Computing Ltd, Unit 8 Railton Road, Woburn Road Industrial Estate, Kempston, Bedford MK42 7PN
Ring your credit card order through on 0234 843388 (10 lines) or fax your order on 0234 840234. Technical Helpline 0234 841882
AllTrademarks Acknowledged

All prices include VAT, delivery andaresubject lochange. Specifications aresubject tochange without notice. Next daydelivery E4-50 [U.K. mainland only}. Dealer enquiries welcome.
•npuling SRL Italy, Via Delle Baleari. 90. 00121 Oslia
Tel (06) 5646310 (2 lines)

Power Computing France, 15 Bid Voltaire 75011, Paris France

Fax 5646301

Tel (1) 43570169 (6 lines)
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JVvO

Fax (1) 43380435

/
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PowerComputing U.S.A., 21South 5th Street, Suite 900. Philadelphia. PA 19106
Tel 215 922 0050

Fax 215 9220116
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Optical Hard Drive

Mega STE

THE ULTIMATE
CARTRIDGE

2MB RAM

The Ultimate Cartridge will break into
any Atari ST program. Whether
you're a programmer, hacker, games
player, or just curious about your
Atari ST, The Ultimate Cartridge
gives you the power that you need.

1MB 3-5" disk drive
16MHz
•w*

48MB Internal hard drive
«•

Made by IBM
External cased model with fan and

PSTJ for all Atari models

12" High resolution

B

Mega STE 1
Mega STE 2

Average seek rate 60ms (faster than
many hard disks)
Up to l-5MB/s data transfer rate
Fully rewriteable
128MB Optical hard drive (external
cased)
£1199
128MB 3 W Optical media cartridge
£36 each

Optical Mouse Mat

Lattice C
U

^

v5

£89

Devpac v2

£29

Hisoft C

£29

^ s Proflight

£29

"C~> Harlekin

£45

j^j, Wercs

£24

"•£& Knife ST
" PC ditto

A tough replacement mat for your
optical mouse

Strong plastic backing stops creasing
High resolution grid gives precision
mouse movement

£799

£1149

Software

h

£9-95

Optical Mouse
300 DPI Resolution

£29

• Break into any program • Read
memory - Search memory • Print

£29

V» Neodesk v3

£34

J\ Devpac v3

memory - Disassemble • Disassemble
to disk • Edit memory • Search for
graphics • Search for sprites • Edit
screen configurations • Set up colour
palettes - Alter plane configurations
Load and save screen displays - Run
external TOS programs - Load TOS
programs • Load & save graphic

£69 95

^ Chips
«£ MMU

£28

DMA

£28

<x ICD Interfaces

600mm/sec tracking
Mouse Mat
Mouse Holder

ICD interfaces are ideal as a start for

screens • Low level disk editor • Disk

analyser • Examine formats • Format

£15

building your own disk unit. They are
compatible with the most powerful

£189

ICD hard disk utilities and come with

• Formatter • Break &

full fitting instructions

- Search for infinite lives - Look for

£29 95

Power Mouse
AT-Once ST+

Atari TT Workstation Jjg
Powerful 68030 32MHz processor
Up to 26MB RAM
High graphic resolution
The ideal high powered machine for

office word processing and publishing
2MB £1879

Mouse

Midi interface

4MB £2229

8MB £2449

High resolution colour monitor

£469

i

restart function

music • Play music • Load & save music

Ad-SCSI with thru'port
£89
Micro-SCSI internal Mega drive
£69
Add-SCSI + with thru'port & clock

• Search for soundtracker music •

Search for sound samples • Many more
features • Updates available with new

£99

software .

AdSpeed

The cartridge the ST has been waiting

14MHz replacement processor
Easy to install
No soldering required

for!

£25

£149

VF I enclose a cheque/PO for

Description

Name

analyser • File editor • Directory editor

£

Address

Make cheques payable to Power Computing Ltd.

y

O

Fill in your order form and send it to

/ \ Power Computing Ltd
* Unit 8 Railton Road
Woburn Road Industrial Estate

Kempston Bedford MK42 7PN
Postcode

Credit card No.

Ring your credit card order through

A* on 0234 843388 or fax your order on

f* 0234 840234

Telephone No.

^^ All prices include VAT, delivery and are subject
Expiry date
a

s ^^ System owned

Signature

Power Computing SRL Italy, Via Dclle Baleari. 90.00121 Ostia Lido. Roma
Tel (06) 5646310 (2 lines)

W^<P

Fax 5646301

>oS^?\

to change. Specifications are subject to change

without notice
Next day delivery £4-50 (U.K. mainland only)
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Power Computing France, 15 Bid Voltaire 75011, Paris France
Tel (1) 43570169 (6 lines)

-

|

Fax (1) 43380435

.
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Power Computing U.S.A., 21 South Slh Street. Suite 9UU. Philadelphia. PA 19106
Te! 215 922 0050

X

Fax 215 922 0116
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John Buffers

Terry Thiele

Tym Leckey
TECHNICAL EDITOR
PRODUCTION EDITOR

GAMER EDITOR
STAff WRITERS

Andrew Wright

The Shoe People
This education program is found tobe

packed with fun and educational value

Phil Morse

Composcript

Daniel Whitehead
Jonathan Maddock

Want to print a PostScript file on a

Darren Evans
AD MANAGER
SENIORSALES
tADVERTISINGSALES

JaneConway

CUSTOMER SERVICE

Sandra Childs

Z/

cheap dot matrix? We find the answer

^O

Lisa Bracewell

Ruth Priestley

Linda Thomas

S/r/'e Green

Basic 2
The latest version of HiSoft's respected

programming language is tested

T: /

Brigid Ruddick
Robert Matthews

STBook

One day you'll need to

PRODUCTIONMANAGER
SYSTEMS MANAGER

Sue Confrill
David Stewart

format a disk, kill a virus

CIRCULATION MANAGER

David Wren

Marc Young gets his fingers tapping on the
keys ofAtari's new notebook computer
DO

Migraph OCR

corrupted disk. Our indepth article explains
how to get around these
and other problems

DISTRIBUTION
SUBSCRIPTIONS

COMG (0895) 444055
051-3572961

h,
Member
of the Audit Bureau of Circulations

40,450
July-Dec 1991
Published by EuropressPublications Ltd.
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Weregret Atari STUser cannot offer technical
help on a personal basis either by telephone
or in writing. AH reader enquiries should
be submitted to the address above

for possiblepublication.
Atari STUseris an independent publication and
Atari arc not responsible for any of the
articles in this issue or for any of the
opinions expressed

©1992EuropressPublications Ltd.Nomaterial

maybe reproduced in wholeor in part without
written permission. Whileeverycare is taken,
the publisherscannot be held legally
responsible for any errors in articles,
listings or advertisments.

We scan this new optical character
recognition package and find itcould fill a
gap in your computing life

JJ

Feeling Partner

or rescue a file from a

How does this music accompaniment

program stand up to its competition?

OU

THE COVERDISK

S33#

Crammed track-to-track with

brilliant software including:
• A fullversion of HiSoft's top utilities and accessories package,

rese>»rtsj, HiSo

Harlekin, giving 24 vital tools for yourST

eg

• Duckdash, a fast-reaction game whereyou guide Danny the
duck to eggs dotted around the screen - but watch out
for the mutants

• A program for addingspecial effects to dullclipartfiles

0 And five moregreatprograms - games, demos, education

The DISK starts

on page 30

and utilities
mropREss
For over six years AtariSTUser has
been the leading magazine for ST
enthusiasts. As a key member of
the Europress magazine group,
AtariSTUserpromises to inform,
educate and entertain its readers each

month with the most dedicated coverage of
the ST available.

AtariSTUser • AmigaComputing • PCToday

Shareware Shopper • the Micro User

Cames-X • AmigaAction• 57 Action
Computer Trade Weekly
Zzapt64 • Sega Force

Atari ST User May 1992
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No serious ST

The column that

The world of

Some useful

musician can afford

exploits the ST's

modems and bulletin

to ignore the best

chameleon-like

boards - mass

tweeks for people
using GST's

music column in the

tendencies to

communication

Timeworks

business!

the full!

for the 90s.

Publisher 2 package.

ITEl

Don't miss our GREAT
offers for subscribers

on page TI6

CONTENTS
REGULARS

News

Gallery

Exclusive report from CeBit, multitasking

Pixelated pictures ofthe

arrives for STand what was new

highest pedigree

at the Frankfurt Music Fair

3vJ

y

Learning Assembler
Write Now!

Don't worry if you fall into traps

The place where you can airyour
views. Lonely American, missing ST
and general comment

putting theory into practice

5 /

Advice Service
Is there an ST problem giving you a
headache? Try our technical man

_^
y JL

D)y

Beginners' Guide
Now you're getting used tothe ST,

it's time for us to take you down a

g\g\

few short cuts...the safe way

yy

Public Sector
Agreat cricket simulation, an

An easy way to get your hands
on Compo Software's featurepacked That Write 2 word
processor worth £129. Five
copies must be won

accounts program,

Calamus fonts and more

J.U.W

Last Word
The end bit where anything can

happen, and it does

\.Z*£

SPECIALS

Desktop Publishing
Areview ofprofessional
desktop publishing package
Didot Professional

plus a brief guide on what to
include in your DTP setup

34

&jS

Fractals
A detailed look at what

fractals are and what they can
be used for apart from making
nice-looking patterns on
a colour monitor
Atari STUser May 1992
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NOW WITH THE NEW
SYNCRO EXPRESS

LliLKtSLU JSOTiBlJ PLI^LH

&os,WQpmr<r

THE ANSWER TO YOUR

DISK DUPLICATION PROBLEMS

SYNCRO EXPRESS IS A HIGH SPEED DISK DUPLICATION SYSTEM THAT
WILL PRODUCE COPIES OF YOUR DISK IN AROUND 40 SECONDS!!
•

Syncro Express requires a second drive & works by controlling it as a slave device & ignoring the computer disk drive controller

chip whereby high speeds & great data accuracy are achieved.
J

Menu driven selection of Start Track/End Track up to 85 tracks.

iJ

Very simple to use, requires no user knowledge.

•

Also duplicates other formats such as IBM, etc.

LI

Probably the only duplication system you will ever need!

J

Now with TWO SUPER POWERFUL "SYNCRO" MODE that actually synchronise your Disk Drives for even greater accuracy!!

•

Comes complete with EXPRESS FAST FORMAT PROGRAM.

^

J

Ideal for clubs, user groups or your own disks.

Li The most powerful Disk Copier ever conceived.

•

No more waiting around for your disks to copy.

Now with new, improved 3.1 Softw

L

Ifyou don't havea second drive wecan supplySYNCRO OQQ
EXPRESS together with a Disk Drive for ONLY...
Z~Z/Z7.

L__3L
*

GOVAN ROAD, FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, FENTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT,
ST4 2RS, ENGLAND. FAX 0782 744292 TECHNICAL/CUSTOMER SERVICE 0782 744324

222, TOTTENHAM COURT RD, |

[LONDON, W1.TEL:071 5806460

A TOP QUALITY 400 DPI HANDY SCANNER AT A TRULY

\

^

°

1

UNBEATABLE
PRICE!!

STILL ONLY

£ 123.99

WEl
COMES

COMPLETE HARDWARE/SOFTWARE

WITH

SCANNING COULDN'T BE SIMPLER...
•
Unmatched range of edit/capture facilities and keyboard
control simply not offered by other scanners at this
unbeatable price.

• Save images in suitable format for most
leading packages including DEGAS.

• An easy to handle Handy Scanner featuring 105 mm
scanning width and up to 400 dpi resolution (Mono display
required for 400 dpi) enables you to scan graphics and text

•

into your ST.

•

ADVANCED ART STUDIO

NEOCHROME, FLEETSTREET, etc.

Package includes GS4500 scanner. Interface.

COMES WITH

Power Pack and Scan Edit software.

Comes complete with OCP Art Studio

software.

•

Adjustable switches for brightness/contrast levels.
•

Huge range of features.

•
Powerful partner for DTP that allows for cut and paste
editing of images etc.

•

Top selling graphics package.

•

•

Compatible with 520 ST FM, 1040 ST FM

Geniscan gives you the ability to easily scan images, text

and graphics.

^

?

OCP ADVANCED
ART STUDIO

(JVOTSTE).

GOLDEN IMAGE OPTICAL REPLACEMENT MOUSE
... NOW A TRUE OPTICAL

MOUSE! FOR THE ST
•

YES A FULL FEATURE OPTICAL MOUSE FOR

YOUR ST - THAT MEANS NO MOVING PARTS!

•

• Incorporating full optical tracking and counting - no ball so
no problems with clogging, slipping, etc.
High count output for very fine movement.

No more to buy!!

Two button microswitch action,

COMPLETE

fc^rect replacement for allST.
^^tottlete with special "Optical Pad".
Superbly styled - stipersmooth shape moulded to fit the hand.

ONLY £39.99

Comes complete with moulded 9 pin connector.

ORDER FASTI

LEPHONE [24Hrs]

DATEL LONDON SHOP

^CREDIT CARD ORDERS

ORDERS NORMALLY DISPATCHED WITHIN 48 Hrs. ALL CHEQUES/POSTAL ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO....

114

Wtromics 3

GOVAN ROAD, FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, FENTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT,
ST4 2RS, ENGLAND. FAX 0782 744292 TECHNICAL/CUSTOMER SERVICE 0782 744324

22"aT/OTTENHAM COURT RD,
L0flDON.W1.Tel 071 580 6460
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... with Protext 5.5 because the pop-up thesaurus will
provide you with inspiration whenever you need it. With
words provided by Collins the thesaurus has 43,000 main
entries and 827,000 responses!

<
Of

Protext 5.5 introduces enhanced text formatting options.
Automatic hyphenation lets you produce awell-spaced
page layout without the bother of manually putting in
soft hyphens. Protext determines the correct hyphenation
points by algorithms and look-up tables. Elimination of
widows and orphans is also provided. You will no longer
need to worry about those infuriating single lines at the
top or bottom of pages. Protext formats the text to avoid
these as you edit the text. Extra blank lines at the top of
a page can be suppressed.
New document analysis features provide awealth of
information about your text. You can examine alist of
all the words used -alphabetically or by the number of
occurrences. Other statistics shown include average word
length, average sentence length and atable of the
number of lines on each page.

ifs bloody brilliant"

ST FORMAT

>V Enhanced file selector with different sorting
methods, bulk copy and erase.
ft Prodata users -mail merge directly from Prodata
files, no need to export.
& Mail merge: nested repeat loops.
>V New window-based help facilities.
ft Improved line drawing.

one hell of a performer"

//

COMPUTER SHOPPER

if you need a professional word
processor Protext is perfect"

>V Spelling checker finds repeated word and missing
capital letters.
ft Conversion to and from WordStar 5.5 and
Microsoft RTF

//

AMIGA COMPUTING

nothing else available comes close

-V Full printed documentation of new features.

//

ST APPLICATIONS

PRODATA 1.2

r Kltt J (including VAT and delivery)

New version of Prodnta now with pull-down
menus, mouse orkeyboard operation,
automatic record numbering, merge database,
instantaneous filtering, prologue form, edit

For Commodore Amiga, Atari ST orTT.

fields in any order, 2-across label printing. Full
details available from Arnor.

Price: £85+VAT, upgrade from vl.l £30+VAT.

Protexf5.5

Upgrade from 5.0 to 5.5
Upgrade from 4.2/4.3 to 5.5

£152.75

£30
£60

Please return your original disks when upgrading
French or German spelling dictionary £35.25
When upgrading please return any extra spell checking
dictionaries for afree update to the revised version.

t^Otdudte . • •
Choice of pull-down menu or keyboard operation,
extensive printer font support and proportional
formatting while editing, up to 36 files open, split screen
editing, characters for 30 languages, index and contents,
footnotes, newspaper column printing, file sorting,
macros, indent tabs, mail merge programming language,
exec files and the fastest search and replace around.
Altogether the most comprehensive word processing
software for your Amiga or ST.

JV Both Pretext 5.5 and Prodata require 1Mb of memory

Arnor Ltd (sru), 611 Lincoln Road, Peterborough PE1 3HA. Tel: (0733) 68909 Fax (0733) 67299
£B Atari ST User May ,' 992
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trade sees Falcon

TRADEvisitors to the huge CeBit elec
tronics show held in Hanover recently
caught the first glimpse of a new Atari
platform and were told early models will
be sent to developers soon.
The machine was due to be shown

openly at the manufacturer's stand but
at the eleventh hour Atari announced it
would be unveiled for the first time at

the Computer Entertainment Show in
May.
But Atari UK boss Bob Gleadow has

John Butters reports
from Hanover
retail product, with a full range of
peripherals and software, until develop
ment is complete. This is not expected
before early '93."
Although Atari ST User was kept away
from the machine in Germany, a docu
ment leaked to us confirms many fea
tures to be found in current

development systems.

since said that the computer - codenamed Falcon 030 - will not be shown

Our information is linked to a com

at the Chicago event either. The on-sale
date for the multitasking SThas also
been put back. A statement issued by
Atari says: "It will not be launched as a

puter nicknamed Sparrow, although the
code-name could have been incorrectly
translated. Operating from a Motorola
68030 processor it will run at 16MHz

.01

• ..JL.

•-... »

..

Falcon was not to be seen around Atari's large CeBit stand

Scanner due
POWERScanner, Power Computing's

(0234 843388) budget-priced hand
scanner, is due to go on sale during
April.
It has an auto-setting resolution of
up to 400 dots per inch, supports true
greyscale and allows a printer to be
connected to the ST at the same time.

Supplied with software, it costs £99.
And the developer are also set to
release Blitz 2. An improvement on
the earlier copier device, it plugs into
the drive port and operates from a
switch.
External drives can be connected

on to a thru port. Price: £19.99.

and be fitted with a 68882 maths co

processor.

Four megabyte hard cards are now
considered unlikely but it will have a
high density 1.44Mb floppy disk drive
and memory ranging between one and
14Mb.

AllTT graphics resolutions - and pos
sibly more - will be available, with a dis
play of 640 x 480 pixels and 256 colours
onscreen from a palette of 16.7 million.
Technical experts outside Atari say 512
onscreen colours is more likely.
Sound output is 16-bit digital stereo
and a Sound Direct Memory Access
(SDMA) port will enable the computer
to be used as a multi-channel Midi con

trol console. It will have 80 inputs and
80 outputs with 16 channels each.
Last year Atari confirmed that three
ST-compatible computers fitted with PC
emulators were under development and
there has been mounting speculation
that the firm plan to move into CDROM technology.
Sources close to Atari say Falcon will
not be supplied with an the emulator,
although they say it could be available
as an option. A low-cost CD-ROM drive
is also rumoured as a possible extra.
Also a mystery is the machine's look.
In Hanover it was housed in a Mega
STEcasing, but it is not known whether
the final machine will keep that

Where Falcon

will fly
In addition to offering the
flexibility of the existing ST

range with added features
for home use, Falcon will be
ideal for running multimedia
applications - graphics,
animation and sound.

With a Motorola 65001

processor, it can perform
real time 3D shadowing at a
level similar to a Silicon

Graphics, IRIS workstation.
Falcon will introduce the

concept of "virtual reality"
into the home, creating very
complex 3D animations
using 256 onscreen colours
or with real colour without

the need for the expensive
accessories needed with

Amiga or PC systems.
Images can be mixed and
sent to other Falcons like a

videophone and high quality
photo editing is possible.
The operating system can
read text in either a male or
female voice and with the

ability to divide messages
into mailboxes, voice mail is
being flagged as another
important area.

appearance.

Multitasking arrives
A MULTITASKING version of the ST's operating system was shown
running on TTs for the first time at the CeBit show.
Based on TOS 2.06 and 3.06, MultiTOS enables several applica
tions to be opened simultaneously in different windows.
The number of programs running at the same time is limited
only by the machine's memory and each program can influence
others operating.

Falcon 030 is likely to be the first computer to use the new
TOS, but all STs and TTs will be able to have MultiTOS fitted as
upgrades.

Atari described the system as offering all the functionality of
Unix. "Not only is it particularly flexible but, because of its fea
tures, it is very safe," said an Atari Germany spokesman.
No availability or price details have been given.

Multitasking on STs and TTs is a reality

Atari STUser May 1992

News

Megas get 32-bit graphics
A THIRTY-TWO bit graphics card is to be released by
German hardware manufacturer Matrix (010 49 71 91

4088) in the next few weeks, among a new range of
boards for Mega STEs and TTs.
The TC1208 is fitted with two megabytes of fast page
video memory and runs at 32MHz. Its entire palette of 16
million colours can be shown onscreen when used with

75Hz multisync monitors.
The resolution of 832 x 624 pixels increases to 1,280 x
played onscreen.
On a mono monitor, a virtual resolution of 4,608 x

3,600 is available, with a 16 million greyscales. The board

slash prices
PRICE cuts for five Seikosha printers
have been possible because of high sales
in Britain and productivity savings at the
giant's German factory.
Models being cut include the SL92
Plus from £335 to £280 and the SL210
from £599 to £520.

The 24-pin portable LT20 drops £60 to
£299, the SL230 is cut to £620 from £699

16.7 million at 640 x 400 on 75Hz monitors.

With one megabyte of fast page video memory it costs
DM2,490 (about £875).

Other cards heading to the UK include C757V to give
up to 256 colours or greyscales from 16 million and

Aimed at home users is

C110ZV, an enhanced version of C757V with a resolution

Star's latest, the LC24-10

of 1,280 x 960 pixels.
Distribution in the UK will be through Silica Systems
(081-309 1111). British pricing information was unavail

1,024 on 70Hz screens, where 256 colours can be dis

Seikosha

has zoom and scroll options and costs DM3,900 (about
£1,370). The cheaper TC1006 allows 16 colours onscreen
at 1,280 x 1,024 pixels, 256 colours at 1,152 x 900, and

able.

ProGate features mare
HARD drive manufacturer Protar (0923 254133) are to add features to many models
in their ST range during the next few months.
Up to seven extra SCSI devices can be supported from ProGate drives and data
transfer rates are to increase. The ProGate 120DC, for example, which transfers at
one megabyte per second, will speed up to 1.7Mb.
A further improvement to the host adaptor will allow ProGate owners to add a
bare drive inside the existing casing. Dealers will provide drives and fitting service.
And a new set of "professional" drives with large storage capacity and high per
formance will be aimed at musicians.

The 19in rack-mountable drives will be supplied with a DMAto SCSI converter to
enable the computer to sit up to six metres away from the drive.

"Sales in the UK are up on last year's
figures, especially in the 24-pin sector,"
said Seikosha's UK General Sales

Manager Gareth Cornish.
"These printers' reductions mirror
Seikosha's strength in this area and
reflect substantial successes in the NHS,
education, dealer and small business
environments."

Memory boost

Swifter service

have launched a range of upgrades to
enable ST owners to boost the size of

a massive vote of confidence with an

their computer's memory.

order from the French postal service, La

Various versions of the kits are avail

Poste, for 4,000 machines to be used at

automatically entered into a free
monthly draw, with superb prizes up for
grabs.
The draw starts this month when will

be giving away a Panasonic KX-P1170
printer. For details on how to subscribe
turn to page 116.

€d
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control codes sent.

CROYDON-based HCS (081-777 0751)

CITIZEN'S Swift 9 printer has been given

SUBSCRIBERS to Atari ST User are to be

HOME computer users are among those
being targeted for Star Micronics' latest
24-pin black-and-white dot matrix
printer, the LC24-20.
A replacement for the LC24-10, the
new model has ten letter quality fonts
including italics and prints at up to 210
characters per second in high speed draft
and 64cps in letter quality mode.
An LCD panel is intended to make the
setup easier, and Auto Emulation
Change can automatically sense and
select either of the resident industrystandard emulations from the computer

which is expandable up to 48k and the
supports original plus two copies print
ing.
Said Star's sales director Roger Bayley:
"I expect that the LC24-20 will gain
rapid popularity, when our customers
start talking about the new features nor
mally found only on the expensive mod
els available today."
Recommended price is £304.33.

MP5350 now costs £520.

Prizes for subscribers

replacement

The LC24-10 also has a 16k buffer

and the 300 characters per second 9-pin

rural post offices.
The dot matrix models will be spe
cially adapted for the role and will allow
La Poste to print customer receipts, stan
dard post office forms and accounting
documents with up-to-the-minute tech
nology.

Star

able and most do not require soldering.
Two and four megabyte boards are sold
with a utilities disk and multitasking
software worth £70.

Protar to add more to their ST hard drives

Dusseldorf

Dusseldor f

Calamus cost cut

confirmed
ATARI Germany have confirmed
that this year's Dusseldorf show
will run from August 21 to 23,
1992. It will be held in the city's
massive exhibition halls.

Prices start at £19 to upgrade from
512k to one megabyte and increase to
£115 for a board to improve a 512k or
one megabyte system to four
megabytes.

i

ATARI

Imessei?
23. August 1992

MONO copies of the Calamus desktop
publishing package can now be bought
for £139.99 from new distributor Halco

(0734 441525).

The firm are also offering users of ver
sion 1.09N the opportunity to upgrade
to the colour package, Calamus SL.

ATARI HARDWARE

520STE DISCOVERY XTRA PACK
* 520STE + Mouse

* ST Basic

* Anarchy
* Dragons Breath
* ControlAce Utility

* Super Cycle
* Emulator Ace Utility

* 1st Basic

* Neochrome

* Indiana Jones

r1*^

GI-2000 Optical Mouse
GI-600C ST/Amiga Moi

520STE DISCOVERY XTRA II PACK

•

* ST Tour

*5:520STE + Mouse
Final Fight

* Escape for Robot

* Nine Lives

•i^PWBge Irackball

£36 95

Naksha Mouse with F19
G.I. Hand Scanner

£34.95
£179.

Monsters

* Control Ace Utility

* Sim City
* EmulatorAce Utility

TDK 3.5" DS/DD Floppy Disks
3.5" Disk Storage Box (100)

* ST Tour

* First Basic

MouseMats

* Neochrome

+ SuperboardJoystick

E270

£320

20MB

£269.95

30MB
40MB
-.
50MB DC

£324.95

£339.95
£419.95

^OMB R44 Removable

ATARI 1040STE FAMILY
CURRICULUM PACK

SOMB
100MB DC

^Jfli ....£899.95

EXTRA PACK

to the over 50's The 1040STE includes 1Mb Ram. 31/2 1Mb

MONITORS

1Mb Version

disk drive,4096 palette. TVModulator,power supply. MIDI

* 520STE + Mouse

* ST Basic

Module 2-Junior School

* Anarchy
* Dragons Breath
* ControlAce Utility

• Super Cycle
* IndianaJones
+ EmulatorAce Utility

Module 3 • GCSE revision

* 1st Basic

* Neochrome

Module 4 • Business Computing
Module 5 - Creative Computing

* ST Tour

ports and highqualitystereo sound. Softwaremodules
included worth over £485.00

Module1 - Play and Learn

Atari SM124 Mono Monitor

£139.99

Atari SC1224 Colour Monitor
Atari SC1435 Colour Monitor

£22.

Antago

E14'9^
E16JB

Archipelagos

£9.99

r

J

..£259.95

ATFII

..^..£17.99

Atomix
Baal

£14.99
£13.95

Back to the Future III
Backlash....
Back to the Golden

£17.99

£17.99

Badlands

Barbarian II

Betrayal

£14.99

^PS5.99

•mW^.S'Zm

•T!

£21.99

Beyondthe Ice Palace
Black Cauldron

£9.99
£14.99

Rotox

£14.95

•Bcon

£19.99

TOF Honda
Saint & Greavsie

£17.99
£16.45

£16.45

Shadow Warrior

£17.45

Silmarils

£16.99^

Simulcra

£18

Insects ifJPace

£16.99

Skate Wars

JimmyWhiteSnooker
Jumping Jackson

£24.99
£14.95

Skidz

^Krypton Egg

£25.99

Last Duel

£14.95

£17.99

Locomotion

Sleeping Godj
Spaceballj

Lombard RAC Rally
£14.99
LotueTurbo Challenge II....£19.99
£9.95

Manix

Captain America
CaptainFizz
Carrier Command

Carvup

£14.^fl

£9.99
£9.99

Mega LoMania

£24.99

Mercs

£16.45

£9.99

Microprose Golf

£28.50

Midwinter II
Mindbender
Mission Genocide
Moonshine Racers

£21.99
£14.95
£9.99
£16,99

£16.99

Catch 23

£9.99

Challengers

£23.50

Chase HQ 2

£16.99

Chicago30's
ChipsChallenge

£9.99
£19.99

Chuck Rock

£18.50

Computer Maniacs
Diary

£4.95

Crack Down

£14.95

Crazy Cars
Curse ol the Azure

£9.99
A

Bonds

MysticaL.^H
NightrJa-iafc
Nighthunter..

£9.99

Marc
Offshore Warrior
Orbit 2000

£19.99
£9.99
£9.99

Pang

£14.95

Paradroid 90

£19.99
£19.99

Pro Flight

£31.50

Po Light
European Challenge Scenery£9.99
Everton FCIntelligent
F15Strike EagleII

£9.99
£26.50

Falcon Collection

£22.00

Final Fight

•m\99
Wr£18.99

Foundation Waste

£9.99

Flight Sim IISc l Disk11....E9.99

•r
GalacticEmpire
Galaxy Force

£9.99
£14.95
£14.95

Gazzall

£19.99

Gemini Wing

£9.99

£19.99
£18.99

PuffysSaga

£14.95

Punisher
Pursuit to Earth

£14.95
£9.99

Pyramax

£9.99
£14.95

R-Type
Railroad Tycoon

£17.99
£28.50

Rainbow Collection
Rainbow Warrior
Real Ghostbusers
Red Heat

£19.99
£16.99
£9.99
£17.99

Red Storm Rising

£19.99

Supremacy
Technocop
Teenage Mutant Hero

£24.99
£9.99

The Simpsons

£19.99

Thunderhawk

£25.99

Time Machine
Times Jubilee Puzzle
Tin Tin On The Moon
Toki

£18.99
£9.99
£17.99
£17.99

Tower of Babel

£14.95

ToyotaCelica GTRally

£19.!

p,'anasonic KX-P1124i
Panasonic
KX-P1170
Pi
Panasonic
Pi
KX-P1624

New Ve%

StarLC20
SI

£9.99

1stMail

./.

CAD3DV.1

£16.95

DigitaFinalAccounts.

£29.99

Digita Mailshot
Digita Mailshot Plus
£38.95
Digita System 3 Accounts..£39.95
EasyDrawII ;,
£43.99
EasyDraw il Supercharged£63.95

..£239.99

Cyber3D Developers
£17 95
CyberArchitecture Design..£17.95
CyberCartoonDesigns
£22.95
CyberControl
£34.95
CyberFuture Designs
£17.95
CyberG.I.S.T. (Sound Ed)..£17.95
CyberHuman Designs
£17.95
Cyber PaintV2
£38.99
CyberSculpt
£59.95
CyberStar Struck
£19.95

^yber Studio (1 Meg)

£38.99

Cyber Texture
CyberVideoTitling

£36.95
£19.95

Data Manager Pro

Devpac V2.0

' Modula 2 Standard

First Word Plus V.3

£57 95

GSTCCompiler

£21.95

Lattice C V5

£119.95

£33.95
£79.99

£29.95

..£94.95

SuperbasePersonal

£47.95

£45.9!

,..£35.95

Superbase Personal II

£71.95

Digita Cashbook Contro!ler.£39.95
Digita E-Type
£21.95

Mastersound II

£31.95

Timeworks Publisher II

£89.99

Mini Office Comms

£20.95

Timeworks Publisher

£79.95

MiniOfficeSpreadsheet

£20.95

Air Combat Aces

AirSeaSupremai
Alcatraz

Alien Storm
Beast Busti
Blue Max
Boston Bomb Club

Captain Planet
ChartAttackCompilation

Manhunterl

Manhunterll....

t

Police Quest I..

Elvira II

Police Quest II.

Exile..

EDUCATIONAL

£18.99

Utopia

£16.99

Voyager

Soccer

Resolution 101

£19.99

£17.99
£9.99

RickDangerous11

£19.99

Robocod

£19.99

Robocop III

£19.99

X-Out

Robokid

£14.95

Zynaps

Xenophobe

£16.90

Ian Botham's Cricket

£24.99

Fun School II Over 8

£18.99

Knights of the Sky

£28.50

Fun School III Under 5

£18.99
£18.99

£9.99
£9.99
£14.95

Wrath ol the Demon
W.W.F

BetterSpelling

£9.99
£9.99

Wingsof Death
WipeOut
WorldChampionship

Falcon Collection..

£9.99

£9.99
£9.99
£14.99
£16.99

£21.50
£19.99

£9.99
£14.95

£9.95

P5

Conquestsof Camelot 1Mb
Hoyle s Bookof Games I ....
Hoyle's Bookof Games III.
KingsQuest I
Kings Quest II
KingsQuest III
Kings Quest IV
LeisureSuit LarryI
LeisureSuit Larry II
LeisureSuit Larry III.

A320 Air Bus

£18.99

Wanted
War Hawk
Weird Dreams
Welltris

£79.95
£110.00

..£44,95

Fun School II 6 to 8

£9.99

Questfor Glory
Questfor GloryII
SpaceQuestI
SpaceQuestII
Space Quest III

JOYSTICKS

£19.99

Mercenary III

£24.99

Fun School III Over 7

£18.99

Obitus

£19.99

Fun School IV Under 5

£18.99

Hyperstar

£16.99

Pegasus

£19.99

Fun School IV5 to 7

£18.99 J

Megaboard

£24.99

Race Driving

£24.99

Megastar
Quickjoy IITurbo
Quickjoy Jettighter
Quickjoy Superboard
Quickjoy Supercharger
StingrayAutofire
Superstar
Topstar

£27 99
.£8.99
£13.99
£17.99
£9.99
£13.99
£13.99
£23.99

Leander

:

Reach For The Skies

£23.99

Realms

£23.99

Shadowlaps

£24.99

SpaceCrusade
£19.99
SpiritOfExcalibur
£23.99
Super Heroes (Compilation).£23.99

Fun School IV Over 7
£18.99 J
Hooray for Henrietta
E17.9QJ
Learn to Read with Prof 1....£29.9J
Maths Mania 8-12
£22J
Mavis Beacon Teaches

Typing

Prof Looks atWords

£21.fl

£160

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

24hr Hotline 071 -381 661 8 Credit Card orders

To order: Phone uswith your Access/Visa details orsend cheque/PO with details. When ordering software please specify disk size - please allow 7 days for cheque clearance.

Check availability before ordering. Goods not offered on trial basis.
E. &O.E. Prices and specifications are subject to change without notice.

EXPORT & GOVT., EDUCATIONAL ORDERS WELCOME

r

.£29.90

Foot Pedal
Freedon Connection

Tel: 071-381 6618 Fax: 071-381 0528

JmJm\

£29.50
£82.90
.£23.90
£23 90

Fun School III 5 to 7

GHS TECHNOLOGY LTD, 10 Fulham Broadway, London SW6 1AA

M

£41.95

Replay VIII
Replay Professional

£56.95

£37.95
..£59.95

Fun School II Under 6

Vixien

£110.00

Scan Art & Draw Art

Hisoft Power Basic

Hot Rubber..

./;

£69.95

£74.99
£74.90
£74.99

Protext V5.5

£24.99

Verminator

Prodata V1.2

ProsperoC
ProsperoFortran
Prospero Pascal
Quartet

£49.95

£30.95

Personal Finance Manager+£34.95

£49.95

UMSII

Victory Road

NeotJesk3

Harlekin V2

HisoftC Interpreter

£75.95

£116.00

Spectrum 512
Stereo Replay.

Digita Cashbook Combo Pk£59^

DeathBringer

Modula 2 Developers

GST Macro Assembler 1:21.95

French Mistress Level A+B ..£19.95

£19.99

£9.99

..£289.99
..£734.99

Harlequin

Gods

Growth

..£229.99

Star LC24-200 Colour
Panasonic KX-P4420 Laser..

FiveNationsRugby..
Great Napoleonic Battles..

£14.95

Kiold Runner II +SeenDisk£14.95

Star LC200 Colour.
StarLC24-200

Trivial Pursuits
£19.99,
TrivialPursuits New Begin.£12.95,
Turbo Cup
£9.!
Tusker
£17i
Twylyte
£1

Ghouls SGhosts

BHIenAxe
•mden Path

£7.99
£9.99

Triton III

£9.99

Quartz
Quizam

£9.99
£19.99

£19.99

TopShots
TotalEclipse

£9.99

To Soccer 2190
Pro Tennis Tour II

Stun Runner,.
Stunt Car Racer

SupercarTll

£9.99
£9.99

£19.99

Prince ol Persia

£9.99
£9.99

£9.99

£19.99
£24.99
£14.95
£14.95

Powermonger

£14.95
£18.99
£9.99
£19.99

Teramis
The Grail

£18.99
^-..£14.95

Power Pip

£14.95
£9.99

Starblaze
Star Glider II
Star Raiders
Steve McQueen

^Turtles

£9.99

Pit Fighter
Populous II
Plotting
PopUp

Space Ga
Spaco Harrier II
Spidetronic

Stormtrooper
Street Hockey

•T..E9.99

f'9.95

Cybercon III
Curseof Ra

£16.99^

Matrix Marauders

£13.95

.Am

Skyfox.
Slayer.

£9.99

Mach3

^,....£9.99

SkyFighter

£9.99

Lemmings (Original)

.£JJ
£14.95

Skychase

Magic Pockets
£19.99
Manchester United Europe.£19.99
Bubble +

£9.99

Scapeghost
£14.95
Secret Monkey Island1Mb.£19.99

Helter Skelter.
Heroes

^Knightmare

Age

'Zydec 3.5" External Drive .

PROFESSIONAL ATARI SOFTWARE
Rocket Raffijer

HighSteel.
Hydra
Ice Hockey

Sumana CSA354 1Mb 3.5"Drive .

Philips CM-8833 MkllColour Monitor

Philips 15j^/Monitor

LEISURE SOFTWARE
£31.50
£25.99
£19.99
£9.99
£14.95

Aquanaut

£279.9!

DOT MATRIX PRINTERS

£290

All For Only £359.99

.^...£594.95
£434.95
£559.95

160MB DC

ATARI 520STE DISCOVERY

Five differentlevels of applicationmodules designed to
meet the needs of every familymember fromthe under 5's

3D Construction Kit
10 Great Games
Award Winners
African Raiders
Ancient Battles

ffoT9~5

* ST Basic

ALL FOR ONLY

A

^.^flltfl

JE24.99
El 9.99

News

Keying the
right way

Britain wins air battle

A PAMPHLET has been produced to help

keyboard players form chords without
the rigour of traditional chord and scale
training.
Primarily aimed at beginners and
young players, The Keycount Way uses a
method of note counting.
Claimed to help users form any
chord, regardless of how difficult the key
appears, it costs £10 from G Campbell

FORTY computers from Britain and the United States - many of them STs - recently
logged on to the world's biggest online air battle to relive the Battle of Britain.
Playing Air Warrior, the multi-user flight simulator, seven British flyers took to
the sky in Spitfire fighters to fight against 32 American pilots at the controls of
Mel09 and Ju88 bombers.

Just like the real battle, the attacking forces underestimated the ability of the
defenders and the Brits turned the tables by winning the day.
Clem Chambers, organiser and UK pilot said: "It was amazing to recreate this bat
tle and have history repeat itself. It's also thrilling to make computing history with
this ground-breaking first."
The game can be dialled on 081-539 6763. It costs £1.50 per hour, plus standard
telephone charges.

(031-339 4646).

Aviator flies in

Tapping into

AVIATOR is an aircraft yoke controller
which has just been added to Bondwell's
(081-365 1993) Quickshot line of joy

Timeworks
ST USERS buying Electric Distribution's
Timeworks Publisher 2 desktop publish
ing package are being given the com
pany's wordprocessor First Word Plus
free of charge.
Available throughout April and May,
the firm says the offer gives people the
opportunity to buy a publishing solu
tion for £129.25. Electric Distribution

can be telephoned on 0480 496666.

sticks.

It has easy to grip handles and - for
flight simulator fanatics - altitude and
level indicators. It also has slow motion

capabilities, four Fire buttons and two
dual speed turbo fire selectors.
ST-compatible Aviator 1 is supplied
with a six-foot cable.
Aviator takes flight
simulators to new heights

Simulator stays
ELECTRONICS giant Philips are to continue bundling flight simulation soft

Microprose's F-19Stealth Fighter package will be included with the Philips
CM8833/II until summer.

And the manufacturer have warned buyers that grey imported models do
not have the free software and are sold with a European power lead.
Boxes should be marked with BEAB BS415 safety standard approval stick
ers, they say. Recommended price: £229.99.

12 to 14 April 1992

European Computer Trade Show
Organiser: Blenheim Online
(081-868 4466)

Venue: Business Design Centre, London
A trade-only show where many of
the year's leisure releases can be pre
viewed.

24 to 26 April 1992
3rd Midi Music Show

Organiser: WestminsterExhibitions
(081-549 3444)
Venue:Novotel, Hammersmith
Big event for musicians.

16 May 1992
All Formats Computer Fair
Organiser: Bruce Everiss
(0225 868100)
Venue: SundownExhibition Centre,
London

The future venue for the London

fair.

28 to 31 May 1992
Spring Computer Shopper Show
Organiser: Blenheim PEL
(081-742 2828)

Night flying

ware with their stereo colour monitor.

diary dates

for A320
A320 Airbus pilots will be able to buy
the first accessory disk for the flight sim
ulation package within the next few
weeks, Thalion have announced.

It will give the ability for proper
night-time flying and enable users to
practice techniques such as airport
approach and landings. The disk will

Venue: Olympia, London
Promised to attract many ST
exhibitors.

10 to 12 July 1992
6th International 16-bitComputer
Show

Organiser: WestminsterExhibitions
(081-549 3444)
Venue: Wembley Exhibition Halls

The year's second 16-bit Computer
Show, promising plenty of STsup
port.

cost £14.95.

"^^^^^B^^^^^m

Philips continue to
give F-19 Stealth
Fighter with the
CM8833/II monitor

II
pHHI

Price chop for
Portfolio
ATARI'S palm-top Portfolio has had its
price cut to less than £150. The MSDOS based organiser can be connected
to STs using a special package called ST
Link.

OVERSEAS
28 to 31 May 1992
Consumer Electronics Show

Organiser: EIG/CEG
Venue: Chicago
The show opens for the first time for
the public on May 30, 1992.

21 to 23 August 1992
Atari Messe

Organiser: Atari Germany
DO YOU KNOW

Library joins village fun

SOMETHING WE DON'T?
Although Atari ST User has

A PUBLIC domain library has joined forces with the Silicon Village, Britain's

scores of contacts in the ST world,

largest computing and leisure viewdata service, to offer discounted member
ship.
People joining 16/32 Public Domain for an annual £15 fee have the oppor
tunity to pay a further £5 for membership to Silicon Village. Normal cost for

we need you. If you have some
hot news ring John Butters on the

the online service is £18.88.

For more information call 16/32 Public Domain on 0634 710788 or Silicon

Village on 0992 586919.

Atari STUser May 1992

news-desk now on 0625 878888.

All information supplied will be

(010 49 6142 2090)
Venue: DusseldorfFairground

Maybe Atari's new computer will be
shown!

• If your company is organising
a show relevant to the Atari ST

and it's not listed, let us know

treated in the strictest of confi

so we can include the informa

dence.

tion in the diary.

HCS

ATARI MEMORY UPGRADE SPECIALISTS

2MEZ22

mnmmmm
HCS STE and MEGA STE UPGRADES
HCS STE memory upgrade kits come complete with
full instructions designed for the amateur. The com
plete job should take no longer than 15 minutes. 2

and 4 megabyte kits come with free utilities disk
and multitasking software.

programs without affecting the ST in normal oper

71

ation. PC Emulators for the ST/F/M computers

require the user to solder a 68 pin socket on top of
the microprocessor in the ST. Installation in the STE
simply plugs in on top of the microprocessor using

an adapter board into the expansion slot of the

Upgrade from 520 to 1040
To 2 Megabytes
To 4 Megabytes

PC emulators allow the ST to use PC compatible

£19.00
£65.00
£129.25

STF(M) and Mega ST upgrade kits
Xtraroom Deluxe plug to upgrading system fits
inside the computer. It can upgrade your computer
in stages to 1Mb, 2.5Mb ancT4Mb. The kit comes
with comprehensive instructions designed for
novices. The kit uses SIMMS, so is easily upgradeable.

Mega ST, at no extra cost.

AT Speed CI6
AT Speed 8
PC Speed
Fitting as above

£125.00
£140.00
£90.00
£30.00

The Vortex 386 emulator allows a high degree of

compatibility and speed for PC compatibre pro

grams on the ST. True multitasking through the

advanced features of the 386 allows windows to
be used in enhanced mode. The AT Once 386 can

accept a 387 Co-processor, this will speed many

Frontier Xtraram MuaJ
Quality SIMM upgrading system
Upgrade from 520 to T040
£55.00
To 2.5 Megabytes
To 4 Megabytes

£94.00
£155.00

SOLDER IN KIT

programs up to a factor of 5 times! The 386 sx

emulator also has the capability for Fastram cache
on board to allow a norton factor (speed compari
son) of 15.

VORTEX 386 SX-16
387 CO-PROCESSOR
FASTRAM CACHE

£350.00
£117.00
£30.00

The solder in kit is designed for people with more
electronics experience. There are four types of

SPECTRE OCR MAC

Surface mount chips and 16 surface mount chips.
All types are normally stocked, check your configu
ration before ordering.

The Spectre GCR cartridge allows the ST to emu
late the Mac giving 20% more speed than the Mac

chips used in the ST: 16 DIL chips, 4 DIL chips, 4

Solder in kit (all versions)

£25.00

plus with 30% bigger screen area! It is fully com
patible with ST hard drives. When used in con
junction with the SST it can beat the fastest Macs.
The megatalk board fits the Mega ST to allow con

nection to Mac specific peripherals, LAN network

immwm

<

o
e

and Mac SCSI.

The HCS power supply and disk drive upgrades

SPECTRE GCR (Inc. 128K Roms)

£340.00

straight into the ST without soldering. The Power

Megatalk Board

£250.00

come complete with fitting instructions ana plug

supply produces less heat than the original so is
more reliable.

Replacement power supply

£39.95

Double sided disk drive kit

£47.00

70

HOW TO ORDER
Enquiries and credit card orders please Fax/Call on (081) 777 0751.
Please phone for enquiries between 10.00am and 6.00pm
Mon to Sat.

For mail order please send description of goods and
cheque/PO to (sorry no postal enquiries):

The AD Speed made by the famous ICD corpora
tion fits in as the PC emulators. It is hardware and

software switchable between 16 Megahertz and 8
Megahertz. The new SST 68030 accelerator is
only available presently for the Mega ST. It gives a

phenomenal speed increase by using the super fast

68030 processor running at 50 Megahertz and
comes with TOS 2.51. The SST accelerator allows

HCS
35 Hartland Way, Shirley, Croydon CR0 8RJ

__

Prices include VAT and P&P

8Mb or ram on board and has a position for a co
processor.

AD Speed ST
AD Speed STE

£152.00
£175.00

68030 SST-50

£550.00

c

" Goods normally dispatched within 2working days. =
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News

i

T MAY have been cold and rainy on
the outside of this year's Frankfurt
Music Fair, but inside the massive

halls were filled with more new STprod
ucts from more exhibitors than ever

before - over 1,150 exhibitors from
more than 40 countries
res.

Fair s

Even though PCs
and Macs were well

represented, the ST
still holds sway as
the premier music
machine - which is

from Fra

to be expected as it
is Germany's favourite music computer.
Unfortunately, Atari GmbH ewre not
in evidence (unlike last year) although
there was a new leaflet published by
Atari floating around called Atari imd
Homerecording. The title translates pretty

Ian Waugh Reports

sion is 3.12 which sup
ports the remote control
of Fostex tape recorders.
Also from C-Lab was

Central area of

the gigantic
Frankfurt Musik
Messe

version 2.0 of Polyframe,
the Generic editor/librar

ian, which is now sup
plied with several new
instrument modules along

lar portable keyboards - the Gem WS2,

sition. In fact, some of the screens look

the Roland E series and the Yamaha PSR-

like modern avant-garde music composi

with Monoframe which

6700.

tion scores. The results, however, can be

only comes with one
module but which can be

Main screen of Hybrid Arts' ST-based digital audio
recording system

upgraded.
Steinberg (Evenlode
Soundworks 099 389 8484)

Also due to be distributed by AMG is

rather more musical. One of the most

interesting hardware add-ons was a Midi
interface for the Portfolio from Synthax

Zadok's ST Arranger. This has been avail
able in Holland for quite a while now
along with other Zadok products which

Music Hard & Software, let's see if a UK

have been slow to appear in the UK, but

easily but the rest of the leaflet is in

were majoring on version 3 of Cubase

now that AMG has taken on distribution

German.

which contains numerous new fea

we should see more of them soon.

As well as propounding the benefits
and delights of software we know and

see in the UK. More of such things in a

tures including redesigned graphics,
scale velocity and transposition, Bank
select and pre-delay for Program
changes.
New Synthworks programs include

moment.

editors for Yamaha's SY/TG77 and an

ST Arranger is a real-time
pattern/accompaniment generator. This
type of program seems to be a current
favourite among developers, others of
the ilk being Band-In-A-Box, Freestyle
and Feeling Partner, all of which have

One of the major surprises was
Notator Logic from C-Lab (Sound
Technology 0462 480000) which they
describe as an object-oriented music
environment. It's a totally new concept

upgraded version (to 2.0) of
Synthworks for the KorgMl.

love such as Notator and Cubase, it also

mentions a couple of programs we don't

for C-Lab and, indeed, for music soft

ronment called MidiShare.

a UK distributor is on the horizon.

Hardware
On the hardware front, expect to see
lots of new products from most of the
y..^.,., •„_,...,.
end
start

|— ^ ^
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Geerdes new StarTrack modular

music program

sion should be available soon.

Hybrid Arts (Atlantic Audio 071272 8944) is going for the generic edi
tor/librarian market with GenEdit 2.0

which now supports instruments pro
duced by over a dozen manufacturers.
Hybrid Arts' main push is
the ST-baseddirect-to-disk recording
digital audio system which is being

One of the interesting things about
the Frankfurt Fair is that you get to see
products which have not yet found a UK
distributor (Freestyle was picked up at
last year's Fair by Zone Distribution). So
just in case, here are another couple of
programs to watch out for.
Session Partner (DVPI GmbH 07181 8

updated and which has received an
excellent response from users.

99 59) is in the same vein as the accom
paniment generation programs with lots

EMC (AMG 073088 383) were
showing several new editors includ

of pattern generation options.
Presto (Stopper Innovative Software
0745 17 21) is an intriguing composition
aid which uses a wide range of editing
functions to help you with your compo-

ing one for the Kawai Spectra and the
new XS-1 module. The Dance Line is

will be upgraded free. The current ver

a collection of editors/styles for popu-

major musical instrument manufactur

ers. Of special interest to computer users
are Roland's (0252 816181) new CM
modules, the CM-300 (£335) and CM-

500 (£780), plus two new master key

It has reached version 0.99 and is

still in German, but an English ver

fee. Any Notators bought from April

Atari STUser May 1992

been reviewed in Atari ST User.

Geerdes (Newtronic 081-691 1087)

module-based and runs in an envi

The specs are amazing and the demos
were impressive although they were
running on Macs. However, an ST ver
sion has been promised by September
with upgrades available for a nominal

The Roland version was on show at

Frankfurt last year and Intersound claim
to have sold 400 programs. It has just
been translated into English so perhaps

latest version of Steinberg's profes

judged

same time.

Italy).

sional scorewriter.

were demoing StarTrack, a sequencer,
arranger and editor program. It is

New concept

(Intersound & Soft 0039 471 884646 -

MasterScore 2 was also on show, the

ware, and one which they hope will set
a new standard by which others will be

It represents all musical building
blocks as objects. Each "real" compo
nent of your Midi system has a virtual
(graphic)representation on the screen.
Using a series of interrelated win
dows, you can view several levels (such
as patch connections between instru
ments, track arrangements, notation
and so on) of your composition at the

distributor picks this up!
Other goodies included Wavestar,
Parastar, Unistar, Polystar - editors and
librarians for Roland and Akai samplers

board controllers - the PC-150 (£139)
and PC-200G (£225).

Yamaha were showing the TG100
(around £349) which supports the GM
(General Midi) format of which the GS
standard is a derivative, and boasts 28-

note polyphony.
New expanders include Kawai's XS-1,
and some neat and budget-priced mod
ules including the Spectrum Bass
Module (£279) and Spectrum Tone mod
ule (£359).

In all, this year's Frankfurt Music Fair

showed a rather surprising concentra
tion of effort by virtually all exhibitors.
It's hard to believe the musical instru

ment industry is in a recession.

Over 90,000 people have joined Special Reserve
The club with no obligation to buy
Phone 0279 600204 for a free COLO R catalogue

¥

Games Club

Biggest and Best.

0279 600204
Open to 8pm Weekdays
and to 5pm Weekends

rara
HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION

RAINBOW COLLECTION

POWER UP

9.99

9.99

9.99

F19 STEALTH FIGHTER

F16 FALCON

LSR SUIT LARRY 3

TEENAGE QUEEN

12.99

9.99

12.99

7.99

.'.iTft'.V'y.V'Jiil'U^I

ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP
UK £6.00 EEC £8.00 WORLD £10.00
We only supply members but you can order as you joii

JIMMY WHITE'S

W$iS24F%

•••SIM

NR^ colour magazine

bi-monthly to al!

I members. Don't miss il

••••<
INDY JONES ADV

KICK OFF 2

PLAYER MANAGER

LEMMINGS

MEGATRAVELLER1

MIDWINTER

MURDERI

JIMMY WHITE

7.99

7.99

7.99

13.99

11.99

11.99

4.99

13.99
*LL IN PRIC

89.9S

ELITE

POWERDRIFT

PRINCE OF PERSIA

ROCKET RANGER

SCRABBLE

TURRICAN 2

WHEELS OF FIRE

THUNDERHAWK

9.99

2.99

9.99

2.99

7.99

8.49

7.99

9.99

Atari ST Software

FERRARI FORMULA 1
FINAL BLOW

8.9
16.9

POPULOUS2
POWER UP

2 HOT 2 HANDLE

FINAL FIGHT

16.9

(CHASE H.Q, TURRICAN.

(OFF ROAD RACER. TOTAL
RECAL, SHADOW WARRIOR),..19.4=

FISH! (M/SCROLLS)

3.9

X-OUT. ALTERED BEAST,

3D CONSTRUCTION KIT

(DYNAMITE DUX, NINJA

27.9E

WARRIORS, SHINOBI,
DOUBLE DRAGON 2)
4 WHEEL DRIVE
[LOTUS ESPRIT TURBO.

19.4

FLAMES OF FREEDOM

21.9

FLIGHT OF THE INTRUDER

CELICA, COMBO RACER)

19.4S

...13.9

FORGOTTEN WORLDS
FORMULA 1 GRAND PRIX

6.9
22.9

(F16 COMBAT PILOT. ITALY 1990.

FUN SCHOOL 2 (2-6, 6 -8 or 8+) 13.9
FUN SCHOOL 3 (2-5, 5-7 or 7*) 15,9
FUN SCHOOL 4 (2-5, 5-7 or 7+) 15,9

DOUBLE DRAGON 2. TURBO

GAUNTLET2

2.9

18.9S

GAUNTLET3

16.9

16.9S

GFA BASIC V3.0 COMPILER ...27.9
GFA BASIC V3.0 INTERPRETER 39,9
GODS
16.9
GOLDEN AXE
16,9
GOLF WORLD CLASS
LEADERBOARD
6,9

ACTION MASTERS

OUTRUN. WELLTRIS)
ADVANTAGE TENNIS
AFTERBURNER

1 Mh

AGONY
AIR SEA SUPREMACY
iGUNSHIP. SILENT SERVICE,

16.9S

(Please specify Super Mario and all free items on order form)

POWERDRIFT
2.
POWERMONGERD/S
19.
POWERMONGER DATA DISK -

9.

16.
4.
16.

RACE DRIV1N

16.

RAINBOW COLLECTION

ISLANDS. N/ZEALAND STORY)

9.

RBI BASEBALL 2
REALMS

16.
15.
15.

BARBARIAN 2 (PSYGNOSIS) ...17 .4£

HILL STREET BLUES

SCRABBLE DE LUXE

7.

BATTLE OF BRITAIN D/S

HITCH HIKERS GUIDE
HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION

SEASTALKER (INFOCOM)

3.

12.9
6.9

HEIMDALL(1 MEG)
HEROQUEST (GREMLIN)

18.9
16.9

BAAL
BALANCE OF POWER

6.9£
S Wfc
19.9S

BEYOND ZORK (INFOCOM)

3.9S

BlG RUN
BLACK CAULDRON

16.9S
4.9S

BLOOD MONEY

6.9$

BLOODWYCH
BLUEMAX

7.9E
19.9S

BLUES BROTHERS

16.9E

BONANZA BROS

16.9S

BRAT

16.9S

BREACH 2 (ENHANCED)

17 .9$

CADAVER

16.4S

15.4

7.9

SECRET OF MONKEY

(ROBOCOP. GHOSTBUSTERS 2.
INDIANA JONES ACTION.

BATMAN THE MOVIE) D/S

9.9

HOME ACCOUNTS 2
39.9
HOME ALONE
16.4
HUDSON'HAWK
16.9
HUNTER
194
IAN BOTHAMS CRICKET
19.4
IK+
6.9
INDIANA JONES ADVENTURE ...7.9

CADAVER LEVELS THE PAY OFF 11,9S

INDY HEAT

CAPTIVE
CARRIER COMMAND

INFESTATION

11.4S
7 9fi

...17.9

16.9

69

MANAGER, J .KHANN SQUASH) 12.4S
CHAMPIONS OF KRYNN (SSI) 19.9S

INTERNATIONAL SOCCER
CHALLENGE
16.9
INTERNATIONAL SPORTS
CHALLENGE
19.4
J. KHANN WORLD SQUASH ...16.4
JAMES POND 2-ROBOCOD ...16.9

CHART ATTACK

JET + JAPAN DISK (SUBLOGIC) 5.9

CHAMPIONS
(MANCHESTER UTD. BOXING

(LOTUS ESPRIT, GHOULS &
GHOSTS, JAMES POND.

JET SET WILLY

14.99

CHRONOOUEST2
CHUCK ROCK
CHUCKIEEGG
CHUCKIE EGG2

4.9S
1S.9E
8.9=
8.9=

CORPORATION

CORRUPTION (M/SCROLLS)

6.9E

...3.9E

CRUISE FOR A CORPSE
CURSE OF THE

19.99

AZURE BOND (1 MEG) (SSI) ...19.9=
DEFENDER OF THE CROWN

8.9

JIMMY WHITES SNOOKER

CHASE H.O 2 (SCI) D/S

...7.99

13.9

JINXTER (M/SCROLLS)

3.9

JUDGE DREDD
KICKOFF2D/S
KICK OFF 2 FINAL WHISTLE
KICK OFF 2 GIANTS OF EUROPE

9.9
7.9
7.9
7.9

15.9=

LEGEND OF THE SWORD
LEISURE SUIT LARRY 2 D/S

4.9
...12.9

...12.9
13.9

19.

STOSMAESTRO

15.

SUPER CARS (GBH)

6.

SUPER CARS2
SUPER HANG ON

SUPER LEAGUE MANAGER
SUPER SPACE INVADERS

16.
6.

...15.
14.

U .99

MEGATRAVELLER 1
MENACE

11.9
6.9

MERCENARY 3

15.9

MERCHANT COLONY

MICROPROSE 3D GOLF

18.4

„

11.9

MOONSHINE RACERS
MOONSTONE
MURDER D'S
MYSTICAL DS

16.9
19,4
4.9
2.9

(STRIP POKER)

ICITIZEN 224 24 PIN COLOUR PRINTER,

23.99
23.99

KLAX

23.99

SLIMEWORLO

23

23.99

LYNX CASINO

23.99

1 BILLAND TED

23.99

23
23

I BLOCK OUT

23.99

MS PACMAN
23.99
NFL SUPER-BOWL.,.23.99
NINJAGAIDEN
23.99
PACLAND
23.99

STRIDER2
TOKI

1 CHECKERED FLAG 23.99
1 CHIPS CHALLENGE 21.99
1 CRYSTAL MINES2 ...23.99
I DIRTY LARRY

23.99

I ELECTRO COP
I GRIDRUNNER
I HARDDRIVIN'

23.99

23.99
23.99

HOCKEY

j80 COLUMN, 192CPS/64LQ, 24 MTH WARR

SCRAPYARD DOG ...26

HYPERDROME
ISHIDO

I BASKETBRAWL

23.99

; HYDRA

23.99

PAPERBOY
PITFIGHTER

SHANGHAI

TOURNAMENT

CYBERBALL
23
TURBO SUB
26
ULTIMATE CHESS ...27

23,99
23,99

OIX
RAMPAGE
ROBO SQUASH
ROBOTRON2084
S.T.U.N RUNNER

23

VIKING CHILD
WARBIRDS

23.49
23.99
23.99
...23.99
23.99

23
23

WORLD CUP SOCCER 23
XENEPHOBE
23
XYBOTS
23
ZARLORMERCENARY 23

'FREESPECIAL RESERVE MEMBERSHIP,
FREE PRINTER LEAD

249.99

IaUTO SHEET FEEDER FOR CITIZEN 224

79.99

RIBBON (COLOUR) FOR SWIFT 9 OR 224
RIBBON (BLACK) FOR SWIFT 224

15.99
6.99

RIBBON (BLACK) FOR SWIFT 9 OR 120D+

6.99 I

ME GAMES SHOWN MAY NOT YET BE

WE ONLY SUPPLY MEMBERS BUT YOU CAN ORDER AS YOU JOIN.

THERE IS A SURCHARGE OF 50p PER GAME ON TELEPHONED ORDEF
PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS)

SQUIK MOUSE FOR ATARI ST

15.99
SPECIAL RESERVE MOUSE MAT 4.99

_Postcode _

THUNDERHAWK

9,

TIME &MAGIK (LEVEL 9)

8.

TIP OFF

AUTOFIRE

Enter membership number (if applicable) or
Membership fee £6 UK. £8 EEC. £10 World

COMPETITION PRO

QUICKJOY

4,

P

MEGASTAR

19.99

TV SPORTS (U.S) FOOTBALL ...7.

<<v~>

19.
19,
20,

UNINVITED

_Machine type

5000 (COLOURS MAY VARY)

8.
16.

TV SPORTS BASEBALL
ULTIMA 5
ULTIMA6

:jS&

9.99

15,

TURRICAN 2 D/S
TURTLES2

Telephone _

COMPETITION PRO
EXTRA CLEAR WITH

16.
... 16.

ALL PRICES INCLUDE UK POSTAGE & VAT

3,

UMS2 (! MEG!

19,

UTOPIA

Cheque/P.O./Access/'Mastercard/Switch/Visa

19.

VENGANCE OF EXCALIBUR
VRCOM
WAR ZONE

Switch Issue No_

...'*9.

.

WARHEAD

7.9
69

(HARD DRIVIN, POWERDRIFT,
CHASE H.Q. TURBO OUTRUN).

16.9

WISHBRINGER (INFOCOM) ....

6.9
16.9

DELUXE DISK BOX

(HOLDS 80)

WATERLOO
WHEELS OF FIRE

NITRO

PAINTWORKS IART PACKAGE)

FREE SPECIAL RESERVE MEMBERSHIP
FREE PRINTER LEAD
199.99 :

7,

OPERATION WOLF

PAPERBOY2

|80 COLUMN, 9 PIN, 213CPS.24 MTH WARR

23.99

I AWESOMEGOLF ...23.99
I BASEBALL HEROES 23.99

22.9

MIDWINTER

OUTRUN EUROPA

JCITIZEN SWIFT 9COLOUR PRINTER,

TEENAGE QUEEN

TOKI
TOYOTA CELICA GT RALLY

19.9

lAPB

134.99

16,

TERMINATOR2
16,
TETRIS
12.
THE GAMES SUMMER EDITION 6.
THE SIMPSONS
16.

TURBO CUP (WITH CAR)

(GUILD OF THIEVES, FISH,
CORRUPTION) (1 MEG)

:Back-lit screen. 4096 colours. 64K RAM. 8 meg game capacity, 4 chan

1; sound. 16MHz processor. Eye of the Beholderand Lemmingscomingso<

BADLANDS. STUN RUNNER,

HARDDRIVIN2)

MAGNETIC SCROLLS VOL.1

12,9$

24.99 for 50

STOS (GAMES CREATOR)

LURKING HORROR (INFOCOM) 7.9
MAGIC POCKETS
16.9

FACEOFF

69 p each or

7.

16.

F19 STEALTH FIGHTER

Disks with labels

3.

(HYDRA. SKULL S CROSSBONE,

6.9
19.4
19.4
7.9

MANCHESTER UNITED EUROPE 15,4
MANICMINER
8,9
MEAN STREETS
16.9
MEGA TWINS .
.
16,9

Goldstar DS/DD

13.

KLAX
KNIGHTMAFtE
KNiGHTMARE
LEATHER GODDESSES

EYE OF HORUS
6.9$
F15 STRIKE EAGLE 2
21.9$
F16 FALCON
S
F16 FALCON-MISSIONS 182 14.9S
..,,

...7.

STAR RAY

STARGLIDER2

16.

6,9
16.9

EXILE

SPELLBREAKER (INFOCOM)
SPOT

TNT 2

13.9
16.9

9.9=

16.
24.
22.
7.
3.

kings quest 4 (Sierra; D'S 12.9

LOMBARD RAC RALLY
LOTUS TURBO CHALLENGE 2

5.9=

SMASHTV
SPACE ACE D/S
SPECIAL FORCES
SPEEDBALL
SPELLBOUND

16.

LEMMINGS DISK-OH NO!
LIFEANDDEATH

1i Mr
13.9=

6,
16.

19.

16,9=
" ,9$

16.4=

...21.

SILKWORM
SIM CITY & POPULOUS

SWIV

DOUBLE DRAGON 3
DRAKKHEN

ELITE

SILENT SERVICE 2(1 MEG)

SWITCHBLADE 2

16.9S

ELF

6.

SUPREMACY

DEUTEROS

E-MOTION

3.

SHINOBI

SUSPICIOUS CARGO

LEISURE SUIT LARRY 3 D/S
LEMMINGS

EPIC
ESWATD/S

SHADOWGATE

KICK OFF 2 WINNING TACTICS 7.9
KID GLOVES 2
16.9

42.99

3.9=

16.
16.
16.
16.

KICK OFF 2 RETURN TO EUROPE 7.9

DELUXE PAINT

DYNASTY WARS

ISLAND (1 MEG)
SHADOW DANCER
SHADOW OF THE BEAST 2
SHADOW SORCERER

PLUS FREE Mains Adaptor (essential) worth £12.99
PLUS FREE Special Reserve Membership worth £6.0C

144CPS/25NLQ
24 MTH WARRANTY
FREE MEMBERSHIP
FREE PRINTER LEAD

3.

ROLLING RONNY
RORKE'S DRIFT
RUGBY WORLD CUP

GUILD OF THIEVES
HEAD OVER HEELS

6.9S
16.9S

80 COLUMN, 9 PIN

19.
19.

ROADWAR EUROPA (SSI)

HEROOUEST EXPANSION RETURN OF THE WITCH LORD 10.9

16.9S

84.99
Atari Lynx 2

CITIZEN 120D+

(BUBBLE BOBBLE, RAINBOW

16.

GRAHAM GOOCH CRICKET

16.9S

-RKANOID2
-RMOUR-GEDDON

FREE MEMBERSHIP
FREE MONITOR LEAD

RAILROAD TYCOON (1 MEG),.,21.

RODLAND

19.9S

ALIEN STORM

ANOTHER WORLD

Mk 2 Monitor

2.

PRINCE OF PERSIA

16.
16.
16.
16.
2.

CARRIER COMMAND)

Philips CM8833

11.

PRESIDENT ELECT (SSI)
PRO TENNIS TOUR 2
R-TYPE
R-TYPE2

ROBIN HOOD
ROBOCOP2D/S
ROBOCOP3
ROBOZONE
ROCKET RANGER

P47. F15 STRIKE EAGLE.

229.99

9.

WORLD WAR 1 D/S

(MIDWINTER2)

TEAM SUZUKI, TOYOTA

| PLUS FREE Special Reserve Membership

19.

RAINBOW ISLANDS)

FISTS OF FURY

Stereo Headphones, Batteries, 2 Player Lead IW/THTetris
PLUS Super Mario Land game cartridge
PLUS FREE Gamelight for dark or dim light
PLUS FREE Holsters. Belt and Cartridge Holder

WOLFCHILD

WOLFPACK

PAWN (M SCROLLS)

7.9

WONDERLAND (1 MEG)

PIRATES
PITFIGHTER
PLAYER MANAGER

16.9
16.4
7.9

WORLD CLASS RUGBY
WWF WRESTLING
X-OUT

XENON 2. MEGABLAST

10.99
ROCTEC
! EXTERNAL

DRIVE
FOR ST

i 54.99
FULL RANGE OF JOYSTICKS IN OUR CATALOGUE

Credit card expiry date

Signature

Cheques payable to: SPECIAL RESERVE
P.O. BOX 847, HARLOW, CM21 9P
Overseas Orders: EEC software orders • no extra charge
World software orders please add £1,00 per item.
Non-software items piease add 10% EEC or 25% World.
Overseas orders must be paid by credit card.

f
TEL: 0532 63798

LEEDS
NEW OPENING HOURS
OPEN

MON

SUNDAY

-

SAT

OPENING

FAX: 0532 63768

WEST YORKSHIRES PREMIERE
AMIGA AND ATARI COMPUTER STORE

9.30AM-5.30PM

AUTHORISED DEALERS FOR STAR, CITIZEN,
COMMODORE, ACORN, ROMBO & PHOENIX

11.00AM-3.00PM

THURSDAY NIGHT LATE 9.30AM-7.30PM

inn /ii/mi inn u&wxma' urn tut mt /Mil ma m mi
This pack now comes with:
Final Fight, 9 Lives, Sim City and Robot Monsters, Neochrome, First Basic, ST Tutorial, Mouse,
and manuals

only £539.99

Reading tutor and general knowledge

k'tOMIVOKS
ALL MONITORS ARE UK SPEC.

value medium res. monitor on

free Atari lead

the market. Atari cable

included. Tilt and swivel stand only £11.99 when
purchased with this monitor. Cover only £5.99

only £194.99 UK Spec.

e>f\^f\ f\f\

All Star printers inc

The Star LC20
Replacing the famous LC10, the LC20 is faster
at I80cps draft and 45 cps NLQ and quieter.
The front panel now has push button operation
replacingthe LC10 membrane panel. Other spec
is similar to LCI0

now only £139.99//

* Mouse Mat * Dust Cover

ATARIMEGA STE 2 with 4 Mb

* 10 Blank Disks

4 Mb of RAM and 48 Mb hard drive

only £919.99

* Plus 3 Extra games.'/

ADD JUST £129.99 FOR THE ATARI SM144 14" HIGH
RESOLUTION MONITOR WHEN YOU PURCHASE A MEGA

only £29.99
New Goldstar TV/Monitor

it is likely to be a "GREY" import. Grey import monitorsdo not comply with

Features

British safety standardsand are not covered by an official warranty.

resolution

Philips CM8833
MK2 stereo colour

Unbeatable value colour printer. 4 resident fonts,
192 cps draft and 48 cps in NLQ. Highly recom
mended. This printer is also available in a wide
carriage (136 column) version

and

medium

quality

output.

New Atari SM144 with

Same tube and resolution as the

14" high res screen

Colour stereo monitor. 640*200 line resolution, green screen

CM8833 Mk II but restyled,

facility, one years on site maintenance, cable for Atari
included. Tilt and swivelstand only £ I 1.99when purchased
with monitor. Cover only £5.99

rebadged and colour coded to match
your Atari. Includes a built in tilt and

High resolution mono monitor.640 * 400 resolu
tion. Stable image and razor sharp quality. The
obvious choice for demanding screen intensive
applications

only £234.99 UK Spec.
with F19 Flight Simulator

24 pin quality at the price of many 9 pins. 2l0cps draft.
604cps in LQ, I6k buffer expandable to 48k, 10 resident
fonts, LCDfront display.Auto emulation selection

swivel stand.

only £214.99 ukspec

Star LC24-200
Mono and colour. 222 cps draft and 67 cps LQ 10
resident fonts. A4 Landscape printing

only £199.99

only £229.99 mono

New Star XB24-200
Professional Series
Colour

or £289.99 colour

The choice of many professional organisations,
this printer comes with one year on-site
maintenance. 240 cps draft, 80 cps LQ. 27k buffer
exp to 187k, 4 super LQ fonts and 25 LQ fonts

Colour 9 pin printer with 8 resident fonts and a
highspeed of 225cps draft and 45 cps in NLQ. A4
Landscape printing

now only £379.99
The New

The Citizen
Swift 9 Colour

control

computer

only £189.99 uk spec.

The New Atari 1435
Stereo Colour Monitor

Star LC200
now only £199.99

Citizen 224

mii kieyv mm mm
With Epson LQ and IBM Proprinter emulation. The
SJ48is a revolution in printer technology. The quality

is almost as good as an expensive laser printer yet
costs less than many 24 pin printers. Portable in size,
very quiet, and faster than most dot matrix printers at
100 cps in LQ. Printer cable included

only £229.99
Auto sheetfeeder £52.991
VLiLE W13LC LSL^CUL
With 512k of RAM as standard from First

Choice expandable to 6 meg. 6 pages per minute,
HP2, FX, LQ. GQ compatible. 150 autosheet
12 months on-site maintenance and

printer cable

only £719.99
The New Citizen
Swift 24e and 24x
(What Micro Best Buy)
The best budget 24 pin printer
has just got better.'

A replacement for the famous 124D, the 224 now
comes with the option to upgrade to a high
resolution colour printer. If you want 24 pin
quality, you want to print in colour ifnecessary and
you don't want to spend a fortune, the new 224 is
an ideal solution, Using the same technology as the This must be the best 24 pin colour printer for less
Swift 24, the 224 is basically a cut down version. than £300. 8k buffer expandable to 40k, 216 cps
draft, 72 cps LQ and multilingual too !
192 cpi draft and 64 cpi letter quality with 3 built
in fonts.

only £134.99 UKSpec.

feeder,

Printeraccessories: Mono ribbons from £3.69, Printerstands from £9.99, auto sheet feeders from £60.00, semi auto sheet feeders only £15.00

AllCitizen printers inc.freeprintercable
and come with a full 2 yearwarranty!

remote

monitor

New Star LC24-20
free std printer cable and
12 month guarantee

* Top quality microswitched
Powerplay Cruiser joystick

only £859.99

WARN ING: Before you purchasea monitor make sure it hasa fullUK specifica
tion.You might be buyingwhat youthink isa similarmonitor at a lower pricebut

complete with a

This monitor uses the same tube as the Philips8833 MK2and
has the same specification. The Protar comes with a full 12
month replacement guarantee. This must be the best

.

Ollly £.03%7.%s%7

All monitors come

New Protar Stereo
colour monitor

buyer. Ideal for any Atari and great

value too!

2 meg of RAM plus a 48 meg internal hard drive

With I Meg as standard this pack must be one of the best
educational packages. Inc. ST Word, ST Base, Hyperpaint 2, Music
Maker 2, First Basic, Micro Maths. French Mistress language tutor,

tutor, Mouse &manuals

FIRST CHOICE PACK All the es
sentials reauired for the first time

ARARI MEGA STE 2

now only £304.99
now only £339.99
now only £409.99

am
mmim m

Take the headache out of buying a
computer with our ever popular

with 1 meg of RAM and internal expansion for hard drive

We can also upgrade the Atari STE Discovery pack:

1Meg version
2 Meg version
4 Meg version

t\ choice m

ATARI MEGA STE 1

now only £279.99//

sw cm

only £194.99 (80 col) only £214.99 (mono) only £274.99 (80 col)
or £314.99 (136 col)
or £244.99 (colour) or £414.99 (136 col)

Toner cartridge £59.99
L-LUKVLeLl£
The HP Deskjet 500
printer allows you to create laser jet quality with
out the cost, with 100 page auto sheet feeder,
printer cable. 3 page /minute speed and

3 year UK warranty

only £359.99
The HP Deskjet 500C
The famous deskjet 500 is now available as a

colour printer. With this printer you can get
stunning colour output at laser quality

now only £599.9

li!iTiUJ_/4"lC?liB

VLL3L-JST.Frame grabber.
High quality digitizing. Inc Vidi
chrome colourising software
As official dealers for Rombo, we are

now able to offerthis excellent pack
age at a great price. The Complete
Colour Solution comes with RGB

8 Mhz AT SPEED
IBM AT EMULATOR

only £149.99

only £84.99

NEW 16 Mhz AT SPEED

\m ®mm

IBM AT EMULATOR

Splitter, VidiST,VidiChrome, Power
supply and Spectrum S12k graphics
package

Enables you to Colour Digitize
in a second. Replaces red green

now only£129.99

only £59.99

only £224.99

blue filter set Can be used with all

PC SPEED 8 Mhz PC/XT emulator

Rombo products

On test this scanner has proved to be the easiest and most
effectivescanner that we have used to date havingcompared it
to most of the other major hand scanners on the market. We
are able to offer this high quality scanner at a fraction of the
normal cost. Complete with the latest improved version of
Daata-scan software this scanner is able to pick out text and
graphics at up to 400 d.p.i in real time. Daata-scan enables you to
easily manipulate the image. Scans in real time up to 64 grey
scales. Idealfor desk top publishingand presentation.

only £109.99

only £95.99

•mmm
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The successor to the rpopular
Timeworks
r
ST this new version boasts over 40 new

TCll iii/uno=ti
ports stereo sound for the Atari ST

significant features.

now only

* Runs on all ST's

* 5 extra fonts ( 9 in total )
* More printer drivers inc. BJI Oe
* Completely new manual with many hints & tips

£74.99

VLlAf***. YYLUILE Version 2

L=/^rL=in IkL£/u«/i v £ . i

£34.99

£13.99

Deluxe PaintST

nowonly £4 1.99
First word Plus v3.2

Special offer.

only£39.99

GFA Basic Interpreter V3.5
GFA Basic Compiler V3.5

Prodata

Plus

£39.99
£24.99
£37,99

Mavis Beacon Typing Tutor
Neochrome 3 Desktop

L-|_l£X:iDUlAi=

dore

cri-iL-uscn\YAUL:
Canvas Paint package

A powerful DTP package for professional use. This is the very latest Home Accounts 1
version of this package. Includes 10 compugraphic fonts, colour print Mini Office Spreadsheet
Mastersound 2 Digitiser
ing,spell checker and much more

only £134.99

Database

£19.99
£34.99
£24.99
£34.99
£59.99

Prodigy Sequencer

£99.99

Protex t Version 5.5 W/P

£ 109.99

Quartet Sequencer

£47.99
£109.99
£66.99
Sequencer One
£74.99
System 3 Accounts
£39.99
Write On word publisher..£44.99

This printer utility allows you to produce colour dumps of the Replay Pro Digitiser
highest quality on a dot matrix printer. Printer drivers include Replay 8 Digitiser
LC 10.LC24, Swift 9/24 and NEC

.

__ .

__

only £31.99

into an Atari STE, Commo

BACK IN STOCK///

The very latest version of this WYSIWYG word publisher with graphic
import, spell checker and mail merge. For a limited period only we are able to
offer this package at a special introductory price.

onlv£109 99

speaker system with built
stereo amplifier. It will plug

now only £13.99
3D Construction Set

HIGHLY RECOMMENDED

HARD The Zy-Fi Stereo
DRIVES This is System
a powerful 3 way

New low price on this excellent music package.
TCB Tracker is a 4 channel music synthesizer,
drum machine, and mixing studeo which sup

As

authorised

dealers

Zydec 3.5'

uonly £54.99
Roctec 3.5"
I meg external drive, high qual
ity low noise drive. Roctec are
rapidly gaining a reputation
for high reliability. Inc PSU

only £59.99

Supra2400

Progate 20 40ms £279.00
Progate 40 28ms....£339.99
Progate 50 DC.19ms...£419.99
Progate IOODC....I9ms..£564.99
Progate 160DC... 19ms..£921.99
Progate440DC...19ms..£ 1588.99
These drives are autobooting, high
spec, fast access and VERY
QUIET.The DC range come with
a 64k disk cache as standard that

can reduce disk accessing time by
50% Standard warranty I year,
DC range 2 years

Get on line with this incredible value

fast modem from Supra with auto dial

CERTIFIED 100% ERROR FREE,

and auto receive. 2400 baud Hayes

compatible, V22 BIS. Includes free
modem cable and comms software.'/

only£79.99
Supra2400Plus
(9600 Baud)

now comes with Operation
Stealth, mouse mat, holder

and 2 year warranty

only £24.99

seuik naousiE
Very similar to the Naksha

but with 9600 baud speed, V42 BIS
and auto adjusting facility to maxim
ise transmission speeds. Includes free
modem cable and comms software.'/

only£l29.99

K'lffi*ClM£ II
This is a real time clock that plugsinto the cartridge port.

but without the extras

Includes a through port and software for setting timeand
date. All Frontier products carryafull 2yearguarantee

only £18.99

now only £17.99

LfJ/4lL OKDHU r
Order by telephone quoting your credit card number. If
paying by cheque please make payable to
FIRSTCHOICE. In any correspondance please quote
a contact phone number and post code. Please
allow 5 working days for cheques to clear.

TEL. 0532 637988

Prices are subject to change without notice.E&OE.

3
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Al! Phoenix 3.5" disks areGUARANTEED FORALIFETIMEandare

All the features of the standard 2400

This famous Hi-res mouse

&

double sided, double density

disks are recognised as being of the highest quality in magnetic
media and are extensively used by duplicating houses.

Sakura
QTY Phoenix OR
Bulk

Branded

10

...£4.99

£6.99

25

£1 1.99

£13.99

50

..£21.99

£25.99

100... ..£39.99

£44.99
£84.99

200.... ..£72.99

..£169.99
n/a...
1000...£339.99
n/a...
Disk Labels....S00
now only £6.99
Disk Labels... 1000
now only £9.99
12 capacity disk boxes
£1.99
20 capacity disk boxes
£3.99
50 capacity disk boxes
£5.99
100 Capacity disk boxes
£7.99
Banx 80 cap stackable boxes
£9.99
Posso 150 cap stackable boxes...£ 16.99
500

lUll&li 1&W3& /ill

DEPTSTU,UNIT8ARMLEY
PARK COURT, OFF CECIL
STREET, LEEDS, LS122AE

or

Acorn

for

PROTAR we can offer these high
performance drives at truly
realistic prices

mskDiiivizsl mem mmm
I meg external drive, high quality
low noise and high reliability. Inc

Amiga

Archimedes.

UilLlY

The speakers are optimised
with reflex ported cabinets.
The 3 way system has bass,
mid range and treble drivers.
Complete with its own power
supply the Zy-Fi system can

also be powered by batteries

only £34.99
RAM CHIPS
I MEG by 8/9 SIMM boards
as used in the Atari STE and

Frontier Deluxe expansion
modules

only £29.99
(perMb)

where the quality counts

The new Deluxe range of RAM expansions
by Frontier for the older STFM must be the

best available on the Atari. Expandable to 4
Mb by the use of 1*8/9SIMMS modules, the
512k expansion is ideal for the user who
may need more RAMlater on. There may be

similar products on the market, but when it
comes to quality Frontier have few rivals.
STFM A?/ktcSIMMS modules:

4 Mb unpopulated
4Mb populated to 5 12k
4Mb populated to2Mb
4 Mb populated to 4 Mb

£37.99
£64.99
£97.99
£ 157.99

Frontier offer a seven day money back guar
antee provided the product is still in as new
condition. All Frontier products come with a
full 2 year guarantee

Phoenix STE RAM expansion:
5 I 2K
2 Mb
4

Mb

£24.99
£59.99
£1 19.99

All Phoenix p r o d u c t c o m e s
w i t h a full 2 year- guari-antee

LILl&l

C-L±Q'C(?l=

1

All prices include VAT and Standard Delivery
All hardware/computers are genuine UK spec.
Free Fast Standard 4 to 7 day Delivery
Guaranteed 2 to 3 day Delivery only £2.00
Guaranteed Next Day Delivery only £4.50

Utilities
s an ST user, you've got one of

A;

the best all-round micros on

The icina

tthe
t
market. The relatively fast
operating system and the built-in GEM
interface make it one of the easiest to

use for the home user as well as for the

small business.

For most of us, though, the icing on
the cake is the vast number of utilities

available both from public domain and
shareware libraries as well as commercial
sources.

Whatever you need to do, whether it
is recovering a lost file, repairing a dam
aged disk or simply formatting a new

but the same program often crops up in

disk to hold more than the standard

several catalogues under completely dif

720k of data, the chances are that there

ferent sections.

are several programs to do the job.
Very few serious STusers haven't
built up a collection of useful programs,
whether they are in daily use or kept in
storage in case the inevitable happens.
These "rainy day" utilities can be lifesavers when files go astray or disks get

Most software can be divided up into
system, applications, utilities and games,
with educational software being

libraries seem to use sensible systems,

ings when the ST is in regular use. In

included in the latter category. System
software includes, at one end, replace
ment operating systems, desktops and
shells, but it overlaps at the other end
with utility software. Examples include
boot-up programs such as X-Boot and
replacement file selectors like the

this feature, we'll look at the ten best

Universal Item Selector.

corrupted.
Others can mean substantial time sav

known categories of utility program and
make some recommendations as to

which should be in your collection.
A lot of confusion exists as to what is

a utility and what isn't. You only have
to look through the I'D catalogues to see
the problems of dividing software up
into particular categories. Most of the

Andrew Wright looks at the mind-bo$3lin$
array ofPD and commercial utilities that make
the ST such ajoy to use,..
from within other programs.
The main disadvantage is that they
use up valuable memory and are of little

than on the Desktop, but they protect
against accidental deletion of several

use on a 520ST, as there is often little

you can do anything at all with a disk it

room left to load some larger applica

has to be formatted. The ST has a for

tions.

matting utility built into the GEM
Desktop but it has its limitations and
can only format disks with 80 tracks of

Where do the backpack-style acces
sories such as Harlekin come in? The lat

Disk utilities

ter is almost an application in itself,

especially if the diary and appointment
calendar is used to the full.
It could also be described as a collec
tion of individual utilities with the

advantage that they are all available

The most popular group of utilities with
ST owners has always been the disk util
ities. Not only do they make disk for
matting and copying quicker and easier

around, most of which will also format disks and have other

Fastcopy
Fastcopyhas always been, in my opinion, the best in its
class. Version 3 is available from PD libraries and was fea

nation is Fastcopy Pro, a commercial release. It

features an easy-to-readgraphical interface with
onscreen representation of which track is being
formatted or read.

Fastcopy Pro, like v3, can be run from

]

Directory
Help

Verify Destination•

Multiple Copy
Get Sectors lall IHHTI

[BQEHns

ILJZ1
BQEIlns

Sides:

it

Sectors:

Q~] ES

rH09|rH

Start at Track FH BO PH

End at Track

Fastcopy 3: desk accessory or standalone program

[~£] 79 [T]

the Desktop as a standalone program or used as
a desk accessory. It has a built-in mouse accelera
tor, support for high density and 5.25in floppy
drives and the ability to analyse boot sectors for
viruses. It excels at copying and formatting disks
at high speed and is extremely flexible in use.
For example, it can format IBM-com
patible disks, adapt disks from one format to

another, check and fix errors and even back up
hard disks using the streamer option. It also has
disk editing functions too.
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base folder information. This translates

into 726,016 bytes of free space.
Packing more files onto the average
disk requires a different approach to disk
formatting. Although most ST disk
drives are manufactured within certain

tested to read and write 80 tracks of

written by Martin Backschat (13/1/90)

Read Disk Config, I

Allocation Table or FAT and 16 for the

tolerances laid down by Atari and only

features as well.

Select Option!

IFast Fornat Dest.lM

When you carry out a format, how
ever, the GEM dialogue box informs you
that you have 726,016 bytes free. The

for the boot sector, five for the File

commonest problems new users face is copying disks on the
Desktop. The ST's manual shows you how but it doesn't
mention that if the source disk is formatted differently to the
destination disk the operating system will not permit the
copy. Try dragging an ST User CoverDisk onto drive B and
you'll see what I mean. There are plenty of good copiers

FBSTCPV3.PRS

Soft Fornat

total of 737,280 on a normal disk.

reason is that 22 sectors are used to hold

tured on an earlier CoverDisk. The latest incar

Hew Conf 1

ST-formatted disk should be able to hold

80x9x2x512 bytes of information - a

information about the disk itself- one

Disk copiers are a bit like guns - it is perfectly legal to buy
and own one but using it can often bring trouble. Software
houses, quite rightly, get annoyed at copying devices and
some disk copying programs, because they are so often used
to pirate games and other software.
Many of them can actually copy protected software to a
degree, although the newer games tend to defeat all but the
hardware devices. I'm not going to tell you about them
because they are wrong - if you are copying protected soft
ware, it's more than likely illegal.
If, on the other hand, you want to make authorised back
ups of your expensive application software, data disks or
even ST User CoverDisks, a disk copier is a must. One of the

Format Disk

nine sectors on each side. Each sector

can hold 512 bytes which means that an

Disk copiers

ICopy Disk |

months work and virus attack. Before

nine sectors, many are capable of writ
ing many more of each.
My own Mega ST, for example, will
happily format disks with up to 84
tracks, each of 11 sectors. That means

almost 950k of disk free space!
You might not be so lucky - my other
machine, a 520STFM, will only format
up to 82 tracks, and then only with a lot
of grumbling. The only warning I would
give you is not to entrust important
data to such disks.

The formatting can be unreliable,
although I regularly use disks formatted
to 82 tracks with 10 or 11 sectors and

they give me no trouble at all. The best
thing to do is carry out a couple of test
formats, copy lots of files onto the disks,
erase them, repeat the process and if all
is well, enjoy all that extra space.
Before getting a hard disk, I used to
run Timeworks from a 900k floppy disk

Utilities

on the cake
disks which have been used many times.

containing all the fonts, overlays and
program files. More of this later.
So how do you actually carry out this
amazing trick? There are, literally, hun
dreds of formatting programs in the
public domain as well one or two com
mercial ones. Most are capable of for
matting 82 tracks and 10 sectors, some

Quite often, erasing it and then refor
matting it will add several months to its

\ COPY |

life.
H I Drive fl. A•

Another useful feature to look out for

Label: DRTRJ

is "zeroing" a disk. This simply removes

fsiMBLE 1FTiTnnn sided
Desk,

flic

Oetinn'.

Ulnck Print

ic-T

Uords Out1k

the file information from the first few

FADOCSNEURDPRSSVtRRPb.OOC

Drive fl; 1
Drive B: 1
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can do more. Others can format MS-

| Canccl~|

DOS disks, and some can even format

sectors, making it look as if the disk is
actually blank. In reality, the files are
still there but there is no easy way to
recover them. It takes only a second or

by collecting the api
top Pf the screep, Tl
Mcapon power, lncrca;
Nlth four) tp none In

Naturally, ta nake it
leanswhich dp ypu Pi
pane's unioue sense i
nakc yau nave rathec

MFS/HFS disks usable by the Spectre

Hlptcr snpkes?) and

GCR Mac emulator.

so and can save a lot of time.

awkward as the Joyst
tine!

Revenge isa sharcwar

•bilged to register i\
basic 51ZK versii

Mystic Formatter
One of my favourite programs is the
Mystic Formatter, a basic PD desk acces
sory program that can be called up from
within applications when the need to
format a disk arises.

The novel thing about this particular
program is that it goes away and gets on
with the formatting while you carry on
with whatever you were doing before!
When the STfinally gets its multi
tasking operating system, this will

'

hardly call for comment. Until then -

mat disks up to 86 tracks and 11 sectors

and don't hold your breath - use the
Mystic Formatter.

and even use a fast format arrangement

A useful way of quickly formatting a
disk is to turn off the verify flag, which
some programs, including Megaform,
will do, halving the time taken to for
mat the disk. If there are any errors,
though, they will not be spotted.

which alters the order in which the

File utilities

drive head reads the tracks.

Megaform 2.1
Megaform 2.1 is another PD formatter
with even more options, not to mention
some rather irritating noises. It can for-

This can dramatically improve pro
gram loading times. Other features
include the ability to wipe a disk clean
as if it had never been formatted before.

Once you've sorted out your disks and
got your Desktop under control with the
system utilities, there are many hun-

This is useful for attempting to reuse old

Boot utilities
Not an elegant classification but at least it tries to describe this breed of much
desired accessories and programs. Essentially the group consists of programs
designed to speed the booting up process, manage desk accessories more readily
and introduce hot keys for launching applications.
The ST's AUTO folder facility is extremely useful but it certainly has its draw
backs. Essentiallythe AUTO folder allows programs such as utilities and system
patches to be loaded into memory every time the STis switched on or reset from
the keyboard.
Unfortunately, not all of them are required for
each work session and many of them conflict
with each other. The only way around this is to

this feature would lead to the start of a glorious love affair, although it's unlikely to
arouse much interest at Mills and Boon.

It's not that XBootdoes anything the other programs can't do - it's just that it
does it so nicely and lets you use the mouse instead of function keys and keyboard.
It lets you select which accessories to load, as well as AUTO programs and data files
for programs requiring them.
It can also save and store particular setups for different purposes and has its own
built-in programming language for running batch files at boot up time.
And why would you need different setups?

physically rename certain ones before a reboot or
use a boot management utility such as

there is no need to waste valuable RAM.

Superboot, a regularly updated shareware pro

You could set up one configuration for
wordprocessing where the boot program only

gram.

This enables you to choose which AUTO pro
grams to run, which desk accessories to load and

loads screen and mouse accelerators and a

replacement file selector.
For graphics work, the same accelerators
and file selector could be loaded along with a
desk accessory picture viewer, snapshot pro
gram and control panel for tampering with
the colour palette. If you need to go online
using a comms program, you could load a text
editor accessory, several system patches such

which DESKTOP.INF or ASSIGN.SYS files to use.

It is extremely flexible and easy to use.

XBoot
XBoot is one of those programs that changes
your whole life. I know because it has just
changed mine. I don't know where it has been all
°

,

.,

my life but I'd never come across it until
recently. Little did I know that agreeing to write

Loading all your favourite accessories and
AUTO programs can take up an awful lot of
memory. Even if you have a 4Mb machine,

XBoot's welcoming screen - there's

no better way to start the day.

as those on the CoverDisk, and perhaps a tele
phone cost calculator and timer such as
Fonecost.
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Disk editors

dredsof utilities to makemanagingfiles
easier.

Saving space can be critically impor

When the inevitable disaster happens, it'saswell to be prepared. To recover dam
aged data takes patience anda fair bitofskill butit'sstill a loteasier thantyping

tant and nowhere more so than on the

ST User CoverDisk. Of course, we could

in a several thousand word dissertation that justwent wandering offinto the

format the disk to 86 sectors and 11
tracks, but the chances of more than

wilderness.

one reader in a hundred having a floppy
drive capable of reading it would be

KnifeSTor PD/shareware variations such as Diskedit, DLII and Monomon. These

remote!

damaged file byte by painstaking byte.

Aside from making more space, the
other method of cramming information
on to disks is to compress the data itself.

attempt to do the job for you, including one called Salvage. The results, however,

The most useful tool under these circumstances is a disk editor such as HiSoft's

utilities allow you to examine each sector on the disk and reconstruct a lost or
If you don't have the time or the know-how, there are other utilities that will
are decidedly erratic.

Of course, this takes time, both to com

There are several common methods,

press it and to extract it, but often it is
the only way to get so many good
games, programs and utilities on the

including ARC, LHARC/LZH, ZOO and
ZIP. Some are more efficient in theory
but generally the best two are LHARC
and ARC. The CoverDisk programs are
often archived using the LZH format,
mainly because a good self-extracting
archive program is available.
Packers are a similar type of program
but they are used to compress files more
or less permanently. Occasionally you
will run a PD program and see several
lines moving up and down the screen as

disk.

For the home user, whether using
floppies or a hard drive, the same tech
niques can result in much more effi
cient use of existing disk space. There
are several methods of compressing
files, all of which depend basically on
the same approach. The only difference
is in the compression algorithms.
Whenever the compression program
finds a string of identical bytes, it substi
tutes a single byte to represent them all.
For instance, nine zeros can be repre

Desk File Move HiHil sh°" ""<'""
Editing Disk In Drive fl
Editing, sector 3B ( nax 1639 ),
B1Z34S6789BBC0EFB1Z3456789BBCDEF
S43Bb2abOl)lB66fZSD3900D0D01Dc0tc0U4ZZZBUd2h9nD000S5Sli?h90BllllllS4p
6e7ZZB7c0D0BBDBZdlf90B80B5562fO83239000B0B10534143e8OB4ZZBB9317c

B004fffe204951cyJJ°»°^"°",'"""°"i,":«""'"''-|754»aBB7a6BB44Ha
00fd0c6b0calB81i
5c8f3f3c000Z3f3
6bZB647Z6976657
BcB! 0a6bS5792B746f2
0c0
2aZaZaBdBaB754S
100

The FBI on this disk is 7aBB2B3f3c00094r.41

Idamaged, Curses etc

6o6f74Z0776f7Z6

J3SL

&5486I7Z64ZB646973
p4ZB5Z4554555Z4eBd
B857415Z4e494e47Z8
B9766572286d61792B
6261736564ZB76657Z
B7796f757228686172

1ZB

73696f6eZB6f66Z

140

6*286«97J6bZB6

160

2B5741524e494e472B2a2a2aBdBaG7596f752B6172652B7573696e6720616c20

/3Zunin3iuniniWin/njouititiliBaB7Bd0a07BB2a232a

IBB: 756e6F6666696369616c2G524f4d207Z656c656173650dOaB76f6GZ874686520
laB
lcB
leO

it loads.

This is typical of many program pack
ers. It means that the file is decompress

6f7B65726174696e672073797374656d2e202B5468697328647269766572Bd8a
B76d61792B6e6f742B776f726b2B636f72726563746c7928776974682B69742e
2B2B46696c6573BdBa076F6eZB796f757ZZB686172642BS469736bZB6d617928

Diskedit and the like are useful - but

only if you know what you are doing!

ing itself into your ST's RAM. Once

sented as "90" and 14 "A"s as 14A.

Replacement file selectors
The ST's file selector has been a standing joke for years. In TOS 1.2 and earlier, it is

all but unusable, especially for hard drive owners needing to switch between parti

tions quickly and easily. TOS 1.4saw someimprovement but most people would
agree that the replacements, both commercial and PD, are a hundred times better.
These replacement selectors arerun asAUTO programs and from then on they

appear within applications such aswordprocessors and DTP packages whenever
files are loaded or saved. In addition to simply enabling faster filename selection
they can have numerous other features.
PD and shareware alternatives include the Little Green Selector and FSELECT,

handy in the middle of a program when you need to make space on a disk or
search for a missing file and it only takes up around 30k of precious RAM.
Maxifile III is another commercial product that does a similar job to UIS. It isn't
a replacement file selector but it can be called from within applications via the
Little Green Selector (LGS) and functions in much the same way.
It offers many more features than UIS but takes up considerably more memory
(almost 200k with the LGS). If you need a comprehensive file handling system on

tap at any time, with the abilityto search for several typesof file simultaneously,
use hot keys and view the hard disk space available graphically, it certainly is worth

while the best commercialutility without doubt is the Universal Item Selector

considering.

v3.32. Using UIS 3, not onlycan you swap from directory to directory veryquickly,
youcan format and copy disks, and rename, move and delete files. It canbe very

MultiDesk, allowing you to call them up at the press of a "hot" button.

It also has built-in links to other Codehead utilities such as Hotwire and

Desk

File

Edit

Configure

Options

TEXT

8 BEHSYS
8 HRRLEKIrl
M TOOLS

:o xeooT
ffi MULTDESK
CRLL-UIS
FC0PYPRQ
hhxifile
MULTDESK
NVDIC0NF
DLXPLUS

HDX
RCC
f)CC
ncc
DCC
()CC
ncx

HBRLEKIH
HOTWIRED
DESKTOP
ASSIGN
SHDRIYER

OCX
HOT
IHF
SYS
SYS

|#
Maxifile - a complete file management
system available as a desk accessory
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DTP

Redacteur

i>R

Didot Professional

Word Writer
Tenpus

W
«T

ConpoScript
Pagcstrean 2,1

Quick Uie.M
Convert

i-V
li'C

ReproStudio
Touch-up
TIFF Convert

—

EPS Convert

& o m SL £ & -**- ra
It's not as good as UIS 3 but still
miles better than the GEM offering

Optional Sans-Senf Faces

OPTIONAL

Proportional Fonts

FRENCH

on Screen and
Printer

DICTIONARY
Handles French accents correctly •
Mix Languages in the same
document • Phonetic Error Guessing

Calligrapher

Wysiwyg Wysiwyg

VYSIWG Wysiwyg

WoslinsJoft lijt.1 Vag Runschrift Brflian
Extra Ugihl Alternate Gothic I Chelmsford

Professional - Now

Light EurostileEurostyle

only £99 inclusive requires 1Mb and a
Floppy Disk.

axpandad Franklin Gothic Gill

Wysiwyg LUyoUugg

Serie Brillanii Medium Chelmsford
Medium •Xlte'Rjte Gatfc 3 Ciearface
Gothic Castle Book..

Thesaurus

QPTIQNAb SPANISH
DICTIONARY
Handles Spanish accents correctly •
Mix Languages in the same
document • Phonetic Error Guessing
• Large Dictionary of Words

•Intrigue
•Nouns

plot

•Verbs
absorb

affair

attract

amour

fascinate

artifice

tryst
• Antonym

Interest

conspiracy

Bore

pique

liaison

scheme

machination

Calligrapher GOLD Contains all the features

>

;''•'•

• • t: it-ni.ii..,•::;;;;;

BIG Headline Fonts

^te^

User Friendly

Zurich Typeface
Holland Typeface

Glossary Feature

Unitype Typeface

a(3x5£ij|YTll(PK^rlV0It
x*sy-«./*

Escape from
Monospace

of Professional plus a
Grammar Checker,
Label Printer, Barcode
Production, Indexer,
Automatic Save,

Equation Editor, Text
Effects - £139 inclusive -

requires 1Mb minimum
and a hard disk.

GOLD Extension to

Calligrapher
Optional 6erman
Dictionary
Anagrams, mmncs

190,000 Word German dictionary •

and Puzzle Solver

document • Handles the German 13

in public domain
Optional Novelty R
lUciss Runogotiicb Vag Runschrift (no
llltt ftrbowbcclwr araeRlcaa uncial

Hippo Black BtNNCR BuJ]
BROADWAY rW^EAVf»
liiiiilMin balloon Banlunl Anfiqoc
(,',-...r, ,' ..I.., CooperCOPPERPUTE

*GOLD*
*GOLD*

Mix languages within the same

character correctly

Common Word List

j';]*•,

and Flextext Text

and a hard disk - £59
inclusive.

*GOW*
Hardware Support

'}•

Save, Equation Editor

Effects - requires 1Mb

CuSlOfl Graphlque BAVIBA Dynamo
DenCsiuslFlyor Mil Kayo....

Professional- Thesaurus,
Grammar Checker,
Label Printer, Barcodes,
Indexer, Automatic

Optional

.il)IJHi(iT3«:: -••"ALU

't 1 .llllhl MMJK.IH-I L!VWXY£[\|

_"abctfi;fphijklmn<i(W[(?lui»inj

J-

i,;iiJ..;il.--..-jliAU.a-+.«V;mtiif<Jl Cl>

Big Screens

'••TT Support
i«SLM804 Support

• HP Lassr

•9 Pin Printers
•24 Pin Printers

i-DeskJet

-•Deskjet500

Italian

Dictionary

PaintJet

Optional Seriftypefaces

ProportonalFonts! WiMl
In Table

Windsor Baskemlle Bodoni Black

HYPHENATOi

BodonfAntiqua BodoniMedium
Berlin^ Century Schooibook

Cheltenham Congress BgypHaruie
Black Boilonl ! Urn Congress Bold
EgjzLo Coodensed Century Old Style

Egyptian 505 Garamond...

Oxford, OX8 1UD
Tel: 0865 88 35 92.

Graphics
Formulae

WorkingTitle, PO
BOX 4, Eynsham,

fltOM PUBLIC DOMAIN
LI8BAMS
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Utilities
done, it will then run as normal. Some

packers can compress executable files to
as little as half the normal size.

• Maxifile III, XBoot, Hotwire and Codekeys - System Solutions on

The Ivory Dragon Compacter, on this
month's CoverDisk, can pack the
Timeworks PUBLISH.APP file (vl.12)

0753 832212

• Knife ST - HiSoft on 0525 718181

from over 150k to under 77k and it will

• Fastcopy Pro, Universal Item Selector 3.32, Ultimate Virus Killer - ST Club

still run as normal - quite a space saving
for floppy disk users.

on 0602 410241

• The Exorcist III - Eloppyshop on 0224 312756
• NeoDesk 3.0 - Electric distribution/GST on 0480 496666

Macro utilities
A growing number of programs now
support macros but they are often
ignored by the average user. This is a
pity because a little time and effort can,
as always, yield some surprising results.
Wordprocessors such as That's Write
support complex macro structures
enabling you to save a document, load
another and add a date and heading, all
with a single keypress.

For floppy drive users, each disk can be
set up with its own menu. The floppy

owners as it improves the ST's rather
limited GEM Desktop by several orders
of magnitude.
As far as graphical user interfaces go,
it remains a good example of just how
user friendly the STcan be, especially in
the face of competition from the Mac

can be inserted in the drive, the Hotwire
menu loaded from that disk and the cho

sen program run by pressing the selected
key combination.

you to add this facility to almost any
program not already equipped with

Most of us have come across alternative

macros. Examples include Key Master,
an accessory, and Codekeys, an AUTO

Neodesk 3.0 is a firm favourite with ST

desktops - the top commercial utility,

i
;; raaGD-^ST 1:
I:;;:
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TEXT

DTP

Tenpus2

Didot Prof

Redacteur

Pagestrean 2

Spectre 6CR

Hord Writer

CompoScript

(IT Once

j|

| UTILITIES

1

I
Freeze

Park heads |

Dried

Cold boot

[

-_I1
1

I
,
]| Find || Setup || Clear

B

On

Run

The last version to be translated into

Other
Quit

a || Current: RUT0.LST

Print Log

Finally...

the right utilities for you - it depends entirely on what you
need, whether you have a hard drive or whatever.
Just because a program is PD, don't discard it in favour of
a commercial alternative. Compare the quality of GOGOST,
for example, with some of the older Michtron utilities.

utility called Multifile.
An excellent, balanced package

Atari ST User May 1992

DC Utilities 2.0
Double Click Software are responsible for a large number of
useful programs, from tiny utilities designed to do the

Michtron Utilities Plus

CodeHead utilities

version of the excellent Maxifile III

and are therefore likely to be more
effective.

System Solutions on 0753 832212.

sories, an accessory picture viewer,

English is v4.14 but later versions such
as 4.17 have more virus information

The PD/shareware alternative to Hotwire, GOGOST, doesn't
have quite the same range of features but looks good

shareware and commercial. Few of them will have exactly

an AUTO folder organiser, disk
copier and formatter, RAM disk,
printer spooler, system font
replacement utility and an early

One of the best known is Sagrotan
(apparently Sagrotan is the German
equivalent of Domestos!).
It recognises the more common
viruses as well as storing details of hun

attacks.

|j Move || Edit |Delete |Log

with something of use to everyone.Available at £29.95 from

several AUTO programs and acces

In the public domain there are
numerous different utilities of varying
capability.

dreds of commercial boot sectors and

There are several excellent collections of utilities, both PD,

ers, this collection of utilities offers

check for viruses, simply by looking at
the boot sector, but unless you know
what you are looking at it is a much
better idea to go for a commercial virus
killing utility such as the Ultimate Virus

program sizes in case a link virus

^

All in a box

Another useful package from one
of the premier ST software develop

'II

Killer or The Exorcist III.

GoGoODesk

!

I

irus killers

You can use a disk or sector editor to

PD and shareware alternatives

abound, in particular Kaosdesk 1.4
(now in English), Gemini and DC
Desktop.
On the other hand, many users don't

There are several utilities which allow

When used to load applications from
the Desktop, however, the ability to
define hot keys comes into its own.
Programs such as Hotwire present you
with a user-definable menu of your
favourite programs and applications,
each of which can be called by pressing
the chosen key combination.
Hotwire itself is fully configurable and
can be selected from the Desktop or
within most other programs by simply
clicking the right mouse button. It beats
searching through several hard disk par
titions and nested sub-directories every
time you want to run a certain program.

"

and now the PC.

System utilities

program.

want a graphical user interface all the
time - it can slow things down consid
erably and get in the way of maximum
productivity.

This inexpensive package consists of five main utilities,
each with several more functions. The presentation and
appearance is decidedly dated in some cases but the con
sistent GEM interface is one advantage.
The very good manual is also something you will be
unlikely to better when buying from PD or shareware
sources.

Utilities include file recovery programs, RAMdisks, a
DOS-like shell, directory managers and scores of useful
little AUTO programs and accessories. Useful as an emer
gency first aid pack. Available at £29.95 from Microdeal
on 0726 68020.

strangest things to major

All told, there must be several thousand

utilities available for the ST, doing
everything from changing your mouse
pointer into a picture of a frog to back
ing up your hard disk.
A feature of this size can only touch

on some of the more commonly used

works such as the DC

ones - indeed it's debatable whether

Desktop. Not all of them
are particularly good, but

even a book would do the subject
justice.
If your collection is sadly lacking and
you need to find more, the place to start
is your favourite PD library. Those with
printed catalogues include the ST Club,

their contribution to the ST
scene cannot be denied.

Version 2.0 consists of two

different archiving utilities,
a RAM disk, self-extracting
archive program, a key
board configuration pro
gram, DCSquish
and a DESKTOP.1NF organ

Goodmans and South West Software

iser. Available from Double

Library.
Many of the others have catalogues
on disk - often with a free game or util
ity thrown in.
The best thing about them, of course,

Click Software on 010 1713

is that the software is free. Even if

977 6520.

it is shareware, you can try before
you buy.

NEWI PCL5

imm LP1200

[ FLASH ROM UPGRADABLE! I

Ricoh UK Ltd is part of the worldwide Ricoh Group of companies, originally established in
Japan, in 1936. With a turnover of over $5 billion and 37,000 plus employees, Ricoh has

been producing computers and peripherals since 1971. Theyare renownedin the industry
as pioneers in the field of Office Automation Equipment and have won many awards for
outstanding industrial design. Ricoh have employed all their expertise to produce a 'first'

LASER PRINTER

in laser printers for the worldwide market, the LP1200 with FLASH ROM.

Fully HP LaserJet III™ compatible, the new LP1200 laser printer has 2Mb of RAMbuilt-in
and requires no additional RAM to print a full A4 page of graphics. Its fast, efficient
processor and engine, together with straight paper path design, allows printing at a full 6
pages per minute. Unlike its competitors, this advanced laser engine
enables the LP1200 to address a range of print resolutions up to
400dpi. A printer driver is scheduled for release in late April,
to enable the Ricoh LP1200 to print at 400dpi from Windows 3.

400dpi 2rAM o

FULLY HP LASERJET III™ COMPATIBLE

Again, unlike the competition, the LP1200 includes a powerful
document description language as standard. This language,
'LAYOUT, offers unique opportunities to develop custom-

made printing systems. In particular, forms and document

,'

-, ."" ••;•

templates can be designed and stored electronically in the
LP1200's unique FLASH ROM, alleviating the need for

PPM

u,„;

pre-printed forms!
UNIVERSAL FEEDER
SHOWN NOT INCLUDED
REF: LAA 5238

7
I

RRPE135+VAT

Silica Systems are pleased to introduce the
revolutionary, new Ricoh LP1200. It has all of the
specifications that you would expect to see in today's
most technically advanced laser printer, plus a unique
additional feature which places it far ahead of the
competition - FLASH ROM. This 'Future Proof technology
protects
pi
the investment you make when you buy a Ricoh
LP1200, as it enables you to keep up to date with new laser
firmware developments. FLASH ROM is an area
of memory inside the LP1200 which
holds the printer's controller instruction
firmware. If new firmware is developed,
updated printer command languages etc,
can be downloaded into this memory.
Other manufacturers would require you to
buy a new printer! Fonts, macros,
additional emulations and graphics can

LF

also be stored in FLASH ROM, or on
removable

•

•

!

Don't just take ourword for it,
see for yourself howthe
Ricoh LP1200 compares
to thecompetition!
C EPSON

^FEATURES

EPL4100

AverageStreet Price
Official

(-expected)

RRP

Maximum resolution in dots per inch
Windows 3 Driver@ 400 dpi (April)
Print Speed
Straight Paper Path
PCL5 Printer Command Language
HP-GL/2Vector Graphics included
Resolution Improvement/Enhancement
FullA4/300 dpi graphics with standard RAM
Warm Up Time
First Page of Text Output
Page Description Language (PDL) included

HP LASERJET

MANNESMAN

RICOH

IMP

TALLY MT9M+

LP1200
£699

£569

£699

£699*

£945

£1,179

CI 099

£1.195

300x300

300x300

300x300

400x400

6ppm

4ppm

4ppm

6ppm

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

•

YES

YES

"N

2Mb RAM

UNIQUE FLASH ROM
For controller software upgrade and storage

IC CARD SLOT

YES

For programmable FLASH ROM cards

<45 sees

<60 sees

60 sees

45 sees

<20 sees

<40 sees

34 sees

<15 sees

EXPANSION BOARD SLOT
For improved connectivity to additional systems
eg. COAX/TWINAX, PC-LAN, FAX etc

YES
YES

Scalable Resident Fonts - in HP LJ III Emulation
11

8

8

14

14

YES
YES

IBM ProPrinter Emulation Included

\Printing -NoiseLevel
'Based on full RRP a 5% loner coverage

100

70

YES

Document Description Language

1 YEAR ON-SITE WARRANTY

YES
YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

100

100

SPECIAL PRICE
WITH
UNIVERSAL FEEDER

YES

(AS SHOWN ABOVE)

YES

1.65p

1.58p

1.67p

1.59p

60-157

60-105

60-120

60-157

YES

YES

YES

£799

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

<40dB

31.7dB

<35dB

<50dB

43.3dB

<46dB

E S OE

LAYOUT

YES
8
14

YES

HP LaserJet ill Emulation Included
EPSON FX Emulation Included

FINE IMAGING ALGORITHM

400dpi RESOLUTION

YES

Standard Tray Capacity
Protective cover on standard tray
Cost per copy*
Min-Max Paper Weight in gsm
Able to print on OHP Film
Ableto print on card (157gsm - Manual Feed)
Auto Sensing on Parallel and Serial ports
Standby -Noise Level

PCL5 - SCALABLE FONTS

Default resolution - 300dpi. Will address 200, 240 and 400dpi.

YES

YES

Resident Bit-Mapped Fonts
AGFA IntellifontScalable FontTechnology

6 PAGES PER MINUTE

Ricoh FIAL enhances resolution by varying both dot size
and position, for high quality text and graphics

YES

Upgradable Firmware
IC Card Slot

The

YES

Flash ROM

+VAT= £938.83

<38dB

<48dB J

MAIL ORDER:

FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On all hardware orders shipped in the UK mainland.

TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of technical experts at your service.
PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a "Same product • Same price" basis.
• ESTABLISHED 12 YEARS: Proven track record in professional computer sales.
• BUSINESS + EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available for large orders.
• SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities at our London & Sidcup branches.
• THE FULL STOCK RANGE: Ali of your requirements from one supplier.
• FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to you with offers and software/peripheral details.
• PAYMENT: By cash, cheque and all major credit cards.
Before you decide when to buy your new laser printer, we suggest you think very carefully about
WHERE you buy it. Consider what it will be likea few months after you have made your purchase, when
you may require additional peripherals or consumables, or help and advice. And, wiii the company you
buy from contact you with details of new developments and products? At Silica Systems, we ensure that
you will have nothing to worry about. We have been established for over 12 years and, with our
unrivalled experience and expertise, we can now claim to meet our customers' requirements with an
understanding which is second to none. But don't just take our word for it. Complete and return the
coupon now for our latest Free literature and begin to experience the "Silica Systems Service".

RICOH LP1200 (RRP £1,195)

£699
+VAT= £821.33

SILICA

m

Ref: LAS 5200

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 40X Tel: 081-309 1111

LONDON SHOP:

Opening Hours:

Selfridges (1st Floor). Oxford Street, London, W1A 1AB Tel: 071-629 1234

Mon-Sat 9.30am-6 00pm

Opening Hours:

Late Night: Thursday until 8pm

Extension: 3914

I-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-302 8811

SIDCUP SHOP:

Mon-Sat 9.00am-5.30pm

Late Night: Friday until 7pm

Fax No: 081-309 0017

To: Silica Systems, ATSTR-0592-75, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX

PLEASE SEND ME A RICOH LP1200 BROCHURE
Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms:

I

Initials:

Surname:

Address:
Postcode....

* Tel (Home):

081-309 1111 SYSTEMS

SILICA PRICE:

Order Lines Open: Mon-Sat 9.00am-6.00pm
No late Night Opening
Fax No: 081-308 0608
LONDON SHOP:
52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P OBA Tel: 081-580 4000
Opening Hours:
Mon-Sat 9.3Oam-6.00pm
No late Night Opening
Fax No: 071-323 4737

•
•

MAIL ORDER HOTLINE

NORMAL RRP OF FEEDER
E135+VAT=E158.63

AllTrademarks iiie acknowledged

( SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU )
•

•

FLASH ROM IC cards.

new Ricoh LP1200 is the only laser printer
to offer this FLASH ROM facility.

Tel (Work):.

| Company Name (if applicable):
I Which computer(s), if any, do you own?
ESOE - Advertised prices and specifications may change - Please return the coupon lor the latest inlormation.

I

St AcceA&MteA
SM124 12" Mono Monitor
SM144 14" Mono Monitor
External 3.5" Disk Drive

Forget-Me-Clock II
ST Monitor Switch Box
STE Stereo scart lead
STFM scart lead

STE Stereo MKII 8833 lead
STFM MKII 8833 lead

Joystick/Mouse extension lead
Replacement Mouse lead
Mouse Mat

Squick replacement mouse

£139.00
£139.00
£59.00
£19.95
£15.99
£12.99
£12.99
£12.99
£12.99
£4.99
£3.95
£3.50
£14.99

SH *%<m,cL 'DtlveA
We are official stockists of the latest in high
quality/low price ST hard disk drives from
Protar. All Protar hard disk drives come
with a full 12 month REPLACEMENT

warranty (no lengthy repairs!!), a DMA
through port, device number switching and
superb disk management software.
•

ST FORMAT GOLD
AWARD WINNER *
• RATED AS

ATTENTION ALL CITIZEN PRINTER BUYERS!
Weare offering to all buyers of Citizen printers some veryspecial
offers:

1. CITIZEN PRINTER STARTER PACK. Thepack comprises of:
3.5" disk fullof printerdrivers for the ST, Amiga & PC; 200 sheets of
fanfold tractorfeed paper; 200 fanfold tractorfeed address labels;
5 tractor feed envelopes all for only £12.99.

2. CITIZEN COLOUR PRINTING KIT. This kitenables you to
upgrade either the Swift9, Swift24E or 224 to a full colourprinter.
The kit comes with a colourribbon. Normally retailing at around
£40.00 we are offering while stocks last, the chance to buy this colour
kit for only £19.99.

Citizen 120D + (9-pin, 144 cps draft, 30 cps NLQ)
Citizen Swift 9 (9-pin, 192 cps draft, 48 cps NLQ)
Citizen Swift 224 (24-pin, 192 cps draft, 64 cps LQ)
Citizen Swift 24E (24-pin, 216 cps draft, 72 cps LQ)
Citizen Swift 24X (24-pin, 15" carriage)
Star
Star
Star
Star

LC20 Mono (9-pin, 180 cps draft, 44 cps NLQ)
LC200 Colour (9-pin, 180 cps draft, 45 cps NLQ)
LC24-200 Mono (24-pin, 200 cps draft, 67 cps LQ)
LC24-200 Colour (24-pin, 200 cps draft, 67cps LQ)

£129.00
£189.00
£229.00
£289.00
£399.00
£159.00
£220.00
£260.00
£295.00

USER MAGAZINE •
• STE COMPATIBLE •

£275.00
£309.00
£335.00
£420.00
£595.00

Progate 60Mb Tape Streamer
£565.00
Progate 80Mb Hard Disk
£420.00
Progate 150Mb Tape Streamer
£775.00
Progate 160Mb with Cache
£899.00
Progate 440Mb with Cache
£1475.00

SHS S*«* %cu
DIY1-512k upgrade
DIY2 -2mb upgrade

CALL
CALL

DIY4-4mb upgrade

CALL

a

word

processor,

spreadsheet and database, this
package provides an
ideal

introduction to the three most widely
used applications in computing. All
contain a wealth of features, have a
user friendly interface and come with

Quickstart Tutorials carefully
designed to get you up and running
as quickly as possible.
£19.99

SOUND & MUSIC

With its built in MIDI ports, the ST is
any musicians dream. This package
combines a high tech sound
sampling cartridge with a powerful
music package and drum machine.
"Grab" sounds from your favourite
Video or Album, then edit and mix

Canon BJ10 EX Bubble Jet (inkjet, Epson compatible)
£265.00
Hewlett Packard Deskjet 500 (inkjet, 3 pages per minute) £389.00
Hewlett Packard Deskjet 500 Colour (NEW!fullcolour Inkjet) £619.00

them to put together those amazing

SOFTWARE OFFERS

Organise your finances! Containing

THE DISCOVERY PACKS!
We are offering, for a limited period only, these two amazing
software packages at ony £12.99 per pack!
DISCOVERY "A"

DISCOVERY "B"

Comprising of:
' DRAGONS BREATHgame
' SUPER CYCLEgame
'ANARCHY game
' INDIANA JONES game
' NEOCHROME art package
'FIRST BASIC programming
'ST TOUR tutorialprogram

Comprising of:
"FINAL FIGHT game
"SIM CITYgame
"9 LIVESgame
' ROBOT MONSTERS game
' NEOCHROME art package
'FIRST BASICprogramming
'ST TOURtutorial program

only

only

effects.
£19.99

£12.99

£12.99

LYNX HARDWARE

Lynx II Console Only

£79.99 Awesome Golf

Lynx II + PSU

£89.99 Bill & Ted

Lynx II + PSU + Comlynx
Battery Pack
Carrying Case
Carrying Pouch
Car Power Apaptor
Mains Power Supply
Comlynx Cable

£94.99
£7.99
£14.99
£11.99
£9.50
£14.99
£7.99

Sun Visor/Scratch Shield

Hard Drivin'
Qix
Robotron

£27.99
£23.99
£23.99
£27.99
£23.99

Scrapyard Dog

£23.99

Stun Runner

£23.99

Tournament Cyberball
Viking Child

£23.99
£23.99

£6.99 Xybots

£23.99

• Improved version of 8833 II
• 12 months REPLACEMENT

warranty

only

£219.99

Suitable for virtually any word
processing task, you can create and
edit anything from short memos and
letters to complex documents and
technical papers that include detailed
pictures and diagrams.

A.P.B.
Blockout

£23.99 Pacland

Blue Lightning

£23.99 Paperboy
£23.99 Rampage

California Games

£23.99 Road Blasters

Chequered Flag
Chips Challenge
Electrocop

£23.99 Robo Squash
£23.99 Rygar
£23.99 Shanghai

Gates of Zendocon

£23.99
£23.99
£23.99
£23.99

Gauntlet III
Ishido
Klax
Miss Pacman

Ninja Gaiden

well as the full power of a relational
database system. Based on VCR
style controls you can design and
create databases ranging from
simple address books to powerful
information management tools.
£24.99

Slime World
Turbo Sub
Ultimate Chess
War Birds

£23.99 Xenophobe
£23.99 Zarior Mercenary

SPREADSHEET

A powerful financial management
tool, that will let you handle large
amounts of information with amazing
ease and speed. Compatible with the
industry standard Lotus 123, this
package contains a wealth of

features, stunning graphing functions
and on-line help at the touch of a
button.

£24.99

OTHER LYNX GAME CARDS

• Stereo speakers

• Green screen switch
• Free with STE lead

£19.99
WORD PROCESSING

NEW GAMES!

14" screen

• 600 x 285 pixel resolution
• RGB/Composite inputs
• Headphone socket

up to date.

the latest ideas in ease-of-use as

ATARI
LYNX
COLOUR
• Colour monitor

keeps your address book and diary

DATABASE MANAGEMENT

All STE Ram Kits come with instructions

PROTAR VISTO C14M

your life. Keep track of your bank and
savings accounts, credit cards,
mortgage etc. Also included is a
powerful electronic "Filofax" that

This powerful package benefits from

machines.

MONITORS

special software to handle the
financial transactions that surround

£24.99

and DO NOT require soldering in most

•

HOME PRODUCTIVITY

Including

PERSONAL FINANCE

"EXCELLENT" BY ST

Progate 20Mb Hard Disk
Progate 30Mb Hard Disk
Progate 40Mb Hard Disk
Progate 40Mb with Cache
Progate 44Mb Removable

PRINTERS

£23.99
£23.99
£23.99
£23.99
£23.99
£23.99
£23.99
£23.99
£23.99
£27.99
£23.99
£23.99
£23.99

PROGRAMMING UTILITIES

This amazing value-for-money
package contains almost every utility
you'll ever need. Designed to
complement either Atari's BASIC
programming package or other

popular ST programming languages
this pack includes a Resource Editor,
a Font and Icon Editor, a Disk Editor

and a whole host of other, powerful
programming tools.
£24.99

TELESALES LINES OPEN 8.00AM TILL 8.00PM - 7 DAYS A WEEK - 0903 700714
TELESALES LINES ARE PERSONALLY MANNED - NOT ANSWERPHONES!
Atari ST User May 1992

ATARI STE PACKS
PROBABLY THE LARGEST SELECTION AVAILABLE!
ALL ATARI STE MACHINES HAVE BUILT IN 1MB DISK DRIVES AND ALL PRICES INCLUDE
VAT. ALL PRODUCTS CARRY A FULL 12 MONTH WARRANTY. PLEASE RING US BEFORE

512k

1mb

2mb

4mb

£319.00

£349.00

£429.00

£319.00

£349.00

£429.00

£329.00

£359.00

£439.00

£329.00

£359.00

£439.00

£339.00

£369.00

£449.00

£359.00

£389.00

£469.00

ORDERING TO CHECK STOCKS AND CURRENT PRICES.

ATARI STE DISCOVERY A. consists of the STE computer,
mouse, tv modulator etc and First Basic, ST Tour, NeoChrome and 4 games
(Dragons Breath, Super Cycle, Indiana Jones, Anarchy).

T=

ATARI STE DISCOVERY B. consists of the STE computer,
mouse, tv modulator etc and First Basic, ST Tour, NeoChrome and 4 games
(Final Flight, Sim City, 9 Lives, Planet of Robot Monsters)

ATARI STE ARCADE, consists of the STE computer, mouse, tv
modulator etc and New Zealand Story, Chase HQ, Arkanoid II, Crazy Cars, Op.
Wolf,Super Hang On, Super Cars, Skidz, Switchblade and Axels Magic Hammer.

ATARI STE TENSTAR. consists of the STE computer, mouse, tv
modulator etc and Asterix, Chess Player 2150, Drivin Force, Live + Let Die,
Onslaught, Pipemania, Rick Dangerous, Rock n Roll, Skweek and Trivial Pursuit II.

ATARI STE KUMA BUSINESS, consists of the STE computer,
mouse, tv modulator etc and K-Word Processor 2, K-Spell Checker, K-Database,
K-Spreadsheet, K-Graph business graphics and Metacomco Basic Language.

PE

ATARI STE CURRICULUM, consists of the STE computer,
mouse, tv modulator etc and 3 levels of educational software (from 5 yrs to 50
yrs!!!), a word processor, a spreadsheet, a database, HyperPaint and Music Maker II.

ALL ATARI MEGA STE PRICES INCLUDE VAT. ALL PRODUCTS CARRY A FULL 12 MONTH WARRANTY. ALL

MEGA STE MACHINES ARE UK SPECIFICATION, BEWARE OF CHEAPER EUROPEAN MODELS. PLEASE RING

1mb

2mb

4mb

US BEFORE ORDERING TO CHECK STOCKS AND CURRENT PRICES.

ATARI MEGA STE. consists of the Atari Mega STE computer with detachable keyboard,
£599.00

£649.00 £699.00

computer with detachable keyboard, built in 1mb disk drive and running at 16Mhz (switchable to 8Mhz),
mouse, tv modulator and built-in 47Mb Hard Disk drive and hard disk utility software.

X N/A

£899.00 £949.00

ALL ATARI TT 68030 PRICES INCLUDE VAT. ALL PRODUCTS CARRY A FULL 12 MONTH WARRANTY. ALL TT
68030 MACHINES ARE SUPPLIED WITHOUT MONITOR - SEE SEPARATE PRICE BELOW. PLEASE RING US

2mb

4mb

built in 1mb disk drive and running at 16Mhz (switchable to 8Mhz), mouse and tv modulator.

ATARI MEGA STE WITH HARD DRIVE, consists of the Atari MegaSTE

8mb

BEFORE ORDERING TO CHECK STOCKS AND CURRENT PRICES.

ATARI TT 68030. consists of the Atari TT with 68030 32-bit processor, clock speeds of
up to 32Mhz, 1.44Mb high density floppy disk drive built in, detachable keyboard, and operating system
V3.06, six screen resolutions (4 colour modes using up to 4096 colour palettes, 1 mono mode and a
super hi res mono mode of 1280 x 960). Memory expansion of up to 26MB possible.

ATARI TT 68030 / 50.

£999.00

£1249.00 £1599.00

consists of the Atari TT 68030 as above but fitted with

£1399.00 £1649.00 £1999.00

internal 50MB hard disk drive.

ATARI TT 68030 / 210. consists oftheAtari TT 68030 as above but fitted with
£1899.00 £2149.00 £2499.00

internal 210MB hard disk drive.

ATARI PTC 1426 COLOUR MONITOR. Muiti sync vga
high resolution colour monitor for use with the Atari range of TT 68030 machines. £399.00

PHOm FOR OVH LATEST ATARI
STE MEGA and TT PKM*

IFYOU WISH TO ORDER WITH US, THEN PLEASE SEND YOUR CHEQUES, BANKERS DRAFTS, POSTAL ORDERS, CASH ETC TO OUR MAIL ORDER ADDRESS (PLEASE MAKE
CHEQUES PAYABLE TO BEST PRICES) OR RING OUR MAIL ORDER HOTLINE ANY TIME BETWEEN 8.00AM AND 8.00PM, 7 DAYS A WEEK, (OUR LINES ARE PERSONALLY

MANNED - THIS IS NOT AN ANSWERPHONE) AND USE YOUR CREDIT CARD. ALL ORDERS OVER £100 SUBJECT TO £5 DELIVERY CHARGE.

VISIT OUR SHOWROOM

MAIL ORDER ONLY

CHIPS COMPUTER CENTRE, 53 RUGBY ROAD,
WORTHING, WEST SUSSEX. BN11 5NB.

BEST PRICES (DEPT STU), 53 RUGBY ROAD,

utms amm]) mmm.
OPENING: MON TO FRI10AM TO 6PM. SAT 9.30AM TO 5.30PM

FINANCE/CREDIT FACILITIES (SHOP ONLY)
PART EXCHANGE CONSIDERED (SHOP ONLY).
NEW AND USED ST, AMIGA& PC EQUIPMENT ON DISPLAY.

ALL TYPES OF SOFTWARE (BUSINESS/LEISURE/EDUCATIONAL).
REPAIRS UNDERTAKEN. TRAINING. INSTALLATION. ON-SITE WARRANTIES.

WORTHING, WEST SUSSEX. BN11 5NB.

mas a®m&D mmm*
OPENING: 7 DAYS A WEEK 8AM TO 8PM
ALLPRICES INCLUDEVAT. ALLORDERS OVER £100 ADD £5 FOR NEXT WEEKDAY
COURIER DELIVERY.ORDERS UNDER £100 ARE SENT BY POST.
NOTE - CREDIT CARDS ARE SUBJECT TO VERIFICATIONBY CARD ISSUERS.
GOODS USUALLY SENT OUT THE SAME DAY WHEN
CLEARED PAYMENT IS RECEIVED BEFORE 2PM.
PERSONAL CHEQUES REQUIRE 7 DAYS CLEARANCE.

All prices include 17.5% VAT. Free deliveryONLY on orders under £100. All prices/specifications/special offers subject to change withoutnotice.

Atari ST User May 1992

SOFTMACHINE
ATARI HARDWARE
520ST-E Discovery Xtra 2
520ST-E Discovery Xtra 2 1Mb
1040ST-E FamilyCurriculum

£269.99
£289.99
£334.99

MegalST-E
Mega 2 ST-E + 48Mb HD
Stacy 2Mb Ram 20Mb HD
TT2
TT4
TT 8

£624.99
£899.99
£1344.99
options from £1049.99
options from £1309.99
options from £1679.99

SM144 14" Mono Monitor
SC1435 14" Colour Monitor
PTC1426 Multisinc Monitor
Portfolio

£124.99
£209.99
£424,99
£119.99

Lynx II

Frontier Xtra-RAM Deluxe

•

£79.99

Frontier Xtra-RAM ST-E

SOFTWARE
Atari Applications

Word Processors
1st Word Plus

£59.95

Calligrapher Professional

£99.95

K-Word2
Protext v4.3
Protext v5.5
Protext V4.3
That's Write
Wordflair
WordPerfect
Word Writer
Write On

£29.95
£49.95
£102.95
£49.95
£89.95
£59.95
£178.95
£Call
£44.95

Desktop Publishing
CompoScript
£234.95
Pagestreamv2.1
£164.95
Pagestream Font Sets
each £44.95
Timeworks Publisher 2

Internal S1MM/SIPP RAM upgradefor Atari ST-E Computers
Easy to Install - Nosoldering required

• Internal SIMM RAM upgrade forAtari ST-F/ST-FM and
Mega ST

• Easy Installation - Nosoldering on most STs

Free RAM test. RAM disk&printerspoolersoftware

• FreeRAM test. RAM disk &printerspoolersoftware

Detailed instruction manual

• Detailed instruction

• 0,5Mbpopulated

manuai

£29.99

• 10day money back

• 2Mbpopulated

offer!

£69.99

0.5Mb populated £59.00
• 2Mbpopulated £99.00
• 4Mbpopulated £159.00

• 4Mb populated
£134.99

• Cumana

CUMANA 3.5"
DISK DRIVE

£91.95

Devpac 2

£42.95

FTL Modula 2

£48.95

FTL Modula 2 Developer
GFA Basic Compiler
GFA Basic Interpreter

£69.95
£23.95
£39.95

HlSOft Basic 2

£52.95

Hisoft C Interpreter

£41.95

Hisoft Forth

£28.95

Highspeed Pascal

£74.95

Lattice C v5
Nevada Cobol

Prospero
Prospero
Prospero
Prospero

£111.95
£34.95

C
Fortran
Pascal
Dev Toolkit

£79.95
£79.95
£79.95
£54,95

Forget-Me-Clock II

CSA354 3,5"

Clockcartridgewith full passthroughport
Sets system &keyboard clocks every time
you turnon or reset yourST

Drive

i High Speed
Access

>Twoyear

guarantee including

< Internal PSU

• On/Off Switch

battery
• 10day
money back

• Capacity 720K
Formatted

offer ^^^

•Only J

Harlekin2
Knife ST

£41.95
£24.95

K-Graph3

£37.95

K-Resource2
Neodesk3
Turbo ST
WERCS

£29.95
£29.95
£24.95
£24.95

Tempus2

£28.95

FaSTcomm2
K-Comm 2
Mini Office Comms

£39.95
£37.95
£18.95

3D/Animation/CAD/Graphics

£17.95
£21.95

Sound & Music

£17.95

AdimensPlus
DGBase

£96.95
£34.95

Data Manager Prof

£34.95

K-Data
Prodata

£37.95
£67.95

3D-Caic
DG Calc

£22.95
£27.95

K-Spread
K-Spread2
K-Spread3
K-Spread4
K-Spread4T

£21.95
£44.95
£67.95
£96.95
£112.95

Cdshboot Combo
Cashbook Controller
Home Accounts
Home Accounts 2
Personal Fin Man Plus

£54,95
£41.95
£21.95
£37.95
£29.95

System 3

£41.95

Band in a Box

£62.95

Dr T's Copyist App
Dr Ts Copyist DTP
Dr T's Omega
Dr T's Tiger Cub

£94.95
£234.95
£284.95
£94.95

Dr T's X-OR
K-Minstrel 2
Quartet

£209.95

£24.95
£34.95

Better maths 12-16 yrs
Better Spelling Over 8

£19.95
£19.95

Fun School 2 Under 6
Fun School 2 6-8
Fun School 2 Over 8

£14.95
£14.95
£14,95

Fun School 3 (or 4) Under 5
Fun School 3 (or 4) 5-7
Fun School 3 (or 4) Over 7

£17.95
£17.95
£17.95

Magic maths 4-8 yrs
Mafhs Mania 8-12 yrs
M Beacon Teaches Typing

£19.95
£19.95
£22.95

Micro French GCSE
Micro Maths GCSE

£20.95
£20,95

Primary Maths 3-12 yrs
Spell Book 4-6
Spell Book 4-6 Data
Spell Book Over 7
Spell Book Over 7 Data
Spell Book Data Creator

£20.95
£14.95
£11.95
£14.95
£11.95
£7.95

Deluxe Paint

£42.95

PC-XT.

Degas Elite
Easy Draw 2
Easy Draw 2 Supercharged
Hyperpaint2

£19.95
£37.95
£59.95
£29.95

Thingsto do with Words

£14.95

The French Mistress

£14.95

MasterCAD

£22,95

The German Master

£14,95

Spectrum 512

£27.95

The Italian Tutor

£14.95

The Spanish Tutor

£14.95

IM

home.

AT-Speed C 16isa PC-AT emulator board foryourST. It
hos an 80286processor runningat I6MH2. Ideal for
runningWindows &CADapplications. Socketforoptional
80C287maths co-processor. Inc DRDOSv5.

Alphadata Trackball

That's A Mouse
Operates in a small
desktop area - 70%

i for easy one hand operation.
' Reliable Microswitched buttons.

less than Atari

Supports autofire and incorporates click &

mouse equivalent.
Offers290 dpi

lock button.

i Rapid &smooth
point-to-point

resolution &

movement.

genuine

2 year warranty
Crystal option with
2 colourshining
crystal ball

microswitched

buttons, 12 month

warranty.
£29.99

can't see listed.

£17.95

Basic Programming
Programming Utilities

software 4 times faster than was possible on the IBM mmm

AT-Speed isa PC-AT emulator board foryourST. it has an
80286processor running at 8MHz, Ideallysuited to running
PCapplications froma working environmentinthe

you may require but

Personal Finance

£34.95
£36.95
£42.95
£42.95
£42.95

PC-Speed isa PC-XT emulator board foryourST, Ithas a
NEC V30processor chip built-in, enabling yourST to run PC

Please call us for a price
on any hardware,
software or peripherals

£21.95
£21.95
£21.95
£17.95

Cyber Control
Cyber Paint
Cyber Paint 2
CyberStudio
Cyber Texture

PC-SPEED/AT-SPEED/AT-SPEED C 16

I AT.arxxv C 16

Word Processing
Database Management
Spreadsheet
Home Productivity

Crystal option £34.99

—I!M=I.V.71=IJJ

The Three Bears

Things to do with Numbers

J3

£19.95

£14.95

Philips 8833/11

£239.99

Playback

£22.99

Citizen 120D+
Citizen Swift 9 Colour
Citizen Swift 24e Colour
Citizen 224 Colour
Star LC-20
StarLC24-10
Star LC-200 Colour
Star LC24-200
Star LC24-200 Colour

£124,99
£194.99
£284.99
£249.99
£144.99
£194.99
£199.99
£234.99
£299.99

Replay Professional

£69.99

HPDeskjet500
HP Deskjet500Colour
Supra 52 MbHardDrive
Supra 105Mb HardDrive

£379.99
£614.99
£394.99
£564.99

0,5Mb Xtra-RAM Std

£44.99

2Mb Xtra-RAM Std
Printer-Q Buffers

£89.99
from £52.99

ATOnce Plus
AT Once 386SX
Daatascan Professional

£14999
£299.99
£16999

Supra 2400Modem
Supra 2400PlusModem

£114.99
£16999

Stereomaster

£2999

Please make cheques/postal orders payable to SOFTMACHINE. Allitems subject to availability.
All prices and manufacturers specifications subject to change without notice.
All prices include VATand UKdelivery. E&OE Alltrademarks acknowledged

SOFTMACHINE

\

Dept STU5,20 Bridge House, Bridge Street, Sunderland. SRI 1TE.
Sales Tel: (091) 510 2666 Enquiries Tel; (091) 510 2777 Fax: (091) 564 1960
Goods are not offered on a trial basis. Goods are offered for sale subject to our conditions of sale.

Naksha Mouse

£24.99

That's a Mouse

£14.99

Universal Monitor Stand

£11.99

Universal Printer Stand

£6.99

Centronics Printer Cable

£4.99

ST-FMto Scart Cable

£11.99

ST-Eto Scart Cable

£14.99

Stereo Replay

£64.99

3.5"40 Cap Disk Box
3,5"80 Cap DiskBox

£499
£6.99

3.5' 150 Cap Posso Box

£1999

10x Sony MFD2DD3.5* DS/DD
10xSonyBulk 3.5"
50 x Sony Bulk 3.5*
100x Sony Bulk 3.5'

£7.99
£5.99
£24.99
£4499

10 x TDK MF2DD3.5'DS/DD

£7.99

Callers welcome. Our
hours of business are

9.30till 5.30 Monday to
Saturday.

Educatior
Those leathery - but very
friendly - children's cartoon
characters, The Shoe People,
have brought some genuine fun to the
younger children's National
Curriculum in this excellent double

disk package on Gremlin's brand new
First Class label.

Many skills essential for early success
at school are exercised, including
memory, recognition of shapes, colours
and patterns, and knowledge of the
alphabet, numbers and words.
There are three different activities on

each disk, all aimed at the four to six

age group. Each activity has various
levels of difficulty. The activities on
Disk One are Trampy Visits his Friends,
Sgt Major Sorts It Out, and Margot's
Magic Colouring Book, while on Disk

Man-made
sole
Gremlin Graphics' The Shoe People is
sound educational software, but still
manages to be fun. Sarah Williams
looks at this polished package

Two the choices are The Great

trick completes the sequence. If the
answer is correct, then every other turr
another trick is added to the sequence.
One or two adults - including me -

ftk

Alphabet Robbery, Wellington Goes to
the Park and Charlie's Big Day.
Trampy Visits His Friends features

friendly vagrant Trampy, who has a
remarkable number of friends in Shoe

Town. The trouble is, he only gets to

3

V

see them at the end of his eventful

previous choice of screen without hav
ing to finish a game.

Ideal debut

Matching objects

The paint book options allows children to colour
in and adapt their favourite characters

Marshall.

Spelling and continuity are always
important - especially in an education
program! - and Gremlin have let them

selves down by referring to the same
character as "Marshal" in the instruc

tion booklet, "Marshall" on
the selection screen, and

"Sheriff" when Trampy
finally arrives at his office.
Sgt. Major Sorts It Out
stars Baby Bootee, who has

^dft&rto wn&
bS: Thequantityand
variety oftasks ensure thai
children learnabouta widerange
ofsubjects while retaining an
interestin theprograms.

brought chaos to the Sergeant Major's
store by knocking everything off the
shelves. Now he has to put things back
in the right places.
There are two levels, Easy and Hard.
With easy, each shelf already has the

dice, double dice and numbers. A dice

first object on it. In hard, the shelves

or numbers appear on one side of a see

have to be allocated by the child.
Baby Bootee automatically points to
the object he wants placing on a shelf.
Pressing the spacebar makes Sgt Major's
baton point at each shelf in turn.
When the correct shelf is indicated, the

young student hits the Return key.

Magic

other Shoe People activities.
Wellington goes to the
Park offers five choices for

the basis of the game blocks, more blocks, single

saw.

If the child recognises the number
on the dice, or adds numbers together
correctly, the see-saw creaks into the
perfectly balanced position and
Wellington jumps up and down in a
puddle, covering himself with mud. If
the answers are incorrect, a cloud

appears and rinses Wellington clean.
Charlie's Big Day has the clown
performs easy, medium or hard tricks,
according to the child's initial choice.
When Easy is selected, the student is

systemis generallyexemplary, but
certain sections may be confusing

Margot's Magic Colouring Book is
a very basic paint program operated by
keyboard or mouse, though I'm sure
young children will find it very excit
ing as they fill shapes in one of five
ready-drawn pictures with colours, or
create their own drawings from scratch.

is answered correctly, Charlie performs
the same trick again, followed by

unless an adult is at hand to offer

Pictures can be saved to disk and

another one. Now the child is asked to

assistance.

printed.
The Great Alphabet Robbery is one
for PC Boot. That shifty sole(!) Sneaker
is trying to escape after stealing the let
ters of the alphabet. The aim of this

recall the two tricks, and so on to as

...SE OF USE: The control

Ease of use

• 111 III 11—i
Good
. I

It has many friendly features,
including the PC Boot square which, if
selected, takes the child back to the

journey if the young student is good at
matching objects and finding or
spelling the correct words.

It starts with the simple matching of
objects encountered by Trampy as he
tramps his way towards a meeting with
Sergeant Major, and progresses to typ
ing in the names of objects with no
help from the computer as Trampy
heads for a chin-wag with the

have had trouble with this one!

exercise is for the child to recognise
words and letters so far encountered in

asked what trick Charlie did first. If this

large a sequence of tricks as possible.
If Medium is selected, the tricks are

generated randomly each time. With
Hard, Charlie performs a whole
sequence of tricks twice, and then
begins a third. The child is asked which

All in all, The Shoe People is an idea
debut program for the First Class label.
All selections, except when running
Margot's Magic Colouring Book with
the mouse, are made very easily by hit
ting the biggest key on the keyboard,
the spacebar. Each time it's hit, an
arrow moves on to the next choice.

The choice is then executed by the sec
ond biggest key, Return.
Young children will love the graph
ics and the sound effects, particularly
the sound of the Shoe People clumping
along, as well as the noises made when
Charlie bangs his drum, spins plates on
sticks and performs other wonders.
And to add even more value, the
package also includes a Shoe People
book, The Shoe Town Gold Rush,

worth 85p, and a badge featuring one
of the Shoe People. One
special note for teachers the package is aimed at
National Curriculum

attainment targets one
to three.

Product: The ShoePeople
Supplier: Gremlin Graphics Software
Limited, Carver House, 2-4 Carver
Street, SHEFFIELD S14FS
Telephone: 0742 753423
Price: £25.99

Suitability: Recommended for
ages 4 to 6
Configuration: All STs andSTEs
Atari STUser May 1992

P.D. from

Catalogue:
Disk based - 75p

a disk!!

printed - £1.50

Many top quality programs available
Quality Service, Sensible & Ecconomic Prices
Build up a vast software base at LOW cost!
From 90 pence a disk it's great value for money.

SEND STAMPS TO THE ABOVE VALUE

Intro Pack - 25 disks
5 music, 6 applications
6 games, 8 utility disks

£19.99

Get started now!
details in catalgue

515 SHIPWRECK, educational maths with

DESK ACCESSORIES & UTILITIES

444 XCONTROL: ATARI'S latest TT control

727A-F TEX, 6 DISK PACK, Includes TEX the

301 Dirprinter,RAMdisks, .ACC loaderetc.

panel accessory for all STs.
448 CYPHER: Encodes pics so that they

graphics. *S*
document processor & typesetting
512 ZOG a great blasting game. SUPER
system.*DM*
SENSOR!
835 1ST WORD Wordprocessor. Fully GEM
514 A DUDLEY DILEMMA, great adventure
based professional wordprocessor.
game. You guide a student at Harvard
831 (SS)/841(DS) EASY TEXT vl.2 Fully
University in an attempt to get a
workingDeskTop Publishing demo.
Diploma.
482 ST WRITER ELITE,4.1. Latest version.

302 Clock, calculator,free Ram checker.

cannot be loaded into normal art

Breakout .ACOs

packages. LITTLE GREEN SELECTOR.
328 Calender, clock,Disk Manager .ACCs
303 Fast copier. Hex Dump. Degas to Neo, 454 MEMFILE 2.0: Memory& powerfuldisk
editor.
Koala to Degas & Neo to Degas. Seced
457 HD SCAN 1.6: Comprehensive
disk editor.
shareware hard drive manager.
337 Utils for Hard Disks
333 Printer drivers for 1ST Word, Degas & 481 STDCATV4.0.disk catalogger
623 SUPERBOOT V7.0

Gemfont.

programs.

385 68000 assembler, an Address/ Mailing

450 REVENGE V2.01: Super intelligent
document displayer.

GRAPHIC, FONT AND

list.

824 PICSWITCH 7 changes all graphic res.
Hi-Res/Colour emulators. BBOOT,

drive. SWITCHER, 2 progs in memory.
517 STEBOOTUP, med res bootup.
886 DIY DEMO, Make scrolling demos
featuring a title screen & scrolling
message.

836 ARC file compiler. BICLOCK to set
time/date. KEYEDIT reconfigure the
keyboard to print any characters.

ART/DRAWING DISKS

of the Lost Arc & 12 from Ghostbusters.

375 FONTEDIT v3.0, Editor & loaders for

577 PALART. art programwith fulldocs.*C*
390 E-PLANCAD,stock list facility.*M*
391 COLUMBIA, drawing prog part 3D.
Studio (*X*) menu driven drawing
package. BothGerman.

881 100% IBM compatible formatter. ARC
SHELL vl.91. DC clock. STARGEM.
VIRUS DESTRUCTION UTILITY V2.1.
854 The DATABASE CONSTRUCTION SET.

program
DELUXE FONTMASTER v2.0 *MD*

757 CANVAS, a great art pachage, fully

Spellchecker. DEFSEL.
379 GULAM CLI shell/Command Line

interpreter.
383 DRFLOPPY, a disk sector editor.

supports STE.
879 PALETTE MASTER, art package, great

features, up to512 colours.*C*

829 Various progs for printing all kinds of 388 Pics, Mona Lisa, Moon, ST keyboard,
Planet, Yoohoo, Saturn & others.

labels.*M*

882 CHK 2.3 Everything you need to know S80 COLOURBURST 3000 v0.2, add
different colours to pictures from other
about a disk. DCOPY v3.02. Desktop
packages.*CX*

Manager v2.1.

585 ANTIDOTE, Superb Virus killer.
857 DISKMECH is a powerfull disk
analyser/ archiver/editor. CPANEL
vastlyimprovedcontrolpanel.
561 GENESIS is a Fractal landscape

generator. FORMAT 10. VKILLER .

All games are in colour unless otherwise

888 ANI-ST, HIGHLY PROFESSIONAL

quality animation system.
396 MASTERPAINT, drawing package, Mon

394 PICWORKS, utility for enlarging,
reformatting &manipulatingpics.'M*

705 HARRIS WENT SKING, *S*

317 Battleships, Checkers, Maze, Megaroids

LASER CHESS

709 CORE WARD, You have to write rival

(Mono), Pool.

547 ADDICTION, card game patience,
graphics *S*.
863 SLEUTH, A CLEUDO style whodunnit.

programs.

710 VIRUS, a game with great graphics and
sound.'S*

403 FLYOVER, a bombing raid game.

LOCATION CRISSLEFRIDGE.

404 GLOB, you collect cherry cakes while
avoiding pursuers.

894 DEEPLAIR, 2 player underwater shoot'
405

em up.

554 NAPOLEON, conqueoreurope.*M*
761 EMPIRE

BUILDER

development,

enemy.

407 OVERLANDER fly in & destroy the
enemy base.
408 CHANCE, destroythe Archons
409

for the ball'S*

BOXING CHAMP,*S*

406 TRACKER, drive your tracker through

property

LOST TREASURE.

JUMPSTER.
762 RUSH, move bricks to create a way out

ESCAPE FORM THE TOMB OF RA,

collectjewels to prolong your life, find

763 BUMPER JACK superb platform
game.*S*

the secret passsages.

764 YAHTZY. *S*
545 UPSTART shoot the cherries *S*.

410 MUTANT, A reactorgoesout of control.
Workers mutate. You must get to the

765 COMPANION shoot'em up in outer

end cavern and destroy it.
411 KEY TO ATLANTIS, excellent scrolling
shoot'em up.
412 GRAND PRIX, good fast racing
game.'S*

space.

548 ENGLAND

Football

& Col. LITTLE PAINTER.

adventure

783 CHESS.MONOPOLY, BACKGAMMON,

891 SUPERBREAKOUT, 40 brick types.'M*

versions.

578 ST GRAPH, comprehensive graph
876

GAMES DISKS
stated.

Ram & downloaded fonts, not STE.

Fortune

519 WIZZARD'S LAIR complete text &
graphic adventure.
780 UNDER BERKWOOD massive graphic

782 NAVEL BATTLE A good version of the
good old Battleships

323 Great digitised pictures. 5 from Raiders

397 DOODLE, art package,Mono & Colour

MONOEMU v5.0.

518 Cribbage, Othello, Yahatzee, Wheel of

additional utils on disk 363.

758 STPAGE is a super fast editor. It
produces pure ASCII files for writing

TEAM

MANAGER.

team

management.

MILEGAME.

566 DIE ALIEN BLOB, shoot the coloured

413 MARS MAZE, good platformgame.'S*
414 STEEL, blast everything in sight.

884 AMC GDOS, GDOS replacement. ARC

809 AIM v3.21, An image processing
package.*DX*
540 PUBLIC PAINTER An excellent German

344 Bailer, arcade castle & cannons game
graphic adv.*M*

415 BATTLE

SHELL vl.98. DISK TOOLBOX v2.03.

art package.*M*
820 SNOOPY, 25 cartoons with display
prog.*C*

309 ADVENTURE WRITING SYSTEM.

416 WHEEL OF FORTUNE, good quiz base

766 TUNNEL VISION,
PATIENCEcard game.

417 HEDGEHOG, FROGGER clone.'S*

PCOMMAND. XUTILS.

387 BOOTGEN, maintain disk sectors Boot.
584 MOUSE TRICKS, a .ACC extensive
control over mouse movement & menu

style.
883 MX-2 v2.3 a multi-tasking & multi-user
enviroment.'D*

834 DOUBLE CLICK format v3.03 9/10
sectors, 80/82 tracks.

842 DEC edit clone, Disk engineer v3.01.
382 Archive utilities, including ARC,
EXSQUZ,SQUEEZE,STPACK, STSQ etc

552 BERMUDA RACE 2.

562 INVASION, adventure set on a huge
spaceship.

785 MOVIE CONSTRUCTOR: animate

objects& text. FACEANIMATOR.'M*
775

FULL SCREEN CONSTRUCTION KIT
V1.9.*DX*

CLIP ART

521 Various human figures, different
cartoons, Titles & more.

Wordcount, RelabelfDisk volume),

747 TURTLE, A HARDdisk backup utility.

522 Sports figures of high quality, July 4th
logos.

745 STAR LC-10 UTILITIES. PRINTER

523 Children's whimsical & elaborate fonts

& Christmas card images.

configutils for 1st WORD & 1st WORD
PLUS. TRANSPORT 90 download
alternative

character

732 IMGSHOW,

STARACCACC control the usual
functions of the Star LC-10 multi-font

etc,

734
viruses,recognises 7 anti-viruses & 133 735
738
other types of boot sector.
573 Files to assistin graphicprint-outsfor 24
737
pin Dot Matrix printers.
572 GEM PLUS. This is a great variant of 739

746 SUPER VKILLER detects 5 different

Neodesk.

749 RECOVER is a file recovery utility.
REAL
TIME
MULTI-TASKING
OPERATING SYSTEM. *D*

439 GEMDOS USERS GUIDE.

Atari ST User

show

733 Occasional Clips, Various Characterss

printer.

438

IMGVIEW

progs.Various fruit, over 20 arrows &
Accesssymbol.

sets.

May 1992

Loads more fruit, Vegetables.
Herbs & Kitchen parts.
Humerous clips plus the individual
letters A-Z.

Babies, Boys& girls.
More Girls, Scrolls & Occasional clips.
740 More Artdeco, Baby Boy & Girl
741 More Varied Humerous clips.

COMMAND,

Missile

Command clone.

on TV program.

game.

art packages.*C*
442 ST CAD v2.1, med/high res CAD
package.
393 THEARTIST, drawing package'M*

labelprinter, Disk catalogger.

Format, Undelete file.

maze

556 VAN GOUGH( Dutch)& STUDI02(*X*),

324 ADDRESS LOG, limited address book &
844 WPTOOLS, written for 1ST word, inc,
alarm clock, Printer selection,

balls & avoid the laser cannons.

418 THE NAME GAME,based upon the Sun
puzzle.
421 COMPANY, business simulation.

544 AYATOLLA, Defeat the terrorists.'S*

422 MOTORBIKE, drive your bike around

868 ROBOTZ, highly addictive & very
playablegame.40levels.

423 TARK, great textadventure.D &D type.

the track.

machine

467 BATTLE FOR THE THRONE, a role

546 SLIDER, goodquality puzzlegamewith

playing adv.
449 LLAMATRON: A great Shareware

847 FRUIT

MACHINE

fruit

simulator.

3 levels.*S*
507 SKULDUGGERY runs in Mono &
Colour. 100 levels.

508 ATOMS is a mentally challenging game
for 2-4 players. K1LLERCHESS.
AMMOTRACK

race

&

blast'em

game.*S*
565 SKIDPAN, motor racing game.'S*
529 STOCKMARKET,

Wheel

game.

451 VIDEO POKER, Las Vegas poker

playingmachine.
452 DERRICK THE DROID: A great mix of
platform, Shoot'emup & puzzlegame.
772 PORK I: A parody of the Infocom
adventure ZORK I.

784 PORK II: Anothersend up of the ZORK

& deal.

GALACTIC WARRIORS, a good shoot'em-up.
346 ADVENTURE Colossal Cave type
aAdventure.

855 EXPLODE outwit an opponent on a

Chessboard type layout. BALLZONE an
Arcanoid clone. JITTERBUG, try &
rescue aliens.

528 FLOYD THE DROID, an ultra fast
shoot'em-up.

series.

773 MORIA: A fantasy role playing
game.*D*
779

PICTURE

CONCENTRATION:

Children's recognition& matching game
788 ROLL'N' NUDGE:fruitmachine game.
789 DUNGEON!: Multi choice fantasy
adventure with some humour.
778 C ADVENTURE TOOL KIT.
712 ASYLUM: Text adventure set in an

asylum.

530 AIR WARRIOR, a Flight Simulator.

713

HACKMAN: 509 level Pacman clone.

531 COMPUTER PINBALL. DEVASTATOR

714

ELVEN CRYSTALS II

& a DARTSgame.
WORDPROCESSING &

576 TALESPIN. The wolf and the 7 kids.

DESKTOP PUBLISHING

513 FUZZBALL a great platform game

716 FROGGY: Frogger arcade classic.
460 NETHACK
based adv.

THE ADVENTURE, text

Bulk Disks, Fully certified DS/DD Inc labels.

Introducing Atari ST Machine Code

10-£5.99

Book & Disk £20.00 (+ 2 free PD)

50-£22.99

Extra Text Plus (Full Version) £18.50
461 STARMAZE: Guide your craft around

DATABASES ETC.

826 DATABASE 1, GEM driven database.

the various levels.

896 A NIGHT ON THE TOWN text graphic

827 STSHEETspreadsheet *C*

873 B/STAT v2.01, graphing & statistical

adv.

897 TILEGAME, rearrange letters. *S*
899 SOKO, 50 levels. *S*
596 QUIZ CONSTRUCTION KIT. STOS

RIPCORD,

491 BATTLE SCAPE.game
600 FRUSTRATION & CRISS CROSS;
ZPOKER.'M*

601 BACKGAMMON & POKER SQUARED.

database.

537 DOUBLE SENTRY, fully working
accounts package, no VAT.
541 INVENTORY PRO V2.0 is a fully
featured stock control system.
432 TCOS a great database that allows data

605 OZONEarcade game
606 FLY ROBIN & SANTAS WORKSHOP

607 PENGUIN, shareware.

account,

608 CROCODILES PASTIMES.

434 SHEET V2,fully featured spreadsheet.

609 ARTHUR OF THE BR1TTONS; Adv/

455 NAMENET:An excellent database, Med

Arc game.

KIDSHAPE.

OF

THE

MUTANT

628 MR DICE, KLATRIX

587 STEVE'S COMP' DEMO NO.l

B

a

t

Demo, Micromix II, Fuji Bonk.*D*
588 STEVE'S COMP' DEMO NO.2

Megabang, Robomix, &Magiceye.'D*
589 STEVE'S COMP' DEMO NO.3

Micromix, Stingray & Ballit.*D*
568 THE DEFINITIVE DEMO, by The Lost
Boys.*D*
569 SLATATANIC CULT, Music Bemo I &

427 SOLAR SYSTEM GEOGRAPHY.

428 GEOGRAPHY TUTOR, a great
shareware package.Covers Europe.
429 ZOO MAKER, you are asked questions
& the computer tries to guess the
animal.

Music Demo II*D*

591 ASTERIX DEMO, digital sound & pics.
593 TRANSYLVANIA DEMO by The Lost
Boys *D*
542 REFLEX DEMO, THE OPPOSITION *D*
542 REFLEX DEMO, THE OPPOSITION *D*
599 COUNTERPOINT DEMO

430 ME FIRST, put pics in the correct order.

CAMELS.

DEMO's

586 LIFE'S A BITCH, demo by The Lost
Boys *D*

426 THE BODY SHOP, introduces the

& High res.

620 KOZMIC2;*XD*
REVENGE

559 KIDPUBLISHER, DTPfor the young.
424 DOT2DOT, join the dots to make pics.
Also create your own. KIDCOLOUR,
introduces colours to young children.
locationsof all main bones &organs.

433 ZAPCARD, card type database.
BANKER, keep track of your bank

100-£42.99

KIDPOTATO.'C*

to be structured in a tree arrangement.

»M*

625

children. KIDMUS1C, KIDPIANO,

543 WG DATA, no frills high quality

TRACKER FILESPY 1.2 *D*

597MEGAROIDS,
SPACEWARE, BUGS.

analysis program.*DX*
874 OPUS v2.2, GEM based spreadsheet &
charting program.*DX*

557 SPELLING MADE EASY, The computer
speaks the word & you then type in the
correct spelling.
558 MATHS MADE EASY, great prog with
speech synthesis.
872 KIDGRAPH, painting prog, which lets

25-£13.99

MUSIC

BUTTERFLY IN THE PARK, find the

875 COMPOSER, A music creation program.

hidden boxesin the park.

479 CUDDLY DEMOS *D* Not STE

488 POV23, TCB Sound tracker, Micromix 3,
TLT & Yello demos.

570 CZ SOUNDS, transfer data from CZ101

629 SPACE INVADERS
631 BLOCKADE

GENERAL

to ST midi.

720 MUSIC WRITER, create music on

617 INFILTRATION, game

575 CONSTELLATIONS. A comprehensive
Astronomers disk *M*

screen.

721A-B -SOUNDTRACKER PLAYER &

MODULES. ZOWEE, TIMDEMO,
SHORT,
AUSIFOOT,
GRILLED
MUSIC1, MUSIC2, DELTA2, ECSTASY,
HOWDEEP, BALLJAM, TOXOPLAS,
IVORY, MADNESS, OPERATE.* 2 Disks

PROGRAMMING/LANGUAGE DISKS
574 6800 ASSEMBLER.
702 STOS SOUND FX CREATOR.

312,313 & 314, C LANGUAGE DISKS 1, 2 & 3

of ElementaryC, 3 disks.

; i

305 CPM EMULATOR, This is a CPM-8

536 CASIO CZ SOUNDS & EDITOR,2

version 2.0.

synthesizer editors/librarian programs.

306 CPM UTILITIES, for 305.

334 C COMPILER, boot up utility, ram disk,
&CLI.

753 XBIOS Music Construction Kit.

701 PLANETARIUM, statistics on various

planets/moons.

839 Nigel Smith's ST 68000 Ref. pop up

instrument, digitally synthesised
sequencer.
750 SOUNDTRACKER

guide v2.0

887 SOZOBON C, the best PD C compiler
with fullK & Rcompilersupport.*D*
759 Sprite designer & editor.
440 C TUTORIAL, superb disk manual that
provides an excellent intro into C
programming.
474 GNU GDB, capable source level

debugger. SZ ADB, debugger for

planets, plenty of pics, facts &
figures.*D*
549 POOLS PREDICTION SYSTEM.

462 AUTOROUTE DEMO, covers just the
south of England.

718 TWB DIGI-SYNTH 4: 9 MOD files with

player.Shadow Warriors Intro, Stress,
Show,

Alf,

Grandmix,

633 DAYLIGHT ROBBERY

250 kbyte text file of the book.

DATA

486 MIDI editors, AKAI XE8 & YAMAHA
DX100.

487 DaybreakStep TimeSequencerv.3.

859 REBUS WRITER, This is a superb
program, design & print Rebuses.
341

BARNYARD

the

animals

from

unications package. FLYING START,

555 WELCOME TO CHEMISTRY V2.8.*S*

564 CHUNNEL, A Fenchto Englishgame &
vice-versa *SC*

APPLICATIONS SPREDSHEETS,

643

ENGINEERING

644 ARTPRINT'M*

HARDWARE

SPECIFICATION OF THE ATARI ST, A
HITCH-HIKERS GUIDE TO THE BIOS
and PROFESSIONAL GEM.

437 BUSINESS LETTERS, 100 business style
letters in ASCII code.

717 ASSISTANT CHEF1:42great recipes.
478 ASTRO 22: a professional Astrology

ACCOMPANIST 2.4.

653 FCHECKER V3 & FLISTER AUTOLOADER.
658 ARCSHELL 2.05.

665
666
667
674

ARMOURLYTE game
JAMESdesktop butler.
GRAV, rotate & thrust game.
TOP DOG, Greyhound form prediction
system.

THE ULTIMATE PD MEGA PACK

LIBRARIAN,

standard RS232 commspack.
616 HagTerm Elite V3.3

639 MOUNTAIN, LSYSTEM.fractals

GEMDOS REFERENCE MANUAL,

Med/High res. TUNING 2 v2.

memory.*C*

752 VANTERM 3.71 & 3.8 PD Comm

636 TENNIS.

776 ST TECHNICAL MANUAL: ATARI

program.

EDUCATIONAL

364 PACK-ET-TERM v3.3A, radio package.
YARP split screenRTTY terminalprog.

632 EZ ART, Low Res

634 MAGASNAP,FASTRAM(ACC)

Harleymix, Horney, Sanxion.*D*
EX800v2

COMMUNICATIONS DISKS

627 MASTER DOODLE.

598 MIDI v 2.0Med/High res Midi monitor.

SOZOBON C*D*

Boer.

Biomix,

PROGcomprehensive*D*
626 EDSYNTHV1.2.

833 YOUR SECOND ATARI MANUAL A

&

767 MICHAEL JACKSON BAD, digitised
song & graphics.

615 COMPACT OFFICE MANAGEMENT

832 STTOUR, guided tour of your ST.

MODULES. D_DREAD1, D_DREAD2,
PAT_MIX, RVB_DEMO, SPREAD.

475 MKRSC, GEM resource construction

utility.
476 MODPAS, PascalCompiler with CLI.*D*
711 6800 M/C course by Mark Van Der

PLAYER

*D*

802 THE PLANETS, slide show around the

754 PERCUSSAMAN is a 4 track, 16

813 PROGRAMMING EDITORS, CONTEXT
v2, PRO-ED & P-EDIT.

NEW ADDITIONS

610 FASTBASE; great DTB
611 INTRO CREATOR, spectacular effects

539 TYPING TUTOR(2) A very good
package, full documentation.

This pack contains the contents of 100 of
our current library collection, archived
with full instructions on how to access the

files. This is made up from the following disks;
15 Utility, 10 Music, 10 Programming,
10 Educational, 10 Demo,
20 Games, 5 Application,
20 Art. Full details in catalogue.

Pricing:
1-6 disks
7-13 disks

£1.60 Each
£1.30 Each

14 & over

90p Each

£49

Tel: 03548-590
Send orders to:

All orders plus 50p P&P

COMPUTER CONNECTIONS

Payment
(up to £10 max, individual value £1.
International orders very welcome.
Sterling Money Order or Credit Card. Order value + 10%

Ashlaw House,
Euximoor Drove,
Christchurch, Wisbech

Air Mail 50p per disk 1-1(3, then +20p each additional disk.

CAMBS. PE14 9LS

Access/Visa/Mastercard/Cheques/Postal Orders/Stamps

Atari ST User
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disk

Using the CoverDisk

%?»*i

In order to cram as much as possibleonto the CovcrDisk, some of the files have
had to be archived.To help identify these programs, they have all been named
with an initial letter X. Forexample, X_ADDRSS.TOS is the archived ADDRESS

CoverDisk
Aswellasgiving
away a full-blown

database.

To extract and run programs like this, you will need to format a blank disk,
copy the X_??????.TOS fileacrossto this disk and then double clickon it.

commercial

If you are having problems copyingthe files on to a blank disk, follow our step
by step guide below.

package,we've got

First of all boot up your STand format a blank disk. Then boot up again with
the CoverDisk in the drive. You will see the desktop appear as shown.
Desk

File

Uiew

m

Options

»

fl:S

476

games, utilities
and asuperb demo
just for you

bytes

used

in 11

*]ASSEMBLE

&3CHESS

FLOPPY

DISK

KCOMMS
SDUCKDASH
HHARLEKIN
MIUDRAGON
MOUTLINER
HSHOWTRIX
HZAP

SPLAV-SPE
DESKTOP

Harlekin
Here you are - a full commerdal product - free!

LL
476

INF

It

&

BIN

K

taining the program that you want to de-archive.
>of the folder and, hopefully, the self-extracting
archive program that you wish to de-archive.
Now click on it as if to select it but hold down the mouse button until you see

a dotted lineappear around it. Still holding down the button, dragthe file by
moving the mouse itself across to the drive Biconuntil it turns black. Now
release the button and the following dialogue box will appear.
File

Uieu

moment or two another diaFILECS)

Then double click on each to extract the

All STs, med- or hi-res. 1Mb recom
mended

Carefully delete the original self-extract
ing archives, X_ACCS.TOS and
XJILES.TOS, from these disks and copy all
the remaining files from one to the other

X_ACCS.TOS - Self extracting archive

until all the extracted files are on one disk.

program

If you have a colour monitor, rename
HARLEKIN.ACC to HARLEKIN.ACX. If you

XFILES.TOS - Self-extracting archive

Filenames:

HARLEKIN-Folder

program

have a mono monitor, rename

HARLECOL.ACC to HARLECOL.ACX. Now reboot your STwith this disk in the drive.
Harlekin is the ultimate in desk accessories. Select Harlekin from the desk acces

soryslot and a smallmenu windowwillappearonscreen. Each of the iconswithin
the window represents a Harlekin function.
Clickon each in turn and you will see just how comprehensivethis famous acces

soryis. Not onlycan you perform routinetasks suchasformatting disks and moving
files around, you can usethe text editorto write and print letters, keep track of
appointments and anniversaries in the calendar/diary and a carry out hundreds of

Options

Press Return and after a
COPY

Configuration:

files within.

f^

Desk

Format two blank disks and copy one of
the self-extractingprograms on to each.

>ox appears

Hunber of Folders:
rlunber of Files:

other operations.

For more information see the READ.ME file.The manual and registration is avail
able from HiSoftfor just £19.95.
SifnWIJ

Pest Flit tie» Options
Scrapbock

Sun IHartWUerli]

File Options"

"ur

rn

Desk

File

m

Uiew

Options

fliSDUCKDASHS

78397 bMtes used
-FLOPPV DISK

disk drive and press Ret
again. After the disk dri
has whirred and grumbled a
little, it will ask you to

International Clinate

"PBOJEtT:

ftifcs)

Please insert disk B
into drive A: .

*/
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ASCII
TABLE

nal disk, the CoverDisk in

_ iTjTjrjiTCQ TVTjT]:*

lSjgl||j| men aaa ai|r

Ibis ease, while disk B is the

one you have just copied the file to.

However, we want to get at disk Bto de-archive the program so we'll fool the
ST into thinking that disk B is disk A. Simplypress Return and you will see a

single file in the window, the self-extracting archive. This is disk Anowand you
can start the self-extraction process by double clicking on the file.

Calculator

HOI

again. Disk A is your origi

Atari ST User May 1992

[rtin

to do with Harlekin

CConfute-- Fair. lellajejteiiBSntTrie"
EditTjtTons Page Stale lent Graphics Help
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,. fy jjtttrj 58th anr.iiersarj

j'BAXTO! - Proj'it* spec ificatior

insert disk A into drive A
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nnpv

Put the blank disk into the

Keep track of
appointments and things

Telephone nuibers
in 1

atfcjaair.

HMJH2

3.

• Softvare deal
international paaer sizes.

a
Whatever GEM

program you are in,
you can access this
ultimate desk
accessory

mm mm

nrg musi nnni
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The disk

Duckdash

Outliner

Help top duck Danny collect all
the eggsin this multi-level arcade

Add some special effects to those boring
old clip art files with this superb graphics utility

v f f v V r If fW

An impressive slide show program
Programmed byTony Barker
Configuration:
All STs, lo-res colour only

3ame

Programmed by DMcGeachie
Configuration:

Programmed byJohn Gymer

Configuration: All STs, colour only, joy
stick required

All STs, med- orhi-res

Filenames:

Filenames:

DUCKDASH-Folder

OUTLINER- Folder

X_DUCK.TOS - Self-extracting archive

OUTUNER.PRG - The program
OUTUNER.DOC - Program manual

program

DESK FILE

Copy the file XJDUCK.TOS on to a
blank, formatted disk and double

Put some lite into your scans or clip art

Outliner can be run straight from the
CoverDisk. Just double click on OUT-

full instructions and a background to

LINER.DOC and selectShowto display the

your quest. To play the game double

manual onscreen. Then double click on

click on DUCKDASH.PRG and get

OUTLINER.PRG to get straightinto the pro

ready for the action.
You play the white duck Danny
and your mission, should you choose

gram.

Outliner will load any uncompressed

SPOTTER 1

SPOTTER 2
THICKEN 1
THICKEN 2
THICKEN 3

Outliner

Outlim

single pixels - useful for tidying up scans - and thicken the image horizontally, verti

included in the SHOWTRIX folder

cally or diagonally.

why not add a few of your own?

Zap
The smallest ST shoot-'em-up

Configuration:

Single sided service
Single sided userswill immediately notice that they cannot access the CoverDisk.

Sorry folks! Therather strange form that we used in the pastconsiderably
restricted the size of the programs we were able to put on the CoverDisk
However, each individual reader is important to us. We'll copy the disks on to
two single sided disksand return them to you - along with some adviceon how to

All STs, colour only, joystick required

get your internal drive upgraded...

Filenames:

£1.50 payable to AtariST User, to:

Ifyou havea single sideddrive, send your original CoverDisk with a cheque for
SSD Service, Atari ST User,

ZAP-Folder

Europa House, Adlington Park,

ZAP.PRG-The program
Is it the shortest STshoot-'em-up in the
world?Not quite, but some awfully
good programming has gone into this
one to get the file size down to less than
9k - ye«,only 9k!
It was designed by the author as a
"no-fuss" arcade game that loads in sec

EjSjESZS
wmmmm^mmam.-

HPP kDashrw,
Hm '

onds and allowsyou to get straight to
work when the urge to blast something
takes over completely.
Zap features some very smooth
scrolling and 15 progressively more dif
ficult levels. Of course, there's no sound

but, as the author points out, it's noth
ing a good pair of headphones and

•

• ' ' ; II' •

some music can't cure!

Zapcan be run straight from the

• m
•
Collect those eggs with Duckdash

CoverDisk - just click on

SHOWTRIX.PRG and watch the pictures

for a long time) and pressing"Q" exits
the program. Afewsamplepictures are

Onceyou have loaded a picture, you can produce softor normaloutlines, remove

Programmed byChristian Erskine

Duck. Dam

on the ST. It loads IFF, NEO and Pll files

and displays them onscreen. Eachpic
ture then dissolves or rollsawayin one
of several waysto make wayfor the
next. It is ideal for displaypurposesoi
for showing offyour own artwork,
Showtrixcan be run straight from the

OUTLINE Z

ners support Degas format directly.

down. There are three selectable skill

lenge.

Showtrix must surely rank as one of the
simplestand best slideshow programs

slide on by. You can alter the time each
one spends onscreen by pressing the
Function keys (Fl is for a short time, F10

Try holding down the Fire button
to push the cracks along, up or
levels for those who like a real chal

Plus some sample NEO, IFF and Pll files
for you to enjoy

Degas picture (.HI, 2 or 3) in any screen resolution. It isentirely menu driven and
extremely easy to use. Existing IMG or other format clipart will need to beconverted
into Degas format first, ofcourse, usinga suitable PD conversion utility. Most ST scan

in the world?

a life.

Outlim

INVERT

file READ.ME and select Show to see

appear wherever you go. You can't
move on to cracks again so strategy
is as important as nimble fingers.
Flags give you an extra life and
grabbing the blue duck removes all
the cracks from the farmyard. The
other ducks give you a bonus too try it and see. Don't get caught by
the mutants, however, or you'll lose

SHOWTRIX.PRG-The program

BBBB30

cess. Once done, double click on the

a second or two and the cracks

Outlii

SHOWTRIX-Folder

X

vIEM

with Outliner

click on it to start the extraction pro

to accept it, is to collect all the eggs
on each screen by steering Danny
towards them. Webs hold you up for

mm i

Filenames:

Macclesfield SK10 4NP

Problems with your CoverDisk?
Hotline Number: 0780 55604
3.30pm to 7.30pm every Monday
With thousands of disks being duplicated each month, a few will inevitably
be faulty. Fortunately we can help you - send the faulty disk to:
Stanley Precision Data Systems, Unit F, CavendishCourtyard, SallowRoad,
Weldon North Industrial Estate, Corby NN17 lfX.
A replacement will be sent free of charge.
If you have any other problems with the CoverDisk, our technical editor,
Andrew Wright, will be available on the Atari ST User CoverDisk hotline at

CoverDisk.Just double click on the pro
gram file, ZAP.PRG to get straight into

the above times.

the thick of the action.

query.

Please DONOT call outside these hours as we will be unable to answer your
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The disk

Chess Champion 2175

The Ivory Dragon Packer

An exclusive demonstration version of one

Save disk space with this efficient andspectacular file packer

of the best ST chess programs available
Chess Champion 2175, from Oxford
Softworks, is undoubtedly one of the best
chess programs available. It is fast and ver
satile, with good 2D and 3D options. Its
massive 300k library of opening moves and
built-in artificialintelligence enables it to

Configuration:
All STs and TTs (uses fast RAM if found),
lo-or hi-res
Filenames:
CHESS-Folder

become a stronger opponent every time
you play.
In this demo version, there is no open

Space is always at a premium -

Configuration:

whether you've got a single floppy

X_CHESS.TOS - Self-extracting archive
program

ing book or alternate sets of pieces(only an
option in colour) and some minor options
havebeen disabled. Also, you willonly be ableto makea maximumof ten moves
beforethe demo ends. However, this is quite enough to set the computer a difficult

position and see justhowclever the program really is.
Toplay, chess, copythe file X_CHESS.TOS on to a blank, formatted disk and dou
ble clickon it to start the extraction process. Once done, double clickon the file

CHESS.PRG. Once the game is loaded you can access the drop-down menusby mov
ing the mouse to the top of the screen.

Therange of optionsistoo long to startdescribing. See the openingscreen for
details of howto getthe full version. Ifyou're into traditional strategy games, Oxford
Softworks have alsoreleased a compendiumof games, includingan earlier version of
ChessChampion, bridgeand backgammon.

All STs, colour only

drive or a 100Mb hard drive. There

never seems to be enough room.

File packers can help by compress
ing data files down to a fraction of
their size for storage. They can also
permanently reduce the size of
many programs and applications.
ST User presents a new standard
in packers - the Ivory Dragon
might have a rather eccentric frontend but its efficiency is incredible.
There are so many user definable
options that I'll leave you to read
the onscreen help files for more

Filenames:
IVDRAGON- Folder

DEPAK V4.ID, DRAGON.ID, GENERAUD,

RECONVRT.ID, V1EWER.ID - Compacted help files

README.TOS - Program for reading packed
help files
DRAGON.TOS - The Ivory Dragon packer pro

information.

The Ivory Dragon can be run
from the Desktop. First, double

Co

RECONVRT.TOS - Program for unpacking
packed executable files

arrow keys to select a packed file to
read. Then exit the reader and double click on DRAGON.TOS. The mouse isn't

used at all - the arrow and function keys and Return are all you really need.
Incidentally, if you are a
Timeworks 1 user, the main
COMRfftTOR

4

DEPAKV4.TOS - Program for unpacking
packed data files

click on README.TOS and use the

A File HHE3 Control Special
2-D
Pieces
Palette

gram

Hunan
000:00:03

program l'UBLISH.AI'P can
be packed clown from over
150k to an incredible 77k - a

far better result than the pop
ular DCSQUISH manages to
achieve. This can mean quite
a saving in space if you use

Caaroinates '
Orientation

•/Slidliti
Touch & Move
</ Fast Moves

-? 2 ? <L E j ¥> 2 )
§)344 3 I S 3 3

I Intuitive

floppy disks or run the pro
gram from a RAM disk.
Happy packing!

Play Spell
.:•"•":

^^*^—

Previously a commercial package, B.Ware's much loved
educational game has just been released asshareware

•

And for mono monitor lovers...

PlaySpell wasfirst released as a commercial
game and has enjoyed plenty of successall
over the world. It has now been released as

Configuration:

All STs, colour only, joystick required

shareware, which means that ST Userread

ers can try it out before paying out up
front.

Play Spell is fully archived to save space
but B.Ware have added a clever little self-

extraction program to make things even
simpler for you.
The self-extraction program,
EXT_P_SP.PRG, can be run straight from
the CoverDisk - but have a blank disk

Filenames:

PLAY_SPE.il-Folder
A-Data file

R- Datafile

FASTRMD - Temporary RAM disk pro
gram

EXT_P_SP.PRG - Self-extraction program

ready before you start. Don't bother for
matting it - the program will even do that for you!
You can't damage the CoverDiskusing this program - unfortunately we can't use it
on other programsbecauseit takes too much space, so don't write in and ask!
The object of PlaySpell is simple- guide the man with the sackaround the screen

gatheringthe letters that, in the correctorder,willspellthe name of the objectfea
tured in the little TV in the bottom right.
The beauty of the game is the strong arcade element attached to what is basicallya
Never mind the pretty colours - Chess Champion plays a mean game

Atari ST User May 1992

spellingtrainer. In fact, as purely a platform game,it's a winner too!

NEWTRONIC
o/fax081 691 1087
MIDIMUSIC Collection™
We offer you the largest selection of top
quality MIDIFILES. All styles available.
This month's special:

JAZZ & SWING
ROCK & POP
OLDIES & TOP FORTY
CLASSIC WORKS
ETHNO
SOUND TRACKS
DRUM PATTERNS
Formats: ATARI ST/IBM/AMIGA/MC500

MIDIMUSIC Collection Starter Kit

Want to try out our sequences?
Get our professional trial selection

1445 Bohemian Rhapsody - Queen
496 Unchain My Heart - Joe Cocker
359 The Way It Is - Bruce Hornsby
444 Ballade 1 G-minor - Chopin
1156 83 Drum Patterns (All Styles)
Starter Kit now available: £42.00 only
How to order:

Please send us Cheques, PO's, Cash etc and
state the order number with each title. Please add

£2.00 for p&p. Most orders are completed within 10
days but allow 28 days in cases beyond our
control.
|M'I'I'M|

Ring for free Song Catalogue

E3

We are proud to introduce a new innovative
software technology. Startrack is the new

ms A

I mi

multi-time sequencer package by GEERDES.
Startrack runs under a new multi-tasking,
real-time environment which is especially

LJI

designed for MIDI applications.

STARTRACK
Desk

HindoHS

Icons

—

Introduction offer: £149.00 only

StarTrack

Special Features:
Universal, expandable module system *
including GS module for editing the NRPs of
the Roland Sound Canvas * user-defined

screen environment * multi tempo
performance: parallel play back of
songs/patterns * info line/column: logical
information display * real-time editors with
record/display function * MIDISHARE free
universal, open MIDI multitasking operation
system with a background of 5 years
development - a system which guarantees
compatibility and has outstanding features *

WIMOS - the window & module operating
BH Rep Ice

system for module exchange.

NEWTRONIC Ltd.

More details from [><] 62B MANOR AVENUE, LONDON SE4 1TE
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Desktop publishing
T h e term desktop publishing
immediately suggests the cre
ation of multi-page publications
such as magazines, books, catalogues
and brochures, but this is far from being
the whole story.

Agood deal of publishing consists of
printed matter such as leaflets, posters,
price lists, menus, raffle tickets, packag
ing, stickers, labels, stationery, maps and
other items that do not fit readily into

File Edit Search Options

jj Insert-Key fCapsLock

ived as a reference manual^ ton nana of the references a
e, even vague and cryptic, to help the uninitiated^ and

..T.

oper tutorial. Didot is definitely not a typical GEM app
ugh you can get access to desk accessories fron the nain
o nultiple windows or scroll bars, and it is not really

re lfkelg to ever have cone across^ with Calanus heing t
fairly distant relative in terns of the user interface^
stency across applications is one where the Atari scene
r in conparison with the Apple Macintosh and now Windows

and Retouche Professional^ stablenates fron the sane so
and intended to be used in close conjunction with one a

as different in their user interfaces as they can be. I

the standard format of x number of

pages, all the same size, with more or
less the same column layout.
No single DTP package can be equally

Clean, accurate work made possible by a
freely definable grid, rulers and guides

A little basic in features, but fast and readily
available: Didot Professional's text editor

good at coping with everything a thriv
ing design and print business or PR
department is likely to throw at it, what
ever its authors claim, so it is hardly sur
prising that professional computer

Atari desktop publishers are increasingly spoilt for choice.
Gunter Minnerup reviews Didot Professional, the latest German
heavyweight to follow in the footsteps of Calamus SL

publishers tend to adopt a "horses for
courses" attitude, preferring certain pro
grams over others for specific types of
job, and switching to the alternative

package when the occasion demands it.

Horses for courses
Nobody would choose Ventura
Publisher on the PC, for example, to
design a graphics-intensive poster cam

paign, while few would doubt the same
program's superiority over Aldus
PageMaker and Quark XPress for book
and manual work.

On the ST, most DTP software has
been aimed at the lowest common

denominator, trying to cater for the
majority of users producing low-end
periodicals on dot matrix or laser print
ers.

Even the newly-released Calamus SL,
despite its colour and improved graphics
handling, shows a distinct bias towards
multi-page layout work, leaving more
demanding graphic design to external
programs such as Outline Art, TypeArt
or, soon, TmS Cranach (for scanned
image editing).
Didot Professional, on the other

hand, is the first STpage layout program
to break this mould, being quite differ
ent from all its competitors in design,
user interface, and its major strengths

The design
age. Originating in Switzerland as a
Calamus font editor, it was acquired by
German computer repro specialists 3KComputerBild and developed into Didot
LineArt, a rather more powerful alterna
tive to DMC Calamus's dedicated vector

appear to have come to some sort of
understanding with 3K- which is good
news for the Atari DTP scene, torn apart

by competing file formats and user
interfaces as it is, without an additional
rift between these two heavyweights.

graphics adjunct, Outline Art.
Not content with this foray into the
Calamus domain, 3K further extended

Didot's functionality, adding text and
page handling capabilities and other
bells and whistles until the program
emerged as a major rival to Calamus
itself.

The Calamus influence is still very

Individual
Didot's close affinity with Calamus is
balanced, however, by its extensive sup
port for the industry-standard PostScript
page description language, as well as the
introduction of its own array of file for
mats and output methods.
PostScript Type 1 fonts can be used,

evident, from the icons used to support

but are converted into Didot's own

and weaknesses.

for the Calamus raster, vector file and

Didot went through quite a few per
mutations before arriving on these
shores in the mantle of a full DTP pack-

font formats.

internal DFN format an option also
available with Calamus fonts as long as
they are not protected by serial numbers
(if so, they can still be used uncon

After some initial irritation with their

arch-rival's predatory designs, DMC now

verted).

Visit idyllic
Brum this
summer: a

mock-up of a
tourist
information
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PostScript output, either to disk or
directly to a connected PostScript
printer, is also possible - in fact, a spe
cial version of CompoScript will enable
you to send PostScript files to an image
setter without a PostScript RIP.
Unfortunately, import of
Encapsulated PostScript files - a rich
source of ready-made vector artwork - is
not currently supported.
But back to basics. The difference

brochure

between Didot and conventional DTP

combining text
object and
scanned image

applications is immediately brought
home when, on entering the program,

you are presented with a large
workspace but no actual pages.
This workspace can be considered as
the equivalent of the traditional light
table - a sort of angled box with an
internal light source - upon which the
designer would assemble the page ele
ments for paste-up; there is no need to
start off with pages - you can just place
bits and pieces such as illustrations,
headlines, logos and text columns in the
form of electronic "galley proofs" on
this surface, and edit and shuffle them

around at will before eventually arriving
at a structured design.
Once you are ready to enter the page
layout module, you are free to define
pages of different sizes and orientation,
all happily coexisting on your light
table.

Liberation
If, for example, you wish to design
standardised company stationery con
sisting of various headed notepapers,
business cards and invoice and order

forms, you can do that all in one go,
taking advantage of the clipboard to cut
and paste common graphics and text
elements between the items.
This liberation from the traditional

multi-page document format is the good
news, but the bad news is that the price
you pay for it is the absence of even ele
mentary document management facili-

Desktop publishing
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an alternative

Final adjustments can be made to scanned images

to Didot's own

imported from Retouche, here a halftone TIFF

printer and
typesetter
drivers

of an unlimited number of transparent
"layers" to enable you to concentrate on
particular page element without inter

er solution
ties, such as automatic page numbering,
let alone footnoting or indexing.
Didot page numbers are purely for

you are looking for software to publish a

internal consumption - printable folios
needing to be inserted manually. The

design-intensive work involving few

documentation warns you that, while up

richly compensate for these shortcom

to 99 pages can be handled simultane

ings in other fields.

ously, Didot is not really suited to large

magazine or books, look elsewhere.
If, however, your main business is
pages, then Didot Professional will

"Design-intensive" is the operative

documents.

phrase. For in terms of versatilityas an

You would not be able to comfortably
read more than a handful of pages on

illustrator's tool, Didot is way ahead of
the competition in the Atari market. The

the workspace anyway, and swapping

vector drawing tools may look decep
tively simple, offering no predefined
primitives beyond the straight line and

pages in and out from the pages clip
board is a rather tedious business. So if

the Bezier curve (as well as a freehand
tool), but once you have defined some

basic shapes yourself they are very fast
and, above all, highly accurate.
Precise work is aided by a comprehen
sive set of freely-configurable rulers,
grids and guidelines - even guide circles
- and very useful "magnetic" snap-to
options, allowing you to align your art
work with guides, existing objects, con
trol points and even text columns -

there is no longer any excuse for slip
shod "rule of thumb" work.

Eachpage can be treated as consisting

Printing
The supreme target of every publishing
program, of course, is printed output. This is
where Didot scores heavily and promises to
put Atari DTP on the map in direct competition
with the Apple Macintosh.
All the standard output devices - dot matrix
and laser printers - are well supported, but in
the professional field it is imagesetters that
count.

For the Mac and PC, that means PostScript,
and with it the exorbitant licensing costs
charged by Adobe for its raster image
processors and the time and cost overheads of

equipping your printer with the required
memory and waiting for it to process the
PostScript code.

Didot, like Calamus, takes advantage of the
Atari computer's built-in processing power to
generate the output bitmap at whatever

resolution, and all the printer needs to do is
print. The German vendors 3K-ComputerBiId,
and their British representatives Copycare,
have entered a partnership with the highly
reputable Linotype-Hell Corporation, to offer a
complete software and hardware solution. It

incorporates Didot's code, Hell's respected
screening technology, and Linotype's marketleading imagesetters, plus a specially
developed interface - the ImageSpeeder - for
extra throughput at speeds up to ten times
faster than a comparable PostScript setup.
Alongside Calamus SL, Didot Professional
therefore issues a direct challenge to the
current hegemony of the Big Two (Apple and
IBM) in the DTP and pre-press markets,
offering greatly reduced initial investment for
broadly comparable functionality and much
increased speed.

ference from others. Vector objects can
be projected onto Bezier curve grid pat
terns, to be freely distorted into appar
ently three-dimensional items, and for
the mathematically educated there is a
calculator function for more sophisti
cated special effects.
Such vector objects need not be draw
ings, but can be text objects created

through a large dialoguebox to specify
the font, type measurements, justifica
tion and other typographical specifica
tions. There are line text objects, circular
text objects and path text objects, the
latter following any vector path you
may care to define with the drawing
tools.

Text editor
As long as these text objects, which
the program treats as grouped vector
paths, have not been ungrouped, they
can still be edited with a built-in text

editor. Asfor all other page elements,
there are clipboards for temporary stor
age and cut-and-paste, as well as diskbased libraries for the permanent
storage and future reuse of text objects.
If this is not enough, even ordinary
body text columns are endowed with
much of the design flexibility of vector
drawings. Free-form columns can be
dragged into any conceivable shape or
form, and column text converted into

vector text for individual manipulation
of the letter forms without affecting the
text's editability.
Text can flow between columns on

different pages, and around any selected
objects with user-definable gaps. The
controls over the appearance of column
text fall into three groups - the basic
column format settings, which also
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Desktop publishing
allow for automatic vertical justification
and baseline alignment; the paragraph
format for leading (line spacing), mar
gins, word spacing and so on; and the
text styles for typeface, type size and
other character-related settings.
All these settings can be assigned to
macro keys and saved to disk, but also
altered selectively for a highlighted area
via dialogue boxes. I was unhappy with
the limited choice of measuring units

offered - apart from type size and lead
ing, where points can be used, all other
settings are in millimetres which is
tough luck if you are accustomed to
thinking in the more traditional pica.
On the other hand, I very much liked

the system adopted for the management
of typefaces; these are installed in
selectable type libraries, grouped into
families, so that you can select an appro
priate library first, then a typeface such
as Garamond, and only then find your
self presented with a list of the available
styles (light, bold, italic and so on).

Valuable
A font editor as an integral part of a

page layout program may be somewhat
unusual, but as explained above, it rep
resents the starting point of Didot's evo
lution and can turn out to be extremely
valuable to have around in daily practice

Retouche Professional
Desktop publishing today is unthinkable without the

incorporation of photographic material, imported into the
computer through a hardware item known as a scanner which
runs a light source over the original picture and translates the
reflections into digital data.
If this were all there was to it, we could quite happily stick
to the traditional technology of leaving the required space in
the typeset text and leaving the job of converting the
halftones to the repro camera man.

But most pictures want editing, there is the whole world of
photomontage to be explored, and anyway, isn't the whole
philosophy of DTP to do as much as you can on your desktop
without recourse to the technology and the specialists of
yesteryear?

For digital picture editing, look no further than Retouche
Professional Colour Design, perhaps the first blockbuster
software to be written for Atari computers to easily
outperform anything seen on the Mac or PC.
Fast, intuitive and powerful, Retouche Professional reaches
those parts of grey halftone and colour photographs which no
other program can reach, giving total control over every
aspect of the image, from scaling and cropping to contrast,

sharpness, colour and output screening, with ample facilities
for special effects and image manipulations.
Didot and Retouche, despite their very different user
interfaces, are like Siamese twins, easily interchanging files
and relying on each other to generate perfect pictures for
incorporation into Didot documents on the one hand, as well
as vector paths and bitmap masks for sophisticated image
manipulation by Retouche on the other.

plates for manual or automatic tracing,
Didot can also import bitmapped pic

tures in mono, greyscale or colour for
mats, but this is largely intended for
scanned images and there are no pixel
editing tools provided.
While it is it possible to scale and

I found that it would cope with the

crop images, Didot is reallydesignedto

vast majority of PostScript fonts I could

work alongside its sister program,
Retouche Professional, and to accept fin

One easy method of converting existing
artwork into logos or special characters
is to import a scanned bitmap in IMG or
Degas and use the autotracer to generate
an outline for import into the font edi
tor via the clipboard.
The built-in autotracer is a fairly sim
ple tool using straight lines only, but a
more sophisticated Beziercurve tracer is

the features and capabilities of the pro

efficient oncetheinitial learning
curve is mastered.
• Ease of use |

til II III 1111

\

I Good

0.1 Average

Bad

II Bad

Appalling

1

AppalliM*.
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Pictures never actually become part of
the Didot document, but are referred to

gram, barely scratching the surface of
this formidable design tool. But how
does it perform in actual use?
The screen redraw speed is quite phe
nomenal, especially with text columns,

EASE OF USE: Not thateasy to
come togrips with, hutfast and

Excellent ,

Separate

So much for a broad overview over

management.

(Iverage

(colour TIFF).

image editing operations.

FEATURES: Very strongon
graphic anil typographical design,
but weakon page and document

VtfTmnH*L9

prietary Retouche file formats TIM
(mono TIFF), TIH (halftone TIFF), or TIC

same, high-quality screen raster libraries
and colour palettes as Retouche, and
Didot pages can be saved in the
Retouche vector format as templates for

^tJ^SWv &n&

Features |

ished pictures from that source - indeed,
it expects such images in one of the pro

by their directorypath and must be sup
plied to imagesetting bureaux separately.
Didot's output module makes use of the

available as an add-on module (and is

bundled anyway with the colour ver
sion). Apart from the import of tem-

1
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Professional is available in two versions,

mono and colour. But don't get too
excited - even the colour version works

in black-and-white unless you happen
to own a second, colour monitor with

the appropriate graphics card.
This is justified on the grounds that
the current state of the hardware would

simply slow down the system too much
if everything was displayed in glorious
colour. In terms of spot colour, this is
not really a problem since they can be
defined in straightforward, tried-andtested percentages, and for process
colour you are expected to use Retouche
Professional with its advanced colour

display capabilities.
I find this compromise between speed
and colour quite acceptable, considering
that most work is mono anyway - those
who really need a colour display will
not shy away from the extra cost of a
24-bit graphics card and appropriate
monitor, while the majority are spared
the speed and cost penalties associated
with the true-colour standard.

Conclusion

- not perhaps to design complete new
fonts "on the fly", but to quickly modify
existing ones, create outline styles,
adjust the kerning or knock up logos
and special symbols.

throw at it, as well as all Calamus fonts.

intuitive and efficient once you get used
to it, but why does the Atari user have
to master every application separately?
Finally, what about colour? Didot

and the high degree of precision that
can be achieved through judicious use of
the many magnetised guides and align
ment options has already been referred
to.

The user interface, however, needs

some getting used to - while you will
eventually save much time through key
board short cuts and macros, an initial

learning phase of clicking your thumbs
sore through endless hierarchical icon
forests is inevitable, and regrettably the
manual is not much comfort in this.

Conceived as a reference manual, too

many of its references are just too
sparse, vague or downright inaccurate,
and there is no index or proper tutorial.
Didot is definitely not a typical GEM
application - although you can get
access to desk accessories from the main

menu, there are no multiple windows or
scroll bars, and it is not really like any

Is Didot Professional the Atari DTP

software to supersede all others? It
depends. To take on every conceivable
kind of publishing job, you'd probably
be best advised to keep your options

open and make space on your hard disk
for both Calamus SL and Didot

Professional, as well as Retouche

Professional CD and perhaps even Fleet
Street Publisher 3 as the still unsur

passed champion of straight typogra
phy.
To give any of these the boot, you
need to be convinced that you will
never need the special features in which

thing else you are likely to ever have

they excel - all-round excellence and
document management in the case of

come across.

Calamus SL, typographical precision

This area of consistency across appli

with Fleet Street Publisher, and sheer

cations is one where the Atari scene

design power and versatility with Didot

continues to suffer in comparison with
the AppleMacintosh and now Windows

Professional. I would rather get another,
larger hard disk than be without any

PCs - even Didot and Retouche

one of them.

Professional, stablemates from the same
software house and intended to be used

in close conjunction with one another,
are about as different in their user inter

faces as they can be.
Of course, any home-brew interface
can offer additional facilities to justify

its departure from the standard norm. In
Didot's case, perhaps the most impres
sive is the intuitive change from one
level of magnification to another by a
simple mouse click or click-and-drag.
The right mouse button lets you
move the screen window about the

workspace, and at all zoom levels you
get the same sort of What You See Is
What You Get as in Calamus. Sure, it is

Product: Didot Professional

Supplier: Copycare Graphics Services,
19 Ledbury Place,
Croydon CRO1ET
Telephone: 081-6868121

Price: £499 incl VAT (colour version
with Bezier autotracer)
£355 (mono version
without Bezier autotracer)
Configuration: ST/TT with minimum 2Mb
RAM, hard disk, runs in
mono(ST and TT high
resolutions) only

JUST ADD £2.00 TO YOUR TOTAL

Fastest
*-z
W-^= sr*
Mail Order Company-;
^•_

ORDER FOR A GUARANTEED
* NEXT DAY DELIVERY TO YOUR DOOR

on Earth

_^

CHEQUES/POSTAL ORDERS TO:

•*—

COMPUTER MATES (UK) LTD.
PINEWOOD STUDIOS, IVER HEATH
BUCKS, SLO ONH

TEL: 0753 553535 (3 lines) FAX: 0753 553530

(* ORDERS MUST BE PLACED BEFORE 3.30pm excluding weekends)

ALL PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T. &

+

MITSUBISHI BRANDED DISKS

BOX/10

5.25

5.25 1.6 Meg

1 MEG

M-2D

M-2HD

MF-2DD

NEW JUST APPOINTED DEALER

2 MEG
MF-2HD

GOLD MASTER BRANDED
2

1-5
6-10

5.00
4.50

7.00
6.50

7.00
6.50

14.00
13.00

FREE GIFTS

when you buy MITSUBISHI BRANDED
1 BOX - MOUSE MAT - 5 BOXES 50 CAPACITY STORAGE BOX

3.5" MITSUBISHI BULK MEDIA
LIFE TIME WARRANTY
3.5"
50 Disks
100 Disks
200 Disks
500 Disks
1000 Disks

DSDD
£23.00
£43.00
£84.00
£184.50
£340.50

DSHD
£32.50
£63.50
£125.50
£295.50
£580.50

COMPUTER MATES
BRANDED DISKS
2 FOR 1 LIFE TIME WARRANTY
DSHD

£21.00

£35.00

100 Disks

£41.00

£69.00

200 Disks

£80.00 £137.00

50 Disks

500 Disks £182.00 £325.00

DSDD
£24.00
£43.00
£83.00
£815.00

6.50
6.00
5.50

5.25" BULK DISKS

48tpi

96tpi

HD

25 Disks
£8.50 £8.75
50 Disks
£16.00 £16.25
100 Disks
£28.00 £27.25
1000+PLEASE CALL

£12.00

PC/XT/AT MOUSE
PS2 MOUSE
AMIGA/COMMODORE
ATARI MOUSE

£23.00

£36.00

ATARI/AMIGA TRACKBALL .jJT....£22.00
PC/XT/AT TRACKBALL

A

£22.00

M.

£2.50

MOUSE STAGE

.SP.

£10.00

MOUSE MAT HARD

V*

£3.50

*J

w

£5.00

rn

12" or 14" COLOUR OR MONO FILTER SCREEN

Only £13.99

PRINTER STAND (Feet)

•

80 or 132 COLUMN
£8.00
IBM PRINTER LEADS
£5.00
JOYSTICKS ALL MACHINES P/C

COLOURED DISKS
LIFE TIME WARRANTY
48/96tpi

1.6 Meg

5.25"

DSDD

DSHD

25 Disks
50 Disks
100 Disks

£9.00

£16.00
£30.00
£51.00

£17.50
£31.00

1 Meg

2 Meg

DSDD

DSHD

£13.00

£20.00
£35.00
£68.00

3.5"

£24.00

£44.00

Includes labels, for available colours please call.
Normally Red, Green, Yellow, White &Orange
3.5"

5.25"

120 Cap
100 Cap

£9.50
£7.90

140 Cap
120 Cap

80Cap
50 Cap
40 Cap

£7.50
£6.50
£6.00

100 Cap
50 Cap
20Cap 3.5"

£8.75
£8.25
£7.50
£6.50
£4.00

ALLABOVE BOXESL0CKABLE + 2 KEYS.
£2 OFF BOXES WHEN ORDERING 100 DISKS OR MORE

10 Cap
5 Cap
1 Cap

£1.50
£1.15
£0.50

10 Cap
5 Cap

£1.50
£1.00

DUST COVERS
PC, XT, AT +MONITOR
12''or 14" MONITOR

£6.00
£6.00

80 or 132 PRINTER
LAZER PRINTER
84 or 102 KEYBOARD
TOWER CPU

£6.00
£6.00
£6.00
£6.00

£7.00
£2.50
£3.00
£11.00
£3.00

DATA SWITCH BOXES

LABELS 5.25" OR 3.5" (5.25" WITH W/P)
SINGLE OR MULTICOLOUR AVAILABLE

2 WAY
4 WAY
DATA SWITCH LEADS

:*_

BLUE BOX PRODUCTS

WE DO NOT PRICE MATCH BUT WE DO GIVE

QUANTITY DISCOUNT, WITH SERVICE, QUAL

BAMBI-2DD 1 MEG

MF-2DD 30's 1 MEG

ITY AND BACKING FROM THE LARGEST DISK
MANUFACTURERS IN THE WORLD. IN AD

25 DSDD 3V2" IN 25
CAP STORAGE BOX
£14.00
1 BOX

30 DSDD 3'/2"

2+
£13.00
5+
£11.00
BAMBI-2HD 2 MEG

1 BOX
2+
5+

£14.00
£13.00
£11.00

MF-2DD10's1 MEG
10 3'/2"DSDD

10 DSDD 5V."

1 BOX
2+
5+

1 BOX
2+
5+

£6.00
£5.00
£4.50

25 DSHD 3W IN25

MF-2HD 30's 2 MEG

MF-2HD10'S2MEG

30DSHD3'/2"

10 372" DSHD

BOX
£21.00
£20.00
£18.50

1 BOX
2+
5+

15.00
20.00
8.00 each

ALL BLUE BOX PRODUCTS ARE COMPLETELY PACKAGED IN
PRINTED CARDBOARD BOXES WITH LABELS. 100% GUARANTEED

CAP STORAGE
1 BOX
2+
5+

FED UP WAITING?

14.00
13.50
13.00

CENTRONICS OR SERIAL

100 £1.00,1000 £8.00

CALL SAM OR PAT NOW!
ON 0753 553535

13.00
12.50
12.00

MINI VACUUM CLEANER
HEAD CLEANER 3.5" or 5.25"
MONITOR CLEANING SOLUTION
ALLTHE ABOVE & MORE
3" CLEANING KIT

r<-

PRINTER STANDS 5 DIFFERENT TYPES

PRICE LIST WITH YOUR ORDER OR SEND 24p

RAINBOW

7.50
7.00
6.75

CLEANING ACCESSORIES

12" or 14" TILT & TURN WITH HANDY KNOB
MONITOR STAND
£15.95
A4 DESK TOP COPY HOLDER
£8.00

DITION OVER 200 LINES OF PERIPHERALS IN
STOCK. ASK FOROUR COLOUR CATALOGUE &

£2.50

PAPER TRIMMER

LOOK SAVE YOUR EYES

SORRY! SORRY! SORRY!

2 MEG
MF2HD

STORAGE BOXES

£20.00
£21.00
£19.00
J-V....£19.00

MOUSE POCKET

DSHD
£38.00
£75.00
£143.00
£331.00

2 MEG
MF2HD

Rainbow Colours - White, Red, Green, Orange, Yellow

SPECIAL OFFERS THIS MONTH

SAVE YOUR EYES

1 MEG
MF2DD

RAINBOW

1 BOX
2-5 BOXES
6-10 BOXES

MOUSE MAT

f*m niiDcn

DSDD

1 MEG
MF2DD

MICE/TRACKERBALLS

£2.00 OFF when ordering with Storage Boxes

3.5" DISKS

W

FOR 1 LIFE TIME WARRANTY

Packed in 25's with Envelopes,
Labels, Lifetime Warranty

INCLUDING LABELS

DELIVERY

£21.00
£20.00
£18.00

1 BOX
2+
5+

M-2D48TPI10's

M-2D0 96TPI 10's

10 DSDD 57/
£4.25
£3.75
£3.25

M-2HD10'S1.6MEG

10DSHD5VV
£8.50
£8.00
£7.00

1 BOX
2+
5+

£6.50
£6.00
£5.00

1 BOX .
2+
5+

£4 75
£4.25
£3.75

DATA CARTRIDGES
DC2000
£18.00
DC300XLP
£18.00
DC600A
£19.50
DC6150
£20.00
DC6250
£21.00

ALL ORDERS ARE NORMALLY DELIVERED TO YOU WITHIN 48 HOURS
AtariST User May 1992
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Tel: +44 0813651151

Vj/lJ 1 EillN IjIV.^c Fax:+44 081 885 1953
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GASTEINER MEGA DRIVES

COMPUTERS

~ ALL GASTEINER MEGA DRIVES are

Atari

520STE1/2MB

£289.00

520STE1MB
520STE 2MB
520STE 4MB
1040STE 1MB

£305.00

MegaSTE 0MB
Mega STE 1/2 MB
Mega STE 1MB
MegaSTE 1MB 48MB
MegaSTE 2MB (no hard drive)
Mega STE 2MB, 48MB
Mega STE 2MB, 80MB
Mega STE 4MB (no hard drive)
Mega STE 4MB, 48MB
MegaSTE 4MB, 80MB
Mono Monitor (SM 144)

AUTO BOOTING & AUTO PARKING

Comes in many different capacities 15
Months back to base guarantee

£329.00
£419.00
£339.00
£529.00
£549.00
£599.00
£799.00
£649.00
£849.00
£959.00
£719.00
£919.00
£1019.00
£129.00

Full metal case

Integral power supply
Backup software
MEGA DRIVES (SEAGATE MECHANICS)
£329.00
£349.00
£399.00

52MB 11ms

£349.00

105MB 11ms

£359.00

MEGA DRIVES (NEC MECHANICS)
40MB 24ms
£295.00
£429.(X)
l(X)MB24ms

MEGA DRIVES KIT

Other capacity up to500Mb please phone
TT 2MB
/a,
£1899.00

,S>or*.

£269.00

50MB 28ms
65MB 24ms
85MB 23ms

MEGA DRIVES(QUANTUM MECHANICS)

MEGA STE HARD DRIVE KIT
48MB
£349.00
80MB
£449.00

TT4MB

32MB 28ms

r

HARD DRIVE
HOST ADAPTOR

'

£59.00

METAL CASE

£35.00

50 WATT PSU

£35.00

DMA CABLE

£5.00

SCSI CABLE

£5.00

MONITORS
BARE DRIVES

SM144 new 14" Hi-Res mono

SEAGATE 32MB

£150.00

monitor

SEAGATE 50MB

£199.00

QUANTUM 52MB
QUANTUM 105MB

£199.00

£149.00

Philips 14" COL

£219.00

ATARI 14" COL

£239.00

QUADRAM 1480

£349.00

PHILIPS 15" TV

£249.00

£279.00

MEMORY

PRINTERS

For STFM & MEGA

\

Panasonic
KXP-1180
KXP-1123
KXP-1124i

£155.00
£209.00
£305.00

Star

LC-20
LC24-200
LC24-200 COL

2MB

£99.00

1/2MB

£49.00

For STE

1/2MB

£22.00

2MB

£69.00

4MB

£139.00

£149.00
£225.00

£285.00 J

Track Ball

Track Ball (click & hold)

Panasonic 4420
HP HIP
ATARI 605

HP DESKJET 500

£849.00
£879.00
£879.00

£379.00 J

DATA BASE

Superbase Personal 2
Superbase Pro

£59.00
£169.00

Prodata

£55.00

MUSIC

C-LAB Notator
C-LAB Creator
Cubase
Cubeat
C-LAB AURA
C-LAB MIDIA
C-LAB ALPHA

£399.00
£249.00
£399.00
£219.00
£89.00
£65.00
£189.00

DTP

Pagestream V2.1

£149.00

Fleet St
Calamus
Calamus S.L.
That Funface
Time Works V2

£159.00
£248.00
P.O.A.
£29.00
£84.00

WORD PROCESSORS
That's Write VI .4
1st Word +

£29.00
£45.00

Calligrapher Pro
Calligrapher Jnr

£110.00
£65.00

Protext

£109.00

MISCELLANEOUS
Neo Desk 3

£28.00

Easy Draw 2
Data Manager Pro
Cyber Studio
Cyber Control
Cyber Paint
3D Developer

£34.00
£29.00
£45.00
£35.00
£45.00
£15.00

1st Mail
LDW Power

£10.00
£89.00

Maps & Legends
Datamap 1
Datamap 2
Calendars and Stationery
Signs and Banners
Lets Make Greeting Cards
Video Titling Disk

£15.00
£10.00
£10.00
£19.50
£19.50
£19.50
£10.00

3D Fonts 1
3D Fonts 2

£10.00
£10.00

Human Design Disk
Future Design Disk
Architectural Design Disk

£10.00
£10.00
£10.00

CAD 3D

£10.00

The Navigator

£10.00

Kermit
Flash
G.I.S.T.
1st Mail
Fractal Generator

£10.00
£10.00
£10.00
£10.00
£10.00

PERIPHERALS
Optical Mouse
Golden Image Mouse

LASERS

TOS 2.06 FOR ANY ST
OR STE - PLEASE PHONE

Everything needed to build ATARI

£2000.00

TT6MB
£2350.00
TT 8MB SPECIAL OFFER
£2500.00
All TT's come with Hi-Res colour monitors

ATARI ST SOFTWARE

£29.95
£14.95
£29.95
£39.95

Internal Power Supply for ST,
STE & STF

ST CLOCK with thru port
GOLDEN IMAGE SCANNER
Gasteiner Mouse

£29.95
£14.95
£149.00
£19.95

"THIS MONTHS SPECIALS"
GASTEINER 105MB

(QUANTUM) 11MS £399

4MB Atari Ram Upgrade for
STF, STFM or Mega ST £149

lillmead Business Centre, Millmead Road, London N17.

8.1 885 1953. Moii-Fri (9.30am-5.30pm) Sat (9am-2.pm).
•A 20. All prices include VAT. Gasteiner accepts payment by Visa, Access, cheque or postal ortlei
e. tiooils subject to availability. Specification subject to chaiiuc without notice.

Letters

Feeling
forgotten

Got anything to say to the ST community?
Send your scribblings to:

I am concerned that Atari seem to have

forgotten about the STand have let
down users very, very badly.
Most dealers I speak to harp on about
the Amiga's graphics and sound being

ping around for a 16-bit computer will
have between £300 and £400 to spend,
and why should they spend it on a com
puter which is largely falling behind all
its rivals?

Atari need an edge. For far too long
it's been the ST's work with music that

said to be housed in an ST case.

'^©M
The Editor
Write Now!, Atari ST User,

Europa House, Adlington Park,

has made it popular, but what if the
Amiga starts to take over that side of
computing too?
Come on Atari, get rid of the now
dated Desktop, Windows is here. Give us
programs which use the STE'scapabili

ply say that the Amiga is a superior
computer. Both have their own quali

ties, not flounder them.

ties and succeed on their merits.

Perhaps Windows could be the
answer - a 16-bit to use this new soft

ware concept. Now that would blow
away the Amiga.
Richard Barry, Eastbourne

Reducing the ST's price is an ideal way
of making the existing computer a
more attractive buy.
Yes, buyers looking for a 16-bit
computer could have about £400
stashed away in their wallets, but oth
ers with a tighter budget look around
for the best machine they can afford,
whether it be 8- or 16-bit.

With the ST's price cut, floating buy
ers could be persuaded to opt for an ST
instead of a games console or an 8-bit
computer such as the Commodore 64.
It's unfair of dealers and others to sim-

Walker denied suggestions that the
delay was because the manufacturer
had not been able to get the machine
completed in time for the Hanover
Some trade visitors caught a
glimpse of prototype Falcon behind
closed doors at CeBit, although it was

better, the new Games Master show on

If the Amiga has better graphics and
better sound then why don't Atari do
something about it?
Dropping the price of the computer
won't make any difference. People shop

new computer.

fair.

TV never reviews any ST software and
there is a general shying away from the
ST.

to take advantage of that with their

Macclesfield SKI 04NP

It's generally accepted that the
Amiga is a better machine for playing
games with but on the other hand the
ST's high resolution mode makes it an
ideal all-round computer.
Atari are planning to release a new
machine before too long. If it follows
rumoured specifications at an afford
able price the Amiga could easily be
blown away.

display and staff there said there didn't
know about a new ST.Was this an April
Fool's report?
D Booth, Southampton
For several weeks before CeBit, Atari

from CeBit
1 read in April's news pages that a new
ST was due at CeBit. I was on holiday in
Germany during CeBit and decided to
visit Hanover for the show.
Atari did not have the machine on

out about Falcon at the same time as

many Atari employees.
We did not mean the story to be an
April Fool's joke.

Tracing
down Tracy
Please could you help me with a mega
problem? I have been trying to find
somewhere that sells the mouse attach

ment called Tracy, which as you know
can be used with art programs.
I noticed it mentioned on page 45 of
your March issue. Do you know where 1
could buy one?
Baldric Matthews, West Watford

claimed that a new machine would be

Tracy can be bought for £7.95 from
the developer, Sidewise at PO Box 4,

on display there.
Basic specifications were obtained

Totness, Devon TQ9 7EN.

from some reliable sources, and you
will find more in the news pages this
month.

About a week before it was due -

and once April's ST User had been

ST missing

With regards to Atari staff not
knowing about the computer, it just
goes to show how we keep you right
up to date with the news. You found

printed - the firm's spokesman Peter
Walker said their planned launch had
been put off until the Computer
Entertainment Show to be held in

Chicago at the end of May.
Asked why, he said that Atari have
built a strong brand name in the
United States with their Lynx hand

Costing out

the plastic
First of all, thanks for putting
Accompanist on the February edition of
ST User. It's much easier to use than

Sequencer One, which another ST maga
zine put on their coverdisk.
Secondly, I'd like to complain about
the newish piece of plastic for the ST
called Tracy which, I think, is an abso-

held console and said the firm wanted

Wishing for Europe
I bought my Mega ST2while working for a civilian company in
1988. A co-worker of mine had a 1040ST and was upgrading to a
Mega 2. He convinced me that Atari was the way to go.
After looking at what was out there I bought a Mega. Four years
later I still have my Mega but at best have enjoyed it.
In the Philippines there were not many other Atari users and absolutely
no software available. Everything had to be bought through mail order compa

P0BD;

your magazine it became obvious that Europe is where Atari is
being supported and boy was 1peeved. I thought "I'm in the
wrong country".
In ending I would like to comment on the main reason
for my letter and that is to say yours is by far the very best Atari
magazine bar none, US or European. I will continue to get every

.DoQQsl?

nies.

After the Mount Pinatubo eruption I was assigned to California. With this reas
signment I was hoping that I would have better support for my computer. Yeah
right, I'm the only person where I work with an Atari.
If I want to go to a store that deals with Atari software or hardware I have to
drive three hours away to Atari's Sunnyvale home.
I recently drove there and picked up the February issue of ST User along with
some software. It had been a while since 1last saw STUser. Well by looking through

s 1 can.

Nolan Campiz, California, USA

Atari computers are more popular in Europe than elsewhere in the world, but
it's the same story for other popular home machines such as Commodore's
Amiga.
To overcome the trouble you are having getting your hands on a copy of
Atari ST User, try a subscription through our new North American office. Turn
to page 125 for full details.

Atari ST User May 1992
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lute rip-off. 1am not prepared to spend
eight quid - which could buy a game for some plastic which fits to your
mouse, even if it does make drawing eas
ier.

It's only £3 for a mouse bracket which is a bigger piece of plastic. I
would only pay up to £5 for Tracy.
D Fawbert, Barnsley
Despite Tracy being a simple small
piece of plastic with a crosshair
printed on to it, Sidewise say it sells
very well at its current £7.95 tag and
they do not plan to reduce its price.
It appears expensive bearing in

and see what offers you receive. Your
other ST goodies can be advertised
there as well, and free of charge
too.

Sounding out

read earlier instalments by buying
back issues of the magazine from our
mail order company, Europress

^

Direct.

write
o

in Gamer

feel they are justified and most main
features also have illustrated step-bystep guides.

I agree with S Yardley's comment
on the sound quality in most ST
games. I too get annoyed sometimes
when chip music is used and wish
there was no sound at all.

1have upgraded from an STFM to an
STE and there are only a small number
of French and German games which use
the DMA sound. By the way, I'm talking

individual score for sound in all

about the sound in the ST range as a

Gamer reviews.

it's a very useful device and users soon

whole.

We do not compare ST games
against Amiga releases and have not

Many Amiga games sometimes get a

At the end of the day, would Tracy

slightly higher rating than the ST

noticed better sound with French or

because of the sound, which is normally
sampled and easily achieved on the ST.
I suggest when you give a game a
higher overall rating you consider the
sound and not just the graphics.
Two years ago I played Sidewinder on
the ST. It used a looped sample which
made it a "soundy" game and more
comparable to the Amiga version.
And why is it that it's always the
French and Germans that produce good
sound on the ST? Sampled sound not
only makes the game more enjoyable
but also uses the ST's power.
I think it's time something was done
about the quality of sound in future ST

German programs.

could giveme a rough idea of the value

games, even if we do have to pay £5

in each specialist or in-depth article for

of these magazines.

extra.

beginners?

pay for itself in your work?

Price on

our head
I am considering selling my back issues
of Atari ST User and was wondering if

you would be able to give me a fair esti
mation of their value.

I have also recently discovered all

eight issues ot Atari STUser from
your original Atari User magazine, in
perfect condition and in their original
binder.

Again, 1would be grateful if you

I am also selling my Atari 520STF,
SC1224 colour monitor and games, and
was wondering if it would be possible to
advertise in your magazine?
Keith Lawrie, Middlesex

M Ahmed, Birmingham

Duff dates
for Dusseldorf

within the review. There is also an

mind the cost of materials used, but
see the benefit of their investment.

With regards to a column for begin
ners as part of in-depth features, I
agree entirely with your suggestion.
We already include "jargon bust
ing" sections with articles when we

Beginners
starting out
Your magazine is really interesting but I
must make one tiny criticism - well
more of a suggestion really.
I know you often run a beginners'

I am writing to you with reference to
Diary Dates in April's edition of ^fari ST
User, in particular the dates of the Atari
Dusseldorf Show.

In your article you state that the
show is going to be from August 29 to
31, 1992. However, I have been given
other dates for the show.
The dates 1 received are for the week

end before, August 21 to 23, while the
dates I have indicate a show from Friday
to Sunday which is more in the
Dusseldorf tradition.

1am planning to visit the show and
would appreciate confirmation as to

page, but that suggests you expect a lim

which date is correct. I would hate to

ited growth in readership, not to men
tion anyone who discovers your

turn up for the wrong weekend, and I'm
sure fellow English STusers will feel the

publication half-way through the

same.

R Howarth, Stockport

course.

Why can't you include one column

MrMJoyce, Northolt

Your dates are spot on. We were told
by Atari UK that the event would be
held during the August bank holiday
weekend.

Our reviewers take sound into consid

eration when giving an overall rating
for any program.
The ST has much better sound capa

No idea on the value of your back

bilities than are often used, and when

issues I'm afraid. I suggest you adver

ever we think the tunes and effects are

tise them in our new Classified section

of a high standard we mention them

The Beginners' Guide started at basics
and progresses to higher levels of ST

But a press release issued by Atari
Germany at CeBit confirms your

computing each month and I don't

information. The exhibition will be

see how it can suggest we expect lim
ited growth.
If a newcomer picks up ST User
after the start of any series, they can

held on August 21 to 23 at the
Dusseldorf Messe.

Apologies for the error - we made
the mistake of presuming that the
right arm knew what the left arm was
doing!

Cutting costs

A Midi

With reference to your news story headed "Weakdollar good
for buyers" saying there wouldn't be a price fall for the
520STE before mid-March. In the story, a spokesman for

you bought your 520STE before Christmas
the RRP for Discovery Xtra was £329.99. That was
its recommended tag and, like any RRP, was not manda

Atari said "that at least four weeks trade notice is needed and

tory.

this has not been given".

Many High Street chains, independent retailers and
mail order companies who buy their stock at trade prices
can afford to sell STs for much less, as you found.
However, even the trade price is higher than £199.99,
so the shop selling the bundle for that price was probably

interesting.

losing a small amount of money on each unit sold.

programmable.

Prices mentioned in news stories, reviews or features are

The only obvious reason for a shop losing cash on the
package is to clear stock, which itself suggests that the
outlet plans to stop supporting the ST.
An announcement of price falls for many machines in
the ST range was made at the 16-Bit Computer Show held
during mid-February. Discovery Xtra returns to an RRP of

package is a program called EOR, which
allows you to generate new profiles from
scratch and edit any existing profile.
I own a Casio VZ8M synth module
and have managed to write a profile for

recommended retail prices, with VAT included. When

£299.99.

Well, I bought a 520STE for £249.99 one week before
Christmas which had been reduced from £299.99. A week

after Christmas the same shop was selling the same package
for £199.99.

The only question that I have for you is how can this shop
sell it for that price if, as in your article, Atari's spokesman
had said that no trade notice had been given for a price
reduction?

MrK Walker, West Lothian

••
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good buy
Your survey of Midi programs in the
March issue was very informative and
However, in the Generic Synth
Editors section you did Dr T's XOR
package a disservice by merely noting
that it has a lot of features but is not

One of the best features of the XOR

MWfalalMtPWBiaiJrih'iBia
LOW PRICE 9 pin PRINT
ALWAYS

A

GOOD

Silica presents some great
offers on the award winning
range of high quality matrix
printers from Citizen. Each
Citizen printer is built in the UK
to exacting standards, ensuring
superb reliability and output.
Our

confidence

in

£29.38), FREE OF CHARGE!

FREE STARTER KIT

4K Printer Buffer + 2 Fonts
Parallel or Serial Interface

Worth £29 38 - WitheveryCitizenprinter
(excludinginkjet)from Silica.

Graphics Resolution: 240 x240dpi
Epson and IBMEmulation

2 YEAR WARRANTY
Silicaoffera 2 yearwarranty(including the
printerhead) witheveryCitizen printerfromSilica.

Pull tractor & bottom feed
FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

WINDOWS 3.0

BRP

Free Windows 3.0 driver.
Included with the Silica Starter Kit.

£199

SILICA STARTER KIT £25

FREE COLOUR KIT

WrAL VALUE:

£224

SAVING:

£109

Withevery Prodot 9 and Swift24e printer.

FREE HELPLINE

Technicalsupport helplineopen during office hours.

The Citizen 120D printer comes supplied with a parallel |
nterfaceas standard. It you require a serial interface instead, I

MADE IN THE UK

e state rel:PRI 2125when placing your orderwith Silica. J

Citizenprinters are manufactured to high standards.

r

24 pin PRINTER
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80 COLUMN

Citizen 120D+ - 9 pin - 80 column
144cps Draft, 30cps NLQ

NextDay- Anywherein the UKmainland

we are
2 year
printer.
Citizen

printer (not Inkjet) from us, we
will give you the Silica Systems
Printer Starter Kit (worth

144 CPS

FREE DELIVERY

Citizen's

quality is such that
pleased to include a
guarantee with every
Plus, if you buy a

IDEA

-

<m
\

1

-

(FREE COLO

!I)

300 CPS

80 COLUMN 192 CPS

V

80 COLUMN 192 CPS 136 COLUMN

• Citizen Prodot 9 - 9 pin - 80 column
• 300cps Draft, 60cps NLQ

• Citizen Swift 9 - 9 pin - 80 column
• 192cps Draft, 48cps NLQ

• Citizen Swift 9x • 9 pin • 136 column
• I92cps Draft, 48cps NLQ

•
•

8K Printer Buffer + 3 Fonts
Parallel Interface

•
•

•
•

•
•

Graphics Resolution: 240 x 240dpi
Epson and IBM Emulation

•

FREE Colour Kit

• Graphics Resolution: 240 x240dpi
• Epson and IBM Emulation
• Colour Option available

• Graphics Resolution: 240 x240dpi
• Epson and IBM Emulation
• Colour Option Available

•

FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

•

•

RRP
COLOUR KIT
SILICA STARTER KIT

£189
£41
..£25

TOTAL VALVE: £255
SAVING: £66
SILICA PRICE: £189

8K Printer Buffer + 3 Fonts
Parallel interface

FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

£189

TOTAL VALUE: £264

SAVING: £75
SILICA PRICE: £189

£189

8K Printer Buffer + 6 Fonts
Parallel Interface

•

TOTAL VALUE: £354

SAVING: £105
SILICA PRICE: £249

ADOBE TYPE MANAGER VI 15 (Fonts) £79
TOTAL VALUE: £606
SAVING £337

•
•

£249

SILICA PRICE

m%

FREE Colour Kit
FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit
FREE Lotus AMI 1.2 Word

Processor and DTP package

V-VAT*** C292.5B rel: PRI2309y

• FREEAdobe Type Manager V1.15

INKJET PRINTER NOTEBOOK PRINTER

NEW!

RRP
£369
COLOUR KIT
£38
SILICA STARTER KIT
£25
LOTUS AMI 1.2 WP/DTP PACKAGE ...£95

• Graphics Resolution: 360 x360dpi
• Epson, IBM & NEC P6 Emulation

£329

SILICA STARTER KIT £25

WAT-: £222.08 rel: PRI 2319

4 pin PRINTERS

•
•

FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

RRP
SILICA STARTER KIT £25

PRINTER + SOFTWARE + COLOUR
• Citizen Swift24e-24 pin - 80 colu
• 216cps Draft. 72cps LQ

8K Printer Buffer + 3 Fonts
Parallel Interface

FREE
STARTER KIT
WORTH E25+vat

NEW!

FREE!

Thisstarter kitwill helpyou
to get you up and running
with your new dot matrixor
notebookprinter whenyou
buyitfrom Silica Systems.

3'/2"Disk- Amiga & ST Drivers
3%" Disk - Driver for Windows 3
2

Metre Paraliel Printer Cable

200 Sheets of Continuous Paper
100 Continuous Address Labels

192 CPS

80 COLUMN 192 CPS 136 COLUMN 360 CPS

• Citizen 224 - 24 pin - 80 column
• 192cps Draft, 64cps LQ

• Citizen Swift24x-24 pin- 136 column
• 192cps Draft, 64cps NLQ

• 8K Printer Buffer + 4 Fonts

•
•

•

Parallel Interface

8K Printer Buffer + 4 Fonts
Parallel Interface

• Graphics Resolution: 360 x360dpi
• Epson and IBM Emulation
• Colour Option Available

• Graphics Resolution: 360 x360dpi
• Epson, IBM and NEC P6 Emulation
• Colour Option Available

•

•

FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

RRP
£269
SILICA STARTER KIT £25
TOTAL VALUE: £294

SAVING: _E95
SILICA PRICE: £199

FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

RRP

£489

•

8K Printer Buffer + 3 Fonts

• Optional HP Compatible Font cards
•

Parallel Interface

• Graphics Resolution: 300x300dpi
• HP Deskjet plus emulation
RP

SILICA STARTER KIT £25

£199

TOTAL VALUE: £514
SAVING: £165
SILICA PRICE: £349

^•VAT= £233.33 re! PRI 2484J

80 COLUMN 64 CPS

• Citizen Projet - inkjet - 80 column
• 360cps Draft, 120cps NLQ
• 50 Nozzle Head - Whisper Quiet47dB(A)

see

£496

TOTAL VALUE: £496

SAVING: £137
SILICA PRICE: £359

£359

•^.-.•••i-

MAIL ORDER HOTLINE

081-309 1111

P:V:-20j 120D

•

PRA1215 124D*724/Swilt9/24 £89.70

Parallel Interface

SYSTEMS

£71.38

ORIGINAL RIBBONS
RB:520 12Q0/Swill 9 Black ....£2.91

R.B3949 Swifl9/9«Black

£7.15

• Graphics Resolution: 360 x360dpi
• Epson, IBM, NEC P6 & Citizen Emulation

PRA1223 124D/224/Swllt 9/24 £42.00

3924 124D/Swill 24 Black... E4.7D

SERIAL INTERFACES

• PoweredFromMains,Batteryor CarAdaptor

PRA 1139 120D+
£55.45
!"'!!•; ::;.J*JSwift9/9K/124D/224 £32.25

3248 PN48SingleStrike ....£3.51

•

FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

RRP
£325
SILICA STAflTER KIT £25
TOTAL VALUE: £350
SAVING: £KH
SILICA PRICE: £249

PRA17D9Swift24/24*/24e

£26.38

32K MEMORY EXPN

£249

^VAT=E292.58 ro): PRI 2100y

PRA 1753 1240/224/Swm24 ..£13.10

PRINTER STAND
PRA1242 124rj/224/Swi!l9/24 £24.03

PRA1274 Swift9X/24X

3935 224/Swlfl9/24Colour£15.63
3348 PN48 Mulli Strike

£3.61

COLOUR KITS
PRA1236 224/Swifl9/24/24e.. £35.25
PRA 1240 Swifl 9x/24x

E35.2S

PN48 ACCESSORIES
PRA11-J8 PN48Battery
£51.70
PRA1155 PN4BCableEiln

£30.66 PRA1162PN48CarAdaptor

£ TBC

£ TBC

All accessories prices include VATand free delivery

1-4 The Mews. Hatlierley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, 0A14 4DX Tel: 081-309 1111

Opening Hours

Mon-Sat 9.00am-5.30pm

Late Night: Friday until 7pm

Fax No: 081-309 0017

To: Silica Systems, Dept ATSTR-0592-55, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd. Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX

PLEASE SEND A CITIZEN COLOUR CATALOGUE
Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms:

I

Initials:

dress:
Addn

Postcode....

1 Tel (Home):

SIUCA

ACCESSORIES
SHEET FEEDERS

• Rear and Bottom Paper Loading

MAIL ORDER:

FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On all hardware orders shipped in the UK mainland.
TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of technical experts at your service.
PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a "Same product - Same price" basis.
ESTABLISHED 12 YEARS: Proven track record in professional computer sales.
BUSINESS + EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available for large orders.
SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities at our London & Sidcup branches.

• THE FULL STOCK RANGE: At! of your requirements from one supplier.
• FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to you with offers and software/peripheral details.
• PAYMENT: By cash, cheque and all major credit cards.
Before you decide when to buy your new printer, we suggest you think very carefullyabout WHERE you
buy it. Consider what it will be like a few months after you have made your purchase, when you may
require additional peripherals or software, or help and advice. And, will the company you buy from
contact you with details of new developments and products? At Silica Systems, we ensure that you will
have nothing to worry about. We have been established for over 12 years and, with our unrivalled
experience and expertise, we can now claim to meet our customers' requirements with an
understanding which is second to none. But don't just take our word for it. Complete and return the
coupon now for our latest Free literature and begin to experience the "Silica Systems Service".

5 Continuous Envelopes

80 COLUMN

Citizen PN48 Notebook Printer

Order Lines Open: Mon-Sal 9.00am-6.00pm
No late Night Opening
Fax No: 081-308 0608
LONDON SHOP:
52 Tottenham Court Road, London. W1P OBA Tel: 081-580 4000
Opening Hours
Mon-Sat 9,30am-6.00pm
No late Night Opening
Fax No: 071-323 4737
LONDON SHOP:
Selfridges (1st Floor), Oxford Street, London, W1A 1AB Tel: 071-629 1234
Opening Hours:
Mon-Sat 9.30aim-6.00pm
Late Night: Thursday until 8pm
Extension: 3914
SIDC0P SHOP:
1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd. Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-302 8811

( SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU
•
•
•
•
•
•

iJ.i -J- -•.• p-f-.i.-.-.-.-^

•

• Non-Impact Printing on Plain Paper
• 53cps LQ - 4K Buffer + 2 Fonts

Tel (Work):.

| Company Name (if applicable):
I Which computer(s), if any
ly, do you own?
ESOT^Advertised prices
rices andspecifications may change - Please returrilTiecoupornoTlheTaTesnnforTriaTon
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Letters

it using EOR. Also, using Dr T's
MPE you can load a sequence
into a Dr T sequencer and then
play and stop the sequence, or
any part of it, from within XOR.
This is a more powerful feature
than an internal sequencer as
found in some other generic edi

*c~i

tli

write

It's not what you know - it's
who you know!

tors.

TECHNICAL PROBLEMS

Many of the Dr T-specific
synth editors have MPE and so
carry this powerful feature.

1 Weare happy toanswer your technical problems in
1 our Advice Service section. Send your letters to
1 Advice Service at the address below

NEWSDESK

Fred Fee, Gwent

As you found, the Midi guide included
hundreds of programs. To enable us to
give information on every product
available we could only give brief
details of each. We simply didn't have
the space to detail every feature.

Helping hand
at H.C.S.
I'm writing a short note to thank the
people concerned at H.C.S. of Croydon
for their help in getting the memory
board that I bought up and running.
They were polite, informative and
gave me every possible assistance,
despite the fact that they had just spent
three very tiring days at a show.
G Watt, Kent

either a floppy or hard disk drive. Files

10625 878888 during office hours

deleted from disks can sometimes be

restored and it is to this that your
friend is probably referring.
Because you intend to buy another
ST, most disks you have will work fine
with the newer model and so you'll
not need to sell your collection and
risk old documents being read by any
one else.

Copying library

GALLERY

We are always on thelook-out for good ST art.
Send your work to ST Gallery at theaddress
beiow

WRITE NOW!
Gotsomething fo tell other ST User readers? Send
your general letters toWrite Now! at theaddress
below

COMPETITIONS
Enter competitions using thedetails on theform. If you
have anyenquiries connected with ourcompetitions, con
tent Jonathan Maddock on 0625 878888

down under
My wife and I are starting a PD library
here in Queensland, as there are very
few libraries here and most charge A$10
for each disk - a rip-off.

We copy PDat A$2 per disk.

People usually write to complain
about their experiences, so it's encour

Customers supply the disk and a
stamped addressed envelope and we give
as much PD as we can copy on to the

aging to see a letter praising a firm's

disk from our list.

I would be interested to know if there

service.

1 If you have a news story, send ittoJohn Buttersat
1 the address below. If your story is URGENT call him on

PUBLIC DOMAIN SUBMISSIONS
PD libraries are welcome to submit their latest releases.
Submissions should include a detailed list of what each disk

contains. Jiffy bagsto Andrew Wright
ASPECTS

OurAspects authors can be contacted viaST User. Please
mark anycorrespondence clearly and send itto the
address below

ADVERTISEMENT PROBLEMS

: If you have hada problem with oneofour advertisers
please contact Barbara Newell on0625 f~"
write to him at the address below

are many people interested - particularly

File finding

in Australia - in this service.

Robert Birks, Boomerang PDL,
2/5 Warrie Close,
Paradise Point 4216,

on 520ST

Queensland, Australia

I want to sell my old 520STand buy a

comments.

He insists that every document which
I have ever written on my machine, and

Your library has got its first mention
in the world's best ST magazine, and
so all you can do now is wait by the
letterbox for the flood of orders!

and made available to any computer

Search
for killer

expert who knew how to manipulate a
520ST.

Can you tell me if my friend's state
ment is correct?

R Lee, Cumbria

Your friend is confused - it is impossi
ble to retrieve your data from your
520ST. STs cannot keep files in their
memory once the power has been dis
connected and so if you sell the com
puter alone you will not be taking a
risk. The only way of storing informa
tion permanently is by saving it to

Atari ST User May 1992

SUBSCRIPTIONS & BACK ISSUES
To subscribe or order back issues please use theform at the
1275. Please note we only hold backissues for six months
COMMENTS

If you have a comment about the editorial content of
ST User please write tothe Editor, John Butters, at
the address below

subsequently trashed, could be restored

Obviously, the thought of some
future owner of my old 520ST having
complete access to all my private busi
ness is not appetising.

Industrial Estate, Corby, Northants NN17 1JX

I back ofthis issue orcall Europress Direct on 051-357

more modern Atari. However, I am now
reluctant to do this because of a friend's

FAULTY COVERDISKS

If your CoverDisk isfaulty send itto: Stanley Precision,
Unit F, Cavendish Courtyard, Sallow Road, Welldon North

TELEPHONE CALLS

Except in the situations listed above wecannot
accept telephone enquiries. Please write in to
oneofthedepartments listed inthis panel

I have read a very interesting test in the
February issue of Atari ST User, concern
ing the program Ultimate Virus Killer

Please don'tsend us SAEs, we can't promise to reply
toevery letter so if really isa waste ofyour stamp.

from Richard Karsmakers.

Sorry!

You did not mention the supplier of
the product and 1am having great trou
ble getting hold of it. Could you please
help?
Jacques Villat, France
The UK distributors of UVK are

Douglas Communications who live at
PO Box 119, Stockport SK2 6HW.
Their telephone number is (+44) 61456 9587.

SAVE THOSE SAEs!

ATARI

ST USER

EUROPA

HOUSE

ADLINGTON

PARK

MACCLESFIELD

SKIO 4NP

Quality P.D. forthe Atari ST/STE

80 Lee Lane, Langley, Heanor, Derbys, DE77HN

Tel: 0773 605010/761944
BUDGIE U.K. & OTHER LICENCEWARE

We also stock the FULL range ofBudgie U.K. titles including the following:

BU.90
BU.96

MATCH IT: Played with Mah Jong tiles and awfully addictive. (£2.95).
HIROLLER &PAIR OFF: "Yahtzee" type game and Patience game. (£2.95).

BU.69
TABLIT 2: Word game for up to 6 players, similar to 'Scrabble'. (£2.95).
BU.91
FLIPPED: Top class puzzle game by Andrew Oakley. (£2.95).
BU.74
FIREGAME: A'Monopoly' inspired board game. (£2.95).
BU.40
DIZZY LIZZY: 'Boulderdash' variant from The Happening Boiz (£2.95).
BU.53
FROM LITTLE ACORNS: Delightful adventure setin Goblin country. (£2.95).
PR0.26 EARLY LEARNING MATHS: Educational for 6-9 years by Philip Rankin. (£3.95).
PR0.27 EARLY LEARNING MATHS 2: by Philip Rankin for 9 to12years. (£3.95).
(The above two programs are £20.00 commercial titles now released on Budgie!)
PR0.20 VIDEO MASTER: Excellent video titler program. (£3.95).
DEM.3
OOH CRIKEY, WHAT ASCORCHER: Incredible Lost Boys Mega-demo. (£2.95).
DEM.1
BU.89
BU.4
BU.86
PR0.1
BU.50

MINDBOMB: Another Lost Boys demo! D/S. (£2.95).
HORSE RACING SIMULATOR: From sale ring towinners enclosure. (£2.95).
OTHELLO: Immaculate implementation of the board game. (£2.95).
QUATRIS: 'Tetris' variant with coloured rotating cubes. (£2.95).
ELECTRONIC BANK STATEMENT: Computerise your accounts! (£3.95).
SPACE INVADERS by Robert Leong. Classic arcade action. (£2.95).

BU.30
PR0.12

BU.8
BU.64

AQUEST FOR GALAXIA: Galaxians onyour ST! (£2.95).
ASTROLOGY: Accurate astrological calculations. (£3.95).
FOOTBALL GENIUS: Quiz game with soccer based questions. (£2.95).
BRIDGE-IT: Acompendium ofpopular board games. (£2.95).
BLACKSTAR MOUNTAIN: Fantasy adventure (First released at £14.95!).
(£2.95).
SPECULATOR: True to life simulation based onfutures markets. (£2.95).
CASTLE FRANKENSTEIN: Create a monster from a pile ofbones. (£2.95).

BU.83

CYBERSTROM: Fast Defender/Dropzone clone byKathy Steinbeck. (£2.95).

BU.57
BU.92
BU.68

BU.53
BU.56
BU.86
BU.75
BU.70
BU.71
BU.80
BU.81
MAG.12
BU.67
MAG.15
PR0.16
PR0.18
L.09

FROM LITTLE ACORNS: Point and click adventure by Simon Brown. (£2.95).
SUPERLEAGUE SOCCER: Football management game. (£2.95).
QUATRIS: Addictive 'Tetris' type game using rotating cubes. (£2.95).
THE BLAGG: Police adventure written by real policemen!! (£2.95).
PACMAN ST: The definitive version by Robert Leong. (£2.95).
DARK WARS: Role playing adventure with a 3D view. (£2.95).
TRAVEL GAME: Original world travel game from OzSoft (£2.95).
DEAD OR ALIVE...?: Vast and humorous text adventure. (£2.95).
MAGGIE 7: Issue No. 7 oftheLost Boys disk magazine. (£2.95).
PACO AND THE TUNNELS OF DOOM: 'Boulderdash' variant. (£2.95).
THE LEDGERS: Volume 3 of the Untouchables disk magazine. (£2.95).
ST-68K-REFERENCE: Reference system for the serious programmer. (£3.95).
FUN TIME I &II: Educational offering for children aged 3to6. (£3.95).
SPACE THRUST: Return a rogue satellite toyour space shuttle. (£2.25).

L.01
L.02
L.03
L.04
L.06
L.07

ROBOT MATHS: Maths tutor forchildren aged 6+
MOON LETTERS: Spelling game forages5+
PICTURE MIX: 'Jigsaw puzzle' game for ages6+
ROBOT WORDS: 'Hangman' brought up to date
ALPHABET MIX: Simple 'jigsaw puzzle' game forearly learners
WORD RACE: Hangman type game with two racing athletes

L.08

ALL BLOCKED UP: Maths tutor - do the sums before the blocks f

SHOESTRING EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE (ALL £2.951

PROTECT YOUR DISK COLLECTION

Ifa virus gets free in your disk collection it can do irreparable damage in a very short
time. Don't let it happen to you. Protect yourself with Mike Mee's Professional Virus
Killer for just £6.95. The program identifies 529 different types of virus and bootsectors
and could save you a lot of heartache if it traps that virus before it breaks free.

CUSTOMERS WORLDWIDE ARE FINDING WE ARETHE ONES TO DEAL WITH FOR QUALITY AND SERVICE

GAMES
(GL355)
(GL353)
(GL234)
(GL188)
(GL255)
(GL185)
(GL119)

PD.ST

(GL049)
(GL155)
(GL236)
(GL278)

Robotz
Quick Draw
Trivia

Monopoly

Colouring Book
F/Copy III

(GL301)

D & D Construction Kit

(GL297)
(GL245)

Eagfestar
Assasin

Supercard

(GL244)
(GL080)
(GL201)

Palette Master

(GL082)

Elven Crystals I

Typing Tutor

(GL152)
(GL151)
(GL.135)
(GL043}

Smooth Talker

(GL154)

ST Writer V4.2

Double Sentry
ANIST

League Soccer

(GL350)
(GL246)

(GL034)

Tennis

(GL291)

B/Stat

(GL027)
(GL343)
(GL181)

Motorbike

(GL359)
(GL290)
(GL058)

Fastbase

(GL275)
(GL357)
(GL241)
(GL019)
(GL005}

(GL295)
(GL182)

Race Way
Boxing Champ
Skate Tribe
Master Breakout
Atoms

Orbit

ST Vegas
Froggy

(GL067)
(GL252)
(GL247)
(GL272)
(GL124)

(GL161)

St Graph

Hero

(GL021)
(GL040)

Once a King

Gemini

(GL052)

Empire Builder

(GL153)
(GL038)

Nethack the Adventure

Planetarium

Tern on

(GL053)

DB/Master

Penguins
Bunny Hunt

(GL263)

Noise Tracker V1.5

(GL346)

Accompanist V2.4

(GL018)

Upstart

(GL089)

Drumkit

(GL059)
(GL274)
{GL189)
(GL028)

Pacman

(GL248)

Music Maker

Fruit Machine
Poker

for Free Catalogue or £1

Under Berkwood

Dungeon Master Help

Gallon 6 Mega Demo

(GL331)
(GL202)
(GL203)
(GL323)
(GL283)
(GL.324)
(GL223)
(GL224)
(GL226)
(GL225)
(GL310)
(GL212)
(GL215)
(GL217)
(GL218)
(GL175)
(GL174)

So Watt Demo
Delirious Demo
Delirious Demo 2

Metallica Demo

The Big Stos Demo
Salon De La Micro
Def Demo
Decade Demo

European Demo
Cuddly Demo
Yello Demo
Whattaheck Demo

Fish and Chips
Underwater Demo

Union Demo
Liles a Bitch

Shiny Bubbles

BUDGIE U.K. LICENCEWARE IS ONLY AVAILABLE FROM
WELL ESTABUSHED AND LICENCED DISTRIBUTORS.

OF THEIR SOFTWARE EQUALS COMMERCIAL QUALITY
SOFTWARE AT A FRACTION OF THE PRICE.
BUDGIE GAMES

BUDGIE COMPILATIONS

£2.95 each

£3.95 each
COM 01

Perils of Penfold/Line of Four/Gold Rush/Zerphod

COM 02

Ace Invaders/ZenithTTri-Heli/Cosmos

Football 88
Pro Darts

BU12
BU 15
BU 19
BU26

Ace Invaders
Perils of Penfold
Tri Heli
Carrier Attack
Sub Hunt
Quest for Galaxia

COM 03

Crystal Caverns

COM 09

Bandit/Slippery Sid/Space Blob

BU30
BU33

AFC Bloodsucker

(GL309)

BU02
BU05

BU28

Syntax Terror

BUDGIE PRIDE THEMSELVES ON THE FACT THAT MUCH

ST Invaders

Only £24.95 inc P&P

A Dudley Dilema
FMC Trading

Adventure Writing System

Speller

staking plan to provide long term profits
on a regular basis.

Darkness is Forever
Tark

(GL302)

(GL064)

We are pleased to offer this excellent
Investment Betting Program supplied
complete with selection method and

Elven Crystals II
Tombs of Death

(GL022)

(GL057)

EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTION

Don't Bank on it

Picture Hunter

GOp each if you supply disks
(minimum order 4)
Just send blank disk and S.A.E

BUDGIE DISKS £2.95 &£3.95

Dungeon Master (new dun

ZX81 Emulator

Nova

(GL222)
(GL307)

Battle (or the Throne

The Hitchikers Disk

Rubiks Clock

(GL370)
(GL254)
(GL361)
(GUM 5)

Disks: £1.50 each 4 for £5 -10 for £10

(GL048)

Blockade

DEMOS

ADVENTURES

UTILITIES

Klatrix

COM 04

Football 88/Parabellum

•

Make a Break/Blitz 3/Word Puzzle Generator

COM 05

Dr Boris/Puzzler/Pro Darts/Maelslorm

COM 06

Damoniod/Speculator/Othello

COM07
COM 08

BallZone/MoneySpinner
Exodus/Bounty Hunter

BU40

Dizzy Lizzy

COM 10

Operation Angelica/Psycotic/Galaxia

BU41

Exodus

COM 1!

Carrier Attack/Sub HunVSea Fisherman 2

BU50
BU51
BU53
BU55

Space Invaders
Space Duel

BU61

A Winters Tale
Packo and the Tunn

BU67

BU71
BU 73
BU 75

From Little Acorns

Chiropodist in Hell

COM 12

Impulse/Scary

COM
COM
COM
COM
COM

Inferno/Runaway/Tablit
Crystal Caverns/Happy Puzzler/Mr Dig/Tank
Safe as Houses/Rotatus/Dog Fight/Light Cycles
Onyx/Hostile Reception
Dizzy Lizzy/Mission Dead Zone

13
14
15
17
18

Dark Wars
Seventh Heaven

COM 19
COM 21

Black Scar Mountain/Shards ot Time

The Blag

COM 22
COM 23

Perplexia/Exterminare/Space Duel
Overlord/Chiropodist in Hell/Zyklop

Bridge-it

COM 24
COM 25

Autorama/Space Invaders/Detonator/Kahn
Football Genius/Super League Soccer

Football Magic

COM 26

Missile AlerVColony/Spaced Weller

BUSS
BU89

Annihilator

BU92

BU94

Horse Racing Sim.

Death Camp/The Village

GAMES PACK 1

GAMES PACK 2

UTILITY PACK

ADVENTURE PACK

Bingo • Milegame

Robotz • Tennis

Double Sentry

BUDGIE PRODUCTIVITY £3.95each

Poker • Quickdraw

EB City • Crib

DB Master

Eaglestar
Elven Crystals I & II

Rubiks Clock

Llamalron

F/Copy III

Hack

PRO 1

Electronic Bank Statement

PRO 7

Stocks & Bonds

Spaceballer

ST Writer

Programers 68000 Library
Sprite Master

PRO 10 Classroom Maths
PRO 18 Funtime 1 &2

+ 9 others £6.00

+ 16 others £9.00

+ 29 others £8.00

Once A King
+ 6 others £8.00

PRO 2
PRO 3
PRO 5

The Sprites Portfolio

Muzexx Maker

PD.ST, Dept. U., 95 ELTON ROAD,
SANDBACH, CHESHIRE CW119NF.

Telephone; (0270) 762520

Atari ST User May 1992

€3

MT Software
PUBLIC DOMAIN,
LICENCEWARE,

MT SOFTWARE, Dcpt STU,
Greens Ward House,
The Broadway,

» 0983 - 756056
RING OR WRITE FOR OUR FREE CATALOGUE

PO39 0BX

FOR EVERY 3 DISKS YOU BUY, YOU MAY CHOOSE
ANOTHER DISK ABSOLUTELY FREE

Ruthless

G110

Don't Bank On it

G236

Bombed Out

G234

Kick Off 2 ed

G158 Pyramid of Muna
G159 Battle of Philips Against the

G160 Underground Adventure

G231

Cube

G162

Tamoret

Temon

G164

Sir Ramie Hobbs and the

G227 Battlescape
G226 Haris Went Skiing
G225

Centurian

G220

Puzzle Generator

High Level Gorilla
G165 Quest for the Holy Grail
G166 Dragon Slayer
G168
G169

U012

DB Master - Database

U013

Data Handler • Database

U036

Card ST - Database

C Information

U039

UG Data - Database

U072

TCOS Graphical Database

STOS Programs (OS)
STOS Shoot-em-up

WP01

ST Writer Elite

WP10

First Word

WP02

House of the O's
Fast Lane

G170

Crusade Adventure

Rescue

G171

Adventures of Alice

G213 Mystics

G172

Paranoia

Gem Classes
Turbo Assembler

1st Base - Database

G167 Son of Stagefrlght

G217 Mutant Wlpeout
G216 Colourspace (SH)
G215 Drop It On'em
G214

U009

Forces of Creation

G228

IJiHHiWi'ill.'Hg

BUSINESS

ADVENTURES

G237

G233 Compendium
G232 Revense Mutant Camels

9am - 6pm Mon - Sat (24 hr)

Totland. I.O.W

SHAREWARE FOR
ATARI ST/STE
COLOUR GAMES

Spell Check, Mailmerge,

Database Programmer
HitchHikers Guide to Bios
Gemdos Users Guide

U017

Home Accounts

U034

Double Entry Accounts
(DS)
Gemcalc - Spreadsheet
Opus 2000 - Spreadsheet

GFA Basic Tutorial

G175

Star Portal

U078

Sheet V2

G176

Pork

G177

Easter Egg Hunt

G202

U041
U040

Typing Tutor
Inventory Pro

G179

Ghost Town

U070

Address Book

C Tutorial

G180

A Fable

G197
G208
G096
G084

Operation Blue Sunrise
The Mystic Well
Dudley Dilemma
Elven Crystals

U090

Filofact

U111

How to Make Money With

STOS STE Upgrade
C Programs

G055

Hero

G038

Wizards Tower

G037

Under Berkwood

G191

Droid

G192

Wizard

G193

Caverns of Nerak

G146

Bonk the Gonk

G143

Glob

G224
G223

Tracker

G122

Overlander

G121

Chance

G120 Escape from RA
G118

Mutant

G117

Key to Atlantis

G136

Grand Prix

G127

Battle Command

G126

Wheel of Fortune

G125

Hedgehog

G124
G119

The Name Game
Chess

ELECTRONICS

Pascal Programs

FILM INFORMATION
FOOTBALL

GAMES

GTM Information

GENEALOGY

ST Basic

EASY TEXT PLUS

^

A fully featured desktop
publishing package that
produces stunning results on 9
pin, 24 pin and laser printers.

Franglais 3, Solar System,
Geography 2
Learn to Read, Learn to

RING FOR DETAILS

PICTURE DISKS

6 DISKS ONLY £16.99
Complete package for anybody
learning C. Comprises Sozobon C
(fully configured and ready to use)

ONLY £19.99
.

MUSIC + MIDI

OPERATING SYSTEMS

' C PROGRAMMERS PACK

PROGRAMMING
SPEECH SYNTHESIS
SPREADSHEETS

+ 4 disk tutorial. Ideal if you are
following the series in ST Format

j

SATELLITES

TYPING TUTORS
WORD PROCESSORS

U019

Mono Emulator - run

G222

Franglais 1
Noah

G199

GCSE Maths

G204
G142

Franglais 2, World at Risk
Dot 2 Dot, Kidcolour, kid

G139

Mix 'n Match

G138

The Body Shop, Perfect

M52

Midi Music Maker

Match

M51

Yamaha DX/TX Voices

U079

Bermuda Race 2

Chunnel - French Tutor

Flight Simulator

G064 El Bozi City, Sherlock,
Squizz, Happy 4
Around the World in 80

G029

days
Space Invaders, Chess,

Kawai K1 Editor

mono emulator

ART & GRAPHICS

M29

Kawai K1 Librarian

M53

TBS Tracker (OS)

M48

Make Music

M39

Yamaha 4 up Editor

The Search

A63

Colourburst II

M38

Roland Juno Editor

G133

Zoo Maker

A62

KDraw (mono)

M34

Quartet Samples

G098

Shipwreck
Colouring Book

M33
M31

Quartet Music
The Midi Guide

G094

Arkanoid

G021 Puzzle, Pacman
G014 Andvil, Runners Revenge

A59

Mandlebrot Adventure

M28
M24

Quartet Samples
Sampling

BUDGIE UK
What s

new from Budgie?

B82

Dead or Alive

B81

Travel Game

B80

Dennis & Denise

B78

Clunk

B77

Cracker

B76

Shark

B75

Dizzy Lizzy 2
Firegame

B74

A61

Electric Image (not STE)

M23

Stacatto

B73

Seventh Heaven

A44
A43

Sprite Studio + Sprite ST
Low Cost Cad (OS) (SH)

M22

Piano

B72

Avina Blue

M21

Music Writer (Mono)

B71

Dark Wars

A41

IMG Utilities

M17

Roland DSO Librarian and

B70

Pacman

A34

Animate

A24

An-ST

EDUCATION PACK 2
10 DISKS ONLY C19.99

* NOW STE COMPATIBLE •
A bumper education pack
that includes G9, G16, G22,

'

Alt Help Disk
Fractal Chaos (DS)

NOW

EDUCATION PACK 1

•^Book, Shipwrecked, Hangman,.

r

A57
A58

ORDER YOUR FREE COPY

5 DISKS ONLY £10.99
Lots of educational programs for
the younger STer. Includes
Kidpotato, KidsABC, Kidsketch,
Kidstory, Kidsong, Numeric Go
Round, Kidpublisher, Number
Maze, Kidmusic, Kidpiano,
Kidgraph, Kidgrid 2, Colouring

V G23, G41.G36, G94, G98

G063

M42

G134

MONO GAMES

Pentimo

Noisetracker ST

KDoodler

G103 Top of the Pops

G131 Bounce, Pacman, Reversi
G130 Naval, Columbus, Arkanoid
G113 Napoleon
G076 Shanghai

Accompany ST

A64

r

G044

M07
M30

Solar System Geography
Geography Tutor

Tennis

G116

colour TV/monitor
Colour Emulator - run

colour programs on a

and much, much more

MUSIC & MIDI

mono programs on a

G135

G019 ST Vegas

G067

EDUCATION

Pascal Information

G157

G137

G102 Stumped
G072 Bumper Jack
G049

DISK + VIRUS UTILITIES

Forth

r

shape

G110 Company
G109 Fruit Machine (not STE)
G104

DATA PROTECTION

Fast Basic Programs
Modulo 2 (2 disks)

Count, Trains, Flashcards

| G141 Boxing Champ
G123

DEST ACCESSORIES

STOS Tutorial
Small Talk

Your Micro

EDUCATION

G194 Haunted Monastery
G147 Jitterbug

DATABASES

DEMONSTRATION DISKS

ST Sheet

Daniels Dungeon
Froggy

CLIP ART
COOKERY

XLisp
Toy Prolog

U030

Corewars

CHEMISTRY

GFA Basic Programs

Elfs Adventure

G151
G153

BULLETIN BOARD SYSTEMS

Word Count

Squynchia

G195

BUDGIE UK

STOS Soundtracker
MODPAS Pascal

G173

Llamatron

ASTROLOGY
ASTRONOMY

Builder kit (DS)

G174

G196

ACCOUNTS
ART + GRAPHICS

Number Guesser

Zedonoid

hundreds of disks...

STOS Speak Text

G211 Pool, Roulette, Craps
G209 Bellum, Bubble Ma9gee,
Blockade, Boggier
G207 Zog
G201 Pop Music Challenge
G200 Hunt the Wumpus
G198 Boing

THE CATALOGUE
Our catalogue details

TADS

U110
U042

G212

VISA

/

EDUCATION PACK 3
2 DISKS ONLY C9.99
7 Great games for 3-7 year olds
Gone Fishing, Play Time, Sum
Spinner, Kid Grid, Find the Picture,
Find the Word, What's Missing

INTRODUCING ATARI ST MACHINE CODE
A complete assembly language programming environment for the beginner and
intermediate ST Programmer. Learn assembler the easy way, step-by-step!

BOOK COMPLETE WITH DISK! only £19.99
(over 400 pages)

I The comprehensive book introduces the reader via manyassemblylanguage

| examples how toprogram the ST. No knowledge ofassembler is assumed. All
, examples in the book are held on disk and can be assembled using the
supplied text editor and assembler. The disk also contains a complete resource
construction kit for producing dialog boxes, drop down menus etc.
Learn to program like the professionals! Registers, GEMDOS,XBIOS, GRAPHICS,

LDROP DOWN MENUS, DIALOG BOXES, WINDOWS andmuch, much more

DX patches

B69

M13
M10

Yamaha PSS Editor
FB01 Voice Ed

A22

Eplan (mono)

M09

TX812 Voice Ed

A20

Fractal Zoom

M08

MT32 Voice Ed

A36

Picture Convertors

M03

Casio C2101 Progs

A19

Easy Text Plus Demo

A18
A12
A09
A08

Printmaster Library
Pearle 3D Raytracing
Vangoch, Studio 2
Degas Extras

A05

Graphic Artist

CLIP ART

CUP ART PACK

Pallette Master

LC10 Font Generator

N

fonts also available.

Ideal for ALLDTPpackases
• Animals • Office • Sport • Flags •
Maps • Fonts • Food • Christmas
Trademarks • and lots, lots more

MT SOFTWARE
CODES - DS = Double Sided. SS =

ST/STE Dust Cover
Deluxe Mouse Mat

jjMMfc

DISKS ONLY

DISKS*100 CAPbox

10 Disks

£5.99

£12.99
£19.99

25 Disks

£12.99

50 Disks

£22.99

£29.99

Resolution. Not STE =

100 Disks

£42.99

£47.99

compatible
OVERSEAS - Europe add 10% to
total. World add 25% to total.

Immediate despatch by 1st Class
Post. Mail Order Only.

^

£18.99
£4.99
£3.99

£29.97

ONLV £94

Shareware. 1 Meg = 1 Meg
memory required. Mono = High
Not STE

* MTS SPECIAL •

BLANK DISKS & ACCESSORIES

PRICES - £3 each + 1 FREE with

every 3

r

25 Disks + 100 cap box

1 disk full of format converters.

Calamus, Pagestream + Signum

Space Weller
See our catalogue for

the entire range.

We have many disks of Clip Art for
use with all DTP packages.

5 Double Sided Disks full of Clip Art +

A01

Paco and the Tunnels of
Doom

< DISKS FOR ONLY £16.99

WP15

Blackstar Mountains

B67
B65

r

Doublas Rockmoor

(X Meg)
B68

COLOURED DISK LABELS
50coloured labels
100coloured labels
1000 coloured labels

£1.50
£2.50
£13.50

TRACTOR FED LABELS
ST/STE Dust Cover

£4.99

100 tractor fed labels

Mouse Mat

£3.99

200 tractor fed labels

£3.00
£5.00

Mouse/Joystick ext lead

£5.99

1000 tractor fed labels

£17.00/

WIN A PROTAR 20MB HDD - SIMPLY SPEND £6 OR MORE DURING APRIL TO ENTER
Atari ST User May 1992

Printinc
PostScript is the industry-standard
page description language used
by both PCs and Apple Macs for
high quality printout.
For years, STowners have only been
able to paddle in the shallows but with
the coming of PostScript-based packages
such as PageStream 2 and Didot
Professional many users are rinding them
selvesin at the deep end. Luckily, help is

<h File Output IHTOIEH"

i\\ Display

iIESTFILE.PS, Paae 11

Status

ConpoScript 111,01

1) TESTFILE.PS

(c) 199B by fl.J, Lincoln S Co,, Inc.
(c) 1331 by COIIPO Software

Test

Added: D:\TESTFILE,PS

Initializing...
*

It ConpoScript
* Copyright (c) 1990 I
* Copyright (c) 1991 I

€ueen Cleanor

Printer type

HP LaserJet III

Copies: ij~

it

Preiien

Printing file D:\TESTFI1

at hand in the form of a lifebelt from

Compo - a newly launched PostScript
emulator for the ST.

PostScriptis a computer language that
tells the printer how to lay out the page. It
was first introduced in Apple LaserWriters
in the mid-80s and has since become a

CEJl

I
The printer options

My, what an artist!

widelyused standard.
More importantly it is virtually the
only way to obtain the high resolution
output needed in serious desktop publish
ing, as imagesetters generally understand
only PostScript.
To get high resolution bromide output,
STusers have to print a PostScript file to
disk using applications such as
PageStream, Timeworks or Fleet Street
Publisher. The file can then be printed by
a bureau on an imagesetter.
Proofingthe work beforehand is only
possible with accessto a PostScriptlaser
(costing £1,500 plus) or a software emula
tor such as UltraScriptwhich is no longer
supported on the ST.

The solution
This is where CompoScript comes in. It
is a small application which is run either
from the Desktop or as a batch process.
PostScriptfiles can be loaded and dis
played onscreen or printed out on virtu
ally any printer, whether it is a nine-pin
dot matrix or a Hewlett-PackardLaserjet.
CompoScript is supplied on three disks,
one for the main program and two for the
fonts. What fonts? Well, it comes with the

full set of 35 standard PostScriptfonts
including Avant-Garde, Bookman,
Century Schoolbook, Courier, Palatino,
Times-Roman, Helvetica, Helvetica-

Narrow, Symbol, Zapf Chancery and Zapf

Andrew Wright on
improving your image
with a new PostScript

PostScript
pretendei
emulator for the ST

Dingbats.They are all BitstreamPostScript
Type 1 fonts and fully hinted, which
means that at small point sizes,intelligent
routines ensure optimum output quality.
The manual is ring-bound and brief but
it coversall the information required.
There is obviously a lot to the software but
essentially the user can be up and running
in seconds. The clever bit is the interpreter
which remains invisible to the user, in

good old PostScript fashion.
CompoScript requires an STor TT with
at least 1Mb of RAM. A mono monitor is

not essential but a hard disk is. Most print
ers are supported.
The opening screen appears to be a nor

mal GEM menu bar but the Compo tech
nologists have been at work here - note the
additional button on the menu bar allow

ing the GEMscroll bars to be hidden or
recalled. This is something that That's
Write 2 users will also be getting familiar
with.

>0#i5nv wnC'
FEATURES: Theonly one of
its kind, so [nelly hard to
beat. Copesadmirably with
most files though lack of
error reports is a problem.

Firstly, the fonts have to be set up so
that CompoScript knows where they are.
This involves running a separate setup pro
gram before running CompoScript or while
inside it. It can be a bit tedious, this config
uration program, especially if you have a
large collection of PostScriptfiles, and
dividing them up into separate folders
doesn't help. It is also necessary to assign a

default font (or CompoScript won't print
files with fonts it can't recognise) and vari
ous equivalents. For example, the
Bitstream version of Times Roman is

DutchoOl-RomanSWA. It needs to be set

up as equivalent to Times-Roman to work
with PostScriptfiles created by other pro
grams not using the Bitstream set.
Next comes the setting of a few param
eters such as page size, scaling and the

type of output. Not only can CompoScript
display and print PostScript (and
Encapsulated PostScript,by the way) but it
can also convert the same files into IMG

or TIFF format if required.
Print quality was excellent on a laser. I
didn't test dot matrix output but as the
standard That's Write drivers are used,

there is no reason to doubt the quality.
The major omission in CompoScript is
the lack of basic error handling functions.
Earlier beta test versions wouldn't recog
nise PostScript files from Windows PCs.
CompoScriptsimply
KM File Output
stopped in mid-flow and

cent of filesthrown at it. Fewinterpreta
tion errors were recorded - most of the fail

ures were simply files that refused to do
anything at all.
On the whole, CompoScript is a wel
come replacement for UltraScript. Reports
indicate that it is a lot more reliable (I

don't have UltraScript)and, of course, it
uses standard PostScript fonts rather than
UltraScript's proprietary format.
The fonts will be a bonus to some, espe
cially Didot Professionaland PageStream
users, making the asking price quite rea
sonable (the fonts alone would probably
cost £100 or so).

On the other hand, anyone needing a
PostScript emulator will probably have
most of the standard PostScript set already.
Support is good; I quote as evidence the
two upgrades I received while carrying out
the review and the well-used telephone
hotline number!

Settings

ConpoScript VI,01

returned control back to

(c) 1990 by II.J. Lincoln 2 Co
(c) 1391 by COMPO Software

- uses GEM interface well
and can also be run in

batch mode or called from

within other apptirittimx.

Product: CompoScript
Supplier: Compo Software Ltd, 7
Vinegar Hill, Alconbury Weston,
HUNTINGDON PE17 5jA

Telephone: 0480 891819

be an errant end-of-file

marker but some form of

error message should really
have been generated.

Odded: D:\TESTFILE.PS

ComPoB

Initializing,,.
*

* ConpoScript
* Copyright (c) 133B A,J, L
* Copyright (c) 1991 Conpo
*

ScrifT
3;:] 1991 Lincoln &Co

:](c) l»LComj» Software GmbH

Overall it seemed happy Noting file d:\iestfile.ps
to output around 95 per

Price:: £199

nr\

Configuration: ST/TTwith 1Mb RAM
and hard drive

Ik,

ConpoScript

the user. It turned out to

EASE OF USE: Very flexible

Cancel

Printing my
test file

Atari STUser May 1992

Seven Disk
with an extra disk with

every 10 for no charge

CJtilitv Pack 1

Music Pack 1

Over 70 programs -

Digi Composer (update
of Noisetracker) with 3

Games Pack 1

disks in box for any

Accessories, Word
Processors, Comms

ST with a colour

progs, disk utilities +

instrument sample
disks and 6 song

more

module disks

monitor or TV

DISKS

DISKS

DISKS

DISKS

DISKS

DISKS

PD packs of 10 D/S disks
for just £7 including a flip
top 10 capacity box
(details below)

PD/Shareware disks just
75p each for any quantity

55 games on 10 D/S

DISKS

ST PD

(A
tn

tn

For a catalogue giving full details of the available disks and contents of the
PD packs, send an A5 or larger, SAE with 28p in stamps to the address

Qthsr SMRPlteS

10+ 45p a disk

10 capacity flip top boxes - £1.20

50+ 42p a disk
100+ 39p a disk

Trade and PD enquiries

tn

quantity quotations

55

O

tn

tn

NEW PUBLICATION MARCH '92

ST/STE dust cover - £3.00

tn

PC USERS GUIDE

in

2

Allprices include deliveryand VAT at 17.5% (no orders outside UKaccepted)

tn

Simple steps to powerful personal computing

tn
xc
tn

Cheques or Postal Orders payable to SEVEN DISK.Or send Access/VISA card number,
expiry date and signature (credit card orders over £100 must add 3.75% extra)

o

Author Peter Turner

tn

£14*95 inc* p&p

tn

2

tn

Seven Disk (STCJ), Digswell Water Lodge, Digswell
Lane, Welwyn Garden City, Herts, AL7 1SN.

sc

tn

n GLOBAL
COMPUTING c
yoxall, Burton upon Trent, Staffs DE13 8NR

tn

1 Meg

2 Meg

£14.95

Dust Cover
Mouse Mat
10 Blank Discs

Twin Joystick/Mouse Port extension

£220.00
£239.00
£269.00
£149.00

£5.95

£14.95
£14.95
£4.95
£4.95
£5.95

STFM/STE Power Supplies (Service Exchange)
NEW STFM/STE Power supplies with ONE YEAR GUARANTEE

FEIT NG Wlyaeito!u
£59.95

MEMORY UPGRADES
520
520
520
520
520
520

STF/STFM to 1 Meg
ST/STM/STF/STFM to 2.5 Meg
ST/STM/STF/STFM to 4 Meg
STE to 1 Meg
STE to 2 Meg
STE to 4 Meg

£39.95
£49.95

£59.95
£124.95
£199.95
£29.95
£79.95
£149.95

blVIULAIUKbl

cc ••=
£99.95
£249.95

PROTAR HARD DRIVES!
Progate 40

£329.00

Progate 50DC
Progate 80

£409.00
£419.00

Progate 100DC

£549.00

Progate R44
£589.00
*Please call forother Protar hard drives

POWER SUPPLIES

•^ Atari ST User May 1992

TEL: 081-546-9575

! FAX/TEL: 081-541-4671

• We pick up computers for Repairs &Memory Upgrades for only
£5.00 + VAT for NEXT WEEK DAY DELIVERY to us and return by Courier Service FREE

ACCESSORIES

Lead

l

PC Speed
AT Speed C16
Squik Mouse
Super Pro Zip Stick

DISKS

• ALL REPAIRS CARRY A FULL 90 DAY GUARANTEE

1 Meg 3.5" Sony Internal Drive
£49.95
1 Meg 3.5" External Drive with its own Power Supply....£59.95

£14.95

DISKS

• FIXED CHARGES • FAST TURNAROUND

DISK DRIVES

STE/STFM Lead to Philips

DISKS

520/1040 (ST/STM/STF/STFM/STE)

MONITORS

CM8833

DISKS

REPAIRS WITHOUT DIAGNOSTIC FEES!

4 Meg

Protar Visto 14" Colour Monitor &Cable with 1 year Replacement Warranty
Philips 15" TV/Monitor with Remote Control +Scart cable (Model 3332)
Philips 15" TV/Monitor as above with Teletext (Model 2331)
Atari SM144 High Resolution Monochrome Monitor

DISKS

Telephone: Mon-Fri. 9am to 7pm
Sat 9am to 5.30pm

152 Latchmere Road, Kingston-upon-Thames,
Surrey KT2 5TU

520 STE Discovery Extra Pack £279.00 £299.00 £339.00 £409.00
1040 STE Family Curriculum Pack
£349.00 £409.00 £489.00
Mega STE 1 +SM124 Mono Monitor
POA
Mega STE 2 +48Mb hard disk+ SM124 mono monitor POA
POA

STE/STFM Scart Lead

DISKS

ANALOGIC COMPUTERS (UK) LTD

512K

tn

3

Tel: (0543) 473131

Q

DISKS

COMPUTERS

tn

without notice. K.&.O.E

tn

0438 840 456

tn

Prices and specifications are subject to change

5

24hr Credit Card Order Line

ANALOGD©
ANALOGIC
ANALOGIC

o

welcome for

5

3.5 inch disk labels per hundred - £1.00

larger quantities. Disks fully guaranteed

tn

??
</>

3.5 inch disk cleaning kit - £2.00

Price includes labels, phone for price of

tn

tn

tn

below (or just send 30p with your address)

3.5 inch bulk packed DSDD disks

3.5" DS DD DISKS

* vve are " uihonsed

PROTAR stockists

• All Protar Hard Drives come with a full
one yearR! PLACEMENT Warranty, a
DMAthrouc hport, device number
switching arid Disk Manag 3ment Software

• All prices include VAT and Next Weekday Delivery subject to availability
* Fixed charge forrepairdoes not include Disk Drive Replacement &Keyboard
* All prices subject to change without notice
* We reserve the right to refuse any ST Repair

^mm
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Programming
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etter Basic
A flash of movement shotthrough the office, scattering coffee cups and several
bewildered members of staff. A hand snatched a package, and he was gone. Marc Young
reveals why he was so keen to get hold of version 2 of HiSoft's Basic

s

U n l i k e some other so-called com

puters, the ST is an excellent
programmers machine. There

are certainly enough different languages
about to satisfy all but strangest tastes.
Basic is, of course, by far the most
popular. There are several versions avail
able. Indeed, you almost certainly had

Emcuting ttBZINST.PRO,,
HiSoft BASK 2 Installation

rlaln Directory :
Proprans Directory :

DEM Toolnok Directory

F^AASmHTSriFT 7.1

Vj^f

F:\BASIC\hTSQFL2A

1FSiL
FSEL

F:\Br1SK\HISIIFT_2.\tutcrial\___ ' FSE.I

1»K

Tutorial Directory :
HDT Totorial Dli

F:\flASIC\HnOFUAhgttutar\-_; FSEL
F:\8ASIC\I1IS0FLZ,\ex<wples\-_ , FSEL

5IK
75K

F:\BASIC\hT50FL2,\libs\

m
4K

Exanpioo Directory

Libraries Directory
Portability Header;

n\mSIG\RISlfU.M)!it\

F:\BHSIC\HI50F1.2, Vcaipitf

"FSEL

7SK

E HERDS

Total Space 1 114CK

E Debugger
/

DLI version of two:

| Read He | | Shm j | Instill [
An installation program is provided
which copies the files to the correct

mate Basic on any machine!
When you pick up the Basic 2 box

each in its own window. Parts of one

box contains three disks in the standard
HiSoft disk folder and two mammoth

ring-bound manuals - a technical refer
ence and a user manual - totalling
nearly 800 pages of documentation!

The user manual is a very well written
introduction to using Basic2. It starts by
introducing the language, showing how
to install a working copy for different
systems, and then begins on some tuto
rials.

A tutorial for any programming lan
guage is always difficult to pace correctly
for all users. Some may be complete
novices to programming, where others
may have used other versions of the lan
guage.

Pace it too slow and the experienced
programmer gives up and goes off by
himself. Too fast, and the beginner is
lost before he starts. With this in mind,

HiSoft give a list of chapters to be read
by the beginner, and another list to be
read by the "seasoned Basic program
mer".

In general, the manual is excellent. It
introduces the concepts slowly enough
to be useful whatever the level of the

programmer, but with enough pace to
keep you interested. It is well written,
contains a good index (despite the odd
spelling mistake) and is well laid out. In

short, this is everything a programming
language manual should be.
HiSoft Basic 2 uses the new multi-

window editor which is now being used
with new HiSoft languages. This allows
you to load and edit multiple programs,

detailing the pathnames selected

program can then be easily copied into
another program. This is especially use
ful with Basic 2, as subroutines can be

stored as separate files.
One annoying feature of the editor is

that the slider bars (used for scrolling
through the program) don't always seem
to be calculated correctly. For example, 1
would normally expect a small program
to be represented in the scroll bars as a

large white slider surrounded by small
shaded areas, so that the white portion

use of three different sizes of font.

Unfortunately the font is universally
applied to all windows.
Dump Tokens in the Program menu
can be used to save tested portions of a
program in pre-tokenised form. This will
save compilation time later on, as the
tokenising phase of the compilation can
be lengthy.
DB.BBBflGGBa
CilHEEOBlEE

6B1E 31GB BOFC B02B fiO:BG3J8l7C BEBB BW 30BB C-Ol. FFFF FFFF
(!B3 !BB< 3551 IffiC A1.BBBB853A BBFCmi BBFCDB9BBBfC 0BG6

DZlBBBESBBEl
SB1E 31SB OBFC SBZ9 S!:03QBFtS< EEBB F6EE EBB! SUE BB6151Gb
D3;SE0BG5B2 0 BIBBG9FC0G2BSSBC I13:GG8DB&DA BBB8 BBBG BBSS BBB3 B38B BlfB

Desk Ftte

Edit

Search

Black

Opt ons

Progrm

Tools

: F:\SflSIC\H31SIC\HGITUT0fl\KETl,BBS

Ire "part nr fis rig.-jn. Kan-iles

Compiling f:\aaSIC\ttBRSIC\fl6TTBTGH\N

DCBBBBB1B! » Bi 3553 ZFSC BB36 03 S(:08SDI;DC IBBD 21D£ BBZl FB03 BBBD ZflOC
OSlBBGGGBBE i IMt GOOC 3A5C SEED 35:00338588 itll BB!B FJ030 2EP3 BBGE Bllt

' interaction,

Tokenlitng

SOB ProcessUserKenusdiRL Mind, UAL 1

Error: 111 INCLUDEfill HBTl.tK not
HiSoft BASIC

BBBKCFl .spirits
GB3I2CFS
BBB12CFE
BB302DB2

A7'G03G3G5< IBGG BBGG SSI! B300 BBOB BIBB
i F;\Eflsic\r:ss::-.:.-:=:sL-.5=: ==;

»Lim M,«8
HOtlE.L *SlSBBBB,(B5)
HDVE.L SC(fl*),07
HfltlE.L D7,-(A?)

30BDJDQ.

JSR .fHd

BBOBBBOB
BSBBB301
BBBBBGGS
B3BB88GC

BB1B

6B1E
BBFC
BBGC
BGGC

BIBB "0
812B '
HB2 •Jl
HGB '.«

HB8B33G1B BGGC IA5C

GDIS REH The actual spiral run tins.

full l

h F:\EBSIC\KBBSKMUTGRIilL\llIHDauS.BHS

REM R general uersun of the GEN ext

DEFIKT i-i

REN tn the HiSoft BASIC 2 nanual,

•

RENThis should Hork tn any rualot!

1 Get the position, nidth and height
1 HlndoM that HiSoft BASICgives you

l!\

GBBBGG1S GGGD 3B4C

ljl

00BB661C GOOD I04Z

'<;l

S F:\BflSIi:\HE(iSICVT|!;aslflL\HflNI)I.3SS

*1& F:\3flSK\HBflSIE\TtJT0RIBL\SPIRALS :•:
Line:

1 Col:

1 Hen:933B6

' The Toners of Hanoi ore-gran In HiS

REM Tho Spirals orogran discussed in 0

1 Doasn't uork ton Nell In ton res

RENnanual.

REN Tutorial chanter of the HlSoft !

GQB0G3ZE OBBfi 6BB£

In/

i

«l
Ftlg

ECU

Search

Peak File

Bloc

Edit

SearcO block

'/if

- •

-!»;:

I :::.

1 Kci:3.ysj

REti The Soirals praam discussed i

it is in.

i:

•

Propren

•

••••1*1

loolo

1

:

a very small slider when the program is
only a few lines longer than the window

Options

F:\BP5ICM1EHSIC\HGTTUTCR\HGT1.EBS

^ f; \sesicy Bflsic_^6naoyiiriLMs_

In some cases, however, Basic 2 shows

: :;::;::..--^;r -_-;-:- .;-; ---

REH hojt turtle forward
sub fudCr)

.

. . . .

.

shared cun, cury, dir
static tiem, newy

The editor has a number of features

nwx:cun.'r*ros(dir)

!

to make the programming of Basic 2 less

over the text to be included.

program is defined before the main pro
gram - this is good programming
practice, but not essential". In fact,
putting the sub-program at the end of
the main program can cause it to fail to
pass parameters correctly. Only a minor
point, but one which can take hours to
sort out - I speak from experience!
Rather than giving access to such
things as GEM functions directly

DS:BEB07!7[ x OEBB Q3BB BBSSBBBG fl6:3GBD?<SC IB3G BBSG EB33 BB33 BED3 BtBB
O^BGGBBCC 1 IEBG BB475EB3 BBI4 B7:BB9(Bt7BBSED I0CA 8BGB Wt BBGD BUB
SR:I3GQ ft)
PClBEODICFl L!ft( flMB

gives a representation of the amount of
program showing in the window com
pared to the overall size of the file.

of a chore. Blocks can be marked using
either function keys (as with the old
HiSoft editor) or by dragging the mouse

another name - allow parameters to be
passed to and from the main program
under your control. There does seem to
be a problem depending on whether
you define your sub-programs at the
start or end of your main program.
The manual states that "...the sub

Fonts in the Options menu allow the

destination and installs a new INF file

with no lightweight Basic - in more
ways than one. The A5, two inch thick

shown in the screenshots.

er

that HiSoft Basic2 is just about the ulti

you immediately know you are dealing

menu allows the windows - and there

could be several - to be arranged as

Existing HISDF1ED.IHE

one or another version of Basic with

your ST. So why yet another?
Well read on and I think you'll realise

FSEL

mands, and which are user-defined pro
cedures. There is also an option avail
able to force this change as you type.
Arrange Windows in the options

-.:',:::

-••:::

• f:=.i3LyaK]i.sns

nem'curytriijiiildlr)
llnef curi, turn, "fx
l F:\m::\w::\ui:m.\vm.s.m

i

The windows opened in the editor can automatically be set to any of the layouts
shown above, though some of the layouts are less than useful when all the
available windows are in use

There are a number of functions

available from within the editor. To give
some idea of the scope, take a look at
the made-up screenshot which shows all
of the menus available. Although you
can probably guess at the majority of
the functions, some of the more obscure

HB

!;i:v:

through Basic keywords, Basic 2 pro

B3

;irtryi:t«- imk..

J 85

I fell

MM

and GEMAES as well as STESOUND.

Mi

irj'u
tabT»

tost m

These additional functions are easily

If
fe!!u

^ 'L7;l;

'" if.;nil!: ?C

ba..

ones may be worth mentioning.
Revert in the File menu takes the
source file back to the state it was in
when last saved.

Show Tokens in the Edit menu

changes all Basic 2 reserved words into
upper case. This makes programs much

more readily readable, as it helps iden
tify which instructions are Basic 2 com

vides several libraries of functions, cov

ering GEMDOS, BIOS, XBIOS, GEMVDI

The drop-down menus available
within the Basic 2 Editor

One thing Basic 2 is certainly not
short of is Basic Keywords. If your ST
can do it, then there is almost certainly
a Basic 2 command, or at least a library
function, provided to handle it.
Sub-programs - subroutines by

used - the command LIBRARY "GEM-

DOS", for example, will allow us access
to any of the GEMDOS functions. As a
rather trivial example:
LIBRARY "get dos'
x8=cconin8
PRINT x!

will use the GEMDOS function Cconin

to pass back the value of the key

Atari ST User May 1992

rogramming
pressed, as a long word (four bytes), into
the variable x& which will then be

printed. Using these libraries, it is possi
ble to write Basic 2 programs which use

any of the GEM facilities, such as win
dows, menus, alerts and so on.

Anyone who has ever tried to write
software using GEM will realise that,

nlessyou are a deity- or a liar- your programs willnot workfirsttime. One of the major advantages of the speedof Basic
program development has always been the easewith which the occasionalbug can be eradicated.
Some of this ease is removed with the lack of a command line with Basic 2. Most other Basics have always allowed you to
run a program and, assum
Registers
ing it falls over or you
6B1E BIBB BBFC BBZB RB.8BBD847C BEBB 8B47 9000 BB44 FFFF FFFF
DO:00000000
1

even with direct access to the GEM

DllOBBBBiBO

libraries, life is still not likely to be at all
simple.
With Basic 2, HiSoft have provided
the HiSoft GEM Toolbox. This is quite
simply a number of Basic 2 modules,
supplied as source code, which can eas
ily be accessedfrom your own programs.

DZiBBBBBBBB
D3:BB8BBBB2
D4:B8GBB1B3
D5.B8B8BB8E
06,88887378
D7.8B8D847C
SR.838B TU
PC:000D2CF4

These modules hide the worst of GEM

interfacing from you, allowing the pro

grammer to concentrate on the pro
gramming task at hand, rather than

worrying too much about passingthe
correct information into the various
GEM functions.

Accordingto the manuals, and look
ing at the examplesprovided on disk,
writing GEM-based programs should be
relatively easy with Basic 2.
Unfortunately, I was unable to get
any of the examplesgiven in the man
ual to work, receiving Program Buffer
Full errors - despite 2.5Mb memory.
I could find no reference within the

manuals to changing the size of the pro

gram buffer, and finally gave up! To be
fair, if the program was compiled to
disk, it worked OK, but it is not a good

0
0
A
x

1

4BBB 3BB4 3558 ZFRC
6B1E BIBB BBFC BBZB
BIBB 8BFC BBZB BBBC
DB
84 3558 2FAC
33B8 8BBC 3R5C
BBB8 BBBB BBB8
BEB8 8847 9BBB 8844

fli:000G033A BBFC B4BZ BBFC BBBB BBFC BBB6
R2.BBB8F684 BBBB F66E 8881 516E BBB1 5186

0000 BBBB
BBBD 23DC BBZ4 FBDA BBBD
BBZZ BBBB BBBD 2ER8 BBBE
0000 BBBB
BBBD 2DCB BBBD 847C B8BD
BBBB 8B8B 8518 BBBB BBBB

fi3: QQGDfiDDfl
R4.BB8DZ9DC
A5.BB8D65BB
f)6:BBB0748C
87:88808478
87<BB8B3654

4

Source

.spirals

OLIHK 04,«B

88BB8B8B
BBBBBBB4
00000008
88B8B88C
8BB8BB1B
00000014

MOVE.L 8$l8BB8B,tfl5)

M0VE.L $C(A4),D7
liOVE.L 07,-(87)
JSR -fMd
code

fMd L

8819
right fl
8818
if L<158 THEN spirals L+i,A
BB1B end siib
MonST2.17b

HiSoft

upon the value of any vari
ables by simply typing, for
example, PRINTA$.
To aid in debugging,
Basic 2 comes complete
with MONSTB. This is an

~—---1'-"

8B16 REH The actual spiral routine,
8817 sub spirals (L,fl)
8818

BBBB
ZRDC
8118
BBBB
8488
BBBB

LINK R4.8B

•JlllbM.M.-JJLI^birgjiaiM

8B8DZCF4
8BBDZCF8
BBBDZCFE
000D2D02
BBBD2DB4

abort it, you can report

6B1E
BBFC
BBBC
BBBC
BBBC
00QD

B18B
BBZB
39BZ
3SB8
3R5C
3B5Z

enhanced version of the

SXcJ

excellent debugger which

n

"r-90
rr30
Fr!\
RJR

has been provided with the
Devpac assembler for some
time.

B8BB8B18 8B8D 3B4C
8BBBB81C B8BD 3B4Z

c*;l

In order to use the

Rf 0

debugger, the program

00000020 BBBC 3R76

FF,v

BB8BB8Z4 BBBC 3AZB
BBBBBBZ8 BBZ6 9B8A

&(e

piled to disk with the

BBBBBBZC BBB6 6DBE

-Wl

debug options switched

must first have been com

F i
F •

1992

on. This is an inconve

nience for Basic program
The debugger screen looks a little complex, mainly because it is! You can see the link

mers, and even for those

between window 2 (Disassembly PC) and 4 (Source code) but if assembler is a mystery to
you, it may be somewhat daunting

used to using MonST with

Devpac, as it means a constant jumping in andoutofBasic when debugging a difficult program - although it ispossible to
invoke the debugger itself from within the Basic 2 editor.

On executing the debugger, it will load inthecompiled version oftheprogram you are currently editing (if invoked from
within the editor)or willaskyou for a programname to debug, which it will then load.

Unfortunately the debugger isfar tooinvolved for day-to-day debugging ofBasic programs. There isno information in the
manuals onhow to identify exactly where thevariables used in a program are held in memory. So even thesimplest matter of
checking the value of a variable, justbefore your program crashes, is a chore.

start to a tutorial if it doesn't work.

Generally well presented, well pack
aged and fully-featured, Basic 2 lives up
admirably to its on-the-box-claim, as
"the Basic of the 90s". An impressive
package.

°><jtft>rvv ww
FEATURES: Probably the most
powerful version of Basicon
the ST today, especiallygood
for the GEMprogrammer.

EASE OF USE: Initially it all
seems very easy, but itbewilder
ing array of options could con
fuse the novice.

Running your creations
A very important difference between HiSoft Basic 2 andmostotherBasics isthat Basic 2 isnot a Basic interpreter. In
the old days (adjective deliberately omitted) Basic became the most popular of languages because of the ease with
which it couldbe learned. Being interpretive, a programmer couldeasily writesmallprograms and havethem run
•

immediately.

With the appearance of
more powerful machines,
like the ST, it has now

Desk

File

Edit

-

-

••

Search

Block

Options

! FI \BflSIC\HBflSICSTUTORIflL\HBC •BASl
Col;

1 Hen18255

become possible to com

pile Basic programs, giving
the added advantage of
speed to the convenience
of Basic interpretation.
HiSoft have taken this to
its ultimate conclusi
with Basic 2.

There is no longer .

interpreter at all, Every
program, in fact, gets com
piled, but the compilation
is so fast that you rarely

BASIC Conpiler Options
Break checks
Overflow checks
Pause checks
Stack checks
Variable checks

Add line lumbers

Error Messages
No "FN"s in libraries

Suppress default window
X] Underlines in variables

Max (TSpeed |[ Safety!

Array checks I On I

Output to 1 Disk I

File nanes ABC,PRO

Pre-tokenised file! [_

notice the few seconds it

Product: Basic v2

Supplier: HiSoft, The OldSchool,
Greenfield, BedfordMK45 5DE
Telephone: 0525 718181
Price: £79.95

Configuration: All STs andSTEs
Atari STUser May 1992

takes, and as the program
can be compiled directly

Advanced,,,

from the editor, into mem

ory, and then run, the
development cycle is just
, »o«* as
cc ii would
,.,«,.i,t be
h«> «with
ith °nce a program has been fully developed, you will probably want to compile a program
as
is fast
rast as it
u wouiu oi
wun mnicn ls runnable from the desktop. The compilation options allow very detailed control
i purely interpretive Basic, over the compilation process

m

FLEXIDUMP PLUS

SUPERB nf\l (XIT1J DUMPS
FROM YOUR LU LU U 1\ PRINTER
PRINTER
Superb Colour/Mono Graphics Dumps
Vary Dump size from 1mm to 10 metres in length
Select part of screen to be printed
Choose from a variety of densities and passes
Colour correction for best possible colour
Colour catalogue function. Put a picture disk in and
Flexidump will print a miniature of each picture
and print the titles.
Also includes a complete production label program
Other features include Text insertion, X Reflect

Y Reflect, Mirror, Upturn, Fill, Rbox, Random,
Invert, Frame, Block, Circle, Sketch, Upright or
sideways Dump, Auto Calculates on 1:1 Aspect
Ratio or Deselect this and Stretch the Dump.
Ideal for use with T-Shirt printing ribbons.
FlexiDump Plus (2 Disks) Colour and Mono
9 and 24 pin drivers included only £39.95
FlexiDump Mono 9 pin printers £19.74
Above prices include VAT and Carriage.

Don't throw away your plastic printer ribbon cases when the

Recycle It

ribbon wears out. Just take thetopoff, take outtheoldribbon and
reload itwith anew one. It's simple. Full instructions supplied.

Reloads for:-

StarLC200 9 Pin 4 Colour(Normal Ink)5 Reloads

only £23.50

Star 24 Pin 4 Colour (Normal Ink) 5 Reloads
Citizen Swift 4 Colour (Normal Ink) 5 Reloads

£28.20
£39.95

Ink ribbons available in Gold, Silver,

Magenta, Orange, Purple, Brown, Green, Blue, Red

for a wide range of printers.
T-Shirt
PRINT ON NORMAL PAPER IRON ON T-SHIRT
4 Colour Citizen Swift

£29.61

4 Colour Citizen Swift (Reload)

£15.04

4 Colour Star LC10
4 Colour Star LC200 9 Pin

£14.57
£29.61

4 Colour Star LC200 9 Pin (Reload)

£12.69

4 Colour Star LC200 24 Pin

£33.84

4 Colour Star 24 Pin (Reload)
1 Colour Citizen 120D/Swift

£15.04
£9.87

1 Colour Star LC10
1 Colour all Star 24 Pin

£9.87
£11.75

1 Colour Epson FX80/LQ400/MX80
1 Colour Epson LX80
1 Colour Epson FX100

£9.87
£9.87
£11.75

1 Colour Panasonic KXP 1080

£11.75

1 Colour Taxan/Canon 1080A

£11.75

Heat transfer Pens 5 large red/orange/yellow/green/blue,

Large pens have a market size nib
£15.04 a set
Heat transfer Pens 5 small red/orange/yellow/green/blue,
Small pens have a fine nib

Howto order: Enclose cheques/PO madepayable to:

£11.75 a set

T-SHIRT RIBBONS NOW AVAILABLE IN RED, BLUE,GREEN, BROWN,

'I

CARE ELECTRONICS or use Access/Visa, m
CARE ELECTRONICS
Dept STU, 15 Holland Gardens, Garston, Watford, Herts, WD2 6JN.
Tel: 0923 894064

i

YELLOW and BLACK AND FOR A WIDE RANGE OF PRINTERS

Phone our order line on 0923 894064 (Answerphone outside normal hours)
Atari ROMCartridge takes two 27256 or 27512 EPROMS
£11.28
50 Colour Pictures

Fax: 0923 672102

\

£14.57

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND CARRIAGE

Do youhave anySoftware thatneeds Marketing? Ifsocall nowon 0923 6721021

PLEASE NOTE WE ARE MOVING PREMISES DURING EARLY MARCH, OUR NEW ADDRESS IS SHOWN BELOW
ATARI 520 STE

ATAR11040 STE
FAMILYCURRICULUM PACK

DISCOVERY EXTRA PACK

Atari520 STE with Double Sided Disc Drive,
Mouse, Owners Manual, First Basic,

INCLUDES

ATARI 1040STE, MOUSE, MANUAL

Neochrome, STTour, Escapefrom the Planetof
the RobotMonsters, Final Fight,

BUSINESS MODULE:- ST WORD,

Sim City,9 Lives

CREATIVE MODULE:- HYPERPAINT2,
MUSIC MAKER 2, FIRST BASIC

ONLY £279.95

Plus FREE!Our NEWsoftware starter

packcomprising:

Database, Spreadsheet, Wordprocessor,
Spell Checker, Graph Plotter, Typing Tutor,

.£139 95

Star LC24/200 Colour

..£279.95
..£239.95
..£119 95
..£189.95

£199.95

Star SJ48 Bubble Jet
Citizen 120D+
Citizen 124D

ST CALC, ST BASE

Citizen 224D

Citizen 224D Colour
Citizen Swift 9
Citizen Swift 9 Colour

PLAY AND LEARN MODULE:-

PROF PLAYS A NEW GAME,
PROF LOOKSATWORDS,

. £239 95
£189 95
£199 95

Citizen Swift 24E
Citizen Swift 24E Colour

PROF MAKES SENTENCES

HOME OFFICE MODULE:

StarLC20(UK)
Star LC200Colour (UK)
Star LC24/200(UK)

JUNIOR SCHOOL MODULEANSWER BACK JUNIOR QUIZ.

£28985

APRIL SPECIAL OFFER

PRIMARY MATHEMATICS

Allprinter prices include:
Connecting Lead,Vinyl Dust Coverand
200 sheets paper (exceptSTAR SJ48)

EDUCATION MODULE:

GCSE REVISION MODULE:

MONO MONITORS

Kidi Story, GCSE Maths, Spell, Alphabet,

MICRO MATHEMATICS, FRENCH MISTRESS,

Mono Emulator.

GENERAL KNOWLEDGE QUIZ, SPELLING,

GEOGRAPHY QUIZ

Number Go Round.

Virus Killer, Colouring Book, Label Printer,
Mall Merge.

.£139.95

Atari SC1435..

Protar Visto A14

£199 95
£239.95
£169.95

Philips CM8833/2(UK)
Commodore 1084D

FAMILYCURRICULUM BONUS PACK

Ten Great Action Games

ALL ITEMS INFAMILY CURRICULUM PACK ABOVE, PLUS:

DISCOVERY EXTRA PLUS PACK

VINYL DUSTCOVER,MOUSEMAT
TWOMICROSWITCHED JOYSTICKS,

Contains allthe items inthe Discovery Pack
above, plus!! Vinyl Computer Cover, Mouse Mat,
Twin Joystick Extension Lead,
10 BlankDisks,Joystick
ONLY £299.95

Pljis_Ojjr_free_software pack as listed above

NEW! NEW! NEW! NEW! NEW! NEW! NEW! ^
PROTAR HARD DRIVES

Progate 20Mb
£269.95
Progate 30Mb
£309.95
Progate 40Mb
£329.95
Progate 80Mb
£419.95
All prices include FREE12 months

Disc Drives
£59 95

ONLY £379.95

.

VINYL DUST COVERS

Philips CM8833/2

Cruiser
Quickshot Maverick 1M

£8 95
£12.95

Quickshot Apache
Alpha Ray
Sigma Ray
Gamma Ray

£7.95
£9.95
£11.95
£18.95

SERIOUS SOFTWARE
First Word Plus

£58.95

Timewotks 2 Desktop Publisher
Home Accounts
Home Accounts 2

£89.95
£22.95
£39.95

DegasElite

£18.95
£44.95

Neo Desk 3

£29.95

Data Manager Professional

£34.95

Quartet

£39.95
£21.95
£14.95
£10.95

STOS
STOS Compiler
STOSSprites

Home Productivity
Sound and Music
Personal Finance

£18.95
£18.95
£18.95

Word Processing
Database Management
Spreadsheet
Programming Ui dies

£22.95
£22.95
£22.95
£22.95

REPLACEMENT MICE

10 BLANK DISKS IN A BOX

Atari 520ST/1040ST
Panasonic KXP1180
Panasonic KXP1123/1124
Star LC10/20
Star LC24/200
Star LC200
Citizen 120D+
Citizen 124D
Citizen 224D
Citizen Swift 9
Citizen Swift 24/24e
Atari SM125/SM124

£7 45

£12.95
£8.95

Atari Software-

PLUS FREE! A SUPERB DISK CONTAINING
ELEVEN GREAT GAMES

ENTERTAINMENT MODULE:

_ replacement guarantee

Atari SM144

£10.95

KonixNavigator
KonixSpeedking

Deluxe Paint

COLOUR MONITORS

ONLY £359.95

CREATIVITY MODULE:

Professional Autotire
Cheetah 125*

Squik Mouse

...

£5.95
E4.95
£4 95
E4 95
£4 95
£4 95
£4.95
£4 95
£4 95
£4 95
£4.95

£6.95

£6.95

£24 95
£19 95
...£14.95

SCANNERS
Naksha Scanner

.£109.95

£16.95

£16.95

Fun School 3 Over 7 Years

£16.95

Fun School 4 Under 5 Years
Fun School 4 5-7 Years

£16.95
£16.95

Fun School 4 Over 7 Years

£16.95

Magic Maths 4-8 Years

£17.95

Maths Mania 8-12 Years
Three Bears 5-10 Years

Better Spelling (8-14)

ACCESSORIES

Better Maths(12-16)

NAKSHAMOUSE

Mouse mat, Mouse bracket, Operation Stealth
£24.95
....£5.95
Risk Hfiart Cleaner

Fun School 3 Under5 Years

Fun School 3 5-7 Years

£2 95

FORGET ME CLOCK 2 WITH THROUGHPORT
LOW LOW PRICE £14.95

£17.95
£17.95

£17.95

£17.95

Lets Spell at Home
Lets Spell at the Shops

£13.95
£13.95

Lets Spell Out and About
MagicStory Book(5-14)

£13.95
£20.95

Pope's Garden (Ages 3-7)

£16.95

Mathlalk

£13.95

Shoe People (Ages 4-6)
CaveMaze(Ages8-13)

£16.95
£11.95

Reasoning withTroll (5-12)

MAIL-CENTA

38 Castlefields, The Main Centre, Derby DEI 2PE. Tel: 0332 204077
Prices include VAT at 17.5%. Delivery charges are as follows:- Order value under £10.00 please add 50p. Order value
£10.00 to £99.99 delivery free. Order value £100.00 and over please add £5.00.

Personal callers welcome at our retail shop but please bring this advert as some prices will vary. Closed Wednesdays.
All items despatched same day if possible. Personal cheques may require 7 days clearance.
Proprietor: Martin Bridges.
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W e l l it look as though you
ST artists have been

working overtime
because we've received a whole ton

of art disks this month. So less chat

ter - I've got a whole plethora of
artists to write about.

First up is BJ Terry who lives in
Plymouth and has sent in eleven pic
tures drawn using Degas Elite.
Mr Terry is an retired senior citi
zen and is still a youthful 61 years of
age. He said in his letter that he gets
a lot of pleasure from his ST. His art
work is very good indeed and obvi
ously a lot of time has been spent on

V\

Jgg^ja —1

the pictures.
Our favourites were the careful

scribblings of Darth Vader, and the
fish. Well done Mr Terry!
John Feeney lives in East Sussex
and has sent in a wonderful sketch
of a tank. It seems that tanks are a

bit of a favourite subject with you ST
artists -1 don't know why! Answers
on a postcard to...
Not a lot of detail has been used,

but the colours are used to good
effect and the picture does have a

I?

Jonathan Maddock takes you on a tour ofthis month's Gallery I

definite Gulf war feel to it.

As you can see, the tank was
drawn in stages.This makes it a lot
easier for the ST User crew to judge

the pictures because wecan then tell
o

whether the piccie was digitised or
scanned.

The next bundle of artwork was
sent from Bolton and Kevin

i^L

Dempseyis the artist responsible.
Kevin also used Degas Elite to create
his wonderful scribblings. It looks as

though he was mostly inspired by
cartoons, as you can see from his
piccie entitled B-Boy.
Kevin's other pictures are more
detailed and a lot more serious. The
sketches of the submarine and the

baby are of a very high quality, In
fact all the pictures that Kevin sent
in were well drawn and he had used

some imagination, instead of just
copying objects.
The winner this month is Mr Ski

from St Albans. Even though he's
named after a rather well known low

fat yogurt, he can still draw a pretty
mean piccie.His superb rendition of
a scene from the cult Japanese film
Akira would probably win first prize
in any gallery competition.
It also helped that everyone on
the ST User crew loves the film to

bits. His other picture - which is
nameless - features a bare bottomed

she-devil, and just goes to prove that

his Akira picture wasn't a one-off.
We think he used the STart package
Spectrum 512. So, congratuations to
Mr Ski- he wins a copy of Deluxe
Paint for his troubles.
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Calling all
ST artists!
Ifyou think you can do better than
this bunch, send your wonderful
entries in to: The World's Best ST

Gallery, AtariSTUser, Europa House,
Adlington Park, Macclesfield SK10
4NP.

Don't forget - we don't want
scanned or digitised stuff, and write

your name, address, picture name and
what package you used on a pieceof
paper and on the disk

COMPETITION

to be won!
That's Write 10-

the ultimate wordprocessor
AtariSTUser and Compo Software give you the chance to win the very latest

in wordprocessors. That'sWrite 2.0 has been considerably enhanced over the
previous version.

Take a look at the listof features to see for yourselfjustwhat That'sWrite
has to offer. More than a wordprocessor, it containsfeatures normally only
found in DTP packages.

With this powerful packageyou'll be able to produce qualitydocumentsand
reports with ease. If you're new to That's Write2.0 there's a friendly menu sys

tem to help you find your way around. Once experienced, you'llfind all com
mands are available from the keyboard.

So what are you waiting for? Send off your entry today. You could be one of

five luckyreaderswho mustwin a copy of the £129 package.

Simply answerthis question: "whatis the onlySTwordprocessor which will support
printer internal fonts, scalable fonts and GEM bitmap fonts?"

New in

bat's Write 2.0
1Improved paragraph layout features

Answer-

Name .

Addn

Better GEM interface
1Macro control

. Postcode

Telephone.

I Automation of documents
The first five correctentriesdrawn from the postbag

>Ability to scale Calamus format <
ine fonts "on the fly", incorporate
lie resulting bitmap font into the
ocument

after May31 will be the winners

Please tick ifyou do not wish to receive
promotional material from other companies.

Send your entry to: That's Write 2.0 Competition, Atari ST User, Europa House,
Adlington Park, Macclesfield SK10 4NP. to reach us by May 31.
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AMERICAN

Tel 0257 276800
Main office & 24 hour order line

Fax 0257 274753

Help desk 0490 3284
Weekdays 3-4pm
Overseas orders please add £5.00.
All prices include P+P and VAT.

with Intraset Ltd
Our compendium of gaming software uses your
computer's intelligence and logic to predict winners
and advise you on strategy. Whether you're an
COURSEMASTER

Our proven horse racing program
for both FLATS or JUMPS £24.95

^

TRACKMASTER
The Greyhound Racing Tipster £19.95

Coursemaster &TrackmasterTwin Pack £39.95

(Saving £4.95)
Using simple information from the racing card in daily papers

experienced punter ora novice, with a little time and
our range of software, you can maximise your

winning potential.
'A licence to print money'Mr FC Hammond ofEssex who won nearly
£10,000 in 16 weeks

'We have wonmanythousands'm PE Roberts ofDorsetwho sofarhaswon
more than £46,000

•Copies ofthese and other endorsements from actual customers are available onrequest.

orthe racing papers, COURSEMASTER andTRACKMASTER
will predict with consistent accuracy.

The winner ispredicted as well as second and third places
for tricasts. The programs also mention attractive long shots,
recommend types ofbets and most importantly warn when
not to bet.

Successful betting extends beyond merely picking the
winners and COURSEMASTER and TRACKMASTER willassist

in managing your bets. They work out your winnings on the
most popular types of bet including SINGLES, DOUBLES,
PATENT, YANKEE, CANADIAN, printout your bettingslips,
and even maintain your betting bankaccount.

SYSTEM BETS will regularly provide a system for MAJOR
WINS with small stakes -try it and surprise yourself.

POOLSMASTER British or
Australian £24.95 each.
Poolsmaster British and Australian

£44.95 (Saving £4.95)
The Football Pools Predictors
Developed afteryears ofdetailed study,
POOLSMASTER uses a uniquescientific
formula to predict Home, Aways and Draws.
The FORM PREDICTION option analyzes result

possibilities with amazing accuracy. The
unique indexing system allows for quick entry
offixtures and results, and updates itself

COMPETITION

Details and rules
Our company likes toseepeople winning, which is why we're
running our fabulous 'Win a pc competition'. With every
purchase you make, you will automatically be entered into
the draw. You can also enter forfree by sending a postcard
to INTRASET.

1st prize-PC NT286 Colour

2nd prize - Complete set ofIntraset Business and Gaming
Software 3rd prize - Complete set of Intraset Gaming
Software 5 runners up will each win their choice of one
Intraset title.

Intraset's decision will be final on all matters.
Send an SAE for list of winners.

Draw dates 28/2/92 and 28/9/92

season after season so there is no need to buy

SPECIAL
OFFER

together for £44.95 (Saving £4.95.)
Our complete gaming suite: £110.00

using messy rubber stamps. Simply tell your
computer where you think the ball isusing the
screentemplate provided. It will give you a
print-out of up to 540 micro-fine crosses in
your chosen shape or it can choseat random
for you. SPOT-THE-BALL learns week after
week and builds up a database of results for
the SEQUENCE PREDICTOR OPTION.

GUIDE TO POOLS AND
PERMS £14.95

a new copy eachyear. Poolsmaster also
contains a unique coupon number sequence

The definitive guide to Pools
permutations and betting

predictor.

systems

Together, both Poolsmaster editions cover all
British league and cup matches andthe

Written bythe experts responsible for our
successful software range. Masterthe fine art
of prediction by reading this fascinating
in-depth explanation of betting systems and
perms. Plan a campaign forthat elusive big
win and use this books' tips on selecting the
best matches and races and howto use perms
to maximum effect on Pools, Horses and Dogs.

Australian league.

PERM-MASTER £19.95

The perfect companion for
Poolsmaster

Designed for users of PERM systems, PERMMASTER ends the agony of checking bydoing
itfor you. Itcomes complete with several of
the top perms built in but you can alsocreate

your own with the unique PERM EDITOR and
POOLSMASTER and COURSEMASTER

SPOT-THE-BALL £17.95
There is no more need for counting Ys or

PERM CALCULATOR features. PERM-MASTER

isfast and easyto use and can be used for
most block and single line perms.

Additional discs of top perms are available at
£14.95 each.

INTEREST-FREE CREDIT
Spend over £80 and spread the cost at no
extra charge! (Cheque purchases only.)
Simply divideyourorder by4 and send us4 cheques
each with your name and address and cheque

guarantee number: Date the firstcheque with
today's date and post-date each of the other
cheques by one month ie. 1/5/91, 1/6/91 etc.
We will then holdeach cheque until it is due.

POOLSMASTER (British 8i Australian),
PERM-MASTER, SPOT-THE-BALL,
COURSEMASTER, TRACKMASTER

Saving £22.70

All programs available for IBM/PC &compatibles, all Amstrad PC's, Amstrad PCWs, Atari, Amiga and
CPC 6128. Coursemaster, Poolsmaster British and Trackmaster are also available for all Amstrad CPCs,
all Spectrums and C64 & 128.

Send cheques or postal orders to INTRASET LTD (Dept STU), FREEPOST,

Intraset Ltd
Send an SAE for full catalogue
Atari ST User
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10 Woodside Avenue, Clayton-Le-Woods, Chorley, Lanes. PR6 7BR.

Phone or Fax for lightning service. All major credit cards accepted.

A t the recent 16-Bit Computer

Show, 1 managed to sneak off
for a few hours with one of the

two STBooks on show. I was not allowed

to wander far, however, and when I took

the Book back to my hotel room, I had

to be accompanied by an Atari employee
who had been instructed not to let the

machine out of his sight.
This seemed a little over-cautious,

Going

until I discovered the reason. The

STBook I was using actually belonged to
none other than Atari supremo Sam
Tramiel himself!

The STBook is surprisingly small and
lightweight. The model I used had one
megabyte of RAM with a 40 megabyte
hard disk drive built-in.

Two things make the STBook stand
head and shoulders above any other lap
top. The first is simply its size and
weight - this truly is a portable portable!
The second is the battery life. From
most portables you expect a life of about
two or three hours, maybe four if you're
lucky. This STBookwas on, and in
almost constant use, from about 10am

on Saturday, and was still going strong
at 6pm when it was prised from my
hands!

New technology
Part of the reason for this extraordi

nary battery life lies in the use of IDE
hard disk technology, which also helps
to keep the price down to a very com
petitive £1,502.82.
When not in use for a short while,
the drive actually spins down, rather

than continuously rotating. Asan exam
ple of the drive's speed, I copied 26 files
totalling 400k across partitions in
slightly less than 15 seconds.
The last thing you want when taking
a portable such as the Book around with

you is to have to remember to pack your
mouse too. The Stacey used a miniature
trackball mechanism to replace the
mouse. The Book uses a brand new, as
yet unnamed, pressure-sensitive circular
pad.
The ST machine uses a mono (640 x
200 pixels) LCD screen. This helps bat
tery consumption, but the lack of a
backlight, as found on most portables

Marc Young is among
the first to try Atari's
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be ideal for the journalist on the move.
An external keypad can also be con
nected, though no details were available
at the time of writing. A disk interface
socket is provided, using a single socket
for both external hard and floppy

a backlight function being added to pro
duction models.

The major problem with this type of
screen is its refresh rate. It is slow!

Normally this doesn't make too much
difference, but when the mouse is mov

ing at top speed it doesn't stay in one
place long enough to display, and so
almost disappears!

Minimal
The external controls are minimal, in
more ways than one. Two of the small
est rotating controls I've ever seen are

communications software on each

labelled Volume and Contrast. Contrast

communications software, in the form

drives. There are

some of the Book's functions. For the

of STTRANS, ple-to-use utility which
runs on all of the Atari range of comput
ers, including the PC compatibles. Not
only that, but it allows you to use either
the serial RS232 ports, or the Parallel

printer and RS232
ports, an expansion

smaller than the standard Midi

uninitiated or unfamiliar, a CPX is, to all

printer port.

sockets).

adjusts the screen image but your guess
is as good as mine as far as the volume
goes -1 couldn't find a speaker.
There is a CPX provided to control

intents and purposes, a desk accessory.
The major difference is that CPXs need
not be memory resident, and can be

serial port. Although I was unable to test
this, it apparently allows you to run

in:

Space is available for an internal

using this type of screen, can make it
difficult to see in certain lighting condi
tions. There is a rumoured possibility of

EASE OF USE: Not even a caseof
"Plug in and switch on ". With the
Hook yon don't even have to plug it

allow other devices to be connected.

modem to be connected, which would

long buttery life, together witha
reasonbleprice tag.

FEATURES: Easyportablility and

the other Atari machines. As well as

communicating with other computers,
there are a range of ports available to

new notebook

loaded from anywhere, not just the root
directory. Lesson over.
The CPX provided allows you to set
the number of minutes of delay before
the screen blanks, or the Book goes to
sleep.
There is also an option to watch the

'{jCtZyrvv wn&

software enabling the Book to contact

comms software, leaving the Book
plugged into a modem, in snooze mode,
waiting for the phone to ring.
The Book has a respectable 40Mb
hard disk drive, but no floppy disk drive
- so how can you load software onto it,
or take data from it? The answer is, of
course, very simple. You need some

machine, and a cable to link them up.
Fear not! Atari have provided the

Corrupt
With a machine like this, which relies
on the hard disk to be able to boot -

especially one which is portable - the
worry is that the hard disk will become

corrupt. What do you do? If you own an
external drive of some description (and
the right software) then you should be
able to get the machine up and running
without too much difficulty. But what if
you don't?
Once again, those boffins at Atari
seem to have thought of everything. A

>
V

bus and Midi ports
(though the sockets are

The keyboard has a pretty good feel I certainly had no problems with it and
it felt nicer than some far more expen
sive portables I have used. Obviously the
feel of a keyboard is a somewhat per
sonal thing, so some may find it a little
"loose".

There were a couple of improvements
suggested by the many visitors to the
show, the main criticism being the lack
of backlighting. Otherwise the consen
sus seemed to be that the Book was

going to take its place on an awful lot of
bookshelves.

ROM drive exists on the STBook. This

acts essentially like a disk drive, or RAM
disk, but it can't be written to. It does,

however, contain the software necessary
to format and partition the hard drive,
and also contains the communications

Product: STBook

Supplier: Atari, Railway Terrace, Slough
Telephone: 0753533344
Price:: £1502.82 incl VAT
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THE BEST HARD DRIVE AVAILABLE FOR THE ST
FROM THE U.K.'S FIRST AND FOREMOST PROTAR DEALER
Progate 20Mb

£279.00

Progate 30Mb
Progate 40Mb
Progate50DC
Progate80Mb
Progate160Mb DC
Progate440Mb
Progate R44 Removable
T60Tape Streamer
T150Tape Streamer

TELEX 817932 CAMTEC-G

*7W 1/&ity Special O^en^!

£326.00
£340.00
£423.00
£486.00
£922.00
£1589.00

PROTAR VISTO

JUST £565.00

MEGA STEs

NEW VERSION C-LAB Notator Alpha v1.1

£179.95

C-LAB Notator v3.1
C-LAB Creator v3.1
C-LABAura
C-LAB Midia

£430.00
£265.00
£99.00
£69.95

£44.90
£69.95
£99.00
£39.95
£24.95
£59.95

System 3 (Inv/Stock)
SageCash Trader

£39.95
£79.95

Cubeat

£239.00

Wages ST

£89.00

Cubase v2

£459.00

Personal Accounts Plus

£26.90

NEW Audio Sculpture

Personal Finance Manager Plus

£34.95

NEWComBase

..PHONE

Data Manager Professional
Superbase Personal 2 (v3.02)
Super Base Professional (v3.02)..
Digita DGBase

....£29.95

Prodata

....£59.95

....£69.95
..£169.00

....£39.95

C-LAB v3Upgrade
C-LAB v3-3.1 Upgrade

£39.95
£20.00
£39.95

LANGUAGES& COMPILERS _
Mark Williams Cv3

£89.00

Mark Williams C Source Debug

£42.00

Prospero C
Prospero Fortran
Prospero Fortran TT
Prospero Pascal
Prospero Toolkit

£75.00
£75.00
PHONE
£75.00
£55.95

Hisoft Lattice C v5

£109.00

£79.95
£49.95
£37.95
PHONE
£119.00
PHONE

Calamus S
Calamus 1.09n

..£470.00

Hisoft High SpeedPascal v1.51
Hisoft C. Interpreter
Hisoft Devpac v2.22
Hisoft Devpac 3
Hisoft Devpac TT

..PHONE

Hisoft Basic 2

Calligrapher Professional..
Pagestream v2.1

..£109.00
..£159.00

Hisoft Power Basic
Hisoft Basic

£39.95
£59.95

Timeworks DTP v2

....£85.00

Hisoft Nevada Cobol (With CP/M)

£42.00

DESKTOP PUBLISHING
..£585.00

COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN
NEW Platon(PC BoardDesign)..
PC Board Designer

Megapaint II Professional
NEWCADjavl .4

24-HOUR ORDER LINE
0763 263127

MUSIC

Home Accounts 2
Small Business Accounts Cash
Small Business Accounts Extra
Cashbook Controller
Final Accounts
Cashbook Combo Pack

Technobox Drafter v2

0763 261624

HARD DRIVE FOR

NOW £219!

ACCOUNTS

Calamus SL..

MODEM BULLETIN BOARD

PROGATE 100Mb DC

14" COLOUR
DOWN AGAIN -

£599.00
£580.00
£790.00

FAX 0763 262425

..NOWE199.00
£199.00
£135.00
£199.00
£199.00

FTL Modula 2

£52.00

FTL Modula 2 Developer

£69.95

FTL Toolkit

£49.95

GFA Basic Interpreter v3.6
GFA Basic Compiler v3.6

£45.00
£24.95

MPE Forth 83 (GEM)

£4400

Minix v1.5

£149.95

GFA Draft Plus v3.13

£79.95

CAD3DV1.0

£18.95

CAD 3Dv2 (Cyber Studio)
CyberControl
CyberPaintv2
Cyber Sculpt

£39.95
£32.95
£39.95

3D Calc

£34.95

Cuber Texture

£59.95
£39.95

Logistix v1.2
Hyperchart byAtari

£79.95
£95.00

Easy Draw 2

£39.95

NEW VEflS/ONLDW PowerSpreadsheetv2

£99.00

Supercharged EasyDraw 2

£59.95

Digicalc

£29.95

SPREADSHEETS
K-Spread3
K-Spread4

WE DESPATCH ANYWHERE WORLDWIDE WEEKLY
IMMEDIATE DESPATCH (subject to availability)

ORDERS WELCOME FROM EDUCATION, GOVT. & BFPO

£67.95
£89.00

NOW IN STOCK!

WORD PROCESSORS
That's Write
Write On
GST First Word Plus v3.2
Protext v5

Protext v4.3

£85.00
£45.00
£57.95
£109.00
£69.95

WordPerfect v4.1

£179.95

Timeworks Wordwriter
Wordflair

£39.95
£65.00

XTRA RAM FOR STFM
XTRA Ram 1Mb
XTRA Ram 2Mb

NEW LOW PRICE £45.00
NEW LOW PRICE £89.95

SIMM UPGRADE FOR STFM
DELUXE XTRA Ram 1Mb
DELUXEXTRA Ram 2Mb
DELUXEXTRA Ram 4Mb

NEW LOW PRICE£59.95
NEW LOW PRICE £99.95
NEW LOW PRICE £159.95

STE SIMM UPGRADES
XTRA Ram STE 1Mb
XTRA Ram STE 2Mb
XTRA Ram STE 4Mb

NEW LOW PRICE £27.00
NEW LOW PRICE £69.95
NEW LOW PRICE£135.00

At Speed C16 PC Emulator
SLM 605 Replacement Drum
SLM605 Toner Cartridge
SLM804 Replacement Drum
SLM804 Toner Cartridge
Neodeskv3(UK)

£32.95

£169.95
£39.95
£29.95

Deluxe Paint

£59.95

Hyperpaint v2
Hyperdraw
Degas Elite

£29.95
£29.95
£19.95

G+Plus
Harlekinv2
Turbo ST v1.8
BOOKS BOOKS BOOKS BOOKS
A Practical Guide to Calamus DTP

£25.00
£49.95
£29.95
BOOKS
£14.95

A Practical Guide to Timeworks

£16.95

Atari ST Explored (2nd edition)

£9.95

NEW FROM COMPO

13

CompoScript

Postscript compatibility for your Atari STandprinter, with 35
standard Type 1 typefaces. Forusersof DTP, text, graphics

UNSURE OF THE TITLE? - PHONE FOR INFORMATION

and music notation

All prices include VAT &delivery • NO surcharge on European orders
Make cheques payable to Cambridge Business Software

Calamus outline font converter
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£229.00
£132.95

ITS A MUST!

£229.00

C-Font

ONi.V£9.95

MANY OTHER TITLES IN STOCK

Utilitie
Desk File Scan Clip

Hed GB/11

Process UieH

s

The control
heart of

Q Scanner
• File

Settings,,,

iFlle Mask,.

:

Migraph's
OCR system

Fornat.

Desk

File

Scan

Clip

Process
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Reading test

The
ie world of optical character
recognition, or OCR, has taken
off rapidly in recent years as
more and more businesses realise the

time savings in processing multiple
forms and storing data.
Put simply, OCR means teaching a
computer to make sense of the jumbled
shapes that make up the alphabet and
reading them as actual text. A piece of
typed or printed text is scanned using a
flatbed or even a hand-held scanner

and the resulting graphics file is trans
lated by the computer into Ascii char
acters. These characters can then be

stored in a text file and imported into
wordprocessing software or stored in a
database, as required.
The first OCR programs relied on a
database of stored images which were
compared one by one with the scanned
character. The introduction of

Omnifont technology saw characters
being broken down into mathematical
definitions and compared with a
known library. As a result, Omnifontbased programs can be trained to read
almost any number of typefaces. USbased Migraph has just launched a

E\i**i/ Ah/>m/J <fu»««4>f* ir%*r
Ever
fancied teaching
your ST to read?
Andrew Wright takes

competition, MigraphOCR will
be welcomed bya good numberof
usersfor its accuracy and speed,
particularly with typeset text.
EASE OF USE: It's unusual to

find powerful applications which
can be up and running in

seconds. Lovely and simple to use. 1
Ease of use |
Excellent

Average

*

Excellent

,

Good

*

Average

Bad

Bad

Appalling

Appalling

character.

three double sided disks. Hardware

and stores the results in new character

requirements are an ST or TT with 2Mb

dictionaries.

Omnifont-based package called
Migraph OCR.

RAM and a hard disk.

Results with hand-held scanners

Irregular pages are well catered for.
Areas of text such as columns and

were reasonable but for more accurate

boxes can be clipped and processed in

work the flatbed scanner produced bet
ter quality images. The manual recom
mends scanning 10 to 18 point text at
300 dpi - smaller sizes need to be
scanned at 400 or more dpi.

a defined order, which is useful for

Icons and menus
Once installed and run, Migraph
OCR displays a tidy GEM interface with

can be altered.

The next step is to load an image
file, click on the OCR icon and watch
the program get to work. In auto mode,
the program will read the image, pro

scanning magazine and newsletter
pages. Even if text flows around a
graphic, the ability to define polygonal
clip areas allows the program to inter
pret the text as if the graphic had been
removed.

In practice Migraph OCR is a power
ful program which is easy to use and
very flexible. On a Mega ST, it takes
between three and six minutes to pro
cess a single A4 page in auto mode,
depending on the number of charac
ters, the typeface and the quality of the
image. If teaching the program interac
tively, the time is roughly doubled.
To test its overall accuracy, we
scanned several pages of 12 point text

cess it in several ways and then output

at 300 dpi using different typefaces.

the result as an Ascii file.

The monospaced Courier typeface pro
duced remarkably accurate results, with
only one error in almost 3,000 charac
ters. The same page in a proportional

Essentially it divides the image up
into lines of text (hence the need for a
reasonably straight scan), separates the
words and individual characters, and
then examines each character and

•

character, otherwise it will insert a "&"

Opening the box reveals little about
the power of the software with the
thin, 58-page manual accompanying

somewhat unimaginatively named

pull-down menus. Clicking on the con
trol panel icon brings up a comprehen
sive dialogue where various settings

FEA TV RES: With little or no

occurs it will use its spelling dictionar
ies to make an intelligent guess at the

For greater accuracy an additional
step can be added. This entails the pro
gram presenting the doubtful charac
ters for the user to confirm or change.
This improves the accuracy by a factor
of six to eight times on average but
obviously takes longer. Subsequent
scans of the same typeface become
gradually quicker as the program
"learns" to identify problem characters

his back to school

a combination of onscreen icons and

~>ttf£5rw an&

^^ ^^

compares it with its existing library.
Wherever an unrecognised character

and only five errors when interactivel;
processed.
Scanning a page from ST User and
trying to process the Stone Serif type
face (not one it is already trained in)
was surprisingly effective, although it
involved plenty of user input. Around
80 errors in auto mode and ten in

interactive mode is certainly acceptabl
for a new typeface.

Limitations
Set even more difficult tests and the

limitations of OCR soon become appa
ent. Justified text or poorly kerned let
ters and italics cause problems, as doe;
close line spacing, and in some cases if
was impossible to persuade the pro
gram to read a tightly tracked Times
Roman with an acceptable degree of
accuracy.

Migraph OCR works very well with
scanned images of typed or typeset
text, preferably obtained in a high
quality flatbed scanner. It attains an
overall text input speed of between 12
and 14 characters per second - roughl;
the same as a fast typist working flat
out. As the text quality decreases or
hand-helds come into use, however,

the accuracy and speed decline quite
quickly.

Product: Migraph OCR
Supplier: Gasteiner Technologies,
Unit 3, Millmead Business Centre,
Millmead Road, London H17
Telephone: 081-3651151
Price:: £249

Times face, without any justification,

Configuration: Works on anyST/TT

took a little longer to complete, but it
was also reasonably accurate. Around
30 errors were present in auto mode

in hi- or med-res 2Mb RAM

and a hard drive
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EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE

J

COMPUTER

SUPPLIES

Suppliers of Discount Software since 1984
Educational, Local Authority and government orders
welcome. Overseas orders please call or write for
quotations. All goods subject to availability, prices
subject to change without notice. E&OE
Prices Include VAT and delivery by post,
Courier delivery from £3, please ask for details.
TO ORDER: Please call the telephone number listed

below to place credit card orders - (Access/Visa) or
send cheques/POs made out to MJC Supplies to:

DISNEY SOFTWARE

For2 to 5 year olds
Goofy's Railway Express

£19.95
(Learn about colours &shapes)
Donald's Alphabet Chase
£19.95
(Learn aboutthealphabet)
Mickey's Runaway Zoo
£19.95
(Find and counttherunaway animals)

TIMEWORKS PUBLISHER 2(FIRST WORD PLUS
with free FIRST WORD PLUS
Latest version of this ever popular DTP

program offering most ofthe features you'll
need and the ease of use you want. Text
flow around irregular objects, extra fonts.
Protext file import & more over version 1.

We have limited stocks of this GEM

based, easy to use word processor at
a very low price. Includes spell
checker with 40,000 word dictionary,
and GEM image file import to allow

graphics with your text, this is the full

First Word Plus does not include mail

version, including mail merge routines

merge.1 meg required.

for standard form letters.
OUR PRICE £39.95

OUR PRICE £99.95

(recognise coins, shopping, change)
Target Maths (6 to 13)
E17.95
(lour games to improve maths skills)

LEARN TO READ WITH PROF.
Prism Software's complete reading course lor 4toSyearotds.
1. Prof Plays a NewGame
£19.95
2. Prof Looks at Words

FUN SCHOOL

The all time bestselling educational software from
Database Educational. Anumber of programs per
package covering a range ofsubjects.
FUN SCHOOL 2

8 Programs per package
For 2 to 6 years
£12.95
For6 to 8 years
£12.95
For the over 8's

£12.95

FUN SCHOOL 3
6 Programs per package

£19.95
£19.95
£19.95

3. Prof Makes Sentences
4. Prof Hunts for Words

ALSO AVAILABLE FROM PRISMA

Pepe's Garden (3 to 7)

£19.95

LCL SOFTWARE
Each package isdesigned asacomplete course, minding
a WO page pins paperback book, with 24programs

Primary Maths Course (3 to 11) £19.95
Micro Maths (12/adultto GCSE) £19.95
Micro French (12/adultto GCSE) £19.95

Agegroups as FunSchool 4
£15.95

B.WARE EDUCATIONAL

FUN SCHOOL 4

MJC SUPPLIES (STU),
Unit 2 The Arches, Icknield Way,
Letchworth, Herts SG6 1UJ.
Tel: (0462) 481166 (6 Lines)

TRIPLE R SOFTWARE
Picture Book (2 to 5)
£17.95
(Alphabet. Spelling. Counting, Snap)
Money Matters (2 to 11)
£17.95

The latest in tnis excellent series

For2 to 5 years
For5 to 7 years

£16.95
£16.95

For the over 7's

£16.95

B.Spell (5 to 8 years)
Schooltime Maths(over5's)
Playspell Plus(over7's)
>
MasterTime (3-11)

£10.95
£10.95
£14.95
£12.95

FOR MORE INFORMATION

SESAME STREET
COLOURING BOOKS

The MJC Supplies Educational
Supplement gives more detailed

Use the mouse to colour in the characters
from the TVshow. INCtUDES FREE WATCH
Letters for You
£15.95
Numbers Count
£15.95

software. If you would like a copy please
send a SAEor ask when placing an order.

KOSMOS EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE
AnswerbackJunior Quiz (6-11) £14.95
£7.95
Factfile Arithmetic (6-11)
£7.95
Factfile Spelling (6-11)
Factfiles aredata forAnswerback Quiz only

KOSMOS LANGUAGE TUTORS
The idealaid to learning vocabulary
French Mistress
German Master

SpanishTutor
Italian Tutor

£14.95
£14.95
£14.95
£14.95

information on our range of Educational

(SCET)LANDER SOFTWARE
Hooray for Henrietta (5-12)
Henriettas Book of Spells (5-12)
Mix and Match (pre-readers)
Count and Add under7's)
Spellbound (7 to 16+)

£17.95
£17.95
£17.95
£17.95
£17.95

SOFT STUFF

Magic Storybook

Things to do with Numbers
Things to do with Words
Let's Spell at Home
Let's Spell Outand About
Let's Spell at the Shops

£23.95
£14.95
£14.95
£14.95
£14.95
£14.95

THE COMPLETE COLOUR DIGITIZING SOLUTION
VIDI-ST

ROMBO RGB SPUTTER

The best value digitiser for the Atari
ST. Grabs 16 shade mono images
from any moving or still video source,
including your home VCR. Mono
images can be saved in Degas or
Neochrome formats for use with your
favourite DTP or other graphics

Fits in line between your video source

program.

Included is the Vidi-Chrome software,

which allows you to digitise from your
camera three times, each time using a
different coloured filter (supplied) in
front of the lens. Also allows you to

use an RGB splitter withany still video
source, grabbed three times. 512
colours on STFM, 4096 on STE. Also

includes Spectrum 512 colour
software, and ST G-Base, graphics
database.

RRP £129.00

and the Vidi-ST unit to filter out red,

green, and blue for use with the colour
software. With a cable, (add £4.95)
grabbing withVidi can be automated.
£54.95

THE COMPLETE COLOUR
SOLUTION
The complete package, comprising
VIDI-ST
VIDI-CHROME
ROMBO RGB SPLITTER
SPECTRUM 512
ST G-BASE
AND ALL LEADS AND POWER
SUPPLY
RRP £179.00
OURS £134.95

OURS £84.95

GRAPHICS AND
PRESENTATIONS
Timeworks DTP 2 (see box)
EasyDraw2
SuperchargedEasyDraw 2
Deluxe Paint ST
Canvas

Spectrum 512
CyberStudio (1Mb req'd)
CyberPaint

PROGRAMMING
Hisoft Basic 2 - New release

Tempus 2-Programmers Editor
GSTC Compiler
Hisoft C Interpreter
Lattice C version 5

NevadaCobol(CPM Inc. emulator)
Hisoft High Speed PascalV1.5

Hisoft WERCS Plus (Inc. GDOS)

ARNOR PRODUCTS

£99.95
£36.95
£59.95
£44.95
£10.95
£22.95
£39.95
£39.95

£54.95
£29.95
£15.95
£39.95
£99.95
£33.95
£69.95
£33.95

STOS THE CREATOR

PROTEXT 5.5!

PRODATA 1.2

STOS-The Creator

£19.95

Awarded STFormat Gold! 11/91)
All the power of version 5 and more!
A thesaurus is the first thing you'll

New Pull-Down Menus, automatic record

STOS-Compiler

£12.95

numbering, 2 across label printing,
instantaneousfiltering and more

STOS - 3-D NOWAVAILABLE!
STOS-CREATOR AND COMPILER

£22.95
£29.95

notice, but also includes automatic
hyphenation, revised dictionaries,
new word count options to aid style
analysis, improved print formatting
help and line drawing, and better
data import from Prodata STILL THE

RRP £99.88

STOS - MaestroPlussampler
TheGameMakers Manual (Book)

£39.95
£11.95

BEST WP FOR GETTING THE MOST
FROM YOUR PRINTER. REQUIRES
1Mb
RRP £152.75
OURS £99.95

VERY SPECIAL PRICE.

OURS £64.95
PROTEXT 4.3

The entry level version of this
extremely quick word processor is
available for a limited period at a
Includes Pull

down menus and spell checker.
RRP £99.99

OUR PRICE £44.95

DATABASES/FINANCIAL
Prodata version 1.2

Data Manager Professional
Super Card 2, by B.Ware
3-D CalcSpreadsheet
Mini Office Spreadsheet
PersonalFinance Manager Plus
Home Accounts 2

NAKSHA

SQUIK

MECHANICAL MOUSE

MECHANICAL MOUSE

Our most popular mouse includes
Operation Stealth, Matand Holder

Basically a re-badged Naksha, but
without the trimmings.

£21.95

ECall
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£64.95
£29.95
£24.95
£21.95
£12.95
£29.95
£36.95

WORD PROCESSING

SAMPLERS
Stereo Master, Playback via monitor £29.95

Replay 8, Output for Hi-Fi ormonitor £44.95
Replay Stereo, Twin outputs forboth £64.95
Replay Prof.Mono, Hi-Fi/Monitor £79.95

MISCELLANEOUS
Quartetv1.5 4 voicemusicsynth

£36.95

Mini Office Communications

£12.95

Harlekin 2

£39.95

Hisoft Knife ST

£19.95

Flexidump (for9 pin mono)
Flexidump Plus (alldot matrix)
Forget MeClock2

£17.95

£31.95
£17.95

ZYDEC 3.5" SECOND
DISC DRIVE
Quality external, doublesided disc drive,
including PSU and cable.
£52.95

SPECIAL OFFERS
MINI OFFICE

Spreadsheetand Communications
BOTH FOR £25
TIMEWORKS

DESKTOP PUBLISHER 1

Bargain Bundle
iw'fftVidi ST and Vidi Chrome

PlusFirstWord Plus (no mail merge)
£129.95
or

withZydec Second disc drive
Plus FirstWord Plus (no mail merge)
£99.95

Protext version 5.5 (1Mb)
Protext 4.3 Specialofferjust
Word Flair(1Mb)

£99.95
£44.95
£57.95

COURIER DELIVERY
SERVICE

First Word Plus
Word Writer

£49.95
£36.95

Available on all orders. Prices start from £3
- Please ask for details

Tutoria
Although the 68000 processor
inside your ST is powerful, it is
also essentially stupid. All it is
capable of doing is manipulating bits,
bytes, words and longwords. It doesn't
know how to display anything on the
screen, print to the printer, make a
sound using the sound chip, or, in fact,
do very much useful at all!
Although all the supporting hardware
is present in the ST, the 68000 has no
knowledge of it. If we need to use it,
then it is up to us to write the necessary
routines!

Fortunately, those very nice folk at

Marc Young puts some
of the theory into
practice, and
harnesses the power
of your ST

Atari have done most of the hard work

for us. In order to produce an operating
system for the ST, it was obviously nec
essary for them to write routines for dis
playing to the screen, printing to the
printer and so on. Rather than keep this
code to themselves, they have given
everyone access to their expertise.
Any general purpose routine is likely
to require information telling it exactly
what to do. For example, a routine to
display one character on the screen will
require as input the character to be dis
played.
Some routines may also need to pass
back information to the user giving the
results of the operation. A routine
accepting a single character input from
the keyboard would obviously be most
useful if it passed back exactly which key
was pressed!
The method used on the ST to give us
access to these routines is the Trap com
mand. This takes the form TRAP #n,
where n is a number from 0 to 15. When

)

L

out of the possible 16 routines. These
are GemDOS - via TRAP #1, BIOS - via
TRAP #13, and XBIOS - via TRAP #14.

Obviously three (or even 16) routines
would hardly be sufficient to provide us
with the range of features we need for
the ST, so instead each gives us access to
a large number of subroutines. In order
to determine exactly which of the many
routines we wish to use, we need to pass
a parameter to the routine in question.
To pass parameters to these routines,
the Stack is used. We covered the Stack

briefly last month, and I won't be going
into any more detail this issue.
Time for an example:

Assembler!
Programming
the 68000
Trap routine. In this example we are
executing TRAP #1, which is known as
the GemDOS functions.

The third line simply "tidies up" by
adjusting the Stack pointer, which was
changed in the first line of the example.
So, what does the above actually do?
Not much, I'm afraid! It simply waits for
a key to be pressed. However, at least
now we are on our way to being able to
produce a useful program. Let's take a
look at another example:

The first line simply puts the value 1
onto the stack. This is to tell the Trap

the 68000 encounters such a command,

routine that we want to execute func

it jumps to a routine at one of 16
addresses. In practice, we only use three

tion number 1.

c

The second line actually calls the

string of characters on the screen. In
order to print the string, the operating
system must be told exactly where in
memory the string is. This is done by
placing the address of the string (that is,
the address in memory of the first char
acter of the string) onto the stack. In
PROG0002.S this is done using the line:
HOVE.L Sgreet,-(SP).

If you look through the program,
toward the end there is a program label,
greet. Following this label is the com
mand DC.B. Strictly speaking, this is not
a command - it is simply an instruction
to the assembler program to store the
bytes following in memory at the cur
rent location.

DC stands for Define Constant. The
You should be able to work out most of

Some useful GemDOS routines
The GemDOS (and BIOSand XBIOS) routines are given names to aid the pro

this one for yourself, but for the wary,
the first line puts 65 onto the stack, the
second line puts 2 onto the stack, the

grammer. Later in the series we will see how we can use these names to make our
programs more readable.

fourth line corrects the stack (adding

third line executes GemDOS and the

four, because each of the first two lines
Number
0

Name
PtermO

Description
Terminates the current program

effectively subtract two from the Stack
pointer).
This example prints the letter A on

1

Cconin

Wait for a key to be pressed, showing it onscreen

the screen. The Ascii code for the letter

2

Cconout

5

Cprnout

Print a single character on the screen
Write character to the printer

A is 65, which is put on the Stack in the
first line. The 2, placed onto the stack in

7

Crawcin

9

Cconws

10

Cconrs

11

CConis

As Cconin, but does not display character onscreen
Print string of characters
Input a string of characters from the keyboard
See if a key has been pressed

line two, tells the ST to execute
GemDOS routine number two.

42

Tgetdate

Returns the current date

43

Tsetdate

Sets the current date

44

Tgettime

Gets the current time

45

Tsettime

Sets the current time

Take a look at PROG0002.S on the

75

Pexec

Load and Run another program

and XBIOS routines will be used in the example programs over the next few
months.

also use DC.W or DC.L to store a

sequence of words or longwords.
So MOVE.L #greet,-(SP) moves the
address of the label greet onto the stack,
in the same way as MOVE.W #65,-(SP)
would move the number 65 onto the
stack.

Taking a shorter string as an example,
look for the label "person" in the pro
gram. The line looks like this:
person DC.
there ',0

13,10,'lfeLl, hello

The box on these pages shows a num
ber of the GemDOS routines available.

Unfortunately there is insufficient space
to cover them in any great detail, as
each must be passed, and may return,
several parameters.

Spacedoes not permit a complete GemDOS list. However, several GemDOS, BIOS

,B following simply tells the assembler
to expect a string of bytes. We could

CoverDisk. It uses a number of Trap
functions to perform some simple screen
input and output.
You will see that the program makes
extensive use of the TRAP #1 function

The string stored in memory would be:
13,10,87,101,108,108,44,32,104,101,108,
108,111,32,116, 104,101,114,101,32,0

You should be able to match up the
numbers with the corresponding letters
quite easily.
The 13 and 10 preceding the string
simply tell the ST to move the cursor to
the beginning of the line (Carriage

number 9. This function will display a
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Tutorial
Return - 13) and down to the next line

(Line Feed - 10). The zero byte at the
end of the string tells the TRAP #1 rou
tine number 9 to stop printing bytes

you will see that the next line of the
program contains another label,
name_out:. This is followed by the

The Stack in action

instruction:

MEMORY

STACK POINTER
DS.B

20

from memory.
The characters such as 13,10 and
zero are sometimes known as control

characters, because they control the out
put rather than actually appearing on
the screen. Also available on the ST are a

number of Escape Sequences. These are

strings of characters, beginning with the
Escape character (which is a Control
character and so doesn't print).

An example makes things clearer.
Take a look at the program PROG0002.S
again and find the label, els. You'll see
that this is simply a string of 27,'E',0.

The Escape character is 27 and, as the
comments tell you, Esc E clears the
screen. Again, notice that the zero byte
following the string is necessary to tell
the routine when to stop printing!
The other GemDOS routines used in

the example program are numbers 10, 1
and zero. These are explained below.
Function zero simply terminates the
current program. Notice that we use
CLR.W -(SP) rather than MOVE.W #0,-

(SP). In fact, these two instructions have
the same effect, and are completely
interchangeable. CLR.W just executes a
little faster.

You may also notice that this routine
does not tidy the stack after the Trap
instruction. This is because the program

is immediately stopped, so any tidying
will never be performed.
Function 1 waits for a key to be

pressed before continuing. In fact the
key pressed is returned to the program
in the data register DO, although we do
nothing with it in the example program.
Function 10 allows a whole string to
be input from the keyboard. We need
somewhere to store whatever is input, so
we pass to the routine the address of a
block of memory which we wish to use
to store the keyboard input. In the
example program the address is that of

DS.B differs from DC.B in that it is fol

lowed by a count of the number of bytes
required, rather than the values of a
number of bytes. So DS.B 20 reserves the
following 20 bytes of memory for our

it into the program. This can then be
reprinted using the name_out label.
If you're not clear on how the exam
ple program works, try changing a few
of the bytes in the data. For example, try
replacing the 27,'E',0 by 'cls',0. Seeif
you can work out what will happen
before trying it.

Looking through the example pro
gram PROG0002.S you may wonder
about a couple of things which I've just
thrown into the program without men
The first is SECTION DATA. This is an

instruction to the assembler, rather than

an assembler instruction, and simply
means that what follows is data which

The instuction MOVE.W#65,-(SP) has been
execute. The Stack pointer has again been
decremented by 2, (because of the .W) and the
value $0041 written to the word now pointed at by
the Stack pointer ($41 = decimal 65).

^%

The instruction MOVE.W #2,- (SP) has been
executed. The Stack pointer has again been
decremented by 2, and $0002 written to the word it
points to.

will be created by the assembler (as
opposed to instructions or data which
may be loaded in when the program is
This is only included for complete
ness, and in fact could be entirely
removed without affecting the program
The second is EVEN. Again this is an

$7654
$BA98
$0041

$24FC08
$24FC06
$24FC04

The instruction ADD.L #4,SP has been executed.

$0002

This pointsthe stack back to its original position.
Notice,though, that the Stack contents have altered
considerably from steps 1 to 5. We should never
relyon other routines leaving the stack alone below
the positionof the Stack pointer.

$DF30
$001 1
$FBD8

J24FC02
$24FCOO
$24FCFE
$24FBFC

gf^

The instruction TRAP #1 has been executed.

and the values $0002 and $0041 remain. However

values deeper in the stack have been altered. This

instruction to the assembler. In this case

is because the TRAP routine has made use of the

it tells it to ensure that the next byte
assembled falls on an even byte.

stack for its own processing.

Again in the example program these
lines may be removed, but it is good
practise to put EVEN above any labels, as
many of the routines on the STwill
expect data to be on an even byte (a
word boundary). An example of the
effect of EVEN will make things clear:
DC.B 1,2,3
DC.B 4,5,6

$7654 $24FC08
SBA98 $24FC06
J24FC04
$0041
$0002 $24FC02
$ 9 A B C $24FCOO
$5678 S24FCFE
$ 1 234 $24FBFC

J24FC08
$24FC06
J24FC04
$24FC02
$24FCOO
$24FCFE
$24FBFC

Noticethat the Stack pointer is the same as before,

in any way.

J24FC08
$24FC06
$24FC04
$24FC02
$ 9 A B C $24FCOO
$5678 $24FCFE
$ 1 234 $24FBFC

$7654
$BA98
$0041
$0002
$DF30
SOOt 1
$FB08

run).

4^

The diagrams above show the Stack Pointer ISP) at each stage of a small
program which prints the letter "A" on the screen using GemDOS 2

will produce the bytes 1,2,3,4,5,6 in
memory.

Glossary

EVEN

DC.B 1,2,3
EVEN

Twenty is just a number I chose to be
large enough to hold most reader's
names. Try typing in more than 20 char
acters when the program asks for your

DC.B 4,5,6

Ascii - American Standard Code for Information Interchange. Essentially a
code where each of the numbers 0 to 255 represent a letter, number or

will produce 1,2,3,0,4,5,6 as the second
DC.B is shunted along to force it onto a
word boundary.
As a demonstration of the importance

symbol. A is 65, B is 66 etc.
BIOS - The operating system routines accessed via the TRAP #13 instruction.
GemDOS - The operating system routines accessed via the TRAP #1 instruc

of the EVEN directive, take a look at

Parameter - A piece of information passed to or from a routine. This may be
passed using a register, the Stack, or even a specific area of memory.
Trap - A machine code instruction which tells the 68000 processor to exe
cute one of 16 subroutines supplied by the operating system.
Word Boundary - An even address.
XBIOS - The operating system routines accessed via the TRAP #14 instruc

ent values to see what effect this has.

PROG0003.S and PROG0004.S on the

Following the 20 is another byte. This
is given the value zero in the program.

CoverDisk. PROG0003.S will crash the

This byte will be changed by the routine

ST if executed, as the label is assembled
to an odd address. In PROG0004.S, the

to the number of characters that actu

same program is corrected by using the

ally were entered. Again, the example

EVEN instruction to force the label to be

program makes no use of this. Finally,

on an even boundary.
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$24FC08
$24FC06
$24FC04
$24FC02
$24FCOO
$24FCFE
$24FBFC

$7654
$BA98
$0041
$OEFO

^aw

tioning.

program.

name. You see that the input routine
acts like you pressed the Return key. You
may like to try changing the 20 to differ

easier to follow.

$7654
$BA98
$ FIE DC
$DEFO
$9ABC
$5678
$ 1 234

ADDRESS

use. In this case, these 20 bytes are the
bytes used to store our name as we type

the label "name_in".

If you look at this label you will
notice that the first byte is given a value
of 20. This is used by the routine to
determine exactly how many characters
are to be input before returning to our

The Stack pointerstarts witha value of S24FC06.
The area of memory around this address is shown,
filled witharbitraryvalues to make the diagrams

VALUE

tion.

tion.

DAaTASCAN

INCREDIBLE DEALS ON ATARI STE'S

Pro Plus IHflH
THE scanner for your Atari ST

FREEBIE PACK

(INCLUDED WITH EVERY ATARI STE)

QUALITY :
40 CAPACITY LOCKABLE DISK BOX,

MOUSE MAT, MOUSE HOLDER,
DISK CLEANER AND JOYSTICK !!
PLUS:

DaataScan Pro Plus

20 GAMES

A superb high quality image capture package
compatible with all Atari ST's. Scan images

3 ART PROGRAMS, 1 MUSIC PROGRAM,
5 EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS,
WORD PROCESSOR, SPREADSHEET, VIRl
KILLER, TAX PLANNER, DATABASE.

from magazines, books, photos, etc. for
use with DTP and ART applications.

Scanner:

FREE WITH EVERY ATARI STE

• 100-400 dpi resolutions.

• 64 grey levels.

DISCOVERY PACK

• B/W text mode.

£2

1 MEGABYTE STE

• 3 halftone photo modes.

2 MEGABYTE STE

£2

Supplied with a high speed interface
cartridge, which plugs into the parallel port,
and a dedicated, regulated power supply.

4 MEGABYTE STE

S3

1040 FAMILY CURRICULUM PACK

£2

DaataScan Professional 2.40

MEGA 1 STE

...£*

MEGA 2 STE (48mb HD).
2 MEG TT (48mb HD)

...£S

Image capture software package supplied
with the DaataScan hand scanner.

.£U

UPGRADES
i

1/2 MEG UPGRADE
Line art scan

2 MEG UPGRADE

i

4 MEG UPGRADE

£1

MONITORS
SAMSUNG 14" MEDIUM RESOLUTION
Software screen shot

COLOUR TV/MONITOR (Inc Leads) £169

Features:
•
•
•
•

PHILIPS 8833 MKII (with leads) £239

100% machine code - STE compatible.
Saves in IMG, DEGAS & TIFF file formats.
Runs in high and medium resolutions.
GDOS printer support with print scaling.

Halftone scan

CITIZEN SWIFT 224 COLOUR PRINTER £2
PRINTER STAND £8 MOUSE HOLDER £2

Scanning &Editing:

MOUSE MAT (HIGH QUALITY) £3

• Real-time scanning display.
• Variable scan page size.

DOUBLE, MONITOR PLINTH (WITH SHELF) I

• Rotate, flip, invert and crop.

SCART MONITOR LEADS £9 PRINTER LEAD

10 WATT POWER STEREO SPEAKERS £li

• Zoom with pixel editing.
FREE

EXTENSION LEADS £4.70 DISK CLEANER £
TWO IN ONE TV SPLITTER £3

Colour modifier software included.

( Also available DaataScan Pro A4

E499.95)

Colour-In image

ART TUTOR now with its own paint program, I
PLEASE ADD £6.50 FOR INSURED CARRIAC

Calamus DTP 1.09N
The most comprehensive page
design package available for
the Atari ST.
The ultimate

UNBEATABLE PRICE

ON ITEMS OVER £120
MINIMUM ORDER £10

£109-!!

VAT INCLUDED IN PRICES

FRIENDLY, QUALIFIED STAFF : HELPLIN

£239.95 with Calamus

publishing solution.
(Calamus SL phone )

£139.35

All prices inciude VAT and postage.

CREDIT CARD HOTLINE

0234 84 33 55

£aNDaaL

Pandaal Marketing Ltd
44 Singer Way, Kempston, Bedford MK42 7AF

LEVENMOUTH BUSINESS CENTRE,
RIVERSIDE ROAD, LEVEN, FIFE KY8 4L1
TEL

0333 421243
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hat the music-making,
computer-using com
m Br munity
i
needs now are
ompaniment generation pro
ms. Or so you would think
Sging by the number which
/e been released over the past
ir or two.

Hot on the heels of Band-in-a-

Once more

k. (STUser December '90), Freestyle
' User February '92) and Improviser
' User Music Aspects May '92) comes
ling Partner. However, it goes one
p further than the other accompanint programs by having a built-in
uencer.

Protected
Ihe program is supplied on a proted key disk. The files can be copied
mother floppy or a hard disk but it
st be present when you load the
igram.

the main screen bears a similarity to
.ab's Notator - the Arrange window
the left and the Pattern window on

right of the screen. At the top is a
<er and in the centre are the transt controls.

you can insert one or more accompani
ment tracks into a Pattern. An accom

paniment consists of six instrument

parts - drums, bass, strings, guitar,
piano and brass.
The accompaniment section is
extremely comprehensive and has
many features and options but it does
require a little study to take on board.
Essentially, there are 74 Styles which
are divided into groups such as rock,
shuffle, jazz, funk, samba and march.
The manual says there are 32 groups
but there were only 15 in the program.
Styles are loaded automatically when
you boot the program so you can't load
in new ones, although updates intend
to offer a greater range.

Dperation follows traditional
uencer format. You can record up to
tracks in a Pattern and then link

terns together in the Arrange winv to form a complete song. Edit
ctions include track, copy, paste
I merge, and quantisation. You can
ispose tracks and assign them to a
ii channel. When you link Patterns
he Arrange window you can transe them here, too.

Jut Feeling Partner's main purpose
ccompaniment generation and the
uencer has a role to play here, as
II discover shortly.
\s well as recording your own tracks

Drum rhythms

ment to instrument and Style to
Style, between two and 13.
Models are there to help you
customise the accompaniment
section. You can audition each

with

Model using the Taste Model
option (I wonder if some of these

names are a result of the translation

or if the translator had a sense of

humour!). You can assign two Models
to each accompaniment instrument.
These are used in the Algorithm (hang
on in there!).

The Algorithm window is where you
actually construct the accompaniment.
There is one Algorithm for each accom
paniment instrument and these can be
up to 16 bars long. You assemble an

Algorithm out of the basic Style pat
tern, the two Models and bars of rests.

A Style contains six instrument parts
- the ones already mentioned. The
only difference between the groups is
the drum rhythms - the other parts are
identical, although the manual doesn't

This, you'll be pleased to hear, is very

make this clear.

of Model two, two bars of rests and a

The instrument parts in each Style
are divided into Models which are sim

ply variations of the basic rhythmic
pattern of the Style.
Drum parts have one-bar Models,
instruments Models are two bars long.
Each instrument in a Style has a num
ber of Models which varies from instru-

easy.

The Algorithm window shows a vari
ety of two-bar combinations such as a
bar of basic rhythm followed by a bar

of the window. This shows the order in

which the patterns will play.

Rhythm extras
An additional feature for drum

You can create up to 16 Algorithms
for each instrument and each

Algorithm is independent of the oth
ers.

It takes a while to become conver

sant with the way the accompaniment
patterns are constructed - and to get to

> first six tracks

assigned to
accompaniment
instruments
esk

Flies

Paraweters

Arranger

Models

Options

Creating an
Algorithm for the
Guitar track by
dragging two-bar
icons into the
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features than any other
accompanimentprogramto date
EASE OF USE: It takes a little

whileto understand the waythe
accompanimentsareput together,
but theydo allow you to create an
accompaniment tailor-made for a
song

bar of Model one followed by a bar of

fills.

eeling Partner's

FEATURES: More customisation

rests. You simply click and drag these
icons into a 16-bar strip at the bottom

Algorithms is the ability to set the per
centage of a drum break. This can add
anything to a rhythm, from a few extra
hi-hat taps to complete round-the-kit

tain screen with

^f^XSrw it^\&

The Style

Algorithm strip at

sheet, divided
into 15 groups

the bottom of the
window

grips with the terminology - but the
net result does give you enormous
scope for customisation without actu
ally having to construct the patterns
from scratch yourself.
But if you want to, you can create

your own Models. You do this by
recording a few bars into an empty
track and selecting the Create New
Models option. This will divide the
track into two-bar Models and store

them in the Model Library which you
can save. This replaces the existing
Library which, like the Styles, is loaded
automatically on booting. On the cur
rent version of Feeling Partner, you can
only create new instrument Models,

Mus

Accompaniment programs have come a ions
way since auto-chords and pre-programmed
fill-ins. Ian Waugh plays along

feeling

of a fun way to spend a rainy after
noon. There is a quantise function but,
again, it's rather basic, although there
is also an Auto Quantise function

customise them can make all the d

which saves you having to worry about
the settings.
Having recorded a chord track, you
designate it as a Track Driver. You can
record several tracks of chords but only
one can be designated the Track Driver
at any one time. Asthe program plays,
if it recognises a chord it displays the
name at the bottom right of the screen.
It's important only to record chords
the program recognises otherwise the
results won't be what you expect. I
can't help but think a chord sheet
would be a much easier option.

ence between an "automatic" acco

To create a song, you construct a
number of Patterns as described. Each

Pattern appears in the Pattern List on
the left of the screen. You can toggle
this into the Arrange Song window
where you can link the Patterns
together. You can't offset Patterns in
relation to each other to make one

The Track Editor

showing the

recognises

sequencer.

The program can also be driven
directly from a keyboard, in which case
it will create accompaniments on-thefly rather like portable keyboards
which have built-in rhythms and
accompaniments. You can assign a
split point to the keyboard and use the

of the screen can be used to alter three

parameters - volume, pan and program
number. The default settings are for the

settings are shown as numbers at the
top of the mixer. These are rather small

parts and then create Algorithms for
them. The program has Modify Pattern
and Modify Track functions which ran
domise the settings.
Next you have to record a Chord
Track for the accompaniment to fol
low. The program recognises 12 chord
types, stopping short at 9ths. Oddly, it
doesn't recognise 6ths either or aug

and the slider controls rather sensitive

mented chords which is a little more

so you have to tweak the controls care
fully. If you use Midi Thru, the pro
gram will transmit on the channel of
the currently selected track so it's easy

restrictive.

Roland MT-32.

Sensitive controls
There is one slider for each of the 16
Midi channels and the current slider

You have to physically record the
chords into a track. You can edit them

in the Track Editor but this is a rather

to select the sounds and settings you

simple event editor. You could insert

want.

chords here but it wouldn't be my idea

The drum note assignments are han
dled from a separate window. Again,

the Pattern and copy them to the
higher numbered tracks.

Improvements

any of the Algorithm slots? It wou
make the program much more fie)

without making it any more comp
However, the developers are wo

on an update (and, I believe, upda
beyond this one are being plannec
you might expect the rough edges
knocked off very soon.

While Feeling Partner can be us
an all-in-one sequencer/arranger p
gram, you must bear in mind the I
tations of the sequencer. However
where it scores over the competitic

by allowing you to run the accomi
ment with the melody and/or mu:
arrangement it is intended to acco

the program interprets the chords cor
rectly and plays them at the right time.

Paraneters

Arranger

Models

Options

pany.

The ideal combination is Feelin

Partner with a dedicated sequence

which supports Midi Files. You cai
export the accompaniments into
your sequencer and edit them furt
if you wish. This arrangement (soi
makes Feeling Partner the most

powerful arranger program availat
for the ST.

drum sound and clicking on an
onscreen keyboard. Unlike Styles and

rERm

Models, drum maps can be saved and

4 =«—

«S

10

S
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loaded separately.
When you add accompaniment

Once the program is talking to your
equipment you can put an accompani-

manual really needs more diagram
Working with the package I did
a few grumbles, and a few ideas ca
to mind. For example, when creati
accompaniment tracks in a Patterr
down on the screen, the list of insi
ments disappears off the bottom. 1

left-hand section to form chords which

are easily altered, too, by selecting a

made.

ordered alphabetically (most refere
sections are ordered by topic) but 1

determine the accompaniment, and
the right-hand section for the melody.
There are three recognition modes
which offer increasingly sophisticated
chord and note analysis. As with
chords tracks, you need to play the
accompaniments with care to ensure

the defaults are for the MT-32 but these

parts to new Patterns, they automati
cally use the settings you have already

be right. However, the manual con
tains a good Getting Started sectioi
and once you grasp the basic cone
operation isn't difficult.

While the Models and Algorithi
arrangement works fine, why not!
ply let the user drop any Model in

Models for the instrument and drum

on-the-fly, as they play. Use Create
Tracks to insert the accompaniment

immediately accessible program, y>

sequencer and add the melody and
other parts there. The program will

Pattern length. Choose a couple of

So let's put everything together and
create an accompaniment. Begin by
assigning suitable sounds to the six
instrument parts. The mixer at the top

Don't underestimate the humbl

break/fill percentage setting, simpl
vary the drums every four bars or s
If you have formed the impressi
that Feeling Partner is not the mos

solution is to create them at the to

instruments into a Pattern and select a

ment together. Youcan choose a Style

designed especially for your music.

come in a beat late, for example, but
you can loop them.
The program supports the Midi File
Format so you can export the accompa
niments to a more sophisticated

even play the accompaniments as it
saves them. It can also import files,
which is very useful for working out
the accompaniments to a melody you
have already created in another

not drum Models.

paniment and something which
sounds a little more like it was

There is a reference section whi(

Toggle

names of chords
which it

The accompaniment patterns ar

very good, but then with six parts
them they should be. The ability t<

TRUCK:16
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To create a drum

map you select a
drum sound and

click on the key
which plays it
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Telephone: 081-7898641
Price:: £175

Configuration: All STs, 1MbRA
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What
are

You've seen the PD

programs, you've
bought the
postcards... now
Roy Stead explains
exactly what it is that
you've been

marvelling at

fractals,
anyway
H o w long is a piece of string?
OK - before anybody says,
"As long as you like", let's
nake that question a little easier to

9

the size of their parent side. Repeat for

easier.

If you kept on doing this, you'd even
tually find yourself measuring around
each individual atom along the length
of the string, and discover that your lit
tle tiny piece of string is really thou
sands, even millions, of miles long.
You see, the surface of your string has

ever.

a fractal structure, which means that -

No matter how closely you look at
the Koch Curve, there's always more to
see - just like our piece of string.
Surprisingly, scientists only really
"discovered" chaos theory - out of
which fractals spring - relatively
recently. The ideas, though, have been

uler, but this time measure around

no matter how closely you look at it there will always be more details to see,
you will always be able to look, Sherlock
Holmes-like, even more closely and find

knocking around since 1960, when a
meteorologist named Edward Lorenz
was working, using his computer, on
what he called his "Toy Weather".

:very little bump along the length of the

even more structure.

inswer.

Take a 12in ruler and carefully mea;ure and cut a six inch length of string.
Vow - how long is that piece of string?
It sounds like a stupid question,
loesn't it? But are you sure you mea;ured it properly? Try measuring the
itring using a magnifying glass and a

.tring. It's OK - I'll still be here when
'ou get back.

I'll bet that your new measurement
vas about two or three times the old

)ne - so your "six inch long" piece of
tring is really 18in long. Or is it?
Try repeating the measurement
you'll need very steady hands for this
me), but this time use a microscope and
i ruler which shows tenths, hundredths

>r even - if you can find one - thouandths of a millimetre. Alternatively,
ake a magnified photograph of your
tring and use that to make measuring
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Koch Curve
As long ago as 1904, a mathematician
named Helge von Koch described a simi

Lorenzwrote his program to print out
streams of numbers which described

what the system's representation of the
weather looked like as it evolved over

Koch Curve in his honour.

time. One day, Lorenz was fascinated by
a pattern which occurred about half-way
through the run.

To draw a Koch curve, you start with
an equilateral triangle. Then, one-third

didn't fancy waiting for the entire run

lar kind of structure, now called the

He wanted to take a closer look, but

of the way along each side, add a similar

to repeat itself, which could take hours.

triangle with sides one-third the length
of that side. The result looks something

So, as a short cut, Lorenz just typed in
the numbers from his printout, restarted

like the Star of David. Now, on each side

his toy weather and wandered off for a
cup of coffee. When he returned, Lorenz

of this structure, add similar triangles
with sides which are, again, one third

discovered that the pattern he was try

ing to reproduce wasn't quite there. His
new run started off similarly, but very
quickly diverged from the previous runthrough. There was nothing wrong with
the computer, so what was the problem?

Xhead
The problem, as it turned out, was
that Toy Weather stored its numbers to
six decimal places, but only printed out
three - to save space on the printout. An
alteration of less than one part in a
thousand in the program's input had
led to a huge variation in the output.
Something odd was going on.
Researchers in chaos theory call this
phenomenon sensitive dependence on
initial conditions, though most people
know it better as the butterfly effect.
The basic idea is that "chaotic" sys
tems, like our atmosphere, are so sensi
tive to changes that a butterfly flapping
its wings in the Amazon basin today

Insigh

might result in a hurricane over Slough
six months from now.

So you see, it isn't all Michael Fish's

fault - the weather really is impossible to
predict, even in theory, more than a few
days in advance.
The basic problem with predicting the
weather is that the equations which we
have to use in order to describe the

atmosphere are dynamic (their values
change over time), and non-linear in
nature (that is, the output from these
equations is not proportional to their
input).

Add to this the fact that the outputs
are fed back into the equations as the
next inputs and we have a set of equa
tions which are very hard to solve. So
difficult are they, in fact, that physicists
- until recently - have used linear equa
tions, which are far easier to solve, to

approximate these non-linear ones, thus
neatly removing much of the trauma

and reducing the suicide rate among
physicists accordingly.
So, what can you do to solve these
enormously hard equations? Why, feed
them to a computer, of course. In this
way, computers have been used to
model fluid turbulence (the movement

of liquids or gases in enclosed spaces),
and so have assisted in the development
of new aircraft and even the design of
the Acme Better Toilet Cistern.

Computer work
This kind of work is generally under

taken by using computers to display
images known as fractals. We've talked a
little about fractals, but have yet to
really explain what they are.
But first, a warning - don't worry if
the next paragraph doesn't make much
sense to you, as you really don't have to
grasp the mathematics at this deep a
level in order to explore fractal shapes,

such as the Mandelbrot set.

program (JULIA.TTP) on this month's

In mathematical terms, then, a fractal
is a graphical representation of a two (or

CoverDisk.

more) dimensional complex space of
dynamic non-linear feedback equations.
Basically, this means that the co-ordi
nates used to plot a fractal are, at a
deeper level, vectors of complex num
bers, with the algorithm used to define
the fractal being a transformation
matrix, often itself consisting of com
plex numbers.
The Mandelbrot set, being the fractal
structure most familiar to the majority
of us, was discovered by - who else? the mathematician Benoit Mandelbrot

in 1979. For those who may be curious,
the Mandelbrot set is a catalogue in
complex space of all Julia sets, but let's
not get into that bugbear.
The easiest way of finding out about
Julia sets is by actually looking at a few.
To help you out with this, there's a little

Fractal Zoom
The good news for the rest of us is
that exploring the Mandelbrot set (and
Julia sets) is made relatively easy thanks
to a guy named Ian Connor, who
released his program Fractal Zoom into
the public domain a couple of years
ago.

Fractal Zoom is by far the most pow
erful, most versatile and fastest "micro

scope" for exploring complex space tha
I have found for the ST. Indeed, the pic
tures which accompany this piece were
composed using Fractal Zoom, and I
would recommend its use to anybody
who wants to plant a few flags on
Mandelbrot's island. Fractals, however,

are not limited to Mandelbrot's baby.
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Don't buy aHigh Res Monitor
until you've checked out The Monulator, an incredible new software utility
which turns any TV or monitor into a monochrome monitor capable of
displaying every single pixel of the ST's superb High Resolution screen.

Run the wealth of ST monochrome software, using your

existing TV or monitor, with no loss of display quality!
All ST professionals agree that a high resolution monitor is essential for
serious use. The Monulator is a direct replacement for the Atari SM124

monitor in a complete, easy-to-use package. No special hardware is
required. What's more, The Monulator has features the SM124 can only
dream of (for example, a green screen mode!)
Compatible with: Calamus ... Cubase ... Proflight ... Pagestream ... Calligrapher ... Signum .

DynaCADD ... Hyperpaint ... WERCS ... DegasElite ... Steinberg Pro24 ... DevpacST ... QuickST .
BeckerCAD ... MegaPaint... Notator... Printing Press ... Protext... The list goes on...!

The Monulator is also compatible with the entire Atari ST range, from the 520
STFM to the Mega STE!
ATTENTION USERS OF P.D. MONO EMULATORS

from
CREATIVE SOUNDS

Excellent for Education.

Does your current mono emulator run slower than a soporific snail?
Are you fed up with having to decide everything at boot-up?
Can your eyes take much more of the fuzzy icons and unreadable text?

Stylized Melodic and Rhythmic

MORIARTY SOFTWARE has the answer: THE MONULATOR!

patterns.

Over 16 million random patterns!
REAL TIME INTERACTIVE

Recognises over 20 different chord
shapes in any key and generates

DEDICATED IMPROVISER

different modes.

Ever felt short of ideas or techniques

trying to lay down bass tracks, drum

Soft Link Compatible.

tracks, melody lines???
IMPROVISER lets you construct lines

Works with standard MIDI files.

in Real-Time.

monitor for less than £120. A software monitor comes a little cheaper. The

complete Monulator package, including documentation, postage and
FREE Technical support, costs just £20.00 (Overseas add £2).
Available direct from MORIARTY SOFTWARE,
1 CEDAR CLOSE • LANGLEY GREEN • CRAWLEY
WEST SUSSEX•RH11 7SB

machine such that, were you to hear it

To order send £95 + £4.50 p&p to

Creative Sounds, PO BOX 877,
BRISTOL, BS99 5LAor ring

gj

"Sounds are pouring out of the

The price? Look through this magazine and you won't find an SM124

in your local pub, you'd do a double
take and ask where the new piano
player came from."
PhilJohnson - The Independent

(0272) 244395

For further details - See page 106

Credit card orders to Goodmans International on (0782) 335650.

For further information please send a decent-sized SAE.
Latest release now Version 1.85

ST Format rated 87%

THE BEST IN EDUCATION
HOW TO ORDER

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Post your order.
Fax your order.
Ring credit card number.
Ring for advice.
Ask your dealer to order.

Prices:

THE THREE BEARS (5-10)
IBM, ST, CPC, AMIGA.

School Software Ltd., Tait Business Centre,
Dominic Street, Limerick, Ireland.
Tel: (U.K.) 010 353-61-415399.

MAGIC MATHS (4-8)
IBM, PCW, ST, AMIGA.

Fax Orders: 010 353-61-419755.

Credit Card Hotline (U.K.): 010 353-61-415399.

Highly rated primary maths programs.

Others Tel: 010 353-61-415399.

Selection of games. Add and Subtract.

BETTER SPELLING (8-18)
IBM, ST, PCW, AMIGA, CPC,
BBC, CBM(D).

Access/Mastercard/Eurocard/Barclaycard/Visa No.

BETTER MATHS (12-16 GCSE)
IBM, PCW, ST, AMIGA, CPC,
CBM(D).
Very comprehensive coverage of all the
major aspects of maths for this age
group. Excellent.

Highly acclaimed tutor. Received

JUNIOR TYPIST (4-10)
IBM, ST, AMIGA.

excellent reviews. Challenging.

Keyboard trainer which helps spelling.

Atari ST User
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£16.95

ORDER DIRECT TO:

tion.

"The best primary programs I have yet
seen." Multiply, Divide, Maths Skills.

£22.95

CPC, PCW, CBM (disks)
FREE CATALOGUE

Superbly reviewed educational adven
ture. Develops reading and imagina

MATHS MANIA (8-12)
IBM, PCW, ST, AMIGA.

IBM 51/4 or 31/2, ST &STE, AMIGA

I I
Expiry Date
My machine
Titles

Name....

Address.

I I I

I I I

I I

Cheque/PO I

Insigh
have to do without) Fractal Formatter
v2.1, a collection of 256 24-bit colour

Arguably more useful has been the

development, by Michael Barnsley, of
iterated function systems (IFSs), which
are used in playing the Chaos Game.
Take a piece of paper and mark on it
three points at random, labelling them,

clip-art images, compressed using fracta
image compression techniques.
The entire collection takes up 4Mb o
space. The uncompressed image data
took up 192 megabytes of space - that's
just shy of a 98 per cent compression
ratio. I think those figures speak for
themselves in showing how powerful
box transformation compression can be
But let's change tack slightly. I
promised to elaborate on the
astronomer's puzzle, and so let's
take a quick look at it before we fin

in turn, heads, tails and side. Now mark

a fourth point - again, at random - and
call it zl. Toss a coin - it comes up

"heads", so mark a point, z2, exactly
half way between zl and heads. Toss
the coin again. It comes up "tails", so
mark a point, z3 , exactly halfway
between z2 and tails.

ish.

Sierpinski Triangle

Ever since Galileo first

Continue for as long as your arm
holds out and you'll end up with, not a

pointed his telescope at Jupiter,
astronomers have puzzled over

random collection of dots, but a struc

what, exactly, the giant red spot on
its surface was. A great many theo
ries have come and gone over the
years, perhaps the most popular
being that it was the top of a huge
column of gas, erupting from some

ture called the Sierpinski Triangle, the
simplest structure which we can con
struct by playing the Chaos Game.

Playing the chaos game using an IFS
code works in a similar way. Instead of
marking midpoints, though, you use the

unseen volcano. In 1978, however,

coin's tossing to determine which of the

Voyager 2 sent back the first close-

transformation matrices in the IFS code

up pictures of the giant planet.

to use to produce your image, which
could be a leaf, a cloud, a mountain or

Hurricane

the ubiquitous fractal fern image, like
the one produced by the FERN.PRG pro

What they saw confused
astronomers even more, since the

gram on this month's CoverDisk.
But what use are these fractals? OK,

red spot appears to be an enormous
hurricane on the planet's surface.
The problem, you see, is that hurri
canes are not stable - they tend to
be very short-lived - yet this one
had been pretty stable for at least

we can use them for drawing pretty pic
tures, fine, but it's chaos theory, not
fractals, which is used by plumbers and
aircraft designers.

The fact is that fractals have proven

three centuries.

extremely useful in a number of areas,

such as in studying the genetic code
which governs the growth of organisms
("You mean this huge fern grew from
this little tiny spore? How does it know
which directions to grow in, professor?")
and resolving a question which has puz
zled astronomers for centuries, of which

box, a more general pic
ture - such as a picture of
a smiling clown - could be
encoded with virtually no

more later.

loss of picture quality.

Image compression
Perhaps the most impressive use of
fractals so far, however, is in the area of

image compression.
As an example of this, consider the
image of the fractal fern drawn by the
program on the CoverDisk. This entire,
very complex, picture is stored by the
program in a tiny array of 24 numbers.
A different image - such as a cloud, a
tree, a mountain or an entire landscape
- could have been encoded in a similar

manner with the same degree of image
compression.

Few images consist only of moun
tains, clouds and plants, though, so a
slightly more general version of this
technique was needed. This, even more
powerful, method is known as box trans
formation, for reasons which should

become obvious. By dividing the image
into successively smaller boxes, then
matching an IFS code to each individual

Applications? As I write, British

Telecom are basing their up-and-coming
video phone technology on box trans
formation techniques, enabling complex
video images to be transmitted rapidly,
and - hopefully - in real time, from
phone to phone.
Science fiction cliches seem to be

becoming reality once again. At the last

report, BTwere achieving better than 90
per cent compression of all image data,
with enough quality to recognise the
faces of individuals and the expressions
on those faces.

Indeed, even in the compression of
plain old static images, box transforma
tion has its part. In February this year,
Iterated Systems launched (for PCs only,
alas, so those without emulators will

Further fractals
For those of you whose appetite for fractals has been

Enter stage left, a young
astronomer at Cornell University,
by the name of Philip Marcus.
Puzzled like all the rest by this
impossibly stable hurricane, Marcuj
decided to try a fresh approach.
He wrote a computer pro
gram to model the atmosphere of
Jupiter. But - and here is where his
model differed from that of other
astronomers at the time - instead of

using the usual approximations of lineai
equations, the young astronomer
decided to try using dynamic, non-lin
ear equations to model this dynamic,
non-linear - chaotic - system.
The new approach paid off, in spades
and Marcus got the surprise of his life.
For he discovered that a red spot was
virtually certain to form no matter what
the initial configuration of Jupiter's
atmosphere.
As Philip Marcus put it: "You see this
large-scale spot, happy as a clam amid

whetted, I'd recommend you play with the two little programs
on the CoverDisk, then get hold of a copy of Ian Connor's
Fractal Zoom program from your local public domain library
(disk GD466 from Goodman PDL, tel 0782 335650).
If you want to try programming with fractals, look up
Michael Barnsley's book, The Science of Fractal Images (£23,
published in 1988 by Springer-Verlag). This is the best
description of fractal image programming, with plenty of

chaotic flow is soaking up energy like a
sponge."
The mystery was solved - Jupiter's red
spot turned out to be - contradictory as

example programs written in Basic, that I have found. It

ble chaos.

the small-scale chaotic flow, and the

this sounds - an inevitable island of sta

should be - Michael Barnsley invented IFS-encoding.
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*** DIVISION ONE 92 REVISION ONE ***

DIVISION
ONE 92 REV 1
"(The Midnight Oil) treat soccer in the sophisticated way Americans
treat their national games."
- The Guardian
THE GAMES Everyone has their own ideas on what makes a soccer team "tick". Here is

the opportunity to put into practice your own ideas. Operatingfromthe English1st division
you must builda squad to challenge for the league title,the FAand League Cups and the 3
European trophies. And as players age, rebuild the team while holding off relegation.
SQUADS/TRANSFER MARKET In a 3 squad system (1st team squad, reserve squad and
youth squad), use the continuous intake of youth players and training program to create a

squad whose skillsreflectyour ideas. Supplement these skillswithcarefully selected
transfer market acquisitions. As they age, veterans fade and youngsters develop, keep an
eye on the changing skills of your team.

SKILLSAll players have a balance of 5 skills(no "skill levels") whichyou must develop by
experimenting with yourteam. Evenmore important will be yourjudgementabout the effect
of the particularteam balance or skillcombinationon the outcome of the match, and
subsequently a season of football. Suitable trainingcan develop/enhance skills.

NEW

MATCH/STATSYour judgement willbe put to the test in this
unique 4 minute match/stats simulation against accurately
simulated opposition. This is the measure of your talent and
your most reliable source of information. There are displays
of: match flow, two teams, player-with-the-ball, injuries,
discipline, substitutions, in-match tactics, goal scorers,
possession breakdown and performance assessment.
REVISION ONE.

The best just got better! All updates that have been made to
Division One 92 over the last 6 months. In addition the

match screen has improved, opposition team info
expanded, a European transfer market added and a few
more minor changes. An edit program and a customisation
program have also been added. The manual has been
expanded and the packaging improved.
EDIT PROGRAM Edit the team and players that make up
Division One. Produce your own Division One, or Scottish
League, British League, European League,
German/Spanish/French/ltalian etc. etc. Or even make up a
league of all the best teams you've ever seen.

Tel Sales:

0438 721936
FOR
NEXT DAY
DELIVERY

CUSTOMISATION PROGRAM Customise the 45 man

starting squad. Use your favourite players, or your local
side. How about a squad with Pele, Beckenbauer, Best,
Cruyff, Maradonna...?

POSTAL SALES

WHAT IS DIFFERENT ABOUT THIS GAME?

Division One 92 transforms the soccer management game. You can concentrate on the football. Experimentwithplayers, formations,team

The Midnight Oil
Dept. STU5

styles. Build your dreamsquadand checkitoutinaccurately simulated league/cup football. Match results are from a unique soccermatch.
Every pass, tackle, shotetc. is determined bythe players involved. Your choice ofskills thus influences match results. Mental arithmetic has
been dumped. Football knowledge is the name of the game.

18 Hazelmere Road,

HEADCOACH V3 has been described as "the best

HEAD COACH
V3

game ever put onto a computer". It is the complete
American Football game, a multi season epic with the
very best strategic elements of the real thing. You will
call the plays, devise the gameplans and develop Ihe
team.

Use the first season (2 pre-season games, 16 regular
season games, and the play-offs) to discover your 45
man squad of players. Then exploit the college draft to
improve the team and expand your gameplay to beat
the very best the NFL can throw at you.

n it comes to the 4th down Headcoach has it". "Headcoach"

Stevenage SG2 8RX
2/3 days delivery

Please supply:
HC

Amiga
Amiga 1 meg
Atari ST

Players will age and teams will fade (a player will last

"TV Sports Football" head to head"
• Pop Comp.

about 6 seasons), but you willstay and rebuild...

•
a
a
£19.95

BACK-UP Facilities

MULTI - TOOLKIT

DISK ORGANIZER (all in ROM)

1) FREEZE action by MAGIC button
2) SAVE to drives A/B or to RAM
3) Save PROGRAM or SCREEN
4) Saving is FULLY AUTOMATIC

1) INSPECT/ALTER memory
{POKEinfinite lives, etc.)
2) INSPECT/ALTER registers
3) HEX/DEC/ASCII d\sp\ay

1) Non-GEM, fast, easy, user-friendly file/folder
copying/deleting/renaming - all using RAM
2) Far LESS (if any) DISK SWAPPING on single

5) MULTIPLE SAVING possible
6) FORMAT disks up to 410/820K
7) Powerful, fast COMPRESSING

4) FIND / REPLACE a string
5) FILL or SAVE/LOAD or
PRINT a block of memory

drives during copying - all copied via RAM
3) TAGGING of files/folders (incl. wild cards)
for mass copying or mass deleting

4) COMPACTING of disks for faster loading

MULTIFACE has ALL itstricksin a 64KROM - no need to load any othersoftware: MULTIFACE is alwaysthere and ready.
MULTIFACE is menu-driven withone-touchcommandsand on-screeninstructions, fully AUTOMATIC- so EASY to USE!
Pressing the MAGIC BUTTONwill FREEZEa program enabling you toSAVE ortouse the MULTI-TOOLKIT tostudy/modify it
The frozen (or saved & re-loaded) program continues from where stopped - save as vou progress to avoid playing from thestart.
MULTIFACE a) compresses b) formats more effectively cj can save onto several disks to back-up programs of ANY length!
MULTI-TOOLKIT letsyou inspect andchange (inhex/dec/ASCII) simply everything - POKE infinite lives, customize programs, etc.
All in all, the MULTIFACE ST can be used - and is SO USEFUL - in so many ways, that it is the ESSENTIAL ST COMPANION.
MULTIFACE must not be used to copy, reproduce or infringe in any way any copyright material without the clear permission of the copyright owner.
ROMANTIC ROBOT neither condones nor authorises the use of the MULTIFACE ST for the reproduction of copyright material - to do so is ILLEGAL.

However, to prevent any piracy, the MULTIFACE ST MUSI be attached to the cartridge port to run the programs itsaved.
I order a MULTIFACE at!

Ienclose a cheque/PO/cash for S.

ordebit my Access/Visa [

Card Exp..

Name/address

ROMANTIC ROBOT UK Ltd. 54 Deanscroft Ave, London NW9 8EN B24hrsJ*"si 081-200 8870 E US
Atari ST User May 1992

•
£19.95

Currentowners: replacementdisk £1.50

All this and much more! at a FINAL CLEARANCE PRICE £6*95 £24.95 ! It's NOW or NEVER!
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. POPULOUS II

ELVIRA THE ARCADE GAME

SHADOWLANDS

CRIME CITY
GOLDEN EAGLE
BIG RUN
BUDGET ROUNDUP
ALSO.,. ANOTHER WORLD SOLVED * HMV TALKING SHOP • ONWORD •

Perverts' Corner

INNER VISION
y, it's...

Populous II
At long last, we get our hands on the most Godlike game ever

Elvira

Oh deary, deary me. What is this? It's a rather
unfortunate photo of our rotund ex-editor,

.---•

Julian "Jools" Boardman, dressed in what he

A fine morally upstanding review

obviously believes to be a comedy apron.
Needless to say, several of these dodgy pho
tographs are currently circulating the upper
echelons of the software industry (ie the Europress notice board) and we confidently predict
that the pastel-shirted one will soon be hang
ing his head in shame.
But here's your chance to embarrass him fur
ther! Simply put words to this sorry picture.
Make it as insulting as you like, 'cos he doesn't
work up here any more and can't answer back.

Golden Eagle
Ornithological zaniness and feathery frolics

i
Shadowlands
'
What a refreshing change, courtesy of Domark

Crime City ........

Arf arf arf.

What can we give you for your efforts? Well,
a quick rummage in our cupboard reveals a
copy of Hero Quest going spare, plus the brand

The world's first Macclesfield simulator

Special F
They're r

16
e tuff and they advertise marmite

new Hero Quest data disk. Return of the Witch

Lord. Spooky, eh?
And we'll bung in some budget games, a

poster or two, maybe a badge, and if you're
really lucky you might get a signed copy of the
photo itself (but don't hold your breath).
Send your entries to the usual Gamer

Big Hun
Do we need another driving game?

address, and we'll pick the winners when we
get round to it. So there.

Another,

slightly better,
competition

On Word

Yup, that's right. Keep June 13 and 14 free in your diaries.
We're offering you the chance to have a big day out,
courtesy of everyone's favourite fighter pilots, Microprose.
For the mere price of a stamp you could be enjoying

.^

the Air Tournament International 1992, on Boscombe

A peep into the misty fut---

Down. Loads of planes zooming about being exciting,
plus loads of other things to do.

Talking Shop

guestions or captions to make up. Just send your name
and address to the following address to be in with a

And what's more, it's an absolute doddle to enter. No
>••••••••••••••••••••••

What's top of the charts? Look yonder and find out...

The Cheap Seats

chance of winningone of five pairs of tickets:

12

We tell you which cheapies to look out for

Cheat Mode

i

Now better than ever! This month. Another World gets dissected
May 1992

Yvette Weir Microprose Software
Unit 1 Hampton Road Industrial Estate
Tetbury GL8 8LD

Don't forget to mention Atari ST User when you write. If
you want further information on the show, call 0891
122997 (calls cost 38p per minute cheap rate, 46p per
minute all other times). And, hey, have a nice day y'all.

Microprose in "smarty
boots" shocker
Microprose are continuing to prove themselves to be a right old bunch of smart alecs
with ever bigger and better strategy/simulators.
B17 Flying Fortress is lined up for take off in summer, and involves you not just
flying a plane, but commanding a ten-man crew. Crew members display their own
temperaments and attitudes, so care
ful command is needed to keep every
one out of each others' hair.

Z 1 First Division Manager

Code Masters £7,99

a NE James Pond

GBH

£7,99

tt NE TovotaCel

GBH

£7,99

Ocean

£25,99

a NE F-16CombatPilo

Action 16

a NE Another

US Gold

7 H1C

HI

HNE International Ice Hockey
*#11 Paperboy
I*

At any time you can step into their
shoes and do their job, so you could
play the whole game as the rear gun

Ultll

£9,99

Zeppelin

£7,99

GBH Gold

£9,99

Ze|

£7,99

Em

£7,99

James Pond 2

H

Virgin

£29.99

it

Kixx

£7.99

come as and when you think your jjp

If

Hit Squad

£7,99

crew have earned them, and it all

ttNE Fantasy World Dizzy
1*1? Operation Thunderbolt
ttNE Oh No! More Lemmings

Code Masters £6,99

ner or take the harder route and do

everything yourself, from flying to
navigating to bombing. Promotions <*

looks very impressive indeed.

i'

Hit and Myth

*4

Hit Squad
Psygnosis
Hit Squad

£7,99
£19,99
£7,99

ttNE

Tronix

£9,99

Also lined up for future release is System
3's hot new property. Myth has already
swept the board on the 8-bit formats and is
garnering a bit of a reputation on the 16bits.

Reputedly System 3's best game since
IK+, it's an everyday tale of traversing Hell
to bring goodness and light to the world.
Apparently, the graphics have been
given a major overhaul since we last saw
them, and the whole thing moves a lot
more sexily now. Could it be the bestest
platform game ever? If the word on the
grapevine is anything to go by, it could

%
Ten new entries this month, six climbers, three

games drop and there's one non-mover - First Divi
sion Manager - which remains firmly at the number

well be.

It should be due out soon, price TBA.

one spot.

If you saw last month's astonishing episode of
Talking Shop, you'll remember my prediction that
Another World would jump to the top. I wasn't right,

Tanked up
Good news for sim fans, 'cos Empire are all
worked up and ready to let their long-awaited
sequel to Team Yankee roll out of the shed.
Pacific Islands is the title, and it looks set to
beat even Team Yankee into a cocked hat. The

year is 1995, and some sinisterrogue Ruskies are
threatening world peace by invading the Yama
Yama Pacific atoll. Your platoon is closest to the
scene so it's up to you to stop the buggers.
It looks a lot more involved than its predeces
sor, with a lot more attention to little details plus
faster 3D. Look out for a full review next month.

but it entered the chart at number six. However, I

did better than Dan - he went for Microprose Golf
and now it's totally disappeared from the chart.
Before I go, I must have a rant and a rave about
the distinct lack of full price games in the chart. Just
look at the chart - there are just five full price games
compared to 15 budgets. Come on you guys and gals
- there are some truly great games out there, forget
those below-average budget titles and get some
money spent.

That's about all we've got time for this month, but
I can but hope that Another World captures the num
ber one position in time for next month's astonish

ing episode of Talking Shop, as sponsored by HMV.
Jonathan

May 1992 ^jANU-ft I

thatyou have a right to enterMount Olym

Y e s , it's time to wreak havoc on

pus to take your place among the other
gods, but good of Dad isn'tabout to give
youyour inheritance at the drop of a hat you will have to earn it. Therefore, he has
arranged a little something to test your

those mortal minions again in
this sequelto the god of all god

games - Populous. It mustbe the megalo
The colosseum. Here you can compare your population J strength against

maniacin me, but this has to be one of my

that of tie enemy

favourite games ofall time.
There's nothing like a little divine distrac
tion on a quiet Sunday evening to combat
the impending mundane normality of a

worthiness.

mind you. After all, beinga staff writer on
Gamer is far from mundane - playing all
these games then telling you readers about
how good (orotherwise) theyare. What a

At the start of play, you are able to
choose the name and appearance of your
alter ego via the create deity screen. This
letsyou alter hair, eyes, mouth and so on,
and also determines your opponent's atti
tudes towards you.
Forinstance, ifyou select a mean facial
expression, your game will be more battle-

life eh?

oriented. Choose a scholar's hat and wise

Ofcoursethere isalways a negative side
to a "cushy" job and at Gamer this takes the

strategic. I like to take the Arnie

Monday morningat work.
Not that I suffer from such symptoms,

eyes and your game will become more
Schwarzenegger approach with "UZI NINE
MILLIMETER" Mana at the ready - none of

form of Jonathan "Biffa" Maddock - not a

pretty sightin the morning, Ican tell you.
Anyway, in Populous 2 you play the
part of the son of the god Zeus. Now,
among all the gods, Zeus is the main man,
the gaffer, the Godliest God of all Gods,
and he's also a bit of a pervert!
You see, hisfavourite pastime is preying
upon mortal woman and having his
wicked way with them while assuming the

this namby-pamby student rubbish for me.
All the basic principles of the original
Populous arethere. Mana isthe keyto suc
cess and this requires that you build your
population at a randyrabbit-like rate.
The more people you have, the more
Mana you have at your disposal for sum
moning your powersto aidyour peopleor,

form of such creatures as minotaurs and

and this is the fun bit, to inflict all manner

swansl.

of disasters on your opponent'spopulace.

We are talking major league kinky stuff
here, so all you female readers out there,

effects to choose from - well to be exact,

There are oodles of divine intervention

take my advice - run away sharpish if a

there are 30 of them, but oodles is a more

swan seems to have a unusual gleam in its

interesting way of expressing a boring

eye and avoid all dark, dank, minotaurinfested undergroundtunnels at allcosts.
Now being the son of Zeus, you realise

divided into six categories such as People

number like 30, isn't it? These effects are
effects. Earth effects and Fire effects, to
%
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name but a few, People effects range from
the ability to raise and lowerland to trans
forming your leader into powerful beings
such as Perseus, a mean dude who will

animation of the "little guys", everything is

happily pay a visit to an enemy abode,
then promptly beat the crap out of whoev
er happensto be at home- whata guy.
You don't start with all these powers
available to you, though. You will have to
"spend" your experience, in the form of
lightning bolts which are awarded to you
upona successful defeatofyouropponent,
on the six categories mentioned earlier, to
become more proficient at each of them.

slickly done and makes looking at the
screena joy,

Some of the effects are excellent fun,

Gary Carrand Paul McLaughlin, the two
guys responsible for all the piccies, have
done a damn fine job indeed. The sound
effects are good too, with various noises
such as the crackling of flames as you cre
ate fire and the boomof lightning bolts as
theystrike the unwary.
I must also mention that Bullfrog, who
make Populous 2 installable onto hard
drive. Theyeven providea install program

charcoal. Ifyou select whirlwind, anyone
nearby will be sucked up and flung to the

to it.

colour blue, so if the colosseum contains

more blue people than red - your oppo
nent's colour - it means that your people
outnumber hisand your Mana increases at
a faster rate than his, too.

The graphics and animation in the
game are stonkingly good. From the waves
lapping the shorelines of the land to the

It's every man into the affray when the
Armageddon icon is selected

need no introduction, have deemed fit to

For instance, when the lightning strikes
some hapless victim, he becomes instant

ground.
Of course, your opponent has all these
abilities too, so you have to keepan eye on
how well he is progressing compared to
you. This is achieved by checking the top
right of the screen every now and then.
Here, you will find a colosseum. The
strength of your populabon against that of
your opponent'scan be measured here.
Your people are represented by the

i

to do all the hard work of copying the files
What spiffingly nice chaps they are. I
just hope that all games programmers,
especially the ones who don't even bother
checking for an external drive, take note
and also make their games hard drive
friendly.
The technical bonuses don't end there,

II effects, but hey Bullfrog,
Where'sthe music?Surelythe
STE can handle it?

either. You can hook two machines togeth

PLAYABI LITY

er, via a modem or null-modem cable, and

OOOOO

playagainsta buddy.This makes the game
especially excellent and isan often ignored
featurein many games.

I could play this untilthe gods
come home, or at least until
I've finished it.

So, it all boilsdown to the fact that Pop

ulous 2 isa damn finegame, worthyeven
of a realgod's attention. Now, Where's the
review copy gone? It's dinner time here
and Ijust have to have another go.

Just as addictive as my Vimto
obsession. Exceptyou can't
dilute It,can you?

Darren

95%
May 1992 (j^A 't'l''-j i'

The lady with the massive bouffant is back

ELVIRA
FLAIR • £25.99 • 512k • Joystick • Out now

B331' K S ^
Nice, big colourful explosions, even on the ST version.

Yes, when she turns around, you see her boobs. Happy

Hey, here's a good opportunity for a joke about

Thrice hurrah!

now?

'chests', arf arf arf

H o w can you review an Elvira

game without referring to
her

two

most

famous

assets? Is it possible? Well, in the inter
ests of common decency and good, oldfashioned family morals, I'm going to
give it a go. I'm going to attempt to
review the Elvira arcade game without
resorting to cheap sexual innuendo or
smut.

story starts with Elvira in bed. However,
she is woken from her slumber by a
mysterious figure. Rather than scream
ing and trying to shoot this pervacious
interloper like any normal person, she
sits there while he rattles off some

highly suspect yarn about him being
one of her ancestors and how she can

claim back the family castle.
To win this prime real estate, all she

To make sure I don't stray from the

has to do is master two worlds, the

path, Biffa's standing behind me as I
write with a large plank of wood, ready

Frozen Earth and the Underworld of

to smack me in the head if I so much as

Fire. Once she's proven her worth here,
she can move on and get the castle

fnarr or oooer. So here goes nothing...
Actually, it's a pity that the manual

back from the forces of darkness.

wasn't written in a more restrained fash

double entendres, she sets off to show

And so, armed with countless dodgy

ion. There's a fine line between innu

'em what she's made of.

endo and just plain pathetic, and unfor
tunately, the story in the manual is
written on the wrong side of that line.
Continual references to Elvira's "large
assets" are one thing, but putting them

And, yes ladies and gentlemen, it's a
platform game. Is it a good platform
game though? Can Elvira's sole gim
mick (well, two gimmicks really) save
this already overstocked genre? The

in italics with capital letters? There might
as well be a large arrow pointing to the
page with a flashing neon sign saying
"Ooh look everyone, here's a thinly-

answer, quite surprisingly, is almost a
big yes.
Almost, mind you. You see, the
graphics and animation are excellent,

veiled reference to Elvira's breasts! Isn't

and the game gives you plenty of lives
to mess about with so you can get right
into it. On the downside, instead of get
ting plenty of smaller levels, you get

that zany?". Not the most entertaining
read, it must be said.

So, the innuendo-free version of our

•W^f^;?^-*^W^.V^^

Silly old Elvira. Standing in molten lava is dangerous, kids. Don't do it!

two great big ones (that's levels, you
Philistines). This means that you can
play for hours without ever actually
seeming to make any progress, as you
won't actually finish a level. Is this a
problem? I think so, as I'd much rather
have had five or six more manageable
levels, but there you go.
Elvira's big plus is that it was actually
rewritten to take advantage of the ST.
None of your 'just port across the Amiga
version a couple of months later on and
stuff the ST market" here. This is a game
that proves just what the ST is capable
of. Three cheers for Flair on that score.

It's just a pity that the game isn't blessed
with anything to really make it an essen

Great graphics. One in the eye
for the cynic;

Good sound from an ST?

Ber-flippin'-limey.
P
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A bit likeGods in manyways,
whichisn't a bad thing

tial purchase.

It's a competent platform romp, with
excellent graphics but in the long run,
it's very frustrating. Even so, it's conclu
sive proof that the ST games market isn't
quite as dead as certain people would
like to believe.

And for that reason alone, Elvira is
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So if this
his is
I the Frozen Earth, Where's that waterfall coming from, eh?

QAME|f May 1992

well worth getting your hands on
(fnarr). Oh no, please Biff, not the
plank...Smack. Crunch. Urk.
Daniel

Ultimately, too repetitive.You'd be
hard pushed to want to finishit

77%

See! Ornithology CAN be dangerous!

GOLDEN EAGLE
LORICIEL • £24.99 • V2 meg • Joystick • Out now
ou are Friedrich Von Hur-

gen, the son of Gunther
Von Hurgen who is keeper
of the Golden Eagle, a statuette of
great power. The castle Adlerburg
which protects the Golden Eagle
has come under attack from troops
under the command of Nahmur,

high priest of a sect, who wants to
capture the Golden Eagle and use
its powers to further his aims.
After a long battle the enemy
troops capture the castle and turn

and control the future". So
• ..._ exactly require the talents of
being a superstitious kind {f*~ -'" .. Houdini to escape from. So, once
free and with gun
of guy, he hides the

X in hand you set

pieces of the .j

\ ««

throughout the (|
base in lots of 4 v ^.
safes to make \ \ SK

oves.

As you make
! your way through

sure some do-'.

gooder doesn't \
come along and WjNE/'

spoil his entire day. <. \^
Throughout

on your
1, blasting
thing that

;'' the base, there are

-

various aids at your
isposal. You still have

the \Jv

ess to information

all prisoners into slaves, by implant
ing a hypnotic module into their

base there are lots of ^%
guards - which you once

brains. You are one of those

were -

unlucky

However,

first they ignore you, not

'

hese are where you can

mutants, who were banished from

knowing you have
regained your will.
However, should you - '

j

catch up on the latest
news about the enemy
world. They are also your

prisoners.

the castle, still roam free and they

release you from your hypnotic
state so that they can use you to
achieve their goals.

And so the game starts. You con
trol Friedrich through the base try
ing to locate the pieces of the stat
uette, which, by the way, was
broken up because Nahmur could
not control its power and fears the
prophecy that "a being from far

but at • * a

3

computers dotted around
r

-

be captured by any of the robotic '
sentries, you are then a marked '
man and every Tom, Dick and guard
will try to introduce large holes into
your anatomy upon sight.
It's just lucky that the enemy are
one RAM chip short of a meg,
because when they capture you
they don't confiscate your gun and

it

ar

the

base

and

means of communication
with the mutants.

They will provide you with vari
ous bits of information that will

help you in your search. You can
also eventually upgrade your
weapon by accessing armoury con
soles which can be found in certain
areas of the base.
'

> thp quards and robots are

not the only obstacles you will
encounter. There are numerous

traps such as electric beams and
security pressure pads that you
have to avoid but, being an ener

getic kind of guy, you are able to
overcome some of these by jump
ing over them or by grabbing an
overhead pipe and shuffling along
hand over hand.

The animation of the main char

acter is extremely good as he
walks, jumps and fires his way
along and the sound effects,
although not exactly numerous,
are not your feeble internal sound
chip variety, but are sampled.
The game could have been very
good, but, us with the majority of
imported French games, it's very
shallow on the gameplay side.
For some reason unknown to

me, French game designers - with
a few exceptions - seem unable to
combine the excellent graphics and
original plots which they invariably
produce with that - admittedly
almost ethereal - quality of "depth
of play".
This almost always results, as
ere, in a bland game which
egrettably embraces the phrase
"nice graphics, shame about the
ameplay".

1

Good graphics lend
>nd
mood and

atmosphere

Time to check out my mail and what's
going on in the world via this information
One of the many electrified pads you have to overcome

console
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Shadygoings on down in the.

SHADOWLAND
DOMARK • £29.99 • 512k • Mouse • Out now
I t must be a right bummer being

dead. One minute you're having
a laugh, running around and,
well, breathing, the next thing you
know you've stopped having a laugh,
you've stopped running around and
you've most certainly stopped breath
ing. All told, it'snot much fun.
James Dean might be more famous
than ever now, just like Elvis and Mari
lyn Monroe, but let's be honest, who
cares? It's not as if they're going to
enjoy their legendary status is it? It's
not them who make pots of money
from black-and-white poster prints of
Rebel without a Cause. Death is, in no
uncertain terms, a bad career move.

But imagine what it must be like to
die, and yet still exist. Spooky huh?
You're lying there thinking "oh dear,
I'm dead", and then you get up and
carry on walking around. Except that
no-one can see you and every time you
try and pick something up you pass
right through it. I don't know about
you, but it'd reallyfreak me out.
It's not a rare problem either. Patrick
Swayzedid it in Ghost, Bill and Ted did
it in their Bogus Journey, even flamin'
David Hasselhoff did it in Baywatch on
Saturday. It happens all the time by the

|
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JEREMNK
is dead. And stupid. He floats about for

Hi
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a bit getting more and more riled by his

I t

new found ethereal state, until he

decides to stop all this wafting around
and do something about it.
So he possesses the minds of four
adventurers and uses them to find his

BJ

KSJ

Just a little

nose, sir?

\
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earthly remains so he can be laid to
rest.

SzMTtw 3'-'

looks of it. In fact, there might very
well be an uneasy spirit lurking behind
you even as you read this. Can you
sense it? Its icy fingers scraping your

spine? Turn around, who is it? Oh my
God! It's bloodyWarren Beatty! Get out
of my house now, you dismal old
wrinkly! Ahem, I wish he'd stop doing
that.

Anyway, over in the Shadowlands wherever they are - there's another
spirit moping about feeling a bit sorry

'

--
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for itself. You see, this poor old fella fell
into a lake and drowned while legging
it away froman enemy army.
Quite how he managed not to
notice a great big lake in front of him, I
don't know. I mean, you can hardly
miss them can you? Whopping wet
things full of water. You don't just fail to
notice them do you? Even all the fat old
women who fall off rope swings on
You've Been Framed do it on purpose.
So, before we've even started, our hero

And of course, this all results in a

multi-level role playing game-type
extravaganza. The difference here is in
the viewpoint. Isometric 3D is the order

of the day, which givesyou a good allround view of what's going on,
whereas the traditional first person
view often left you wondering just
where you were.

Apart from that, all your usual RPG
trimmings are here. You can define
your characters, including their appear
ance, you can hold a set number of
objects, there are keys, shields, food to

"Les, stop
bloody well
sulking and
get over here!"

We've entered the

dungeon, but
what's that slot

I wonder what this spooky lever does? Surely it's
got nothing to do with the door right next to it?

on the wall for?

May 1992

You put your left leg in, your right leg out.
Head - The head allows

Left arm - This makes the

the individual to read, eat or

individual pick items up,

and also pull levers and
such like. Selecting both
arms will make the fella

throw the currently
selected object

Left leg - This allows you
to move the character as
an individual
PLA.yA.BI LITY

ooooo

Energy bar - When this
is getting low, it's best to

Easyto get to grips with,and
plentyof levelsto explore.

eat, drink and then have a

kip untilyou feel better
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Amassive game,you'llbe
hooked for ages.

make the game more realistic by simu
lating light. Sounds odd, I know, but
bear with me.

find and loads and loads of spooky
dungeons to wander around in.
There's also another little twist here.

It's called Photoscaping. Admittedly
that's not much help, so I'll try and
elaborate for you. Photoscaping tries to

Basically, each object in the dun
geons that emits light will cast a glow
around it. So a torch will light up its
immediatesurroundings, and as it goes
out its effect will diminish. Also, if you
open a door while holding a torch, the
light will spill through the gap as it

opens creating a very convincing and
often guite sinisteratmosphere.
Control of your four heroes is via
four icon boxes, one for each hero. By
clicking on different parts of the body,
you can select various actions. Have a
gander at the box up yonder to see
what I mean.

This means that you can have them

operating as a team of four, two teams
of two, or as individuals. Quite handy,
and at times guite essential.
It also means that you feel more like
you're in charge of a team, rather than
most RPGs, which basically leave you
controlling all four characters as one.
Infinite possibilities for japery and

games of hide and seek in the dun
geons, I'msure you'll agree.
So, what's it like? Does it give a
boost to the currently creaking RPG
bandwagon? Well, yes it does. The
graphics are nicely animated and the

Photoscaping system works really well.
It means that you've got to explore all

thing. The only graphical moan is that
the scrolling is bloody horrible, but you
can't have everything Is'pose. Even the
sound effects are slightly better than
your usual ST fare.
It's wonderfully playable because
the icon system is really easy to get the
hang of, although the actual move

ment of your team is sometimes a bit
fiddly, especially when you want to get
them through a small gap or doorway.
But, hey! Why moan about little
things like that when you've got a

highly polished, fairly original RPG to
get to grips with? The good points
more than outweigh the niggly bits, so

what are you waiting for? Go jump in
a lake! Ho ho ho.
Daniel

the dark corners in case you miss some-

Our intrepid band cower from their first monster...
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Fancya pint, Lewis?

IF..« £29.99 • 512k- Mouse • Out now
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Private eye Henry White was isites for murdering ^r-s friend
rj>

Read all about it. Impressions in crap game shocker

ow I don't know about you,
but when I hear the words

% Crime City, I think of a mas
sive sprawling metropolis full of crimi
nals and low-lives committing all man
ner of crimes.

Well, this is what Impressions' new
interactive fantasy fiction label IF...
would have us believe. The front of the

packaging shows a picture of the said
sprawling metropolis with a massive
Dirty Harry gun in the foreground.
Well this is my kind of game. Guns,
violence, drug barons and I supposed I
would play the part of a big, muscular
detective who walks round the streets

of Los Angeles or New York blowing
away perpetrators. Isupposed wrong.
You're not really going to believe

this, but our Crime City is in fact a small
country village. It's set in Inspector
Morse country. There are no signs of
any drug barons or evil criminals or any
kind of violence. The nearest thing to a
stakeout is a trip down to the village
pub, where the only crimeis beer at £2
a pint.
You are Steven White, an author

who wished he was a private eye
instead of just writing about them. It
just so happens that Steven's dad is a

Ooh look, it's my girlfriend in her Barrett
home

Sixteen pints of your finest booze, please
Mr Barman

May 1992

private eye and he's in the local nick.
Apparently Steven's dad's best friend
and police partner for 12 years is sud
denly murdered and your pop is the
prime suspect.
So it's up to you to prove his inno
cence and get him out of jail, despite
the fact that your father might have
gone a bit wibble and killed his partner
after all - you still have to prove his
innocence.

On account of his father's misfor

tune, Steven's wish finally comes true
and he takes up his father's role of pri
vate eye. There are suspects to be sus
pected, clues to be found and pints to
be swigged. Corr, how exciting!
The actual game is a pointy click
affair with the mouse. You start off in

your dad's office where a lovely PC isat
hand for looking at records on sus
pects. You can even have a little dabble
on the Stock Exchange.
On the wall in the office is a map of
the village, which you use to makeyour
way around. When you click on a place
the computer will ask you if you want
to walk to your destination or spend an
unhealthy amount of money on a bus
or taxi.

This private eye uses the bus - he
doesn't have a poncey Jaguar to zoom
around in like a certain grey-haired
ChiefInspector. You can go to all man
ner of wonderful places like the pub,
the church, err the pub, the local nick
and more importantly the pub, not for
getting, of course, the pub.
It says on the back of the box that
"people's attitudes towards you
depends on your behaviour in the
game". This is a complete and utter lie.
For instance, you decide to go to
your girlfriend's house, speak to her
and say "let's get married". She then
makes up some feeble excuse not to
get married, you scream "I think we
should split", and she screams back at
you, tellingyou to get out.
You then go back into the house
and talk to her again, and there she is

Hmmm, look at all these interesting locations... that pub looks quite exciting. Ahhh I can
smell booze

without a trace of anger on her face,
the conversation ending with her saying
"kiss kiss, see you later chubbywubbykins". I mean, if that's realistic then
Inspector Morse is crap at solving mur
der mysteries.

Well, time to bag up the bodies and
wrap this review up. Forstarters, Impres
sions are known for making strategy
games, so this is a major departure for
them. It'sjust unfortunate that it falls flat
on its face.

There are some nice graphics dotted
here and there, but the game has no
depth to it at all. Once you've explored
the office, rung a few people and
messed about around the village, every
thing gets oh so boring. It's all so pre
dictable- once you've seen a character,
there's nothing much that he or she can
tellyou about the murder.
For review purposes I had to play the
game more than once - this has landed
me in mental rehabilitation. When com

pared with other games of this genre,
Crime City is a definite no-no. Bobbins,
complete and utter bobbins. Inspector
Morsewould not be impressed.
Jonathan

PUAVABILITV

oom##
Itgets predictableand boringafter
only a few goes.

Don'tplayif you are contemplating
suicide- it'lldriveyou to it

Platoon
Predator

£7.99
£6.99

Resolution 101
Road Blaster

£5.99
£6.99
£6.99
£6.99
£6.99
£6.99

£6.99
£6.99
£6.99
£6.99

RocketRanger
R-Type

£8.99
£6.99

Run The Gauntlet

£6.99

ST & AMIGA BUDGET TITLES UNDER £10
1 MegCricket (Amiga only)...£7.99 Dragon Ninja
3 Stooges
£6.99 FantasyWorld Dizzy

Eagle
Software
118a Palmers Road

New Southgate
LONDON N11 1SL

(^ MYSTERY"

(10am- 6pm 6 days)

GAME

Tel: 081-361 2733/5730

WITH ORDERS

>.OVER £50^

> (2733 Faxline after 6pm)
_rr-T_

TOP TITLES

ST

AMIGA

TOP TITLES
Cohort

World Series Cricket

N/A

£16.99

Conan the Cimmerian
Covert Action

£21.99 £21.99
£23.99 £23.99

£26.99
£19.99

Crazy Cars III

£21.99 £21.99

Crime Wave

£16.99 £10.99

£17.99

Cruise for a Corpse

£17.99 £17.99

HalfMeg Upgrade+ Clock. N/A £25.99
£36.99

ST
AMIGA
£20.99 £20.99

Deuteros

£15.99 £15.99
£19.99 £19.99
£14.99 £14.99

Devious Designs
Disciplesof Steel
Double Dragon III
Dr Dooms Revenge

£16.99 £16.99
£17.99 £17.99
£16.99 £16.99
£9.99
N/A

ELF

£15 99 £15.99

N/A

£23.99

£6.99

Speedball

£7.99

James Pond

£6.99

Jet Set Willy

£7.99

Strike Force Harrier
Stunt Car Racer

£6.99
£6.99

Cabal
California Games

£6.99
£6.99

Kid Gloves

£5.99

Super Hang On

£6.99

Last Ninja II

Carrier Command

£8.99

Licence to Kill

£6.99 SwitchBlade
Teenage MutantTurtles
£5.99

£6.99

CelicaGT4 Rally
Centrefold Squares
CloudKingdom

£6.99
£6.99
£6.99

Lombard RAC Rally

£6.99

Colossus Chess

£6.99

Conflict in Europe

£7.99

Continental Circus
Defender ol the Crown
Del of the Earth

£7.99
£6.99

DeluxeStrip Poker
Double Dragon I or II

£6.99
£6.99

£6.99

£6.99

Jack Unlimited Clipart
N/A £10.99
Jahanqir Khan s Squash ... £8.99 £8.99
Jimmy White's Whirlwind .£19.99 £19.99
John Barnes
John Maden's Football

£16.99 £16.99
£16.99 £16.99

Kick Ofl11(1 Meg)
£15.99 £15.99
Kick OffII(.5 Meg)
N/A £14.99
Kick OKWinning Tactics... £9.99 £9.99
Kid Gloves II

£16.99 £16.99

Killing Cloud

£11.99 £11.99

£36.99

Elvira Mistress ofDark^!'!E21 m £21 ^99

Armourgeddon
£15.99 £15.99
Armourgeddon Upgrade...E10.99 £10.99

Elvira II Jaws of Cerberus .£23.99 £23.99

KILLING GAME SHOW

£15.99 £12.99

Epic
Eyeof the Beholder
Eye of the Beholder II

KingsBounty
KingsQuest IV
KingsQuest V
Knight Mare
Knight of the Sky
Last NinjaIII

N/A
£14.99
£26.99
£16.99
£23.99
£16.99

Leander

£15.99 £15.99

ATOMINO
AWESOME

£12.99 £12.99
£12.99 £12.99

Back to the Future III

£10,99 £10.99

Backto the GoldenAge
BARBARIAN II (Psyg)

£16.99 £16.99
£12.99 £12.99

Bard's Tale III

N/A

£16.99

£15.99 £15.99
N/A £19.99
N/A £20.99

F14TomCat

£18.99 £18.99

F15StrikeEagle II

£23.99 £23.99

F117AStealth Fighter
F19Stealth Fighter

£21.99 £21.99
£19.99 £19.99

£8.99
N/A
£26.99
£16.99
£23.99
£16.99

£16.99 £16.99

First Samurai

£16.99 £16.99

Lotus Esprit
£15.99 £15.99
Lotus Turbo Challenge I. £16.99 £16.99

£23.99 £23.99

Flightof the Intruder

£16.99 £22.99

Ml Tank Platoon

£19.99 £19.99

Blue Max
Blues Brothers
Boston Bomb Club

£19.99 £19.99
£16.99 £16.99
£16.99 £16.99

Floor 13

£19.99 £19.99

Football Crazy

£16.99 £16.99

Future Baseball
Fuzzball
G-Loc R360

£16.99 £16.99
N/A £13.99
£16.99 £16.99

Magic Garden
MagicPockets
MagneticScroll
Man Utd. Europe

£16.99 £16.99
£15.99 £15.99
£19.99 £19.99

Gauntlet III

£16.99 £16.99

Geisha(X-cert)
Gettysburg

£16.99 £16.99
£18.99 £18.99

Godfather

Cardiaxx
CARTHAGE

£17.99 £17.99

£15.99 £15.99

£15.99 £12.99

Centurion

£16.99 £15.99

Chaos Strike Back

£16.99 £16.99

Championof the Raj

FinalFight

£16.99 £16.99

£24.99 £24.99

Rainbow Islands
R.B.I. 2 Baseball
Realms
Red Baron
Red Zone

£6.99
£20.99
£20.99
£23.99
£15.99

£6.99
£20.99
£20.99
£23.99
£15.99

£15.99 £15.99

£18.99 £18.99

Gods
Golden Shot
Graham Gooch Cricket

£16.99 £16.99
£16.99 £16.99
£21.99 £21.99

GrahamTaylor
Grand Prix (Formula1)
Gunship 2000

£19.99 £19.99
£23.99 £23.99
£21.99 £21.99

Midwinter II

£23.99 £23.99

£17.99

£16.99 £16.99

Starlighter II
Stratego
Steel Empire

N/A £16.99
£17.99 £17.99
£20.99 £20.99

Stricter II
Strike Fleet

£15.99 £15.99

Supaplex
Super Cars II

£16.99 £16.99
£15.99 £15.99

Super Hero
Super OilRoad
Super Space Invaders
Supremacy
Suspicious Cargo
Swap

N/A £15.99
£8.99 £8.99
£20.99 £20.99
£20.99 £18.99
£16.99 £16.99
£16.99 £16.99

Switch Blade II
Terminator II
Test Drive III
Their Finest Hour
Their Finest Mission

£15.99
£15.99
£15.99
£19.99
£12.99

The Manager

£16.99 £16.99

£17.99 £17.99

£15.99
£15.99

£15.99
£19.99
£12.99

Thunderhawk AH-/3M
Thunder Jaws

£21.99 £21.99

TipOft

£16.99 £16.99

Toki

£14.99 £14.99

£16.99 £16.99

Total Recall
Turricanll

£15.99 £15.99
£9.99 £9.99

Twilight 2000

£23.99 £23.99

Ultima Martian Dreams
Ultima Underworld
Ultima V

..£20.99 £20.99
£20.99 £20.99
£19.99 £19.99

Ultima VI
ULTIMATE RIDE
UMS II
Underpressure
UnReal

£20.99
£10.99
£23.99
£17.99
£16.99

£20.99
£10.99
£23.99
£17.99
£16.99

UN Squadron

£15.99 £15.99

Merchant Colony

£20.99 £20.99

Shadowlands

£20.99 £20.99

Vengenceol Excalibur

Microprose Soil
MidnightResistance

£23.99 £23.99
£6.99 £6.99

SHADOW OF BEAST II
Shadow Sorceror
Shadow Warrior
Shuttle the Sim
Silent Service II
Sim Ant
Sim Earth

£12.99
£19.99
£15.99
£29.99
£23.99
£15.99
£20.99

£12.99
£19.99
£15.99
£29.99
£23.99
£15.99
£20.99

Video Kid
Volfied
Vroom
War Head

£17.99 £17.99
£20.99 £20.99
£16.99 £16.99
£7.99 £7.99

White Death(1 Meg)

£19.99 £19.99

Wild Wheels

£14.99 £14.99

Wing Commander II

£19.99 £19.99

Simpsons

£15.99 £15.99

Wiz Kid
Wolf Child

£15.99 £15.99
£16.99 £16.99

Hero's Quest (Gremlin)

£16.99 £16.99

Hill Slreet Blues

£15.99 £15.99

QUEST FOR ADVENTURE only £23.99
Operation Stealth,Indiana'sLastCrusadeand

N/A

£6.99 £6.99

StarTrekV

£16.99 £16.99

£20.99 £20.99

TNT 2 only £20.99

£20^99 £20^99

Star Control

£20.99 £20.99

£15.99
£16.99
£15.99
£15.99

Xenon. Cadaver and Speedball II

Spirit olExcalibur

Stargliderll

Vendetta

Monkey island
MonkeyIsland II
Mystical
Myth

BITMAPBROTHERSVOL1 only £16.99

Space Gun
Space Crusade..
Space Quest IV..
Special Forces ..
Speedball II..

AMIGA
£15.99
£17.99
£26.99
£23.99
£15.99

Secret Weapon Luftwaffe..£19.99 £19.99

£23.99 £23.99

MAX EXTRA only £17.99

£7.99
ST
£15.99
...£17.99
£26.99
£23.99
£15 99

TOP TITLES

Utopia

£24.99 £24,99

Hydra,Skull+ Crossbones, HardDrivin II,
Badlands and Stun Runner

Railroad Tycoon

£15.99 £15.99

Turrican II. ST Dragon. SWIVand Night Shift

£4.
£6.99

R.V.F. Honda
£6.99
N/A
Secrel of the Silver Blues ..£21.99 £21.99

Heimdall

C.Y's Air Combat

£9.99
£16.99
£15.99
£15.99
£20.99

Rubicon

Heart ol China

Code Name Ice Man 1 Meg£14.99 £26.99

Wizball
WC Leaderboard

£20.99 £20.99
£20.99 £20.99
£16.99 £16.99
£20.99 £20.99

£16.99 £16.99
£15.99 £11.99

£16.99 £16.99

£9.99
£16.99
£15.99
£15.99
£20.99

RugbyWorldCup

£15.99 £15.99

£15.99 £15.99
£21.99 £21.99

Chuck Rock
Cisco Heat

Predator II
Prehistorik
Prince of Persia
Puzznic
QUEST AND GLORY

M.Ditka Ultimate Football. £18.99 £18.99

Moonfall
Moonstone

Chinto's Revenge

£16.99
£15.99
£21.99
£20.99

Mega-Lo-Mania
Megatraveller II
Megatwins
Mercenaryill

£15.99 £15.99

£6.99

£16.99
£15.99
£21.99
£20.99

£16.99 £16.99

£16.99 £16.99
£19.99 £19.99

£6.99

Pitlighter
Plotting
Populas + Sim City
Populous II

£15.99 £15.99
£16.99 £16.99

Hard Drivin II

£14.99 £14.99

N/A £20.99
£10.99 £10.99
N/A £15.99

Rod Land

Harlequin II
Harpoon(1 Meg)

Chase HQ
Chase HQ II

PGA Golf Tour t
PGA Courses Disk
Pinball Dreams

Rollin'Ronny
R-Type II

Mig 29 Fulcrum
£21.99 £21.99
Mig29MSuper Fulcrum £25.99 £25.99
Mightol Magic: 111
N/A £19.99

£9.99 £9.99

£15.99 £15.99

£16.99 £16.99

£6.99 £6.99
£14.99 £14.99
£15.99 £15.99

Billiard Simulator II

Birdsof Prey

CarveUp

Parasol Stars

Pegasus

Robocop
Robocop II
Robocop III

N/A £7.99
N/A £8.99
£16.99 £16.99

£10.99 £10.99
£15.99 £12.99

£20.99 £20.99

£15.99 £15.99
£16.99 £16.99

£16.99 £16.99
£15.99 £15.99

BattleSquadron
Betrayal
BigRun

Cadaver - the pay oft
Captive

Pacific Island

Pang
Paperboy II

Robin Hood
Robocod

£23.99 £23.99

£16.99 £16.99
£16.99 £16.99

£16.99 £16.99

Renegade (Coin-op Hits)... £6.99 £6.99
Rise ol the Drago
N/A £24.99

£15.99 £15.99

Falcon III

Cadaver
Cadaver

£15.99

£15.99 £15.99

Face Off- Ice Hockey

£16.99 £16.99

N/A

£16.99 £16.99
N/A £20.99

£15.99
£16.99
£15.99
£8.99
£18.99
£19.99

£19.99 £19.99

£6.99 £6.99

Ork

Lost Patrol

Battle Chess
Battle Chess II
Battle Command
BATTLE HAWKS 1942
Battle Isle
BATTLE MASTER

£25.99
£25.99
£26.99
£15.99
£13.99
£15.99

OperationThunderbolt

Logical
Lordol the Rings

£15.99 £15.99

£6.99

£7.99
£6.99

£6.99 Xenon II

Federation of Free Traders £6.99
£6.99
Feudal Lords
£16.99 £8.99
Final Blow
£16.99 £16.99

F29 Retaliator

Brain Blaster

£6.99
£6.99

Operation Wolf

OutrunEurope

£6.99

Toobin'

TVSports Football
Vigilante

£6.99 War Zone
£6.99
£6.99
£5.99 Waterloo
Wingsof Fury(Amiga only)...£6.99
£7.99

Fantastic Voyage
£23.99 £23.99
Fate of Atlantis (Advture). N/A £17.99
Fate of Atlantis (Arcade).... N/A £17.99

£22.99 £22.99

BuckRogers

NewZealand Story
NinjaRabbits
Nitro
North 8 South
Out Run

Leisure Suit Larry II
£14.99
LeisureSuit Larryill
£25.99
LeisureSuit LarryV
£26.99
Lemmings
£15.99
Lemmings- DataDisk £13.99
Lemmings- Stand Alone.£15.99

BAT. II

£15.99
£16.99
£15.99
N/A
£18.99
£11.99

£6.99

£6.99

Thunderstrike

Manic Miner
£7.99
Michael Jackson Moonwalker£6.99
Moonshine Racers
£6.99

£12.99 £12.99

Deliverance
Demoniak

N/A £19.99

Impossible Mission II

£6.99
£6.99

£16.99 £16.99
£10.99 £16.99

£15.99 £8.99

N/A

£6.99

Neighbours
Nightshilt

Daysof Thunder

Amos The Creator

Batman The Movie

ORBITUS

£16.99 £16.99
£15.99 £15.99
£15.99 £15.99

£6.99
£6.99
£6.99

Beach Volley
Blood Money

£16.99 £16.99
£26.99 £26.99

Advantage Tennis
Agony
AirSupport

AmosCompiler

£6.99

£15.99 £15.99

Ivanhoe

Amos 3D

IK+

£15.99 £15.99

£15.99 £15.99

£15.99 £12.99

£6.99

£6.99

Nebulusll

£16.99 £16.99

AMNIOS

Barbarian II

BatmanCapedCrusader

Sherman M4
Shinobi
Shuffle Puck Cafe

Navy Seals

Darkman

Shadow ol the Beast (Amiga) £6.99

Hitch Hiker's Guide to Galaxy£7.99
Hong Kong Phoey
£6.99

£15.99 £15.99
£15.99 £15.99
£19.99 £19.99

CyberConlll

£18.99 £18.99

£6.99
£5.99
£5.99

Hudson Hawk
Hunter
I. Bothams Cricket

£16.99 £16.99

Another World

£4.50

Arkanoid II
Baal
Barbarian

ST
AMIGA
£15.99 £15.99

Addams Family

£16.99 £16.99

Arkanoid (Amiga only)

F16 Combat Pilot
Gauntlet II
Ghostbusters II
Ghouls 'n' Ghosts
Hard Drivin'
Head over Heels

TOP TITLES
Narc

IndyHeat
Interceptor

£16.99 £16.99
N/A £21.99

£6.99

ST
AMIGA
N/A £23.99
£15.99 £15.99

£29.99
£26.99
£19.99
N/A

Alien Storm

£6.99
£6.99

Altered Beast

TOP TITLES
Home Alone
Hook

3D Construction Kit
A320 Airbus
Abandoned Places
Action Stations

AlphaWaves
AlteredDestiny

3D Pool
Afterburner

£6.99 Rambolll
£5.99 Red Heat

£15.99
£16.99
£15.99
£1599

£9.99

Untouchables

£6.99

£6.99

N/A £19.99

Ski or Die

£16.99

Smash TV

£15.99 £15.99

WOLFPACK

£14.99 £14.99

Space 1889
Space Ace II

£20.99 £20.99
N/A £33.99

W.W.F
Ziltrax

£15.99 £15.99
£16.99 £16.99

MIND GAMESonly £14.99

NINJA COLLECTION only £13.99
D.Dragon, ShadowWarrior. D.Ninja

VIRTUAL WORLDS only E14.99
Driller, TotalEclipse, CastleMaster.TheCiypt

AIR COMBAT ACES only £18.99

HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION only £16.99

BOARD GENIUS AMIGAonly £17.99

Falcon, Gunship and Fightbomber

RoboCop.Ghostbusters 2, IndianaJones,
Batmanthe Movie

DeluxeMonopoly, DeluxeScrabble. Cleudo,
Master Detectiveand Risk
Golden Axe. Total Recall, Shadow Warrior,

Mean Streets

Austerlitz, Waterloo and Conflict in Europe

2 HOT2 HANDLE only £18.99

FALCON CLASSIC COLLECTION

SUPER HEROESonly £17.99

only £16.99

Strider II, Indiana Jones, Last Ninja II

GRANDSTAND only £17.99
Gazza Super Soccer, Pro TennisTour,

Falcon. Mission One and Mission Two

and Spy who loved me

World Class Leaderboard and Continental Circus

Super OffRoad Racing

FLIGHT COMMAND only E13.99

4 WHEEL DRIVEonly £20.99
Lotus Esprit, CelicaGT4Rally,TeamSuzukiand

POWER PACKonly £14.99
Xenon2, TVSports Football,Bloodwych and

SOCCER MANIAonly £11.99
Football ManagerII,Gazza'sSoccer, Football
Manager- W.C. Edition. Microprose Soccer
SUPER SIM PACKonly £21.99

HEROESST only £9.99

Int. 3D Tennis Crazy Cars II,

Barbarian 2, Running Man, Star Wats

Eliminator, Strike Force Harrier,

Italy90 and Airboume Ranger

and Licence to Kill

Lancaster, SkyFoxand SkyChase

Combo Racer

Lombard Rally

SUPER SEGA

BIG BOX only £15.99
CaptainBlood, TinTinon the Moon,SafariGuns,
TeenageQueen,Bubble Plus, PurpleSaturn Days,
Krypton Egg,JumpingJackson, BoBo, Hostages

TEST DRIVE II COLLECTION

DOUBLE DOUBLE BILL

AMIGA only £20.99
Muscle Cars. California Challenge,

AMIGA only £22.99
TVSports Football, Lordsof the Rising Sun,

ACTION PACKonly £15.99
Cosmic Pirates, Rotor. Maya,On Safari,Eliminator,

EuropeanChallenge. Duel, Super Cars

TV Sports Basketball. Wings

Colorado

MAGNUM4 only £16.99
Afterburner,DoubleDragon,OperationWolt,

RAINBOW COLLECTION only £13.99
NewZealandStocy,BubbleBubble.

POWER UP only £16.99

AIR, LAND,SEA only £23.99

Altered Beast, Rainbow Island, X Out,

and Batman Caped Crusader

Rainbow Islands

Chase HQ, Turrican

FA18Interceptor, 688 Attack Sub.
Indy 500

only £21.99
Super MonacoGP,Golden Axe, Crackdown,
ESWAT and Shinobi

WINNING FIVE Amiga only £9.99
Iron Lord, NightHunter,TwinWorlds,
Puffy s Saga and Sir Fred

Fast Lane, Sherman M4, Hostages, Targlan,
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Never being ones to shy away from a gratuitous Wonder Stuff reference. Gamer are
proud to present the first in an occasional series of budget round-ups. To keep
things fair we stuck a selection of the latest re-releases in a bag and each took four

m,

at random to peruse. Also, please note the rather dismal self-portraits which go |
some way to express our reactions to each game. And try not to laugh.

Dan's selections

-. * I h"
To be honest I was

Operation Thunderbolt

never a big fan of this
Oppo Wolf sequel

THE HIT SQUAD • £7.99

when it first came out.

There always seemed

to be too much going on, and the fact that you had to pick up the gun-sight to see
where to fire didn't help matters.

Thankfully, time has mellowed me a bit and I actually
found myself getting quite into this old chestnut. It's still
almost frighteningly difficult to progress any further than
level three, but the thunderous sound effects and the pol
ished graphics go together to create a slick exercise in
designer violence.
Perhaps too hard for its own good, but at under a tenner
it's perfect for relieving those violent outbursts.
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What is it about YTS trainee magicians, eh?
They always cock up in a major league

Mystical

way. Via some unforeseen magical boo-boo,
ACTION SIXTEEN • £9.99
this one managed to scatter his master's
potions and scrolls all over the shop.
What all this boils down to is a vertically scrolling shoot-'em-up, albeit one with brilliant car

toon graphics. Each time you pick up a scroll or potion you can either stick it in your pouch or use

^m

'p2

&

I

it yourself to give you a new kind of weapon. And a mate can join in
as a Golem and can leap around squashing enemies while you get on
with collecting potions. Again, it's very entertaining.
The main problem is that once you've got over the novelty of ail
the weird effects of your spells, it's just another shoot-'em-up. At a
budget price you could do a lot worse, but it's not that amazing in
the long term.

A crumbly old driving sim from
1990, this one. And it's a bit of an

embarrassment as well, seeing as
it's from Gremlin. You'd think that

Toyota Celica GT Rally
GBH • £7.99

of all people Gremlin could pro

duce a stonking rally game. Unfortunately, not in this case,
In my humble opinion, GT Rally is terminally crap. There's no illu
sion of speed at all and trying to keep the car going in a straight line
is like trying to get hold of the soap in the bath. Even though there
are realistic features like windscreen wipers, they put you off more
than anything and tend to obscure your vision.
Poor controls and a complete lack of any sense of competition
make this one of the worst driving games I've seen. It may be cheap
but it's also fairly nasty. Avoid.

This is more like it. This is what budget

Bubble Bobble

re-releases should be about. Classic

games for pocket money prices. And
believe you me. Bubble Bobble is a
bloody classic and a half.

THE HIT SQUAD • £7.99

From this one game came every single cute platform game ever.
It's excellent. Even though it's since been overshadowed by its
more famous sequel. Rainbow Islands (also due out on

budget soon), it's still one of the finest platform games in the uni
verse.

Best with two players, this is a simple and effective game that
no self-respecting games player should be without. At this price
it's the bargain of the century. Snap it up. Nuff said.

OGameR

May 1992

Daz's selections
This game won the best flight sim
award back in 1990, but it is more of
a shoot-'em-up than an attempt at a

M6 Combat Pilot

realistic representation of a fighter
aircraft. The game features five mis

ACTION SIXTEEN • £9.99

sions. If you successfully complete each mission, you have the option of attempting
strategic campaign in which you have to destroy a major part of the enemy installations

the
and

aircraft in order to force him to surrender.

The necessity to complete all five missions before you are
allowed to attempt the campaign mission makes Combat Pilot
quite addictive, unlike some other flight sims which are just a
series of unconnected battles. The graphics are quite good and
the speed at which they move is good too.
There is also the option of playing against a friend in a head-tohead confrontation, using a null modem cable. I can't remember
why I didn't buy this when it first came out - it's rather spiffing.

XIMI
TIMX

OOlll.O

It's time to strap on the leather (oooer) and step
into an odd-looking motorbike that requires
another person on the back for balance because
GBH • £7.99
it's crap at going round corners.
Now I'm not really keen on driving games,
but I have to admit I rather liked Combo Racer, the sidecar racing game from Gremlin. The

Combo Racer

sound effects are better than average - for instance, as you enter a tunnel the engine noise
echoes around as you pass through. The graphics are OK, but
the motion of the track could have been a little smoother.

There is a two-player option which involves a friend acting as
the guy on the back making sure you don't flip as you slam
the bike round those tight corners.
There are eight tracks for you to race around and if that
isn't enough, there's a built-in track editor so you can design
your own. A decent buy.

In an attempt to restore the ecological balance
after wiping out the entire insect population,
scientists decided to create a race of robotic

insects. Only they kind of buggered up the
DNA and now these insects have turned into a

swarm of psychopathic killers, intent on destroying all life.
Humanity's only hope is to create the bane of all swarms of psychopathic killers, Venus the Fly
trap - a robot designed to seek out and destroy the rogue insects.
The graphics in VTF are slick with good animation and sound.

Your objective is to kill everything that moves and you have lots of
weapons to collect to help you on your merry way. These weapons
range from mortars to four-way shots.
There are lots of bonuses to collect, such as extra time and

shields, and you will need to use them wisely to overcome the
hordes of different insects intent on destroying you.
Yet another good value for money game from GBH.

This game seemed to take longer than average
to load, and considering I'd not seen it before, I
presumed it was because the animation
was going to be quite good. How wrong

Renegade
THE HIT SQUAD • £7.99

I was! I've seen better animation from a

stuffed parrot.

The graphics are not even well drawn. They look not too dissimilarto those you find on a Spectrum.
The gameplayis, er, missingcompletely and I personally don't think it's worth £7.99.
The plot centres around the fact that you are on you way to meet
your girlfriend, but the route to her is not exactly free of trouble. You
step off the train and set off on your way only to find every thug and
villain in the entire universe has decided to congregate on the very
streets that lie between you and your girl.
There had to be one bad apple in the bunch, and they don't come
much worse than this. You could find better games written in Basic,
so avoid this like the plague.
May 1992

GameR®

AMIGA BUDGET
TITLE

AMIGA

TITLE

AMIGA

TITLE

3Stooges
3-D Pool
Adv Fruit Machine

7.99
7.99
6.99

Dogs olWar
Double Dragon
Dragon Ninja

Afterburner

6.99

Fast Food

Airboume Ranger

7.99 Flood

8.99 Pacmania

Altered Beast
Arkanoid
Arkanoid II

6.99
5.00
6.99

6.99
7.99
6.99

Axel Magic Hammer
Baal

6.99 Formula 1 Grand Prix...6.99
5.99 Gauntlet II
6.99

Barbarian II (Palace) ....6.99

Football Manager
Football Manager 2
Forgotten Worlds
Ghost Busters 2

Balman CapedCms 6.99 Ghouls 8 Ghosts
Batman theMovie
6.99 Gravity
...7.99

ATARI ST BUDGET
AMIGA

6.99
6.99
6.99

Treasure Island Dizzy ..4.99
Operation Wolf
6.99
Outrun
6.99

6.99

Pacland

7.99

7.99

Phantasy World Dizzy ..6.99
Predator
6.99
R.A.C. Lombard Rally ..6.99

6,99

6.99
6.99

R-Type

6.99

Hard Drivin

6.99

HeadOverHeels

6.99 Shuffle Puck

Shinobi

7.99

6.99

Bubble Bobble

6.99 Hitch Hikers Guide Galaxy8.99

Silk Worm

6.99

California Games

6.99

Stuntcar Racer

7.99

Carrier Command
Centrefold Squares
Chuckle Egg 1

7.99 Int. IceHockey
6.99 JamesPond

6.99 Switchblade
6.99 Thunderblade

Chuckie Egg 2
Colossus Chess

8.99
8.99
7.99

Jockey Wilson Darts
Kid Gloves
Last Ninja II

6.99
5.99
6.99

Conlinenlal Circus

6.99

LeatherGcxjcJess Photos ..8.99 Untouchables

6.99

6.99

6.99
6.99
TV Sports (US) Football ..7.99

Treasure Island Dizzy ..4.99
Two-Bin
6.99
6.99

Crazy Cars
6.99 Michael Jackson
Daily Double Horse Racing .6.99 Moonwalker
Daly Thomson Olympic Chal 6.99 Ninja Rabbils

Vigilante
6.99 WC Leaderboard
5.99 Wizball

6.99
6.99
6.99

Delol the Earth

6.99

7.99

6.99

North &South

Defender oltheCrown .7.99 New Zealand Story
Deluxe Strip Poker
6.99 Paperboy

6.99 Xenon
6.99 Xenon 2

TOP TITLES

Title

Warhead

7.99
7.99

ST
16.99

29.99
23.99
26.99
N/A
N/A

16.99
16.99
18.99

16.99
17.99
16.99
21.99
36.99
N/A
N/A

16.99
15.99

16.99

BARBARIAN 2

16 99

BARDS TALE 3
B.A.T
BATTLE BOUND
BATTLE COMMAND
BATTLE CHESS 2
BATTLE HAWK 1942
BATTLE ISLES
BATTLE STORM
BEAST BUSTER
BIG RUN
BILLANDTED'SADVENIURE
BILLIARD SIMULATOR
BILLIARD SIMULATOR II
BILLYTHEKID
BIRDS OF PREY
BLUES BROTHERS

1699
22.99
16.99
16.99
16.99
N/A
19.99
1599
17.99
16.99
16.99
16.99
16.99
15.99
26.99
16.99

BLUE MAX

19.99 19.99

BOMBER BOB
BONANZA BROS
BOSTON BOMB CLUB
BRAIN BLASTER
C.Y'sAIRCOMBAT
CADAVER

17.99 17.99
16.99
16.99
16.99
21.99
16.99

CADAVER-THE PAYOFF
CAPTIVE

10.99 10.99
15.99 15.99

CAPTAIN PLANET
CARDIAXX
CARDINAL Or THE KREMLIN
CHAMPION OF THE RAJ
CELICA GT4 RALLY
CELTIC LEGEND

16.99 16.99
17.99
17.99
15.99
15.99
21.99

16.99
16.99
16.99

12.99
19.99
15.99
17.99
16.99
16.99
16.99

16.99
15.99
N/A
16.99

Title
CENTURION
CHALLENGE GOLF

CHAOS ENGINE
CHAOS STRIKES BACK
CHASE HQ
CHASE HQ 2
CHINTO'S REVENGE
CHIPS CHALLENGE
CHUCK YEAGERS AFT
CISCO HEAT

TOP TITLES

16.99
16.99
15.99
15."
16.
16
16.
16.99
16.
16.99
CODENAMEICF MAN,' ~ea 26
15.99
CODENAME WHITE SHADOW ..23
23.99
COHORT
20.99 21.99
COLDITZ
19,99 19.99
CONANTHE CIMMERIAN
21.99 21.99
CORPORATION
12.99 12.99
COVERT ACTION
23.99 23.99
CRAZY CARS III
21.99 21.99
CRIME WAVE
16.99 16.99
CRUISE FOR THE CORPSE
16.99 16.99
CYBERCON3
16." 16.99
C.Y'S AIR COMBAT
20.
20.99
DARKMAN
16.
16.99
21.
DAS BOOT
21.99
DAYS OF THUNDER
15.
15.99
DEMONIAK
19.
19.99
DEUTEROS
16.
16.99
DISCIPLES 01 STEEL
18.
18.99
DOUBLE DRAGON 3
16.
16.99
DUCK TALES
16._. 16.99
DICKTRACEY
16.99 16.99
DR DOOMS REVENGE
9.99 9.99
DOUBLE DRAGON III
'• 6.99 16.99
DRAGON NINJA
14.99 14.99
DRAGON WARS
16.99 16.99
ELF (Ocean)
15.99 15.99
ELVIRA MISTRESS OF DARK ...21.99 21.99
ELVIRA MISTRESS OF DARK II 24.99 24.99
ENGLAND CHAMPIONSHIP
16.99 16.99
EPIC
16.99 16.99
EYE OF THE BEHOLDER(1meg)19.9< 19.99
EYE OF THE BEHOLDER 2
21.99 21.99
F14TOMCAT
1899 18.99
F15 STRIKE EAGLE 2
23 99 23.99
F16 COMBAT PILOT
16.99 16.99
F19 STEALTH TIGHTER
19.1
19.99
F29 RETALIATOR
14.!
14.99
FACE OFF (ICE HOCKEY)
15.!
15.99
FINAL BLOW
16.!
16.99
FINAL WHISTLE
9.!
9.99
16.1
FINAL CONFLICT
16.99
FINAL FLIGHT
16.!
16.99
FLIGHT OF THE INTRUDER
19.!
19.99
FLOOR 13
21.!
21.99
FUTURE BASEBALL
16.!
16.99
GAUNTLET 3
16.!
16.99
GEISHA (X-CFRT)
16.!
16.99
GENGHIS KHAN
21.!
21.99
G-LOCR360
16.!
16.99

SUPER SEGA-£21.99

Title

Amiga
15.99
16 99
16.99
21.99
23.99
16.99
2199
21.99

6.99

6.99 Oulrun
6.99 Paclanc

Airbourne Ranger

7.99 Fast Food

6.99 Pacmania

7

6.99 phoenix
7.99 p,sljat0,

6
b

HARPOON (1 "leg)

HARD DRIVING f
HARD NOVA

HEIMDALL

16.99
16.99
21.99

23.99

16.99
21.99
21.99
19.99
14.99 14.99
16.99 16.99
21.99 21.99
19.99 19.99
16.99 16.99

19.99

HEROSQUES1 :1 meg)

"

HILL STREET BLUES
HOME ALONE
HORROR ZOMBIES
HUNTER
HUDSON HAWK
IMMORTALS
iMPERIUM
INDIANAPOLIS 500
INTERCEPTOR

16.99
16.99
22,00
15.99
15 99
16 99
16 99
26.99

N/A
16.99
22.00

15.99
15.99
16.99
16.99
26.99
19.99

ISHIDO

19.99

IVANHOE
JACK NICKLAUS GOLF

14.99 14.99
17,99 17.99

JAHANGIR KHAN'S SQUASH.... 16.99 16.99
JIMMYWK'I. WHIR. W NID
1999
JUPITERS MASTERDRIVE
17.99
KILLING GAME SHOW
16.99
KICK OFF 2
13 50
KNIGHTMARE
16 99
KNIGHT OF THE SKY
23.99
LAST NINJA 3
16.99
LEANDER
16.99
LEISURE SUIT LARRY 2
25.99
LEISURE SUIT LARRY 3
2699
LEISURE SUIT LARRY 5
2699
LEMMINGS
16.99
LEMMINGS DATA DISK
9.99
LEMMINGS STANO ALONE
1699
LIFE
20 99
LINE OF FIRE
16.99
LOGICAL
16.99
LOST PATROL
14.99
LOTUSESPHII
15.99
LUREOF1III
IMP'iiiiSS
1699
M. DITKA Ul T MATE FOO'BALl.18 99
M1 TANK PLATOON
19.99
MAD DOG WILLIAMS
21.99
MAUPITI ISLAND
16.99
MERCHANT COLONY
21.99
MERCS
15.99
MEGA TRAVELLER 1
2099
MEGATWINS
17.99
MAGIC POCKETS
15.99
MASTER GOLF
23.99
MAN UTD EUROPE
16.99
MEGALOMANIA
19.99
METALMASThR
15.99

f-99 Flood • • • •

19.99
17.99

16.99
13.50
16.99
23.99
16.99

16.99
15.99
26.99
26.99

16.99
9.99
16.99
20.99
16.99

16.99
14.99
15.99
16.99
18.99
19.99
21.99
16.99
21.99
15.99
20.99
17.99

15.99
23.99
16.99
19.99

6

8.99 Phantasy World Dizzy'.^

Forgotten Worlds

6.99

6.99 Gauntlet II

n a c 1mtadnit

V"-

6.99 SS Ej

7.99 Ghosl Busters 2

6.99 St™

Beach Volley

6.99 Ghouls &Ghosts

6.99 a^'r^M

CaliforniaGames
Carrier Command

6.99
7.99

6.99
6.99

Bubble Bobble

6.99 Giemlin II

Centrefold Squares

6.99 HeadOver Heels

Championship Baseball7.99
Chuckie Egg1

6.99

Hitch Hikers Guide Galaxy .8.99

8.99 IK+

6.99

Chuckie Egg 2
8.99
Colossus Chess
7.99
Continental Circus
6.99
CorporationtMission Oisk.9.99

Inter Ice Hockey
James Pond
JohnLowes Darts
Kid Gloves

Daly Thomson Olympic Chal6.99

Michael Jackson

Del ol the Earth
6.99
Defender of the Crown.7.99

Moonwalker
North8 South

Crazy Cars
6.99
Daily Double Horse Racing .6.99

Deluxe Strip Poker
Deja Vu

METAL MUTANT
MIDWINTER
MIDWINTER 2
M!G 29 FULCRUM
MIG 29M SUPER FULCRUM..
MIGHT S MAGIC III
MOON BASE
MOON STONE
MYTH
MONKEY ISLAND
MONKEY ISLAND 2
NAM 1965-1975
NAVY SEALS
NEIGHBOURS
NEVERENDINGSTOHV2
NIGHTSHIFT
OPERATION SIEALTH
OUT RUN EUROPA
PANG

Sherman M4

e
6.

6.

Shinobi
Shuffle Puck
SilkWorm

7.
6.
6.

Stuntcar Racer
Switchblade

7.
6.

6.99
6.99
6.99
5.99

Thunderblade
TvsPorts (US) Foolball7

6.99
6.99

WC Leaderboard
Wizball

Treasure Island Dizzy ..4.
Last Ninja II
6.99 Two-Bin
6.
Leather Goddess Phobos ..8.99 Untouchables
6.

6.99 New Zealand Story
5.99 Ninja Rabbits

Tide

Amiga

ST

15 99
19.99
19.99
21 99
25 99
21 99
22.99
22.99
15.99
15.99
16 99
19 50
1499
16 99
16 99
16 99
16 95
1699
16 99

15.99
19.99
19.99
21.99
25.99
21.99
22.99
22.99
15.99
15.99
16.99
19.50
14.99
16.99
16.99
16.99
16.95
16.99
16.99

PAPERBOY II

1699 16.99

PEGASUS
PLOTTING
POOLS Or DARKNESS
POPULAS II
POPULAS - SIM CITY
POWERMONGER
PGA GOLF TOUR
PITFIGHTER
P.P. HAMMER
PREDATOR 2
PREHISTORIC
PUZNIC

16.99
15 95
21 99
20 99
21.99
18 95
20.99
16.99
1699
14,99
16 99
15.95

PRO FLIGHT

3299 32.99

PRO TENNIS TOUR 2
RAILROAD TYCOON
RAINBOW ISLANDS
REACH FOR THE SKIES
REALMS
RETRO
R.B.I.2BASLBAL.
RICKDANGEHOUS2
RISE OF THE DRAGON
ROBOCOP
ROBOCOP 2
ROBOCOP 3

1699
23 96
14 99
19 99
19 99
15 99
20 99
1699
24.99
13.99
14 99
16.99

ROBO ZONE
ROBIN HOOD

16.99 16.99
16.99 16.99

ROD LAND
ROLLIN' RONNY
RED BARON

16.99 16.99
15 99 15.99
25.99 25.99

R-TYPE 2

1699 16.99

RUGBY THE WORI D CUP

16 96

SAVAGE EMPIRE

19.99 19.99

16.99
15.95
21.99
20.99
21.99
18.95
N/A
16.99
16.99
15.99
16.99
15.95
16.99
23.96
14.99
19.99
19.99
15.99
20.99
16.99
N/A
13.99
14.99
16.99

16.96

SECRET OF SILVER BLUES ... .2: 99 21.99
SEARCH FOR THE KING
1999 19.99
SHADOW OF THE BEAST 2
'599 19.99
SHADOW SORCERER
18.99 18.99
SHUTTLE THE SIM
29.99 29.99
SIEGE MASTER
16.99 16.99

MAX EXTRA-£17.99

7.99 Ru" The Gauntlet

Gold ol Aztecs
Hard Drivin

TOP TITLES
ST
15.99

6.99

TITLE

Paperboy
6
Treasure slandDizzy .4
Operalicr Wolf
6.

6.99 Dragon Ninja
6.99 Ell

Battleships

10am to 5pm - 5 days a week

GODS
GOLDEN AXE
GOLDEN SHOT
GRAHAM GOOCH
GRAND PRIX
GREMLINS 2
GUNBOAT
GUNSHIP 2000

6.99
6.99

Adv Fruit Machine

Balman the Movie

081-368 2701

ST

ST

Deja Vu 2
DogsolWar
Double Dragon

Balman Caped Crus 6.99 Formula 1Grand Prix ...6.99 S^hi,,

Enquiries please phone

16.99
16.99
16.99
16.99
15.99
14.99
16.99
16.99

TITLE

Afterburner
Altered Beasl

Barbarian II (Palace) ....6.99

3 WOODLAND HOUSE
WOODLAND ROAD
NEW SOUTHGATE
LONDON Nil 1PN

TOP TITLES

Amiga

4D BOXING
16.99
3D CONSTRUCTION KIT
29.99
3D MASTER GOLF
23-99
A320AIRBUS
26.99
HALF MEG UPGRADE .CLOCK 29 99
1 MEG CRICKET
19.99
688 SUB ATTACK
16.99
AFRIKA KORPS
16.99
AGONY
18.99
ALCATRAZ
16.99
ALIEN STORM
17.99
ALPHA WAVES
1699
ALTERED DESTINY
21,99
AMOS THE CREATOR
36.99
AMOS 3D
24.99
AMOS COMPILER
19-99
AMNIOS
16.99
AMAZING SPIDERMAN
15.99
ANOTHER WORLD
16.99
ARACHNAPHOBIA
16-99
ATOMIC ROBO KID
16.99
A.D.S
19.99
AT F II
16.99
A.W.ES.OM.E
16.99
BABY JO
16.99
BACK TO THE FUTURE 3
14 99
BANDIT KING OF ANC CHINA..21 99

7.99
7.99

Axe! Magic Hammer 6.99 Football Manager
Baa!
5.99 Football Manager 2

ARE

6.99
6.99

BeachVolley

IK+

SATURN

ST

3Stooges
3-DPooi

Arka™id )l • •

Rambo 3
RedHeat

6.99 Run TheGauntlet
6.99 Sherman M4

TITLE

Vigilante

6.

6.99 Xenon
5.99 Xenon 2

6.
6.

7.
7.

TOP TITLES
Title

Amiga

ST

SILENT SERVICE 2
SIM EARTH
SMASH TV
SPACE 1889
SPACE CRUSADE
SPACE GUN
SPACE QUEST IV
SPEEDBALL2
SIMPSONS
SPIRIT OF EXCALIBUR
SPACE QUES1 IV
STAR FIGHTER II
STARTP.EKV
STRIKE FLEET
SUPERCARS2
SUPER SPACE INVADERS
SUPAPLEX
SWAP
SWITCH BLADE 2
TEAM SUZUKI
TERMINATOR 2
TEST DRIVE 3
THE GCDFAT-ITR
THEIR FINEST HOUR
THEIR FINEST MISSION
THUNDE-'JAWS
TIP OFF
TOK!
TOTAL RECALL
THUNDERHAWK
TV SPORTS BOXING
TURRICAN 2
TURTLES ARCADE
UN SQUADRON
ULTIMATE V
ULTIMATE RIDE
ULTIMA VI
ULTIMA MARTIAN DREAMS
UTOPIA
USS JOHN YOUNG
UNSQUADRON
UNREAL
VENDETTA
VENGEANCE OF EXCALIBUR
VIDEOKID
VOLFIED

23.99
16.99
15.99
20.99
15.99
15.99
26.99
15.99
15.99
21.99
26.99
16.99
16.99
16.99
16.99
20.99
16.99
16.99
15.99
15.99
14.99
15.99
21.99
19.99
19.99
16.99
15.99
15.99
15.99
21.99
19.99
15.99
16.99
16.99
19.99
10.99
20.99
21.99
20.99
16.99
14.99
16.99
16.99
19.99
15.99
21.99

23.99
16.99
15.99
20.99
15.99
15.99
26.99
15.99
15.99
20.99
26.99
N/A
16.99
16.99
16.99
20.99
16.99
16.99
15.99
15.99
14.99
15.99
21.99
19.99
19.99
16.99
15.99
15.99
15.99
21.99
19.99
15.99
16.99
16.99
19.99
10.99
20.99
21.99
20.99
16.99
14.99
16.99
16.99
19.99
15.99
21.99

VROOM

16.99 16.99

WARLORDS (1 meg)

20.99 20.99

WAR ZONE

15.99 15.99

WHITE DEATH (I meg).. .

19.99 19.99

WILD WHEELS
WING COMMANDER 2

16.99 16.99
19.99 19.99

WIZKID

14.99 14.99

WONDERLAND
WOLFCHILD
WOLFPACK
WORLD CLASS CRICKET
WORLD CLASS RUGBY
WRATH OF THE DEMON
W.W.F
ZILTRAX
ZONE WARRIOR

19.99
16.99
19.99
19.99
16.99
19.99
15.99
16.99
15.99

19.99
16.99
19.99
19.99
16.99
19.99
15.99
16.99
15.99

Super Monaco GP, Golden Axe, Crackdown, ESWAT, Shinobi

Turrican 2, ST Dragon, SWIV & Nightshirt

DOUBLE DOUBLE BILL - £22.99
TVSportsFootball, Lords ol the Rising Sun,TVSportsBasketball, Wings

SUPER HEROES - £17.99
Robocop, Indiana Jones, Last Ninja II, Spy Who Loved Me

NINJA COLLECTION - £13.99
D. Dragon, Shadow Warrior, D. Ninja

FA18 Interceptor, 688 Attack Sub, Indy 500

PRECIOUS METAL - £15.99
Xenon, Captain Blood, Crazy Cars and Arkanoid

MIND GAMES - £14.99
Austerlitz, Waterloo and Conflict In Europe

Virus, Sentinel, Weird Dreams, Resolution 101 and Thunderstrike

EDITION ONE - £16.99
Double Dragon, Xenon, Gemini Wing, Silkworm

FLIGHT COMMAND - £13.99
Eliminator, Strike Force Harrier, Lancaster, SkyFox, Sky Chase

FULL BLAST - £18.99
Chicago 90.Rick Dangerous, Highway Patrol 2,P47, Carrier Command, Ferrari Formula One

TEST DRIVE 2 COLLECTION - £21.99
Muscle Cars, California Challenge, European Challenge, Duel, SuperCars

BIG BOX - £15.99
Captain Blood, Tin Tin on the Moon, Safari Guns, Teenage
Queen, Bubble Plus, Purple Saturn Days, Krypton Egg,
Jumping Jackson, BoBo, Hostages

ADDICTED TO FUN RAINBOW COLLECTION - £14.99
New Zealand Story, Bubble Bobbie, Rainbow Islands

MAGNUM 4 - £17.99
Afterburner, Double Dragon, Operation Wolf, Batman Caped Crusader

Barbarian 2, Running Man, Star Wars, Licence to Kill

SOCCER MANIA - £16.99
Football Manager 2,Microprose Soccer, Football Manager World Cup Edition &Gazza's Super Soccer

QUEST AND GLORY - £21.50
Midwinter, Cadaver, B.A.T., IronLord&Bloodwych

T.N.T.-£15.99
Hard Drivin, Toobin, Xybots, A.P.B. & Dragon Spirit

AIR, LAND, SEA - £23.99

VIRTUAL REALITY 2 - £17.99

HEROES-£16.99 (ST only)

Please makecheques and P.O'spayable to SATURN SOFTWARE. P&P is included inthe UK. Ordersunder£10 please add 100pP&P per item. Europe please add £3.50 per item
Elsewhere please add £4.50 per item. MAIL ORDER ONLY

Computer

Date

Name....

Title

Price

Signed ...

Price

Address

Price

Card No

Postcode

Total

Tel

Expiry date

Q 33 Access D VisaD Cheque •
Access and Visa may incur small surcharge

Code STU May

P.O's. D

arf

Biffa's selections

This golf game first teed off in 1989 - you'll prob
ably remember that it was called Greg Norman's
Ultimate Golf way back then.
It was meant to be the most accurate golf sim

Ultimate Golf
GBH GOLD • £9.99

ulation yet, a golf game to seriously challenge

the superlative Leaderboard. Features included practice, matchplay and strokeplay, and cou
pled with the various ball effect variables such as weather and wind. It really was the golf
game of that time.

Unfortunately, Ultimate Golf hasn't matured with age - in
fact it looks quite sad when compared to modern day golf

games such as Microprose Golf. Graphically it's not bad, but

it's not that playable.

If you fancy a trip down Memory Lane and you're a bit

li^%l

$!**%& T I \rf / 0

short of the old wonga, then Ultimate Golf might be worth a
good look.

The world's greatest underwater agent is back, and this
time he'll cost you a mere £7.99. What a bargain! You
are a little fishy, the underwater kingdom's answer to

James Pond
GBH • £7.99

Roger Moore.
You have twelve missions to complete. The first is to

free the lobsters using keys that are dotted around the playing area. The game has wonder

ful graphics, stunning animation and great sound, and more importantly the payability is
fantastic.

There aren't really enough words to describe how good
James Pond actually is - well there are, it's just that I haven't
got enough space to write them all down. One of the greatest

games released in 1990 and it still hasn't lost any of its charac-

JfSSi^S&, 7 I #0

ter two years later.

If you've got Robocod (the sequel to James Pond) and
haven't got James Pond then I order you to go out and buy
this immediately without any delay. A great game.

You take on the role of Boots Barker

in his perilous attempt to escape the

jungles of darkest Africa.
The game is set in the 3D isomet

,**i.

Voodoo Nightmare
GBH • £7.99

•£5

ric mould. I have now read the

instructions five times and I still can't work out what to do. All I know is that you have to
find some magic pins that have pierced a voodoo doll.

>- ^ * V

-'* •*-

-T^^C-lT^^I '
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How you get these pins I haven't a clue -1 ran around for ages, couldn't find anything of
interest and then turned the computer off. The only thing I did
notice was that the jungle had some very dangerous animals
living in it.

The graphics aren't that bad, but the game itself is quite
frustrating and involves a lot of aimless wandering around.
Overall, Voodoo Nightmare should only be bought if you're suf

fering from budgetitis and simply have to have every single
budget game out.

Graced with strength and bravery, our

Sir Fred

hero Sir Fred won the heart of a beautiful

damsel (the lucky bugger). In doing so he

brought on the wrath of the evil dwarf

/

ION SIXTEEN • £9.99

Ultimor who got really angry and out of

spite turned Fred into a vulnerable dwarf. In his quest to break the evil curse. Sir Fred must
go and find Ultimor to beat the crap out of him.

The graphics in Sir Fred are quite amazing. There are wonderful backdrops, great anima
tion and it all left me quite speechless. I can't seem to remem

ber this game when it first came out, so I was well impressed
when I loaded it up for the first time. It has a enjoyable little
intro and some of the enemies are really quite cute, especially
the tiny gnome with a swinging mace.
Sir Fred is an enjoyable little romp around and is well worth
a look at. I liked it, and so will you unless you don't like
gnomes.

May 1992

GameRU)

Things must be getting tricky

KimmN To m:

over at Microprose HQ. I
mean, they must have simu

lated pretty much every single vehicle
under the sun. So the problem arises,
what can they simulate next? Do they
have a special Microprose hat with all
the possible simulatory things written
on little screwed up bits of paper in it?
It could work...

"Okay, how about doing a submarine
sim?"

"No, we've done them."

"Er, how about a racing game?"
THE TERMINRTORIHIfl I
Q I Oil
Choosing a squad name is your first task. Think butch and you'll be OK

"Done it."

"Biplanes?"

The Action Survival weekend was about to take a violent turn..

"Piece of cake."

Dirty boots

"Golf?"

"Ages and ages ago, matey."
"Alrighty, have we done a unicycle sim
ulator?"

"No, and we don't want to."

"Guess we're scuppered then."
"But hark, have we ever actually simu
lated soldiers?"

"You mean like a sort of interactive com

SPECIAL

bat simulator?"

'That sort of thing, yes."
"Well we did do Airborne Ranger, but
that was yonks ago and everyone's for
gotten how good it was."
"Interactive combat simulator it is then!"
"Hurrah!"

KDE(SB"
MICROPROSE • £34.99

512k • Joystick • Out now

And everyone lives happily ever
after. Microprose do an interactive com
bat simulator, it's rather good and the
person who comes up with new ideas

for Microprose doesn't get sacked.
So, how does this "interactive com

bat simulator" concept work? Well, see
ing as I was the one who just made up
the term "interactive combat simulator"

door neighbour as well" mentality and
into more familiar Microprose brainblending stuff, you have to make more
taxing decisions than which direction
to fire in.

You see, not only do you control
and generally boss the team around,
but you also choose the missions, the

I suppose I reallyshould explain what it

weapons, the members of your crew

means.

and even whether or not to promote

NftrtE

IRN

FITNESS

EXCELLENT
33

PIPHK

SERGEANT

Special Forces is, in a nutshell, a
strategy game with fairly heavy arcade

or decorate them. Decisions, decisions

HOI LiMO

eh?

SPECIAL SKILLS

overtones. You take control of a four

And when you've made all these
decisions, it's time to leap from an aero
plane onto a landing site that, yes you
guessed it, you have to designate.
Once on the ground you must make
your way to your target and
carry out the mission, be it
rescuing hostages,
blowing
up
enemy buildings
or just borrow
ing a cup of
sugar. Along

SNIPING.

man squad and must guide them
through as many missions as you can
stay alive for.
But to steer you away from the "if
it moves blast it, blast its fami

ly and then find out
where it lives and
blast its next

MCKENSIE
KG

Will the real

Special Forces
please stand up...

the way, you can control the squad
either as individuals, or as a unit.

Any soldiers not under your direct
control will be taken over by the com
puter and generally muck about on their
own, so you won't have to worry about
them just standing about like lemons
while the enemy blow them to
pieces.
Indeed, if you're the sort who

remotely resembling a shoot-'em-up,
then you can sit back and act as arm

chair general by sending your team out
under computer control.
This is achieved by setting waypoints
on the terrain map,
which your sol-

shudders at the very thought of J^
ndulging in anything even

Oh no! There's no room for the ham sarnies and the

Penguin biscuits! We'll have to repack everything...

Fight the war at arms length by us

Sneaking around enemy buildings requires skill, cunning

and a bloody big gun

•Sis'"4

"tS^

You'd think they'd land
before you had to get
out

oML^
diers will then make their way to in an

intelligent fashion. They'll move around
obstacles, and even take cover to avoid

attack. Smart cookies, these fellas.
You can watch them do this either

one at a time, or all at once thanks to a

sfc5

snowball fights) and
finally four temperate
zones (perfect for, er, whatev
er you do in a temperate cli
mate).
Again, more choices than you

clever four-way split screen. And if it

could shake a Kalashnikov at. Each

looks like one bloke could use some

divine intervention, just prod his corre

terrain has its own peculiarities, which
will affect your mens' progress, so, it's

sponding function key and you take

not just a case of different graphics.

over control.

Each warzone is fairly massive, with
oodles of enemy troops and settlements.
There are ! 6 warzones in all, each vary
ing in terrain.
So you get four
tropical zones (perfect
for playing at Preda
tor), four desert zones
(perfect for sun
bathing], four Arctic
zones (perfect for

One of the cleverest features I found

was the way that your performance in
each mission will directly influence each
consecutive mission in the same war-

zone. For instance,

in the tropical warzone, you must battle
against a vicious drugs cartel. In one
mission, you must retrieve a diary from
the drug baron's HQ, which is pretty
sneaky, but war can make thieves of the
best of us.

Anyway in the next mission, the infor
mation in the diary will give you a big
advantage when it comes to assassinat
ing the crime lords, 'cos you'll know
where they'll all be. Plus, and this really
made the game for me, any of your sol
diers who get overwhelmed by the
enemy and captured will remain there
as prisoners of war.
Go back to the mission selection

screen and, hey presto, there's a new
mission where you get to rescue your
incarcerated chums. Absolutely brilliant.
And, oh my goodness, I'm running
out of room. That's the trouble with

Microprose games, they

always cram a lorry-load of features in,
and there's never enough room to
explain them all. Still, take it from me,
Special Forces isa pretty in-depth game.
Ifyou're expecting it to be a "pick up

and play" affair then you'll find yourself
struggling. Take some time, read the
manual and you'll discover a completely
absorbing strategy game, with enough
action and wanton violence to woo the

gung-ho joystickcowboys.
The graphics are more than enough
for this sort of game, with a groovy intra
and succulent in-game graphics. The
sound is, unfortunately, a bit on the
crunchy side, but ifyou let that put you

offthen you'rea fool.
For those who like a bit more than

frantic Fire button blood feasts, Special
Forces is the thinking man's
shoot-'em-up. Lace up your combat
boots and get stuck in.
Daniel

Tli^ €mmwm^w guide to Another World
Biffa, your cheery Gamer guide, will take you on a tour of Another World. Remember no
pictures and no feeding the animals. Hold on to your hats.

Arrival
Code: EDJI

Code: HICI
irt swinging the cage from left to right until it falls on
the guard.

2. Pick tip the gun.
ollow your alien friend (Dave). Dave will try to release a
\i prisoners - your job is to shoot any guards that might a
he scene.

-,. Dave will try to open a door. You have to make a few shields to
stop Dave or yourself getting hurt.
5. Dave will open the door, go right and take the lift down to the
bottom. Shoot the green power socket on the wall.
6. Go up one floor, shoot through the wall using your big blaster,
then run as fast as you can to the left. Keep on going until you reach
a door.

7. Wait for Dave to open the trapdoor and then fall down it. Unfortu
nately Dave gets captured again, but don't worry - he'll be back.
8. You are now in some tunnels. Follow these directions to get out.

Go left, right, right, left and then right and you will fall down into
another room.

1. Push up to swim out of water.
2. Go right and kill the 'slug' beasties using short kicks. Take your time!
Ignore the beetle because he doesn't do anything.
3. Go even further right and you'll bump into the huge lion/wolf beastie.
Run like hell all the way back to the left and you'll find a ravine. Run up
the slope and leap off - you'll do your best Tarzan impression and swing
past the beastie.
4. Run back to where you first met the lion/wolf beastie and you'll meet

some aliens. These double-crossing dudes will kill the beastie for you, but
they also capture you.
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9.This is the recharger room. Go inside the recharger, press Fire and
your gun will be recharged. Get out of the recharger, shoot through

the three walls and then go right.

W«iter way to

do it

Code: CCAL

1. Go right and shoot the guard.
2. Keep on going right until you reach the broken bridge.
3. Go as close to the edge as possible and then jump.

1. Keep on going right, falling down each chasm until you reach a big
T-shaped boulder. Go left and fall off the boulder, shoot it using your
big blaster then run up it.
2. Go right, leaping over the chasms until you reach the water. Shoot
the water support and run all the way back left again. You'll get
thrown up to the next section by the pressure of the water. This part
requires quite a bit practice, but don't worry you'll get there in the

4. You will land on a ledge. Blast the wall and go through it.

end.

3. Go right until you can't go any further. Shoot the wall.
4. Go up the steps then go right. Go over the chasm where the water

Code: KCIJ
1. You II see Dave below you in a prison. Carry on going right and at the

green ball will fall on his head knocking him out.

bottom of the stairs start firing - there is a guard nearby.

6. Run back left again until you reach some stairs going down. Go down

2. Go into the next room and you'll see a guard running away. Follow

them, then shoot the guard. Go left until you reach another set of
stairs, go up them and turn around, fire your gun and one of the chan
deliers will fall to the ground. This will release your bestest buddy Dave.
7. Run right, back towards the stairs. Now run past the stairs and a
guard will stop you by smacking you one in the face. You will drop your

him.

3. You'll see the guard crouched down with loads of shields around him
and you'll also see a doorway in the middle. Put up a shield in front of
the doorway.

Walk close to the doors and they will open. The guard will throw a
bomb at you - quickly walk away from the doors and they will close.

The bomb will then bounce back and blow up the guard. Hooray!
4. Go through the doors and go up to the wall, shoot it and then walk
through it.

5. Run right and you'll see another recharger - go into it and recharge.
Go right again and you'll see some green balls suspended from the ceil
ing. Bend down. You'll be able to see the guard's reflection in the green
balls. Wait until the guard stops in the middle and fire your gun. The

gun and it will skid away from you. The guard will grab you - press Fire
to kick him in his nether regions, run left towards your gun, pull down
on the joystick, grab the gun, turn around and kill the guard.
8. Go right and walk into the next room. Don't run or else you'll get
blasted away.

9. When you are near the second archway, put up a shield to your left
and then quickly put one up to the right. Kill both the guards. Remem
ber to take your time - this is probably one of the hardest bits of the
game, so be patient.

Swim for your life
Code: ICAH
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Run for your life
Code: LALD
1. Get out of the pool and go right. Run past the concussed guard and fall down
the shaft.

2. As soon as you hit the floor, turn right and blast the door away, then run like
hell because your life depends upon it.
3. Keep running right, going through all the doors until you reach a dead end.
Don't worry about the blasts that follow you - they won't hit you ifyou keep on
running. You mightalso noticethat amidall thisconfusion Dave isslowly crawling
above you.

4. Whenyou have reached the dead end, you will noticea trapdoor in the ceiling.
Set up a shield, but make sure it's to the left of the trapdoor. Blast the guards that
come in the room, and don't forget to keep replacing your shield.
5. Eventually Dave will kick the trapdoor in and place his hand through it ready to
pull you up to safety. Walk underneath the trapdoor and Dave will pull you up.
6. Once up, don't move until the guards below have fired up through it, because

theywill shoot the roofand the rocks from the roofwill fall on them.
7. Jump overthe gap and then follow Dave into the tank.
8. The tank will then move into an arena where a load of alien gladiators are

fighting. A window will appear in the top left-hand cornerof the screen. Hit the
bottom button to call up more controls, then press the red button to fire some
missiles for a laugh, finally pressing the green button that is to the leftof the red
button to launch the escape pods.

1. Go to the next screen on your right and you will reach a pool of water.
2. Jump in the pool, swim down to the bottom of the pit and go left into the
cave.

3. Keep swimming left untilyou reach a cave with two shafts going up.
4. Swim up the left-hand shaft to get some air, then swim down and you'll be
back in the cave with two shafts in it. Go down again into the lower cave.
5. Once inside, swim right and get up on top of the ledge. You will see a power
cable - your job is to shoot it. Once you've done that, go back towards the air
pocket in the left-hand shaft. Now swim back to where you first dived in.

Code: LFEK

1. Your escape pod will land in some alien baths. Immediately some
guards will start shooting at you. Jump out of the pod and run out of
the room.

2. On the ledge outside, quickly set up a shield because there are four
guards all thirsty for your blood. Kill the guards, then run to your
right.

3. Run past the stained glass window and your friend Dave will burst
out of the window like the true hero he is.

4. Keep running right. You will fall off the ledge thanks to a stray
shot from one of the guards.
5. Dave will grab you and save you from certain death. He will then
swing you against a wall and kick you into the next screen. What a
double crossing little alien! Wait a minute, that's not Dave, it's an
impostor.

6. Once in the next screen, crawl as fast as you can towards some
levers. Dave will appear out of nowhere and smack the crap out of the
impostor.

7. Dave Will then get thrown over the side, but he holds on with his
fingertips. The guard will walk towards you - when he is beneath the
skylight, press Fire and you'll zap him.

8. Press Fire again and the skylight will open - quickly move left and
position yourself under the skylight and you will be transported to
the roof.

9. On top of the roof you will pass out due to exhaustion, but Dave

will pick you up and you will both fly off into the distance on top of a
alien bird/dragony thing which just happens to be there.
10. The End.
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Paris to Dakar and back in time for tea, its...

BIG RUN
STORM • £25.99 • 512k • Joystick • Out now

©otaou utiKi
Brum, Brumm, skid, skid, Corr I never knew rallying could be so much fun

Oh dear, who put that bloody rock there?

ig Run is Storm's latest and if
you haven't guessed from
the title or the screenshots,

it'syet another driving game.
It is meant to be a fun-filled, excite

ment packed, death-defying simulation
of the Paris to Dakar rally. There are two

big questions that spring to mind. The
first is "Is it any good?" and the second
is "Why bother anyway?"
Why bother making yet another car
racing game unless it is going to radi

cally change the whole of the software
industry? You've got your Lotus Turbo
Challenge 1 and 2s, so why are you
going to be interested in yet another
racer?

The answer is that you're not. At
least platform games, which are all
based on the same idea, can all be dif

ferent, but how do you make a racing
game different from the rest?

into the Gamer office. I dared to read

the back off the box. It said "pinned to
your seat, engine howling, wheels spit
ting gravel and the marathon begins,
etc etc". I feared the worst. Oh dear, oh

dear, someone please help.

My worst fears were confirmed. It Is
bobbins. Maybe the back of the box
should have said "trying to get off your
seat, engine spluttering, flat tyres and
the terminal boredom begins, etc etc".
Words can't really describe how bad
it is, but I'll have a go. For starters, the
graphics are, umm, err, dull to say the
least - everything isjust so bland.
I mean, African deserts aren't that

colourful and exciting, but a little imagi
nation might have been used. The car
is quite well drawn, but the rest of the
drivers all race in the same bright red
and white cars. Very original, I don't
think.

Some, like Formula One Grand Prix,

OK, ignore the graphics and take a

are a big breath of fresh air when com
pared to your average arcade car racing

look at the payability. There you are
trundling along at 200mph, when a

games. These arcade efforts are gener
ally the worst - take Cisco Heat, Chase
HQ 2, Driving Force and Outrun
Europa as examples. So I waited with
deep anxiety when Big Run trundled

huge rock pops out of nowhere - very
helpful. Your car literally bounces off
the rock, no structural damage there
folks! You start off again and you crash
into another massive rock. This will

A map - always a handy item

annoy even the calmest of the calm
among you lot out there.
Also, the Paris to Dakar rally is raced
over a terrain of desert, water, grit, mud
- you name it, you race over it, but
when you go slightly off track you slow
down. I mean, it'snot very realistic, is it?
On the sound front there is a tune,

and thanks to the lovely ST sound chip,
it's crap. Sound effects in the game are
just as bad - have you ever heard a car

And it only gets one because
there is sound.

skid on sand? Severe earache all round,
methinks.

PL.A.VA.BI LITY

Another slight problem is the fact
that Big Run is easy. It won't take your
hardened gamesplayer long to com
plete it - after all there are only six
stages. To make matters worse, you get

Easycontrol system, but the rest of
the game is crap.

oo

loads of credits. Oh well.

I'm afraid words almost fail me. Big
Run is definitely one of the worst games
I have ever played on the ST, and quite
frankly Storm should be ashamed of this
little effort.

There - one great big slagging off
and no childish, immature puns about
beans and cabbage and the fact that
they cause big runs. Damn!
Jonathan
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As you can see, about asaddicove
as licking a cactus.
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16-BIT COMPILATIONS
1st DIVISION MANAGER

7.99

HARD DRIVIN'

3-D CONSTRUCTION KIT

HEAD OVER HEELS

3-D POOL

HEIMDALL
NEW PRICE 7.99

ADVANCED FRUIT MACHINE

7.99

7.99
7.99
NEW 24.99

HERO QUEST + DATADISC

21.50

HERO QUEST DATA DISC

10.99

HEROES OF THE LANCE
HOT RUBBER

ALTERED BEAST

HUDSON HAWK

ANARCHY

NEW PRICE 9.99

ANOTHER WORLD

FOUR WHEEL DRIVE

AIR AND SEA SUPREMACY

SILENT SERVICE, GUNSHIP, CARRIER COMMAND,

SHADOW WARRIOR

LOTUS ESPRIT TURBO CHALLENGE, TEAM
SUZUKI, TOYOTA CELICA &COMBO RACER

£13.99

£21.39

P47 THUNDERBOLT 8, F15STRIKE EAGLE
£21.50

7.99

HITCH HIKERS GUIDE TO THE GALAXY
ALIEN STORM

NINJA COLLECTION

DOUBLE DRAGON, DRAGON NINJA &

9.99

AWARD WINNERS

DIZZY COLLECTION

QUEST AND GLORY

SPACE ACE, KICK OFF2,

MAGICLAND DIZZY, TREASURE ISLAND DIZZY,
FAST FOOD & FANTASY WORLD DIZZY
£17.99

MIDWINTER. CADAVER, IRON LORD

NEW 17.99

1 7.99

PIPEMANIA & POPULOUS
£21.59

21.50

HUNTER
IKARIWARRIORS

& BLOODWYCH

£21.50

SPECIAL OFFER 5.50

IMMORTAL

9.99

IMPOSSAMOLE

7.99

WINNING FIVE

T.N.T. 2

THE TOP LEAGUE

BABY |0 CO HOME

INTERNATIONAL ICE HOCKEY

7.99

BARBARIAN 2

INTERNATIONAL NIN|A RABBITS

7.99

IRON LORD, NIGHT HUNTER, TWIN
WORLD, PUFFY'SSAGA& SIR FRED
SPECIAL OFFER £9.99

HARD DRIVIN'2, SKULL AND CR0SSB0NES,
S.T.U.N. RUNNER, HYDRA & BADLANDS

SPEEDBALL 2, RICK DANGEROUS 2, FALCON.

AUSTERLITZ

BATMAN THE CAPED CRUSADER

7.99

ITALIA 1990

BATMAN THE MOVIE

7.99

IVANHOE

NEW PRICE 9.99

7.99

|ACK NICKLAUSGOLF
BLOODWYCH

17.99

|AMES POND

NEW PRICE 7.99

IIMMYWHITE'S WHIRLWINDSNOOKER
BLUES BROS

BOMB|ACK

KICK OFF + EXTRA TIME

SPECIAL OFFER5.50

BREACH 2 ENHANCED

71 511

BUBBLE BOBBLE

ECIAL OFFER 5.50

C.|.'S ELEPHANT ANTICS

6.99

CALIFORNIA GAMES

7.99

CENTREFOLD SQUARES

7.99

KICK OFF 2

SPECIAL OFFER 9.99

KICK OFF 2 FINAL WHISTLE

8.99

KICK OFF 2 RETURN TO EUROPE

7.99

KICK OFF 2 WINNING TACTICS

7.99

KID GLOVES

7.99

KID GLOVES 2

NEW 17.99

KNIGHTMARE

21.50

KNIGHTS OF THE SKY

NEW 24.99

LEATHERGODDESSES OF PHOBOS

CHESS CHAMPIONS 2175

NEW PRICE 13.99
NEW PRICE 7.99

CONTINENTAL CIRCUS

9.99

21.50

9.99

LEMMINGS

17.99

LEMMINGS DATA DISC

13.99

LIFE AND DEATH

1 7.99

LITTLE PUFF

7.99

DEGAS ELITE

LOMBARD R.A.C. RALLY

DELUXE SCRABBLE

LOTUS ESPRIT 2

17.99

Ml TANK PLATOON

21.50

MADDOC WILLIAMS

NEW 21.50

DIPLOMACY

NEW 13.99

DOUBLE DRAGON

9.99

7.99

MAGIC POCKETS

17.99

DOUBLE DRAGON 3

MANCHESTER UNITED EUROPE

17.99

DRAGON NIN|A

MEGA-LO-MANIA

17.99

ELF

MICROPROSE GOLF

24.99

ELITE

MIDNIGHT RESISTANCE

EMLYN HUGHES SOCCER

MIDWINTER 2 (FLAMES OF FREEDOM) ....24.99

NEW PRICE 7.99

MONTY PYTHON
EUROPEAN SPACE SIM

SPECIAL PRICE 9.99

EUROPEAN SUPER LEAGUE

NEW PRICE 9.99

MOONWALKER

7.99

MULTI PLAYERSOCCER MANAGER

SPECIAL OFFER

9 99

Fl 5 STRIKE EAGLE 2
NEW PRICE 9.99

F29 RETALIATOR
FANTASY WORLD DIZZY

17.99
7.99

FAST FOOD

17.99

NEW ZEALAND STORY

7.99

KICK 0FF2, FINAL WHISTLE

VIRTUAL REALITY VOL 1

17.99

& PLAYER MANAGER

rugby world cup

1 7.99

£17.99

MIDWINTER, CARRIER COMMAND, STUNT
CAR RACER, STARGLIDER 2,

rvf honda

17.99

TURRICAN 2, ST DRAGON, SWIV &
NIGHTSHIFT

silkworm

sim city terrain editor

10.99

space 1889

new 21.50

space ace 2

24,99

space gun

new 17.99

space harrier 2

new price 7 99

spellbound

new price 9 99

sporting triangles

1 3.99

steve davis snooker

9.99

steve McQueen

new i 7.99

STOS3-D (requires STOS 3-D Creator)
STRIDER

24.99

NEW PRICE 7.99

STRIKEFLEET

17.99

STRIKERMANAGER

17.99

STUNT CAR RACER

7.99

SUPERCARS

7.99

SUPER HANG ON

7.99

SUPER SPACE INVADERS

SUSPICIOUS CARGO

THEIR FINEST MISSIONS

10.99

INVADERS, ASTEROIDS, GALAXION &

THUNDER HAWK

21.50

CENTIPEDE

£17.99

17.99

£7.99

17.99

TOP BANANA

NEW 17.99

TOYOTA CELICA G.T

NEW PRICE 7.99

TREASURE ISLAND DIZZY

4.99

TRIVIAL PURSUIT

1 3.99

FORMULA ONE GRAND PRIX

5.99

PRO TENNIS TOUR 2

17.99

TURBO OUTRUN

7.99

PROFLIGHT

27.99

TURRICAN

7.99

GODFATHER

PUB TRIVIA

4.99

TUSKER

NEW PRICE 7.99

6.99

ULTIMATE GOLF

NEW PRICE 9.99

GOLDEN EAGLE

NEW PRICE 7.99
21.50

UTOPIA
VOODOO NIGHTMARE
WAR HEAD

ROBIN SMITH'S INTERNATIONAL CRICKET

1 7.99

WORLD CLASS RUGBY

NEW 21.50

ROBOCOD

17.99

WORLD CRICKET

ROBOCOP

7.99

NEW 17.99

ROBOCOP 3

NEW 17.99

NEW PRICE 7.99
NEW PRICE 7.99

ADDICTED TO FUN

" charTattack

BUBBLE BOBBLE, RAINBOW ISLAND

lotus espritturb0 challenge,
james pond, venus flytrap

& NEW ZEALAND STORY
£13.99

& ghouls and ghosts

£21.59

BOARD GENIUS

SCRABBLE DELUXE, RISK &CLUED0
MASTER DETECTIVE
£21.59

17.99
7.99

WWF WRESTLEMANIA

1 7.99

Z-OUT

ORDER FORM (block capitals please)

7.99

GOLDEN AXE, E.S.W.A.T., SHINOBI. SUPER
MONACO G.P. & CRACKDOWN
£21.50

Name of g a m e

6.99
7.99

3.5 INCH 120 PIECE DISK BOX

9.99

DENSITY WITH LABELS
1
10
25

SUPER SEGA

NEW PRICE 7.99

3.5 INCH 40 PIECE DISK BOX
3.5 INCH 80 PIECE DISK BOX

3.5 INCH DOUBLESIDED, DOUBLE

SPECIAL OFFER 5.50

WORLD CLASS LEADERBOARD

RENEGADE

7.99

21.50

VENUS FLYTRAP

7.99

GODS

7.99

QUESTION OF SPORT

REALMS

SOCCER MANIA

FOOTBALL MANAGER 2, MICROPROSE
SOCCER, FOOTBALL MANAGER WORLD
CUP EDITION & GAZZA'S SUPERSOCCER

TREBLE CHAMPIONS

RAINBOW ISLAND

£17.99

Double Sided drlvat only

CLASSIC 4 [RENAISSANCE)

21.50

FUN SCHOOL 4 (7+)

KICK OFF 2, GAZZA 2,
MICROPROSE SOCCER,
£17.99

21.50

GAUNTLET 2

FINALE

PAPERBOY, GHOSTS AND GOBLINS,
0VERLANDER, SPACEHARRIER

SOCCER COMPILATION

1 7.99

POPULOUS AND SIM CITY

GAMES SUMMER EDITION....

& STRIP POKER
£17.99

WARRIOR & SUPER OFF ROAD RACER
£21.59

21.50

TOKI

7.99

GEISHA, EMMANUELLE

GOLDEN AXE, TOTAL RECALL, SHADOW

1 7.99

SPECIAL OFFER 9.99

24.99

SEA, SOFT AND SUN

13.99

SPECIAL OFFER 9.99

R-TYPE

ra.sii

TWO HOT TWO HANDLE

TERMINATOR 2

PLAYER MANAGER

RAILROAD TYCOON (1 MEG)

& LAST DUEL

WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP BOXINGMANAGER
£13.99

EMLYN HUGHES INTERNATIONAL SOCCER.

POWERMONGER

17.99

CHAMPIONS

MAN UTD„JAHAGHIR KHAN SOUASH &

17.99

9.99

FUNSCHOOL4 (UNDER 5)...

STRIDER 1 &2, GHOULS &GHOSTS,
FORGOTTEN WORLDS, U.N. SQUADRON,
DYNASTY WARS, LED STORM

21.50

FOOTBALL MANAGER 2 + EXP. KIT

FUN SCHOOL 3 (7+)

CAPCOM COLLECTION

£21.59

9.99

sim city and populous

POPULOUS

SPECIAL OFFER 5.99

MAX PACK COMPILATION

24.99

TIP OFF

LAND

9.99

silent service 2

THEIR FINEST HOUR

POPULOUS PROMISED

INTERNATIONAL SOCCER CHALLENGE
£21.50

21.50

shadow of the beast 2

9.99

NEW 21.50

special offer 9.99

secret of monkey island (1 meg)
shadow of the beast

6.99

POPULOUS2 (1 MEG)
FOOTBALL DIRECTOR 2

new 17.99

FOOTBALL CRAZY

rugby coach

NIN|A RABBITS

7.99

17.99

rubicon

NIN|A WARRIOR
OPERATION WOLF

MIDWINTER & TV. SPORTS FOOTBALL.

4.99

RODLAND

TETRIS

OPERATION THUNDERBOLT....NEW PRICE 7.99

£21.59

£21.50
ROCK STAR

c

MOUSE MATS
ST ANDAG EXTENSION LEADS

~rr::
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Software City, Unit 4 BDC, Temple Street, Wolverhampton, WV2 4AN.
name

address

postcode
signature

phone
exp. date

. under £5. EEC countries add £1.00 per item, non EEC countries add

date

£2.DO per item. Paying by Cheque: cheques payable to Software
. .City.Europeanorders: Master card, Eurocardaccepted.

Postage rales: please add 50p for post and packaging on all orders

postage

05

2.99
5.99

ran i©

All orders sent first class subject to availability. Just fill In the coupon and send It to:

card no

0.59
5.50
12.50
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INCORPORATING

JKrVOH

GAMES

THE WORLDS ONLY DEDICATED
ST GAMES MAGAZINE

The first issue of ST Action Incorporating
The One for ST Games is going to be
something very special. We've taken the
best of ST Action and The One for ST

Games to bring you the brightest, biggest
and bounciest guide to ST games around.
The May 1992 issue will have:
Radical Racing

Domark's Race Drivin' goes head to head against Microprose Grand Prix:
who'll end up on the winner's rostrum?

£

Ravishing Reviews

The definitive opinion on every ST game we can lay our hands on!
2 Darling Disks

Bursting at the seams with more playable demos than you could shake a
disk box at!

10 Titanic Tips Pages

Player's guides to Knightmare, Storm Master and a whole lot more!
Bulging With Budget Games
Alleviate those "so skint I could barely eat" blues with Recession Reliev
ers, your four page guide to all the bustling budget releases.
Superlative Super Leagues
Our carefully compiled guide to every ST game ever. 13 categories let you
know which games you should have in your collection.
All Your Old Favourites

Work In Progress, Contacts and Recommended will be to the fore, plus
the best ST letters, features and news in the business.

NEWS

The one for the action!

Technicc
Multisync advice
I am writing to you in connection with
the Protext demo featured on the
December CoverDisk. I am unable to

copy the file X_PROTEX.TOS because
file FORMAT.PRG produces 79 tracks

and 20 sectors. All my diskshave only
79 tracks. Are there any 80 track disks?
R FBisley, Purley, Surrey

Youshouldn't be having any problems
with the Protext demo because the

FORMAT.PRG we put on the disk does
format disks with 80 tracks. You

appear to be a little confused about
disk structuresso I'll try to clarifya
few points.
Each floppy disk contains 80 con
centric tracks, laid out in a similar

way to those on a gramophone record.
The tracksare numbered from 0 (the
outer track) to 79 (the inner track),
making 80 tracks in all. Each track

comprises a number ofsectors, nor
mally nine on each side if the disk is

Got a problem?
Is your printer playing up?
Floppies behaving strangely?
Having problems loading ZX81
games on your Spectrum emula

tor? Maybe ST User can help. Jot
down your gripe, along with as
much information about your set
up as possible, and send it to:

Andrew Wright, Advice Seiyice,

Atari ST User, EuropaHouse,

double sided.

Disks which are formatted to a
higher capacity may have an extra

i42M^^D f>

Adlington Park,
MACCLESFIELD, SK10 4NP

length of time the modem waits when
it encounters a comma, giving it more

time to recognise the secondary
dialling tone. You will probably need
to put a comma after the PIN number,

too, and before the telephone number.
Secondly, enter ATS8-16 and press

track or two added and ten or even

four page-per-minute Canon LX
engine. It will, however, emulate IBh
Proprinter, Epson LQ850 and LQ10S
among others, so there should be litt

difficulty in drivingit from most ST
applications.
Simply connect it via a standard

eleven sectors a side. If each sector
contains 512 bytes of information,
simple maths will reveal the amount
of information that can be stored,
although some sectors are inaccessible
because of the FAT tables and the

problem. Due to the cost of BT's calls, I

Return. This will increase the time

Centronics cable to the ST/STE's

took the advice you gave in the
January issue and joined the Mercury

taken to hang up when a carrierloss
is detected. Now try dialling and it

printer port, consult the manual as t
how to set the emulation mode,

network.

should work.

choose a driver to match the emula

like.

my Hayes-compatible modem, first the

Unfortunately when I dial out with

If not, an alternative ploy is to

TheFORMAT program puts 20 sec

131 access code, then the ten-digit PIN

ber after a planned interval, whether

tors on each track (ten each side) and

number, all I get is "No Carrier". I have

or not it detects a carrier. This is done

formats 80 tracks. Ifyou are still hav
ingproblems, I suggestyou orderone
of the formatting programs recom
mended in this month's feature on

listened while the modem dials out

by altering the extended result code

and heard the continuous Mercury dial

selection using the command ATX3
Return. If this fails, contact Mercury
and ask for furtheradvice. Theyhave
a technical supportdepartmentwhich
should be able to help.

tone but it seems that the modem does

not accept the Mercury tone as a valid.

1would appreciate some help with this

utilities.

problem.

A } Lavender, Saltney, Cheshire

No carrier
Firstly may I say thank you for an
excellent publication. I am quite new

There are occasional problems when
usingMercury lines for data commu

Quickfire Canon

nication but on the wholemostpeople

I shall keep this extremely brief. Does a

Canon LBP4 work with an Atari Mega 4
or STE? If the answer is yes, would it be
possible to explain how to set it up?

On reading the March issue I was
delighted to see the feature on commu
nications and even more delighted to

use them quite happily and save an
awful lot of money.
Theanswerprobablylies within the
modem, inside the S registersto be
precise. These are used to store various
parameters that control the modem's

The Canon LBP4 is a fairly standard

see the Freeze Dried Terminal on the

behaviour.

to the world of the ST and it is nice to

read a magazine that caters for new as
well as the old hands.

CoverDisk. I set this up the minute I
got home. This is where I have found a

B Childs, Nuneaton, West Midlands

ATS9=5/Return. This will extend the

doesn't, as most do, emulate the HP
Laserjet, although it uses the same

Multisync advice
Could you pleasetell me whether the 14in NEC Multisync
2A will work with the ST and what lead I would need?

C Price, HibiscusCoast, New Zealand

No, it won't. TheonlyNEC multisync monitor that was

PageStream problems
I have been using a 1Mb STFM for a
few years now and have just got

PageStream 2.1, which in most respec
is excellent. I upgraded to 4Mb and th
has solved some problems, but not all
PageStream appears to have a bug i

the handling of Compugraphicfonts

which results in the corruption of texl
both onscreen and when printed out.
also seems very slow at screen redraws
I have tried to contact Soft-Logik bi
have received no reply from the UK
address, Should I try the US address
and send my registration card there?

A Bradshaw, Bolton, Manchest

laserprinterwith one exception. It

Go into online mode and type

tion and off you go.

instruct the modem to dial the num

and there is no replacement model, which is a realpity.
You could trythe Interquad MS1480, whichreplaces the
Quadram MS1422 model. It has a similar specification
and supports resolutions up to 1,024 by 768.1 appreciate
you are some distance away but interested UK users can

available to ST owners was the NEC 3D which can still be

contact Gasteiner on 081-365 1151. The monitor costs

found in some stores. However theyare no longer made

£379 including leads and switchbox.

There are a numberof bugs in
PageStream2.1, including the one yoi
have described. Unfortunately, very
few of them came to light when the
package was first reviewed.
Soft-Logik blame the Compugraphi
fonts but until an updated version
comes along, I would try to avoid mix
ing large and small point sizes of the
same typeface in the same document,
if possible. Forexample if you need to
use Timesfor body text, use
Triumviratefor the headings.
You may be interested in some
)
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chnical
wise known as the parallel or
Centronicsport) can transmit several
data bits simultaneously.
Incidentally, the Atari laser is con

her tips which make life a little
sier. The loading time can be
wrtened by removing the
rwanted import/export modules
om the DRIVERS folder and screen
draws speeded up by experimenting
ith the greeking function which is
'.scribed more fully in the manual.
And, yes, do send your card to Softigik in the US to be sure of the next
igrade.

nected via the DMA port - labelled
"Harddisk"-but this is a peculiarity

of the Atari design. Stick with the
printer port - it's really the only way.

Modem muddle

i4124mono monitor developed an

contains several colourprinter drivers
for the Degas art package including
one for the P] 1080A.
Alternativelyyou could try thepub

I am quite interested in comms and
was thinking of buying a modem but I
wasn't sure if I wanted to spend £150
on a new, up-to-date one. When I
attended the 16-Bit Show recently, and
saw a modem for £20,1 thought it

termittent arcing problem. I pur-

lic domain library Image Art (081-291

would be a good buy. It would at least

lased a service manual for the moni-

4094) and ask them for a copy of their
own colourprinting utility, Jet Dump
II, which was designed specifically for
Integrex and Canon PJ1080A printers.

enable me to find out what comms was

mands. The ST Club's disk DRG21

LOPToff
Dout three months ago my Atari

ir and traced the fault to the Line

utput Transformer (LOPT). I placed
1 order at my local computer shop
jt I didn't get the right part back. It
ad eight legs, whereas my original
id ten and the part number is 15416A.Could you please tell me how to
:t hold of the appropriate replacelent part?
D / Edmondson, Hayes, Middlesex

lost SM124s use LOPTs with part
umber 154090A, typically costing
round £18. Other typesavailable for
le SM124 from service centres

Parallel v serial

Office Professional. I have a 1040STE

I've just received a Panasonic KX-P1170
printer for Christmas and 1wonder if
you could answer a question. At pre
sent I have connected my printer to
the printer port. Is there another way
to connect it?

P Smith, Kingswood, Bristol

iclude the 154142A, TMS 2525 and
MS2S00A, costing up to £28 or more,

There is an alternative. You could use

hey all have ten legs.
I contacted Silica Systems and SDL,
oth with largeservice departments,
ut neither company could supply

"modem" on the ST) but this is far

ich a part number. Apparently, early
srsions of the monitor had parts
hich are virtually unobtainable now.
nless any of our readers can help...?

Colour Integrex

really like before buying a decent
model such as the Supra 2400.
The modem I bought is a Microlink
Dual-speed as pictured on page 16 of
your March issue. It was supplied with
some PC software adapted from Mini

the RS232 or serial port (labelled
less efficient. It would also require
another cable. The reason is that the

serial port sends one bit of data at a
time whereas the printer port (other

but the comms software I have tried
- should this modem work with ST

comms software? Can you suggest a
package that will work? Or do you
think there might be something wrong
with the package itself?
I Uddin, London, El

There should be no problem with any
of the PD packages that are available,
provided the RS232 parameters are set
up correctly and the ST'sflow control
bugs are properly patched (see this
month's Aspects page on

I have a smallproblem! I own an Atari 520STE and have recently purchased a
half megabyteupgrade consisting of plug-in SIMMs. To my surpriseit came with

ble to find out about it is that the

ompany specialises in educational

to the desktop.

ardware. I have no idea whether it

Could you pleasetell me if there is a program that I could type in which
would tell me, onscreen, how much memory (RAM) that the computer has? If
you could print it in the next issue I would be very grateful.
R Tiimns, Runcorn, Cheshire

tany applications with suitable
"rivers but PageStream2.1 has one for

The daysof magazines providing type-in listings areall but over I'mafraid! I
don't think we'dget a very favourable response if we triedabolishing the
CoverDisk and printingseveral hundred pagesof machinecode!
Anyway don't despair - there are mucheasieralternatives. Goodmans PD
Library (seePublicSector pagesfor an address or telephone 0782 335650)
havejust the diskyou need.Devoted to checking memory and with several text
files to assist in fault tracing, disk GD1044 should help. In the meantime,
check that the SIMMs arepushed firmly home- considerable pressure is often

he Canon PJ1080A, which is a very

needed.

estricted to schools and other educaional establishments. There aren't

imilar printer using compatible com
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With the modem connected to a

telephone line, enter online mode in
whatever software package you have
chosen, and type ATD followed by the
telephone number you intend to dial.
If you hear dialling, all well and good.
If not, there is a problem. Check the
modem cable isn't a null one (it hap
pened to me, so don't laugh!) and that
it is securelyplugged in. After that,
you're on your own.

does not seem to work. My question is

I know something of how they go in so I went ahead anyway. After finally
finding out where the boards went, my problems reallystarted. I fitted the
boards the same way as the existing ones as that was all I had to go on. They
both went in without any problems so 1thought everything was OK. After
replacingthe lid and screwingthe STE back together, I tried a 1Mbprogram.
Unfortunately all I got was an out of memory error and I was then returned back

he Integrex 132 is a low resolution
olour inkjet which is almost entirely

The manual supplied with the
modem is quite helpful, as manuals
go, so try following the manual
dialling instructions beforegetting the
software to do it. This should help
identify where the problem lies.

Hardware hard wear
I have had an ST for about a year now
and I have recently bought two exter
nal drives, one 3.5in and the other a
5.25in drive. My problem is that every
time I change the drives around, it

means unplugging one and then plug
ging in another. Obviously this is
reducing the life expectancy of the
socket. Could you please tell me how

to get around the problem or tell me
where to get a piece of hardware that
G Youd, Ely, Cardiff
With some understanding of electron

no fitting instructions!

West Midlands

a Mac.

RAMming it home

was wondering if you or any readers

/ill work at all. I am running a 520ST
xpanded to 1Mb and I would apprecite any help you are able to give.
M Radford, Wolverhampton,

use a Microlink modem myself and it

works reasonably well. I've also
used it successfully with a PC and

will solve it?

ould help me with a small problem
oncerning printer drivers. I have been
iven an inkjet printer called an
rtegrex 132 Colourjet.
The only information I have been

Communications). Vanterm, Hagterm

and Unitermare good packages, as is
the wonderful Freeze Dried Terminal
given away on the March CoverDisk.
Lucky ST User readers can even dial
from within another program
using Harlekin's built-in terminal! I

ics, it is possible to construct a suit
able lead quite cheaply. All of the
components are available from
Maplins, including the floppy disk
drive connectors.

The two cables can be run in paral
lel with only the drive select line need
ing to be switched to select the
appropriatedrive.
On the downside, you may experi
ence problems with the ST's rather

unpredictable sound chip which con
trols the floppy disk drives. If it isn't
up to the job, the pull up resistors in
the drives themselves may well need
changing.

A somewhat more elegant solution,
although one with a fairly hefty price
tag, is the Octobus from System
Solutions.

This allows up to four floppy drives
to be connected and includes a moni

tor switch, printer buffering and sup
port for high density drives. It costs
£149.95.

--c—en
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GOODMANS

ATARI REPAIRS

PUBLIC DOMAIN & SHAREWARE SERVICE

Atari Approved Service Centre

Incorporating The Official STOS Shareware Service

All Atari products repaired, Computers, Printers,

mi

mi

i

i

III

IIIF

Monitors, Disk Drives etc
Atari trained engineers
All work fully guaranteed

WHO ELSE OFFERS ALL THIS

Free estimates

Selected Disks
From The
START

Magazine Disk
Collection

The Latest Public
Domain &
Shareware Titles
including
STWriter Ver 4.5

Specially
Imported From

Superboot Ver 7.2

The New

Full range of ST's repaired

MicroMagic
Budget Software
Range
Shoestring

Let us take the effort out of your repairs.
Collection and delivery arranged

Unit 4, Western Road Industrial Estate,

Stratford-upon-Avon, Warwickshire CV37 OAH
Telephone: 0789 292269

DosAcc Ver 2.9a

America

Exclusive titles

STDCat Ver 5

from top

Turtle Ver 3.2

programmers

Arcshell Ver 3.1

Budgie UK &
Zenobi Software
Licensed
Distributor

Find out what you are missing and discover why we
were voted ST Shareware Service of the Year

Further information on all the above, including the new
START supplement, Zenobi Adventures, Shoestring
software, can be found in our latest Public domain &

Shareware Guide. Available for only £1.95 inclusive.
Goodman Enterprises (DEPT STU)

16 Conrad Close, Meir Hay Estate, Longton,
I

AVON MICRO CENTRE

Educational
Software

Stoke-on-Trent. ST3 1SW.

TEL: 0782 335650

FAX: 0782 316132

FORM CHORDS
THE KEYCOUNT WAY
Simple infallible system lets
you form the right chord
accompaniment
IN ANY KEY every time
Send £10 PO/Cheque for instructional leaflet to:
G. CAMPBELL, Camart Studio, 19 Braehead Road,
Edinburgh EH4 6BN

Partners: Steve Delaney & Irene Lamb
OVER 3.000 DISKS OF PUBLIC DOMAIN. SHAREWARE AND LICENSEWARE

After many years supporting the Atari ST, Floppyshop are now the largest stockist ofhigh quality.
low cost software in Britain. Our nearest rivals are several hundred disks behind us! Our full

catalogue is disk based and uses a customised version of the popular Hitchhiker's Document

Displayer. Itreceived a highly favourable review inthe January 1992 issue ofShareware Shopper.
For a free copy, send us a blank disk with a note ofyour name and address. Alternatively you can
send a Cheque or POfor 80p and we'll supply the disk. We can guarantee you will not be
disappointed. No-one beats us for service. All orders received by 2pcn are despatched the same
day. We also accept payment byVISA or Mastercard, either bypost ortelephone.
BUDGIE UK AND SHOESTRING LICENSEWARE STOCKED

Floppyshop were one of the first distributors for the Budgie UK and Shoestring Licenseware
ranges. Budgie produce games, demos, diskmagazines andutility software. Shoestring specialise
in educational software for young children. Both organisations produce programs which are
comparable to full price software butat a fraction of thecost.With utility software at £3.95 and
everything else at £2.95,you're getting a bargain! Only approved distributors like ourselves are
allowed to sell these titles.

MORE NEW TITLES THAN OUR COMPETITORS

With numerous top contacts throughout the world and a good working relationship with software
authors, weadd more new titles to ourcatalogue than any of ourcompetitors. The catalogue is

mmi miB
French, Spanish
German, Italian

Science, History
Geography
English Words
Spelling

updatedevery two monthsand during I99l the lowest numberof new disks added was I50, we

Arithmetic

actually added 184 onone occasion! This iseven more surprising considering that weaccept only
the best titles and typically reject about 20%-30% of all submissions. If you have written a top

Football, Sport

quality programand would like us to include it in our collection,send it in for evaluation. If we
accept your work, we willswapbetween 2 and4 disksof ours for eachone of yours. Please don't

First Aid

split your programs over more disks than necessary. We will be fair with you and expect the
same inreturn! If wedon't accept yourprograms, [hey will bereturned to you.
PROTECTION AGAINST THE GROWING MENACE OF COMPUTER VIRUSES
If you've tried thedemo version on the July 1991 coverdiskof Atari ST User, youwill nodoubt
have found at least oneVirus in yourcollection. It is more than likely thatyoufound several. For
a mere £6.95 you can have thefull version of this invaluable program and check every new disk
you receive BEFORE you risk infecting the rest of your collection. Low cost updates will be
made available to all registered users. Remember, prevention is better than cure! At £6.95 it's
simply notworth taking thechance. BuyPVK now, before Viruses destroy yourvaluable data!
Please make Cheque or PO(UK currency only)payable to Floppyshop. Major Credit Cards
welcome. UK Postage FREE.Overseas Postage to: Europe £1.00 per order, Rest of World 10%
of order value.

General Knowledge
England, Scotland
Natural History

Kosmos are specialist
producers of Educational

Software designed to help
you enjoy learning from
your computer. Versions
are available for most

popular home & business
computers. Many of our

programs even allow you
to add your own lesson
material.

I

Write or telephone for our

NEW FREE 16-page
COLOUR BROCHURE
of Educational & Leisure
software

LET YOUR COMPUTER HELP WITH THE NATIONAL CURRICULUM

Kosmos Software Ltd, FREEPOST (no stamp needed in UK)
DUNSTABLE, Beds. LU5 6BR

Telephone 0525 873942 or 875406

PO Box 273,
Aberdeen, AB9 8SJ.

Tel: (0224)312756

kosmi

urn
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TELESALES & SHOWROOMS NOW OPEN SUNDAY WAM - 4PM

lEvesnammcro'sl

ATARI STE RAM UPGRADES

PLUG-IN, SOLDERLESS RAM
UPGRADES FOR MOST

520/1040 ST COMPUTERS

nntrro

h • •" - M

J

. k ..i...li«»4a»a«i«a*«u.h>».;
520STE 1Mb upgrade (2x256k SIMMS)
£ 30.00
520/1040STE 2Mb upgrade (2x1 Mb SIMMS)
£ 80.OO
520/1040 STE 4Mb upgrade (4x1 Mb SIMMS)
£ 160.00
520STFM 1Mb HAM Upgrade kit, requires soldering
520STFM 1Mb RAM Upgrade, fitted by ourselves

... £49.00

... £ 79,00

Mega ST2 4Mb RAM Upgrade, fitted by ourselves
520STFM 1Mb Internal Drive upgrade kit, with full fitting
instructions. Requires very slight case modification .,

JOINT WINNER OF
COMPUTER SHOPPER'S

. £ 149.00

PROFESSIONAL ST REPAIRS

With our compact plug-in RAM
Upgrades, you can expand the
memory of your ST to as much
as 2,5Mb, quickly and cheaply!

'Best Customer
Service'
-AWARD FOR 1991PRICES INC.DEUVERY & VAT @ 17.5%
Express Courier Delivery :
(UK Mainland Only) £6.50 Extra

2 versions allow upgrade to 1Mb, or 2/2.5Mb • Compact design
• Quick installation procedure • Simple, fast and effective
RAM upgrade path • Designed to fit almost any 520 or 1040 ST
model • Requires no soldering or technical know-how

Our fully equipped service department is ready to
handle almost any Atari ST repair.
We can offer fixed price repairs on any ST computer. Our price include
return postage and covers any fault occurring in normal use, including drive
problems. We reserve the right to refuse any machine thai we consider to
have been damaged other than in normal use. eg. substandard repair work,

lightning and physical damage - these are quoted for separately.
ATARI ST FIXED RATE REPAIR

E 65.00

If in doubt, please contact us on 0386-446441

Atari ST Service Exchange on Power Supplies
E 35.00
Atari ST Power Supply Module available separately for... £ 55.00

Please note: Not suitable for STE machines

512K VERSION:
UPGRADES 520 STs TO
1MB RAM
2MB VERSION:
UPGRADES 520/1040 STs
T0 2/2.5MBRAM

LYNX Portable Games Console

ONLY

£49.95
ONLY

£99.00

N.B. Due to the large variance in design ot the Atari ST, there is a small

Only £99.99

INCLUDES POWER SUPPLY

& 'CALIFORNIA GAMES'

£21.95

Chips Chaliengu ....E 16.99

Pacland . .

£25.99

£21.95

California Games ..El9.99

Ktaxx

£21.95

RoadolasiefS

C2i 95

Shanghai
Rampage

.£21.95
£25.99

Paperboy

£21.95

Gauntlet 3

£25 99

Rygar Warrior
Zalor Mercenary

£21.95 Chequoroo Flag
£21.95 A.P.B

HardDrrvuT.
Btockout
Soccer
Qix
IshnJo...

£25.99
£25.99
E25.99
£28.99
£22.95

MsPacrran

£21.95

Xenophobe

£21.95 Chess

Blue Lign-.r.ng

£21.95 Baseball

Cop
Slime Workf

Gates ol Zendocon .£21.95

minority of boards in existence which may require a little soldering.

Warbirds

Turbo Sub

£25.99
£25.99
£25.99
£25.99
£25 99
£25.99

ViKmg Child

£25.99

Toki

£25.99

Rolling Thunder...

£25.99

Bi:i & Tods E« Aov £25.99

Nrncj Gaidon

£26.99

Cigarette Lighter Adaptor... £ 9.99

Lynx Pouch . . .

E 9.99

Sun Visor / Protector

Lynx Kit Case

C 14.99

£ 5.99

mm TQ OBUm
Call us now on

SOLDERLESS MEMORY
UPGRADES FOR ST's

0386 765500
TELESALES OPENING TIMES :

Monday-Friday 9am - 7pm

0ta

Saturday 9am - 5.30pm

msm Y@yr s? thi benefits qe

Sunday 10am -4pm

SIMMS RAM EXPANSION WHH
@y& S1MPti«fWiT!N)® UPGRAPEl

Send Cheque, Postal Order or
ACCESS/VISA card details to:

Evesham Micros Ltd.

MEGA series computers

Unit 9, St Richards Road
Evesham, Worcs. WR11 6XJ
ACCESS/VISA
Cards Welcome

^ Fits Atari STF, STFM and
tf Uses SIMMS RAM Modules
for Effortless Upgradeability

£/? Probably the neatest ST RAM

%

Upgrade available!

Government, Education & PLC orders welcome

Upgrade the memory of your ST quickly and easily with our fully

Same day despatch whenever possible
Express Courier delivery (UK Mainland only) £6.50 extra
Please note that 5 banking days must be allowed for
cheque clearance. Immediate clearance on Building
Society cheques or Bank Drafts.

compatible RAM upgrade board. Designed for pre-STE machines,
the unit accepts SIMMS slot-in memory modules, making RAM
fitting simplicity itself. No electronics knowledge needed! Available
with or without RAM modules. Allows upgrade in stages of 1Mb, 2 /
2.5Mb and 4Mb, as and when necessary. Straightforward
installation - full, step-by-step comprehensive instructions provided.

Mail Order Fax: 0386-765354

I

Upgrade unit with board unpopulated

£ 44.95

Upgrade unit with 512KRAM Installed -

upgrades a 520to a total of 1Mb RAM

£ 74.95

Upgrade unit with 2MbRAM Installed upgrades a 520/1040/Mega1 to 2/2.5Mb.. £119.95

Upgrade unit with 4Mb RAM Installed upgrades a 520/1040/Mega STto 4Mb

£199.95

N.B.Due to the large variance in design of the AtariST. there is a small
minorityo( boards in existence which may require a tittlesoldering.

NEW SHOWROOM OPENING TIMES:
MONDAY-SATURDAY 9.00 - 5.30
SUNDAY 10.00-4.00
Unit 9 St Richards Road, Evesham
Worcestershire WR11 6XJ

HIGH SPEED, SUPERIOR QUALITY

"S 0386 765180
fax

0386 765354

5 Glisson Rd, Cambridge CB1 2HA
"S 0223 323898
fax: 0223 322883

Corporate Sales Dept. • IBMdealer

251-255 Moseley Road,

Highgate, Birmingham B12 0EA
Tel:021 446 5050. Fax:021 446 5010
Corporate Sales Dept • Easy Parking

320 Witan Gate

Milton Keynes MK9 2HP
Tel: 0908 230 898 • Fax: 0908 230 865
Corporate Sales Dept.

TECHNICAL
SUPPORT

•n1 0 3 8 6 - 4 0 3 0 3
Monday to Friday, 10.00 - 5.00

12 MONTHS WARRANTY
ON ALL PRODUCTS

HARD DISKS FOR ST's
Our units incorporate latest technology, high capacity
NEC SCSI hard disk mechanisms. No other ST Hard

Disk offers all these features at such a low price!

^

•frAutobooting and Fully Autoparking Hard Disk
-sirFeatures ICD Hard Disk Interface and Software

if Includes DMA Thrbughport and Cooling Fan
if Dedicated Power Supply and all cables included
•frHigh quality compact grey metal casing
if Extremely easy installation procedure

40MB version £ 299
1OOMB version £ 449

All details correct attime otgoing topress• All goods subject toavailability

TELESALES & SHOWROOMS NOW OPEN SUNDAY WAM - 4PM

lEvesnammcrosi

IEvesham Micros]

lEvesnamnici

TELESALES & SHOWROOMS NOW OPEN SUNDAY WAM - 4PM

TOP VALUE 400dpi

KICK OFF

HANDY SCANNER

with

QUALITY
SCANNING - .

AT THE

EVESHAM MICROS PRICE PROMISE WE WILL BEAT ANY GENUINE ATARI STE
PACKAGE OFFER ON A UKE-FOR-UKE BASIS

GAZZA *

'

CUMMD
CB3ZB!

RIGHT PRICE !
Representing outstanding
value for money, this complete
package combines top quality scanning
hardware with the distinctively powerful

FREE! With EVERY STE Pack

DAATASCAN PROFESSIONAL software.
At a genuine 400dpi scanning resolution, this scanner produces truly superb
quality scans. The scanning head itself is a full 105mm scanning width,
featuring variable brightness control and selectable resolutions of 100, 200,
300 and 400dpi. Also supplied is DAATASCAN PROFESSIONAL scanning
and editing software which features the special Real-Timescanning display,
and allows scanning in either line art or in up to 16 halftones. Provides
powerful editing features including image crop, rotate, flip and invert as well
as pixel touch-up. Saves as IMG, TIFF or DEGAS file formats, giving
excellent compatibility with all major Desktop Publishing and Paint
packages, eg. Fleet St. Publisher, Timeworks DTP and Touch-Up.

* 'TRACKSUIT MANAGER 90'
*

SUBBUTEO'

* 'THE BALL GAME'

* 'TREASURE TRAP'
* ' ASTERIX'
*

SKIDOO'

* 'LEONARDO'
* TOP QUALITY JOYSTICK

including VAT
and Delivery

ONLY £99.99

(RRP: £25.53)
(RRP: £20.42)
(RRP: £25.53)
(RRP: £24.99)
(RRP: £25.53)
(RRP: £24.99)
(RRP: £7.99)
(RRP: £7.99)
(RRP: £9.99)

* 'GAZZA 2'

TOTAL RRP OF EXTRAS: OVER £170.00 !

ALL OUR ST prices Include mouse, user guide, etc. PLUS 5
Double Sided disks full of specially selected Public Domain
software Including paint program, two wordprocessors, games,

TRUEMOUSE

graphics A sound demos, desk accessories and utilities.

520 STE DISCOVERY
EXTRA PACK
Specially featured package representing top value, including the
Atari STE which features 1Mb Drive. 512K RAM.full digital stereo
sound, PLUS extra software including:
'Sim City'• 'Escape fromPlanet of Robot Monsters'• 'FinalFight
•

'Nine Lives' •

'Neochrome' •

FirST BASIC •

Atari ST Tour'

£309.99 WITH 1MB RAM FiTTED

£279.99

£349.99 WITH 2MB RAM FITTED

inc.VAT & delivery

£419.99 WITH 4MB RAM FITTED

1040 STE FAMILY

CURRICULUM PACK
Special pack features five categories of extra software, including :
'Read & Learn' word recognition & sentence constnjction •
Quizzes. Spelling & Primary Maths • GCSE Maths, French &
Geography revision • Wordprocessor. Database & Spreadsheet
(RRP over £100) • Hyper Paint. Music Maker and FirST BASIC

pOOQ QQ £419.99 WITH 2MB RAM FITTED
inc.VAT & delivery

£499.99 WITH 4MB RAM FITTED

WE GUARANTIEE that this Is the

smoothest, most responsive and

|accurate replacement mouse you can

LIMITED SPECIAL OFFER.'!

buy for the Atari ST. Excellent
performance, with a higher resolution
of 300dpl. Amazing low price!

£16.99 SATISFACTI0N
GUARANTEED
GOLDEN IMAGE OPTICAL MOUSE

ATARI 1MB 520SF
DISCOVERY PACK

£ 29.00

TRACKBALL
Excellent high performance trackball, directly
compatible to any Amiga or Atari ST Operates
from the mouse or joystick port. Supersmooth, accurate and versatile - you
probably won't want to use a mouse again
after using this Trackball ' Total onehanded control Top quality construction
and opto-mechanical design, delivering
high speed and accuracy every time. No

12 MONTHS ON-SITE WARRANTY

STOS- GAME CREATOR • OUTRUN' • CARRIER COMMAND •
BOMB JACK'' SPACE HARRIER- NE0CHR0ME' • FIRST
BASIC • ATARI ST TOUR' DISCOVERING YOUR ST BOOK

SUCCESSOR TO THE STAR LC-10, WITH

UNBELIEVABLY LOW PRICE!

ONLY £249^°

REALISE THE FULL
SOUND POTENTIAL OF
YOUR ATARI STE WITH
THIS PAIR OF FULL
RANGE SPEAKERS!
Enjoy quality stereo sound reproduction to the

full with this great Twin Speaker System!
Features reflex ported design with 3 separate
drivers in each unit, and incorporates a built-in
amplifier with adjustable volume

control. Runs from PSU (supplied)
or from batteries (not included).
Speaker sizes: 248 x 93 x 125mm.

C 57.95
C 120.00

£ 29.95

Cyber Pant 2 0

C 37.50

Cyber Studio (CAD 2.0)

C 37.50

Degas Eue

£ 22.50

Deluxe Paint

E 44.95

Digita Ho"ie Accounts 2
. C 49.95
Personal Finance Manager Pro. E 32.95
Timewcrxs DTP Version 2

Replay 8
GFA BASIC 3 6

GFA BASIC Compiler

11

HiSoft Devpac 2.23
Lattice C 5 06 02
Power BASIC

SPECIAL
OFFER !!!
We are offering a complete

Wordprocessing and Desktop
Publishing package complete

E 89.95

over £75.00.

£ 63.95

'FIRST WORD
PLUS' &
'TIMEWORKS
D.T.P.'

. E 34.00

£ 22.50

£ 44.95
C115.00
£ 29.95

Atari Fastcom2

£ 34.00

Atari Archive .

E 22.00

Mavis Beacon Teaches Typing

£ 22.50

tile management environment for STs.
NaoCU
£24.95

T.

Star LC 24-10 24-Pin, 4 fonts, 180/60cps
Star LC 24-200 24-Pin, 5 fonts. 200/67cps
Star LC 24-200C 7 colour version of above

Automatic Sheet Feeder for LC 10" printers (pis.state model)..
Star FR15 COLOUR powerful 9-pin colour, 31k buffer
StarXB24-200 COLOUR 24-pin. 80 col. power printer

NEW! CITIZEN 224
24-Pin COLOUR Printer
Excellent Colour or Mono Presentation Results * Thre

Superb Letter Quality Fonts Built-in * 192cps Draft.
64cps Letter Quality'

£249.99

Easy-To-Use Control Panel *
2-Year manufacturer's warranty *

Inc.VAT, delivery & cable

Optional Sheet Feeder available

Olivetti JP-150 Inkjet good quality - exceptional value
Olivetti JP-3S0 Inkjet excellent high speed 300dpi printer..

Canon BJ-10EX award-winning inkjet. Epson compatible...

..£249.99
. £ 349.99

,.£ 249.99

Hewlett-Packard Deskjet 500

£ 359.00
..£559.00

LOWEST EVER PRICE!

With Its dedicated monitor Input, this model
combines the advantages of a high quality medium
resolution colour monitor with the convenience of

£52.99

remote control TeletextTV- at an excellent lowprice!
Features dark glass screen for improvedcontrast,
plus full range 3-way speaker sound output.

including VAT & delivery

lncludin9VAT<

delivery & cable

•MJiMnM
CM8&33 Mk.ll Monitor (stereo sound) - inc.cable

Atari SM144 14" Monochrome Hi-Res. Monitor

£ 129.fi

E 99.95

VIDI Complete Colour Solution

£ 160.00

VIDI-RGB automatic colour separator add-on for colour input.... £ 64.95
PC-Speed Hardware PC emulator which fits neatly inside the ST.
Please state either STFM or STE version when ordering ... £ 99.95
AT-Speed / STFM Hardware PC emulator (16MHz 80286) with
DR-DOS 5,0 and maths co-processor socket.
Supports VGA/EGA (with SM124) and EMS

AT-Speed / STE as above, Atari STE Compatible version

INCLUDES ITS
OWN EXTERNAL

E 239X

VIDI-ST with VIDI-Chrome Video Digitiser Package

£ 229.95

£ 269.00

Joystick / Mouse ports accessibility adapter
For STF/STFM/STE machines

*

3'/2" EXTERNAL FLOPPY DRIVES

PHILIPS 15" TV/MONITOR

Phlll ps

and 44 cps in NLQ.the LC20appropriately
supercedes the phenomenally successfulLClO!

Hewlett-Packard Deskjet S0OC COLOUR

ONLY £39.95

OOfsCk f\f\

PRINT SPEED

with graphics import facilities.

Available with any
hardware purchase

NEODESK3
£29.95
Simply the best replacement desktop /

• I

MANY FEATURES AND A FASTER
Providing superlative paper handling, four excellent NLQ
fonts and a super-last print speed of 180cps in draft

ONLY £129.99

First Word Plus
Arnor Protein 5.5

1

STAR LC-20 9-Pin Printer

Star LC 200 9-Pin Colour, 4 fonts, 180/45cps

ST SOFTWARE

amplified stereo
speakers

Hie®^ Dealer

WITH 1MB RAM, 1MB DRIVE, PLUS :

Data Manager Professional

ZY-FI

Joid Registered
EVESHAM MICROS STAR PRINTERS INCLUDE

driver software needed !

ONLY £29.95

delivery and cable

INCLUDES BRAND NEW 520STFM

ST/Amiga compatible - excellent travel & accuracy
assured. NEW LOWER PRICE!

Prices include VAT,

PRINTERS

£4.95

•
•
•
•
•
•

Very quiet
Slimline design
Cooling Vents
Sleek, high quality metal casing
Suits any Atari ST
Quality Sony/Citizen Drive Mechanism

•

On / Off switch on rear of drive

• Full 720K Formatted Capacity
• Long reach connection cable

PLUG-IN PSU
Beware of other makes of

drive that take their power
from the joystick port!

Also available:

5.25" External Drive

40/80 Track Switchable

Only £74.95 inc. VAT & delivery

Dust Covers • available for any ST

TELESALES & SHOWROOMS NOW OPEN SUNDAY WAM - 4PM

Atari SC1435
Stereo.

Colour

£249.99

green screen feature, cable, and

Includes: 9 lives, Escape from the planet ol the robot

swivel stand.

Includes free cable and 12 months

1Mb STE Discovery Xtra Plus Pack

on site replacement warranty.

As above with 1Mb (1024K) memory.

£139.99

„. ..

High resolution 640 x 400 14'

input (giving near monitor quality
display), 60 tuner presets, sleep
Comes

™

„

_

£329
1040STE Curriculum Pack
£354
acks of Educational software..cate£ing..far....^t..VTT..Vr.

Includes: FST remote control, Scart

Fastext.

.,.

As above with 2Mb (2048K) memory.

Philips Cube TV £269.99

and

rtTr_ _.

pOfifl

AT Speed

includes DR DOS

with

80C287 Co-Processor. Norton

factor of 8.2

Adaptor board to fit AT speed to
STE

Mega 1 STE 52Mb Quantum hard
Golden

Image

Mouse,

Our service department can fit
the above emulators for £20

including return delivery.

£979

The new Mega I STE features, 16MHz CPU, 1.44Mb
OpticalPO^ QQ floppy, Maths co-processor socket, TT styling, VME bus.

?50 Dp.

with*-0^"-00

mouse mat

Mega 1 STE 4Mb RAM, 105Mb

Golden
Image
Opto/O-JQ QQ
mechanical Mouse. 250*- •»•»»

controller fitted

Quantum

Dp.

hard

drive

&

ICD

24.99
24.99

e0a

software.

drive &.lCD.contr.oller..fi.ttecL

£

Adaptor board to fit AT Speed to

creativity pack consisting of Hyperpaint and Music maker

Jin Tech Mouse, HighOHO Qft
quality replacement mouse. L '^•v'0

£ 149

ATSPeedCl6 £229.99

Includss 3 D3C

5yrs to GCSE, 1 Business pack consisting" of
wordprocessor, spreadsheet and database, and 1

cable.

90

Please state which version you
require. STFM or STE.

~.\^.>J.\~..... Includes DR DOS 5. Socket for

2Mb STE Discovery Xtra Plus Pack (?19Q

Monochrome monitor.

timer

£270

monsters, Final fight, Sim City, ST Tutorial, Neochrome art
package & 1st Basic, mouse
.........

Visto Colour Mon£219.99

Atari SM144

PC Speed,(XT) £

STE Discovery Xtra Plus Pack

monitor includes

£1219

iJJJSfifii Hji
10 bulk disks
40 Bulk disks
100 Bulk disks

£4.94
£18.80
£41.13

10 Sony Branded disks £7.80

.Dsln,

Golden Image Hand Scanner £149.99
A 100, 200 300, 400 Dpi hand scanner with 64
halftone levels for three different halftone mode

settings and one letter mode. The scanner
comes complete with the acclaimed Touch Up
software and Deluxe Paint Art package.

e' Digital Track Counter
B' Daisy chain "through"
connector

& External power supply

& Only £64.99 including P&P
ST Internal Double Sided Drive £53.49

gtar*L]
Star LC24-20

Star LC24- 2QO Colour

StariotSJ-48

ElfigAfi

£2fi&fia

24 Pin printer

210 cps high speed draft/64cps LQ

24 Pin printer
222 cps

K> Resident LQ fonts

5 Resident LQ fonts

Accepts font cartridges
Electronic Dip switches, LCD display

Accepts font cartridges

16K Buffer expandable to 48K
Advanced Paper parking

Push or pull tractor feed

C239.98
48 nozzle Bubblejet printer
Fully portable
166 cps
Epson & IBM compatible
2 Resident LQ fonts
Near laser quality output
Rechargeable pack available

ty&

Bottom feed

Paper parking

1Mb STE Discovery Extra Pack
AT Speed

£280
£150

STE Speed adaptor
Fitting for AT Speed

£25
E20

Total value

£475

Our Special Offer Price

£429

Sheet feeder available

Star LC-20

Star LC-200 Colour
Cannon BJ-10ex

£ 139.99
£ 199.99
£ 259.99

All Star printers come complete with 12
months on site warranty (Mainland UK) and a
free ST/Amiga/PC compatible Centronics
cable. Printer stands paper and replacement

Samsung 8ppm double bin Laser
printer
£ 899

1Mb STE with PC Speed fitted
£364

ribbons/cartridges are available Irom stock.

Allpacks come complete with DR DOS 5 and full 12 months warranty. Offer lasts

Please phone for more details.

while stocks last.

Due to space restrictions we can oriy list a
small amount of products normally earned

tMl tJuftysin/ Jrd

in stock. Phone lor further details on

Monitor stands, Dustcovers, High density

i^MfMf^lIrlWlJGSlfl

disks. Mouse mats from £2.99, A wide

•iff Minpj mM 'Ciltiy

range of cables, Josty switch boxes

£19.99,Forget Me clock II £17.99, Printer
paper Printer ribbons, Laser toner/Ink jet
cartridges, A wide range of pysticks from
£6.99, Books. Magazine back issues, and
much more.

Phone for quotes on Atari
TVs, Desktop Publishing
Packs, IBM PC

Atari ST User May 1992

£79.99
Lynx ? Power supply
£11.99
Lynx 2 (Console only)
Comlynx cabte
£999
£6.99
Lynx soft cases
Lynx 2 sunvisor
£5.99
£999
New Batten/ pack
Phone lor Klax. Ultimate chess. Robotron, Shanghai, Chips challenge, Xybots,
Roadblasters, Chequered feg. Nin|agaiden, Paperboy, Turbo sub. Xenophobe. Qix, Robo
squash, Tournament cyberball, Ms Pac Man, Bill and Teds excellent adventure, APB,
Warbirds, Scrapyard dog. Stun runner, Hard drivin. Sbme wort). Electrocop.

w$wt% iw ttelk IttjfMs

^S&jpj tor hortiflii
*£#si £? CiMsMltiMI [UK

Al Notes/One Pitch. Ai Channels/One Channel.
Buffer - Undo' One last edt/record
F»e.

Midistudi

>

Mid standard lite compatbte. Load Song. Save
Song. Load Phrase, Save Phrase, Delete File.
Change Drive. Disk Space.

Specifications

Tinning:
240 pulses per quarter note (ppqn) timing resduticn.
Interna)
clock-synchronisatcn-to-hardware
of
1/3200 sec (less than 1/3rd mllrsecond).

100 tracks storage - output any 20 simultaneous^.
Up to 100 phrases may be placed on each track.
Mixdown (per output):
On/Soio/Mute. Volume. Program. Stereo Pan.
Transpose, output Channel, Mar Delay.
Controls:

Play. Pause/Continue. Record, Stop/CLear, Fast
Forward (with playback). Fast Rewind Go To Start,
Go To End

Calamus £139.99

nameable. dsplayed in Scroll).

TLA Data Systems Pipeline/Modules Facilty
Memoy-lnked modules are called as extra

Edit Functions.

Song Number Set. and Transmit. Mdi Song

Step Time Input - via Mid or Mouse, user defined
step-|umps. noteptches. notetengths.
Copy, Spit Merge, Append, Rename,
Quantize
11 levers. Auto Humanise, Slaccato
Legato
Transpose - To + o - 24 semitones

Remote Mid-Keys Control.
Contnuous Load+Play (Performance) Mode.
Mouse Left/Right Button Exchange.

Velocity - Level-all. Increment/Decrement All. Auto,

Customisation Servce.

Humanise. Rescale.

Mid

Metronome

(tunabte, two tones) Phrase Size (from 1 beat, to 68
bars ol 4 beats per bar) Five Sync Modes

240/24

ppq

Mode

Switch

Bar/Beat

Position

Redacteur 3 £109.99

Compo Script £189.99

System Exclusive modute built in.
System Exclusive Immediate/Auto Load+Send. Mid

mouse.

Local Phrase Playback - Play and Edt only the

Fillers - Immediate Filters, plus Input Fillers lor Note
On/Off, Program. Bend, After Touch. Controllers
(individual and mult).

Metronome.

windows

Current Phrase.

Recordable

Per Track. Tempo40 to 240 bpm. Hall Mode, and

1st Wordplus £69.99

First Note Trigger). Playback Cue Pants (8.

Loop Reccrd (Ofl/New/Add). Mult Channel/One
Channel Record. Multi Channel/One Channel Output
PSG

And More....

GEM Interface/Menu/Accessoies suppcrt Run
slave' programs off disk from within Mdistudio.

Drect insert/change ol any Mdi event via Mid a

Structure

Software

Counter Realtime Stopwatch. Fit -Time Function Mid
Thru (1 to 16. Otl. Mult-Channel). Intro (1 to 16, Otl.

Insert Continuous Scaled Controller -

Posiion Transmit.

Text Notes Window.

Hardcopy Faciltes. telephone Help-Line, and

add Pan,

Volume, etc. across a phrase.
Delimiters - Transpose/Velocity/Filter dehmrters: -

81% ST Format 27

Atari's Intro to-.

Home productivity
Word Processing
£24.99

Quantum Mechanics

Sound and Music
£19.99

The

Database Management
£24.99
Personal finance £19.99

Spreadsheets £24.99
Basic programming
£19.99

3.5'

Mechanisms

Auto-parking
used

in the Data-Pulse

range of Hard Drives are made to very
high American Military standard and are
covered by a 2 year manufacturers
warranty (from date of manufacture)They
have a typical, effective access time of
9ms utilising a 64K took ahead disk
very tow power which means they can

operate without a fan. reducing noise.

nes

Ladbroke Computng have been acUve in the tied ol

ST Memoy upgrades lo a number ol years and
can otter upgrade advice and sdutons for the entre
range of ST's

We have developed our own 5/2/4Mb upgrade

boardusing an inhouse designed. Multi tayer circuit

board which measures just 52mm x 62mm. smaller
than

a

credt

card

We

have

achieved

this

mimtunsation by utilising 4 Megapel memory chip
technology. The result ol this reduction n size is a
reducton in cost and more relable operation, due to
the fact that the board resides under the ST's

shtettng protecting it from interference and reducing
Ladbroke Computing are the longest
established Atari dealer in the U.K. We

have
developed
an
extensive
customer service policy which means
that we test all Hardware prior to
despatch to ensure that goods arrive
in working order. Although our prices
are not always the cheapest we do
endeavour to offer consistently good
service and backup. This isn't just our
opinion, we were voted 'Best Dealer
1989' by the readers ol ST World
magazine, not lor 'the number of
boxes shifted', but lor quality service.
All prices are correct at copy date
18/03/92 (while stocks last), and are
subject to change without prior
notice. Please phone for up to date
prices. All prices include VAT &

Q\AI drivesare lormatted/parttoned and tested.

[^DMA device setecto &On/Oft switch on front
of case.

Qtf DMA Outportfo daisy chaining extradrives/

^.Laser printer.
[m Full metal case measuring 300mm x 285mm x
Q'Chace ofcontrolter boards(prices dflerjICD
board with battery backed clock or GEsoft
Both boards have a data transfer rate in excess

Etectromagnetic emissions.
The board is manufactured tn the UK and hand
assembted in our workshops by skilled technicians

Phones

answered

from

900am.

mmm,„

E369.99
£389.99

Data-Pulse 105Mb GE

of 1Mb per second and are suppled with

£449
Data-Pulse 105Mb ICD

programme, Mdstudio 8 Midstudo Master

£474

Memory
Upgrades
The boards are then Ihocughly tested betoe
despatch.
The board now comes in three confKjurafons. 5Mh
2Mb and 4Mb. It is possibte to start with a .5Mb

Aries Upgrades (Any ST(F)(M))

512K Aries Board
2Mb Aries Board
4Mb Aries Board

ANY ST including Mega's (except STEs which use
SIMM boards) If your shifter chip is not socketed,

youwitl have to desoideritand install a socket which

39.99
99.99
169.99

Our skilled technicians can Install the above

board and to upgrade it lo 2Mb and then 4Mb at a
The boards require some soldering, due to the
instability of some plug in devices, but are very easy
lo lit and come comptele with full instructions lo fit

£
£
£

upgrade boards for £20 including VAT and return
delivery

Aries Upgrades STE

later date.

512K SIMM's upgrade £
2Mb SIMM's upgrade £

19.99
74.99

Please check cenfigurafon of your machine with
our staff before orderingSIMM's upgrades.

is supplied

16/4 chip upgd STFM £

A memory check program is supplied and skilted
technicians are cn hand to otter technical suppot

Please check the ccnfKjuration of your machine before

ST Secure is a hardware protection system for the Atari ST ST Secure can stop
unauthorised use of the ST computer and any hardawre connected to it using a combination
of password software contained on a 'key disk' and a hardware unit wNch installs inside the
ST's case.

The hardware unit measures just 1inch square and can be installed very easilyin about 30

29.99

ordering These chips are not surface mount

B' 2400 baud modem
Q' MNP 5 Error correction
Im

Fax Send/Receive
software

Im Not BT Approved

minutes and does not require any soldering

Once installed the hardware unit will albw approximately 45 seconds of computer use
before resetting the computer. II during this time the password is entered correctly then the
unit is disabled until the next power up.

£229.99

£24.99

deliveryfin mainland UK}, there are no

Dealer enquiries welcome. Ladbroke
Computing International is a trading
name of Ladbroke Computing Ltd. All
trade marks recognised..

Data-Pulse 52Mb GE
Data-Pulse 52Mb ICD

^fcrmaltng/partrjoning software.
[\J Al drives include backup software, MCP shel

hidden extras (WYSIWYG). Next day
courier delivery is available for an
extra £7 (Mainland UK). All prices
available on Mail Order. Shop prices
may differ. Shop & Mail order
premises- 33 Ormskirk Road, Preston,
Lancashire, PR! 2QP Open Monday
to Saturday 9.30am to 5:00pm.

Data-Pulse Drives

51mm(wdh), providng good shielding, and

monitor stand.

demo's.

84% ST Format 25

A

Quantum

Data-Pulse Hard drives

Quantum

cache. The mechanisms used are also

BiiJtp

Q

Pulse

£19.99

£19.99 without software

The NEW Golden Image cJ&rus^ Mouse
r_g/

150 Dpi resolution

H'

Opto/Mechanical Mechanism

S'

500mm/SEC Tracking speed

&

Includes Deluxe Paint ST software

&

Direct mouse replacement

\3f Switchable between ST/Amiga

Atari STUser May 1992

RIVERDENE PDL
30a School Road, Tilehurst, Reading, Berkshire RG3 5AN
Tel: (0734) 452416
Fax: (0734) 451239

RUTLAND COMPUTER SUPPLIES LTD
30 Buckminster Close

Melton Mowbray
Leics. LE13 1ET

ART
ST671 PICSWITCH

ST043 DBMASTERONE

ST850 (D/S)
ST878 (D/S)
ST962 (D/S)
ST980 (D/S)

ST945 SMALL VIEW

ST047 MONO EMULATOR

ST964 (D/S) NEO TUTOR
ST974 (D/S) CRACK ART
ST975 (D/S) HENDYMAN

ST614SUPERBOOTV7
ST963 FONECOST

3.5" DD Coloured ..45p ,...44p....43p

ST971 THE DUPLICATOR

3.5" HD 2 Meg

FRACTALS

ST-E

EDUCATIONAL

ST615 BOOT DISK

ST297 KIDPUBLISHER
ST701 SHIPWRECK
ST810 GCSE PROGRAMS

ST739 MOVIE STE

ST752 JUNGLE

ST886 (1MB) ANAGRAMS

ST753 ACIID

ST888 FRANGLAIS 2

ST829 DELIRIOUS 3

ST953 (D/S) COMPUTER

ST859 STE INTROS

SCHOOL

1+

3.5" DD

ST981 (D/S) PACKERS

MUSIC

ST968 PENGUIN

PER DISK

ST977 JIGGERS

(MINIMUM QUANTITY 5 DISKS)

Single Disks

ST978 FRUIT PURSUIT

£2.50 each

ST982 (D/S] VIOLENCE

All 5.25" Disks are certified 100% error tree

and are supplied with labels.

and are supplied with labels, tabs &sleeves.

3.5"

5.25"

£4.60

-m

-

£4.60.5

ST861 (D/S) STOS TRACKER
ST918 |D/S) ESION
ST958 (D/S) SOUND

£5.10

-1

100

£6.10

£5.101

120

£7.10

£6.50

ST255 ST WRITER v4.2

ST976 (D/S) WORLD CRICKET

90p....75p....60p

ST390
ST449
ST625
ST673

YOUR 2ND MANUAL
DISK MAG CREATOR
TYPING TUTOR
ACCENT

ST788 MAGNIWRITER

P0SS0 BOXES

|

3.5" X150

£15.50 J

5.25" x 70

£15.50«

BANK BOXES

3_

3.5" x 80

£8.00£3

EmEEfflM
Canon/HP Series II

£68.00

Epson GQ3500

£18.00

Fujitsu RX7100

£105.00

limUMiHiH:!

CATALOGUE ON DISK ONLY 50p
ALL PRICES INCLUDE 1st CLASS POSTAGE & PACKING

Overseas Customers, Please add 10% to the total order value.

11 x 9.5 60gsm 2000
11 x 9.5 80gsm 2000
A4 70gsm2000
A4 90gsm1500

£17.00
£20.00
£19.00
£19.00

A4 Sheets 80gsm E4.00 pec ream Tractor feed

FREE PD CATALOGUE ON DISK
when you send a blank disk and SAE to RIVERDENE PDL
ACCESS & VISA welcome

i!

labelsalsoavailable pleaseringforprices

Logitec Pilot Mouse IBM
PC XT/AT + Compatibles £29.95
Logitec Amiga/Atari
£29.95
Squik IBM PCXT/AT
£22.95
Sguik Atari/Amiga
£18.95

BmEEiME
3.5"880KAmiga
£65.00
3.5" 720K Atari

£65.00

3.5" 720K Amstrad (1512/1640) E80.00
5.25-1.6MbAmstrad Laptop£120.00
5.25" 1.6Mb Toshiba Laptop £120.00

MEBMngB
BJ10E
BJ130
PJ1080

£18.00
£13.00
£11.00

masmra

H.P. Deskjet Cartridges
Original
£15.50
Refill Packs

£15.00

Contains 2 inkrefills S cleaning solution.
Colours B!ac<. Red,Blue. Gceen, Yellow. Brown &Gold

Colour Kits

Quality Compatible Ribbons
Amstrad LQ35008256
8512

DMP2000/3000
BROTHER M1009
M1509
CANON1156
CITIZEN 120
CITIZEN SWIFT24

SWIFT24 COLOUR
EPSON EX800
FXBO0/LX800/MX/FX80
MX100
LX80/LX86

LQ800
LQ100071050
LQ250O
L02550

NECP2200M
OLIVETTI DM1/200
DM105
PANASONIC KXP110

KXP1124, KXP1081
STARLCI0
LCI0 COLOUR
LC24-10/200

LC24-10/200 Colour
LC200
LC200 COLOUR

£39.95

Contains 3Colour eels, I Black refill. I cleaning solution

HIIJMWfflnTirl'HI

(please state Atari ST or Amiga)
"as*!

250+ 500+

5.25" DD
25p....24p....22p
5.25" DD Coloured 39p....39p 38p
5.25" HD
49p....49p 48p
5.25" HD Coloured 55p ....53p... 52p
Reversable/Flippy..39p ,...39p... 38p

All 3.5" Disks are certified 100% error free

ST795 NOISETRACKER vl .5
ST831 SAMPLE CONVERTER

W/PROCESSING

ST967 THE MYSTIC WELL

1+

250+ 500+

39p....38p....36p

I.Mltl:lH.-».l:HtH=l,H<ij

ST569 ACCOMPANIST

MACHINE

GAMES

within 24 hours
subject to stock
availability

TOP QUALITY CERTIFIED DISKS

UTILITIES

DEMOS
ST836 (D/S) SYNTAX TERROR
ULM
FISH H' CHIPS
PRELUDE DEMO
ULTIMATE MUSIC

PRICES INC 17.5% VAT
Orders despatched

Carriage
3-5 Days ....£3.50
3 Days
£6.50
Next Day ...£8.00

"Jet Color" Software

£49.95

£3.15 £2.50
£2.90 £2.35
£2.66 £2.10
£3.60 £3.00
£5.00 £4.50
£3.00 £2.60
£2.95 £2.45
£2.95 £2.45
£15.30 £14.80
£3.40 £3.00
£2.95 £2.35
£3.00 £2.60
£2.20 £1.70
£3.15 £2.75
£3.20 £2.75
£4.05 £3.20
£4.10 £3.40

£3.45 £3.05
£3.60 £3.20
£5.20 £4.80
£3.10 £2.60
£3.10 £2.60
£2.65 £2.30
£5.00 £4.60
£3.50 £2
£13.00 £12.00
£3.20 £2.70
£12.10 £11.60

Jbis isjust asmall selection oiribbons.

Ifyour printer isnotlisleb. please ring lor a
price. Ityou prefer Original ribbons we can
supplyyonatcompetitive rates - Piease ring.

PHONE 0664 500878
or FAX 0664 410221

-=*•

Callers Welcome - Please ring first
Office Hours 9am-7pm Mon-Fri 10am-12pm Sat

WHY NOT VISIT OUR SHOP?

A world of information

at your fingertips

Leads-Monitor

Switchboxes
Mouse/Joystick switchbox - Manual
Mouse/Joystick switchbox - Auto

£13.95
£18.95

Parallel Port switchbox

£18.95

2 computers to Multisync monitor
2 computers to IBM standardTTL

£24.95
£24.95

Dual ST Monitor switch

£16.95

Dual Floppy driveswitchbox
Serial Port splitter(2 way)
Scart Switchbox (2 way)
Stereo Headphone Adaptor(2 players)
AB Dataswitch (2 way) serial/parallel
ABCDDataswitch (4 way) Ser/Par
X Dataswitch serial/parallel

£24.95
£18.95
£39.95
£14.95
£14.95
£19.95
£26.95

Switchboxes made to order

Call

AtariSTE Discovery Pack (1/2MB)
AtariSTE Discovery Pack (1MB)

£275.99
£295.99

Atari 1040 STE

£379.95

Phillips CM8833MkII

£315.00

Citizen PRO inkjet Printer
Seikosha SP-1900 9 pin 80 col
Seikosha SL-92 24 pin 80 col

£496.00
£116.00
£220.00

Atari Extras
3.5" internal Disk Drive

£69.95

Replacementkeyboard
Internal Power Supply

£69.00
£53.00

Mouse

£15.00

Spare Parts

Call

Engineering Services
- Wiring
- Soldering

- Special cables to order

Atari - TV/Monitor with Scart
Atari-NEC Multisync 2A/3D
Atari - NEC Multisync RGB

£7.95
E12.95
£10.95

Atari- Compositevideo monitor

£12.95

Atari- Commodore 1084S
Atari - Commodore 01084SPI
Atari - Commodore C1084SD

£12.95
£12.95
£12.95

Atari- Philips 8533 RGB Monitor
Atari- Philips8833
Atari - Philips8873

£12.95
£12.95
£12.95

trapped behind glass. Now you can...
Save or Print. Pagesmay be savedor printed out.

Mouse/Joystick twinextension
Joystick extensionlead (1.2m)

£5.95
£5.00

TV Lead

£1-50

4 Player Adaptor(25cm)

£6.95

Hi-fi connection lead STE (1.2m)

£2.95

Multiple display. Works with any kind of monitor and can display and update two pages simulta

Audio Portsplitter STE (2way)

£3.95

neously! Page selection from thekeyboard orjust by clicking with themouse.

NullModem Cable (2m)
Replacement Mouse cable (1.5m)
Midi interface cable (3m)

£8.95
£5.95
£2.99

access to the last pages received.

Hard Disk extension cable (1m)

£14.95

FloppyDrivecable (2m)
Floppy Drive extensioncable (2m)
Printer lead - Parallel (2m)
Printer lead - Serial (2m)

£14.95
£14.95
£5.95
£7.95

Programmable. The system can beprogrammed togeta series ofpages and print orsave them
for your own programs toaccess. It could print out the days TV times!
FastText. FastText reduces the waiting time for pages and the Review facility provides instant

Digital Tuning. Tunes itself in automatically! While the prime purpose isfor Teletext if you have a
CM8833 monitor you can use itas a colour TV.

Only a Microtext adaptor isas easy touseand canprovide all these facilities and more!
Everything issupplied, all you need isany type ofSTanda normal TV aerial.
At just £129.50 +VAT (£152.16) for anadvanced Teletext TV its excellent value for money.
International VHF/UHFversion for use outside of the UK£169.50.

Make sureyou're always uptodateandgetyours from Microtext.
520STFM1O1MB
520/1040STFM to 2.5MB
520/1040STFM to 4MB
520STE to 1MB
520/1040STE to 2MB
520/1040STE to 4MB

£55.00
£99.99
£169.99
£29.99
£79.99
£159.99

IF YOU DON'T SEE WHAT YOU WANT JUST CALL!

Opening hours: Mon - Fri 9.30am - 7.00pm. Sat 10.30am - 3 pm
All prices include VAT. Please add 80p postage for small items,
£3.30 for large items. Phone David to check stock availability.
071-790-2424

Wick ham Business Centre, 10 Cleveland Way, London El 4TR

SPECIAL OFFER
Market Breaker - share price graphing &analysis byJewsbury software
plus a Microtext adaptor. Only £195.00 inc.

S

MICROTEXT E3

Dept SU, 7 Birdlip Close, Horndean, Hants P08 9PW

COMPULINK
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You can keep it informed with thevery latest world news, share prices, weather, sports results
and much more from Ceefax or Oracle. But unlike a Teletext TV all this free information isn't

Tel: 0705 595694 Fax: 0705 593988

E&OE

Beginners
It can be dangerous, butdaring
short cuts can pay off if you know
what you're doing, Andrew Baker
kisses the razor's edge...

Straying

from the
I t was Saturday night. Dave was
driving his father's battered old
Ford, Peggy Sue sat in the passen
ger seat. They were driving to the high
school dance and they were late. Heavy
rain pounded endlessly on the wind

Desk

File

Vieu

Figure I: Selecting

Options

files from a

background
window

screen.

Suddenly it stopped to be followed by
a strange freezing fog, appearing myste
riously from nowhere. Dave was forced
to turn off the main, well-lit highway
onto a dark, muddy path.
The foreboding insidious music,
which had slowly been building up in
the background, approached its climax.
"Don't worry," said Dave, in the
husky dry voice that Peggy Sue had
come to love, "I know a short cut."
Screech screech screech....

Short cuts
Yes, it's the short cuts, the routes

everyone knows you should never take
but always do! Will Peggy Sue and Dave
be eaten alive? Will Dave turn into a

monster? Will 1 ever get this column
back on course?

Seriously, this month's Beginners'
Guide is about short cuts. Not the kind

in crummy horror films, but those on
the GEM Desktop designed to make life
easier.

Leading down from the surface of the
ST's user interface (GEMto you and me)
there are numerous muddy paths, that,
provided you know what you're doing,
are perfectly safe. But as in the classic B
movies, there are hideous monsters just

waiting to jump out and eat you alive if
you don't know what you're doing.
So this month, dear reader, with my
handsome hero helmet on, I'm going to

guide you down the paths safely, using
various tricks and short cuts that will

make using the STmore enjoyable and
quicker.
Those who have been following this
series will know that to copy or move a
file from one window to another is a

two stage process. Firstly you must acti
vate the source window, that is from

where the file is to be copied, and then
select and drag the files to their destina
tion.

This can be reduced to a simple select
and drag operation. With two windows
open, you'll have one in the back
ground. By pressing the right mouse
button at the same time as you select
files you can pick them up from such a
background window, as in Figure I. You
don't need to activate it first.

Monsters
See any monsters? They are out there.
For instance, this process doesn't work
with everything - you're more limited in
the selection processes. Trying to pick
multiple files using the Shift keys, for
instance, will produce nothing more
than a blur of mouse clicks.

Another short cut, which has as
much to do with common sense, con

cerns finding common files. Assuming
you've got a large number of files on
your disk, you will come across the fol
lowing problem.
A program you want to use - and do
so frequently - has a name like
PageStream or That's Write. Using the
icon display will make the program
stand out from ordinary files enabling

you to find them eas
ily. But what happens
if you've suddenly got
loads of programs
instead of a single, obvious program
icon for the wanted program? You've
got to read the tiny text under each icon
to find the important
one!

Desk

File

vieM

Figure II & Figure III:

Spotting AO.TXT is
somewhat easier than finding
the earlier version, DATA.TXT
Oatians

Or maybe you've
got so many files that
there isn't enough
space in the window
to display them all
and you have to scroll
around to find it! You

can guarantee that if
this situation hasn't

arisen already it will
do shortly and you'll
end up wasting time
looking for your programs or files before

effect and even if it does, you can

you can even start work on them.

always change it back and solve the

Desktop's ability to sort files into alpha
betical order. By then renaming your
most commonly used files and programs

problem.
The advantages can be seen in Figure:
II and III. Figure II shows a typical disk
containing loads of files. The one we

so that they have names higher up the

really want, called DATAL.TXT, is buriec

alphabet, you will solve your problem.
Renaming the actual program file
name will very rarely have any negative

in there somewhere, but it'll take a gooc

A common solution is to use the
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Beginners
Desk

with this disk, it will automatically open
the window with this file clearly visible.

File View IjJiUMiH

The next trick is more of a speedy
alternative than a short cut. If you copy
lots of files between disks regularly
you'll be aware of the inordinate

amount of time GEM spends asking you
to swap disks.
This is because the ST copies files by
reading part of the file, holding it in
memory and then, once you've inserted
the destination disk, writing it out
again. It does this for each file you copy.
If you copy a large number of files
from one floppy disk to another, it may
be quicker for you to copy the entire
disk (drag drive A to drive B) and then
delete the files you don't want copied.
The same process is used, but because
the disk copy operation works on the

Figure IV: The Save Desktop menu option

files and programs in obviously named
folders you'll be able to find them far
more easily. Figure V shows a typical
disk with a fairly organised user. This
becomes considerably more important if
you happen to be lucky enough to own

couple of seconds to find it. In Figure III
this file has been renamed AO.TXT. Take

a look at the two and see how long it
take you to find the file in Figure II com
pared to finding it in Figure III. Worth
doing?
You may be wondering why we called
it AO and not just A. This is a simple a
case of the sorting order that STs use.
Numbers come before letters, so ideally

a hard drive - these can hold thousands
and thousands of files.

Yet another trick to reduce the

amount of time you spend looking for
files is the Save Desktop facility (Figure
IV). This, as we've seen in the previous

we should have called the file "O.TXT".

Unfortunately, the ST Desktop
doesn't like filenames starting with
numbers, so we go for the next best
thing - AO.txtensures that the file will

issues, will save the status of the

Desktop, including those windows that
are open and which folders they are
showing.
Now presuming you're using folders
and one of these folders contains a pro
gram that you frequently turn the ST on
for (say a wordprocessor) you can have
the S'F display this icon every time you

be the first one.

Folders
Speaking of folders, try to use them
wherever possible. Imagine two offices.
In the first everything is stored in filing
cabinets. To find something you simply
move to the corresponding cabinet and

turn it on with this disk and thus save

you time opening the disk, clicking on
folders and so on.

Open a window of the disk. Now
open the folder, or if not in a folder use
the scroll bars to position the program
you use clearly in the window. Ideally,
rename it as we've already covered

take it out.

In the other office, the owner has

never heard of filing cabinets and paper
and documents lie scattered around on

desks. Assuming the Wombles of
Wimbledon Common haven't got to the

above, so it's the first icon.

Saving the Desktop at this point will
ensure that every time you boot the ST

second office, which is easier to work in?

The same applies to disks - by placing
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entire disk and delete unwanted files

than to simply copy the files (ie copy
time plus delete time against just copy),
but if you copy

»IM Atari ST User May 1992

disk with 200k of real files and another

200k of backup files that you knew
nothing about and don't really need.

Desk

lots of files it's

File

Ujch

Options

worth trying
this out.

A large per
centage of com
puter users take
what user man

uals say as abso
lute - after all,
that's all

they've got to
rely on. As a
result, if it's not
covered in the
user manual

they don't
know about it. Unfortunately, while a
lot of program manuals cover most
aspects of their accompanying pro
gram's operation, they often fail to
point out many of the program's side
effects. The last tip covers this precise
situation.

Most serious applications create what
are called backup files. When you edit
or change an existing document in, say,
a wordprocessor, you normally save the

To assist you in some way we have
the backup file. What frequently hap
pens when you save a file from an appli

Figure V: Lots of well-named tidy
folders - programs documents and
pictures

Temporary files commonly have an
extension of .TMP.

My last remaining tip, and it's one
you should be careful about using, is to
occasionally check your data disks. If
your programs report that they've
run out of disk space, but you've
saved nowhere near their capacity in
files, have a look at them from the

Desktop.
It's possible you've got hundreds of

backup files sitting there doing nothing.
You can either move these backups to a
spare disk or delete them. But be careful
- if you delete them you won't have the
backups, which Murphy's Law dictates
will be just before you really need them!
And that's it folks, yet another
Beginners' Guide bites the dust. I'll be
back next month to look at some of the

existing file is that the old file is

more technical aspects of the Desktop.
In the meantime, have fun and stay
away from dark roads, especially if it's

renamed before the new one is saved.

raining.

<

cation under the same name as an

Figure VI: Application dialogue box

extension of .BAK instead of .DOC.

Some programs ask you if you wish this
backup file to be created - see Figure VI.
The end result is that you could have a

A similar situation occurs with tem

old version.

s

vabcdefghijklnnopqrstuvwi?yz{
t UVw ?
I >

Typically these files have the same
name as the originals, but with an

porary files. These are files created by
programs which are only needed tem
porarily and should, all being well, be
deleted by the program before you leave
it. However, every so often these files
don't get deleted and are left lying
around on your disks eating up space.

quently use the same name.
Now the programmer being the
clever, forward-thinking kind of dude
that he or she is, knows that one day
you'll do this without thinking and sud
denly realise you actually wanted the

renamed <filenane>.BAK.
Printer installed

Unwanted files

can process bigger chunks of the disk at
a time and is thus quicker.
The trade-off comes in knowing
when it will be quicker to copy the

new version back onto the disk and fre

A document already exists with
the nane you have given, The
existing docunent Mill be

file.

entire disk rather than individual files it

Backups
Spelling

Layout

Thus should you wish to use the old one
you need merely open the old, renamed
version and - hey presto! - you're saved.
What the manuals don't tell you is
that the applications never delete these
backup files. So every time you open a
document, make a change, and save it
again, the application creates a backup

wiii/iiiiiimiiiin
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ST UPGRADES AND REPAIRS!

DISKS

• STE MEMORY MODULES (Simm and Sip)

PUBLIC DOMAIN & SHAREWARE LIBRARY

2 Meg - £90

512K-E30

ATG 100-Blaster, Duck Rodgers, Wormwar, Panic, Rockfall, Breakanoid, etc.
ATG 104-Ballzone, Boing, Puzmania, Worm, Floyd The Droid.

• CHIPS TO UPGRADE ST MEMORY
512K-P.O.A.

ATG 106-Robotz, Star Trek, Nova 1, Invaders, Jitterbug.

ATG
ATG
ATG
ATG
ATG
ATG
ATG

2 Meg - P.O.A.

110-LLamatron 512 and 1 megabyte versions on this disk.
115-Cards (5 games), Rubiks Cube, Vegas Gambler, Fun Face.
116-Megaroids, Hangman, Serendipity, Mr Dice, Spaceballer, Explode+
117-Bubble Trouble, Jumpster, Tennis.
120-Escape From The Tomb Of Ra, Blaster, Entombed.
121-Boggler, Bellum, Blockade, Bubbles Magee, Labyrinth.
125-Spaceballer, Spacewar, Trifide, Tunnel Vision.

•

PENGE TV AND VIDEO SERVICES
49 Parish Lane, Penge, London SE20 7LJ

ATG 129-Fia, Rush, Go Board, Naval.

"Jf 081-659 2851

ATG 131-Revenge Of The Mutant Camels, Boxing Champ.
ATG 134-Geog Quiz, Spellpic, Wordpic, Monkeys & Balloons, Match, Puzzles.
ATG 135-Top Of The Pops, Under Berkwood.
ATG
ATU
ATU
ATU
ATU

138-Dungeonz, Bugs, Maze, Solitaire, Serendipity.
101-STD Cat, Bootwriter, SANDP, New Word, TCOS.
104-Sticker III, GFA Mono, Quick Label, EZ Label, Cardfile, Mouse Design.
108-Eighteen invaluable accessories for hard disk users.
111-Second Atari ST Manual, Reader, Virus Killer, Private Eye, Sp.Mouse.

ATU
ATU
ATU
ATU
ATU
ATA
ATA
ATA
ATC

112-Entrepreneurial Money Ideas. Reader, Revenge Document Displayer
115-Accompanist (Midi Sequencer), Ani Band, Making Music.
116-Q.Index, Q.lnf, Q.Run, Q.Find, Q.ST, Q.Label, Q.View, Top Chart, etc.
118-First Word, A4 Sizer, Mailmerge, WP Tools, Printer.
120-27 (yes twenty seven) various utilities - a must for any collection.
100-Pad Vs 2.0 (Full featured art program, the best we've seen), (mono).
101-Kid Publisher (DTP), Master Doodle (art program).
103-EZ Art, Ani ST (Animation package once costing £89.95 - now P.D.).
105-ATC 106-ATC 107-3 disk collection crammed full of clipart. £3
NOT LESS THAN 400K PER DISK. AVERAGE 500/600K

Phone for free catalogue, or send an s.a.e. and receive a 2 disk credit to use
with your first order. All orders by return of post. Overseas orders especially
welcome, but please add £1.20 for postage. Cheques/P.O.'s/lnternational Money
Orders, payable to PLATINUM DISKS. All disks £1.20 each. See cat for freebies.

PLATINUM DISKS, 181 ANSON CLOSE, PADGATE, WARRINGTON,
CHESHIRE, WA2 0HJ 0925 820693 / 0831 573970

3V2 DISKS
Benchmark
BRAND DS/DD

v

REPAIRS - Phone for details

TERMS: Please specify exact requirements when ordering memory. Strictlypayment withorder.
Allproducts fitted by us guaranteed for 3 months against defective pahs or workmanship

Please make cheques payable to "BREVCO" Thankyou.

/&

fc\

New London-based
Calamus DTP Bureau
o

A4/A3 film/bromide output 600-2540
Complete professlonallu-run bureau service
Tupesettlng/artwork/scamiing also available
Fast modem link for rush work
Weekend turnround available
Sumner Tupe, Unit 19,30 Sumner Koad, London SE15 6LA
Pnone: 0T1-T03 4139 Fax: 0T1-T03 5T54

3V2

DISKS

UNBRANDED

25
£18.00

50
£31.00

100
£45.00

25
£12.80

DS/DD
50
£21.00

200
£80.00

500
£173.00

1000
£329.00

200
£73.50

500
£166.50

100
£39.00
1000
£313.50

DISK STORAGE BOXES
r.sion with
voucher

April

12
26

North East
- Northumbria Centre, Washington, A194 (M).
West Midlands- National Motorcycle Museum, J6, M42.

May

16

London

SAND0WN Exhibition Centre

17

West

Brunei Centre, Temple Meads, Bristol.

7
14

Scotland
Northwest

31/a" 10 capacity Qty 5
372" 50 cap Lockable
3V2" 100 cap Lockable
31/z" 240 cap stackable

£4.50
£3.70
£4.70
£15.00

THESE PRICES ONLY IF BOUGHT WITH DISKS
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & P&P UK ORDERS ONLY

June

- City Hall, Candleriggs, Glasgow.
- Haydock Park, J23, M6.

All Fairs 10am till 4pm.
Admission £4.00
Ample Car Parking at all venues.
Only one voucher per person.

Cheques and
ffSr*l W'"%
Postal Orders to ••^
•> '

24 HOUR ORDERLINE 0597 851 784

Manor Court Supplies Ltd
ADVANCE TICKETS

CALL

Telephone: 0597 851 792

Fax No:0597 851 416

Dept ST5, Glen Celyn House, Penybont, Llandrindod Wells, Powys, LD1 5SY.
EDUCATION AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME

0225 868100
ALL DISKS 100% CERTIFIED ERROR FREE
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Double Sentry Elite version 2 is an

apgrade of a popular STaccounting
package written by Graham Hutcheon.
rhe full version is a commercial pred
ict, available direct from the author, but
t limited version has been released into

he public domain.
It can only handle 100 entries conve-

liently, although it is possible to use it
<vith more, and the VATaccounting,
,tanding orders and bank statement
acilities have been disabled. Otherwise

t is a fully working version.
Registration costs £49.99 and gets you
i printed manual and online support.
rhe PD version is available from

Caledonia PD Library on disk AU-158.
The new version requires an ST/STE
TT also) with 1Mb of memory and
vorks in medium or high resolutions. It

Some hotnew releases mixed with upgrades
of old favourites make up this month's
bagofPD and shareware titles
reviewed by Andrew Wright

s supplied with sample accounts and a
'ery extensive, well-written manual on
lisk. Although it could be used as a
iome accounts program, it is powerful
:nough for a fair sized business - up to

10,000 data items can be stored in raem-

;hortcuts, although better use could be
riade of dialogue boxes for data entry,

ipson compatible dot matrix printers
ire supported along with Deskjets,
.aserjets and Bubblejets.
Running the program is easy. The rel
iant files are copied to the work disk or
older on a hard drive, and the setup
jrogram then configures the program to
he user's needs. The first question you
ire faced with is the number of sales,
jurchase and nominal accounts

required. If you don't know what these

ing programs, the more careful you are

are, it's best to consult the manual first

when setting up the accounts, the more
useful information you get out at the
end of the day.
The complicated bit is the layout of
accounts - nominal accounts have to be

years.

as they are fully described within.
Sales accounts are for income, pur
chase accounts are for expenses and
nominal accounts are types of expendi
ture or sales related to all invoices which
are sent out or received.

For example, you create a sales
account for each client, a purchase
account for each of your suppliers and
nominal accounts for each category of
business you are in. As with all account-

Desk Purchase LedgerSales Ledger

-===;

Honinal LedgerWT hanagenent Heports
; Sales Ledger Listing - 81793/1992 l -= :
- :;;;; :;
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Incj/Cha

Date

51/83/1992
31/83/1992
51/83/1992

1823
1824
1829

Hillians 8 Co Ltd

Details
Production of 114 folders
Production of A5 leaflets
Designing new logo/supply artwork

Debit
457,83*
125,72*
249,99*

Credit

Double

Sentry Elite
v2 - an easy
to use GEM

TOTAL PAID:

8.68

L'kfc 1rxkar
STDCAT is a program for keeping track
of floppy disk collections and hard disk
partitions. It is a fully GEM-basedpro
gram and has long been the standard by
which other similar programs have been
judged, despite the fact that it hasn't
had a major upgrade for nearly four

>ryat any one time.

The program uses the GEM interface
o some extent with some keyboard

this very powerful program. It is not
meant for casual users but there again,
who buys accounts packages for fun?

TOTAL OWED:

833.54

AIwct j km - Fw ta Flit

interface
and
functional

design

grouped in one of six categories includ
ing trading, profit and loss, fixed assets,
current assets, current liabilities and

The last version, 4.0, was PD but, in

common with the trend these days, the
latest version, 5.0b, has just been

finance source. Once this is done, the

released as shareware. It is available

program allows very fast data entry.
I never could understand why
accounting packages refuse to let you
amend entries after they have been
entered. Ostensibly it is to stop tamper
ing but I find it very frustrating, as
something of a perfectionist, to have to
work around typing mistakes. For
instance, you can amend entries but not
change the amount, the nominal
account referring to it or the status of
the entry.
The manual provides pretty compre
hensive instructions on how to set up
the program and lay out the accounts.
Despite this, however, some knowledge
of accounting procedures and book
keeping is required to make the most of

from the ST Club on disk TMP06.

STDCAT is fully GEM-based and sup
ports up to four open windows. You can
have several different disk catalogues,
each divided into sections. Sections con

tain disks, disks contain folders and
files. Each section, folder or file can
have a comment attached.

It is an excellent utility for PD
libraries or users with extensive disk col

lections. The advantage in using it is
Desk

Cataloi

Section ffpf
DISKS

DISK

.•;.-;

•• • ::••

m

• Floppyshop, 45 ProvostGraham Av, Hazlehead,
Aberdeen AB1 8HB

• LAPD,80, Lee Lane, Langley, Heanor DE7 7HN

• STClub, 2 Broadway,Nottingham NG1 IPS
• SW Software Library, PO Box 562, Wimbourne
BH212YD

• PD&S Supply Co, 5 Walnut Close, Barkingside

1)

Place the

Place the

SECTION

l:l.lii«:lilJMd

3) Change th
load in a

. MULTI
STDCAT-

adding disks
to your

liuiaj

collection is

easy (it's
paying for

IG6 1HE
isn't)
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Public Domair

know how tedious it is to insert disk

Ten questions are asked and if any are
wrong, the level has to be replayed. The
bonus for getting all ten right is to play
a short shoot 'em up game, similar to
space invaders but with a given number

after disk into the drive in the search for

as the target.

that files or folders can be traced very
quickly and the right disk found in no

Hangman
without the

hanging

time.

If you're anything like me, you'll

that elusive disk editor or undelete pro
gram. It also saves a lot of wear and tear

bxti'tDxflOO}

on the disk drive.

As in the previous version, the win
dows can be set up with each one allo

On the second (Budgie disk) there are

four games - Deuce, Letters, Pipeline
andJ-Ghost). Deuce is another pairs
matching game - but with more fea

cated to a different level - section, disk,
folder and file. To access information in

the catalogue the user selects the section
of interest, causing the disk window to
display the disks in that section. The
user can then select a disk, path and file.
Another way to use STDCAT is to
have the windows storing information
heirarchically - each window refers to a

tures.

The grid can consist of 9, 24 or 96
squares and the shapes are interesting
Is this a hard one or

am I really losing all
my brain cells?

different section and as the user searches

Answers on a

lower, through disk, folder and file, the
window's contents change to reflect it.
Some features such as disk numbers
two disks full of excellent educational

ing, adding and subtracting up to ten.

and the disk volume is now used to keep

games aimed at younger children. All

The screen resembles a blackboard and it

track. As well as the use of the new sec

run on a 520 ST/STE in low resolution

is brightly coloured and easy to read. It

tions and different views mentioned

colour.

contains a basic pairs matching game,

above, additions include a path window,
reading disks from A or B, hard disk par
titions, saving the window configura
tion, qualifications for each window,
ordering options for each window, stor
ing catalogue information in an Ascii
file and a wide range of keyboard short

The first Budgie disk contains 1st
Maths, Maths Action and Spider Spell.
All the programs are written in STOS
Basic but what sets them apart is their
originality and appeal to children.
Spider Spell is my favourite - it is a
hangman type game without the cus
tomary execution at the end. Instead the

always a favourite with children at that
age, accessed from within the main pro
gram. It can be used as a reward when
parents are supervising.
Maths Action, the third in trie trilogy,
is aimed at primary school children. It is
split into two separate programs, one for

child is rewarded with some nice cheer

multiplication and division.

ful tunes and animated bugs.
There are six levels of play, using
from three to eight letter words, a library

user or the supervisor being able to set
both starting level and maximum level.

What's more, the annoying US date
format can be changed to the European
style.
The program is accompanied by a
very comprehensive manual but in fact
it is very easy to use and well worth the
$15 (Canadian) registration fee for those
of you with hundreds of floppies scat
tered around. It works on any ST in
mono or colour.

are chosen, however.
There are constant sound effects in

postcard...

have been removed in this new version

cuts.

and colourful, making it easy for
younger players. The bitmap graphics
look a little fuzzy when 9 or 24 squares

addition and subtraction, the other for

There are six difficulty levels with the

the form of rather poorly digitised
speech but, thankfully, Atari monitors
have volume controls for just this kind
of eventuality. Sorry, Geoff!
Two can play this one, which is nice
for parents, although it's the only game
at which both my children can beat me.
Old age creeping up, I expect.
Letters is a version of the old puzzle
game where 15 letters or numbers are
mixed up in a four by four grid and the
user has to solve the problem. The game
includes eight different tunes, full
instructions and onscreen mixing.
Pipeline is a Tetris-type arcade game
with three levels of play and full instruc
tions in the program. I found this quite

of over 4,000 words, 20 or more tunes

and digitised sound effects. The screens
are bright and interesting with good ani
mation and effects.

When the right letter is selected the
spider drags it up to the word line.
When the wrong one is chosen, the spi
der drops it half way up and a beetle
comes along and disintegrates it. Great
fun for the children.

One of Budgie UK's latest signings is a
programmer from Australia, Geoff
Camp, a specialist in educational soft
ware. As a result, Budgie has just released
th File View
EH CATALOG

Jffl
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1st Maths is aimed at pre-school chil
dren and it teaches the basics of count-
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Cum innjrtw33
The Budgie UK group of
programmers has added the
thirty-third outlet to its list of
authorised software

distributors. New Age PD Library
now has the full Budgie
collection of disks at the

The old-fashioned concentration game revamped
with a touch more colour and sound effects

A

File Page Text VieH Extras

m

a challenge and plenty of fun - defi
nitely one for older children.
The pieces are controlled by the right
and left mouse buttons and the pace is
slow enough to enable children to get
used to it before moving up a level or
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with the German dictionaries. The first,

source code editor. Neither of them has

TMP.02, contains two German programs
and four new typefaces, with italic ver

English documentation but the fonts
alone are worth the price of the disk if
you need more unusual display faces.

has just been released as shareware by
the joint authors, Peter and John
Campbell. It is available now from
Riverdene PD Library on disk 976ST and
it is written in STOS Basic. It runs on

i• I•• • m^,—. ••;•<

;»

keep Calamus users busy for a while

sions of two of them.

standard prices (usually £2.95
per disk).
The advantage of licenceware
is that the programmers in the
group all get an equal share in
the proceeds based on the
number of titles produced.
The disks are sold by the
distributors, who include
Goodmans, the ST Club,
Riverdene, Floppyshop, South
West Software Library,
Caledonia PD Library and LAPD,
and all royalties are channelled
back to the programmers.

the perspective, mirroring, condensing
and altering the height. It also
DREHENs them left and right and even
BREITERs them. Sorry, but my German
doesn't get me too far on holiday either.
The demo version only allows mirror
ing on the X axis and slanting to the
right, but even so it's a useful utility to
have available. The program is called

any ST/STE in low resolution colour.
There are no documents on disk,

which is a little puzzling when faced
with nearly 700k of game files on one
disk. However, all is soon revealed when

the menu screen appears - all the

The typefaces are Balloon, Zibi,
Personalich and Skyline. All are primar
ily display faces but the quality is good
and there appears to be a complete char

versions. The fonts are Skyscrape,

acter set for each.

Pelikan, Round, HBVL, Hermes, Meadow

Also on the disk are what appears to
be a forms designer program and a

and Pyramid. They appear to be full sets

FONTCALC vl.O and there is an address

might be an idea to have a pen and
paper handy when you start - some of
the joystick moves are a little difficult to

but most are upper case only as they are
pure display faces, best for posters and
invitations, for example.

from which to find out more. For mono

remember!

Disk TMP.03 contains seven new

typefaces and 19 font files. Some of the
fonts are in condensed, bold and italic

users only, of course.

You are presented with a choice of

playing one or all of eight top teams
(including South Africa - it's bang up to

Of more interest is a demo version of

a German program (again, all the docu
ments are in German, unfortunately)

instructions are in the program.
They are clear and concise but it

/mfehrvTiwL.V orkitt

date!). Other choices are available such

as the type of game to play and the
number of overs.

effects available in the full version

For the cricket fans among you here's a
real corker - a superb cricket simulation
that deserves a place in every sports

Then it's a case of choosing the play
ers to make up the team. The program

include slanting, italicising, distorting

fan's collection. International Cricket

contains full details of the world class

which can take a standard Calamus font

and play all sorts of tricks with it. The

players available, complete with their
individual abilities.

The toss comes next and then it's

straight into the action (if you can call
cricket "action"). The field is displayed
in full colour with all the fielders,

stumps and umpires.
If you are fielding, you can choose
where to place fielders and which order
your bowlers will attack.
If batting, the joystick controls the
stroke you will play - there are eight dif
ferent strokes including off drive, on
drive, defensive, straight drive,
pull/hook, late cut, square cut and off
legs/sweep.
The score can be accessed between

overs and there are comprehensive bat
ting and bowling averages worked out
for each team.

A choice of three difficulty levels
makes it easy to get into. Whether you
are a cricket lover or not, it is a tremen
dous simulation and well worth a look.
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of Hampshire Established 7 years

NEW 24 pin Colour

1£M Simm

Citizen 224
Enhanced 24pin printer, *optional colour
with easy to use control panel
2 year warranty. Price with cable & paper

Atari Workstation/

Expansion System

2M Xtra ram Deluxe
4M Xtra ram Deluxe

14SWGsteel epoxy coated ST colour.

Special price

£27.50

£5.00

Printer Dust Covers
Most types in stock

£275

from £4.70 inc VAT

Citizen Swift 9

Deskjet 500
HP 300dpi Inkjet printer. Laser
quality at dot matrix price.
3 year warranty. With cable & paper

£175

Citizen 120D+

£359

with cable & paper

Canon BJ-10ex

£119

360dpi Inkjet printer
with cable & paper

Panasonic

£235

KXP1123

Star SJ-48

Probably the best 24pin mono
printer available. With cable & paper

360dpi Inkjet printer

£179

£229

Panasonic/Epson
KXP1170 9pin
KXP1124i24pin

£134
£227

KXP4420 Laser

£728

£135
£239
£281
£839

Prices include VAT, cable & paper

Atari STE's

Protar vistoucwi

with discovery xtra software
520STE 512k ram
520STE 1M ram
520STE 2M ram
520STE4Mram

14" Colour Monitor with cable

CM8833 mki

£219

Atari SM124

Refurbished Colour Monitor

1 full years warranty with cable

Hi Res. 12" Mono monitor & cable

£129

£169
Philips CM8833 MK2

Atari SM144

Colour monitor with cable

Hi Res. 14" Mono monitor & cable

£219

£139

Cumana CSA354
External 1M Drive

SONY

£69.90

DISKETTES

£49.00

SONY branded

(Lifetime warranty)
(100% Certified error free)

Special Offers

10 x3.5"
50 x 3.5"
TimeWorks Pub. 2....£73.95 100x3.5"
NeoDesk3
£28.70 250 x 3.5"
Protext V4.3
£49.00 1k x 3.5"

Star

£269
£289
£339
£399

Atari SC1435

Philips

Internal 1M Drive

with cable & paper

LC10Mono9pin
LC200 Colour 9pin
LC2410 Mono 24pin
LC24200 Mono 24pin
LC24200 Colour 24pin

£159

£409

£209

please phone for details

with cable & paper

VIDI-RGB Electronic colour splitter

14" Colour Monitor with cable

Printer Drivers

with cable & paper

As Vidi-ST but includes ...

£319
50M Hard Disk 1 yr. exchange

Citizen Swift Colour

Swift 24E
Enhanced 24pin. Colour printer

LX400 9pin
LQ450 24pin
LQ570 24pin
4100 Laser

Colour Solution

Deskjet Colour

Various others available

Epson
Epson
Epson
Epson

The Complete

£579

All Citizen printers have
2 year warranty

£109

MegaFile 30

New HP
3 year warranty. Price with cable &paper

VIDICHROME-ST Colour Software & filters

G-BASE 16 Colour image database
SPECTRUM 512 Art and design package

104.00
165.00

Protar Progate 50DC

Colour laser quality at 1/io ofthecost

Strong metal construction made from

59.00

VIDI-ST Real time mono frame grabber

Atari Corp. 30Mb Hard Disk
fully compatible with all ST's

300dpi colour inkjet printer

Monitor stand with shelf for drives etc.

18.00
65.00
125.00

0.5M Xtra ram Deluxe

Optional Colour Kit £26.00 with printer
ST printer driver £5.00

New

Vidi-ST

£18.00
0.5M Simm ram upgrade
2M Simm ram upgrade
4M Simm ram upgrade

DS/DD
DS/DD
DS/DD
DS/DD
DS/DD

135tpi
£7.50
135tpi
£32.30
135tpi
£59.93
135tpi ....£141.00
135tpi....£540.50

Turbo Pack Software ..£9.95

DISKETTES

Accessories

(Lifetime warranty)
(100% certified error free)

SONY bulk

£135
£189
£182
£219
£275

Prices include VAT, cable & paper

Joystick/Mouse twin extension
4 Player adaptor lead

£4.70
£5.88

Atari ST Printer cable

£6.99

Atari ST to ST serial lead

£10.95

Atari ST Dust Cover

£4.70

Mouse Mat (thick soft type)

£4.95

Mouse House

£2.95

10
50
100
250
1k

x 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
x 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
x 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
x 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi
x 3.5" DS/DD 135tpi

40 x 3.5" Disk box with lock
100 x 3.5" Disk box with lock

£5.95
£21.86
£39.60
£94.88
£353.68
£5.49
£7.50

Carnage on 50 + disks £3.53

Phone for our 60 page catalogue

Naksha Mouse

Naksha Scanner

for Atari ST & Amiga with

All products have a 30 day money back & 12 month warranty.

house & mat

200 to 400dpi. 105mm width
with express-IT software

£21.50

£109

Free parking. Open 9 to 5.30 Monday to Friday & 9 to 5 on Saturday.
Postage 94p (or £3.53). Securicor £6.46 (£5.50 + VAT)

Squik Mouse

True Mouse

for Atari ST & Amiga

for Atari ST & Amiga

£13.90

£15.90

EDUCATIONAL AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME

Prices are subject to variation without prior notification.
Established 7 years. 3 minutes from M27 Junction 11.

UJeSerue
Larger items delivered
by Securicor

ST/User Dept
40-42 West Street
Portchester Hants.
P016 9UW
Tel: 0705 325354

J

V

UJeSerue

Best for service UJeSerue

Best for service
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n the wake of numerous programs which
generate auto-accompaniments - Band-in-

a-Box, Freestyle, Feeling Partner (see

review elsewhere in this issue) - comes a

music generation program with a difference.
Improviser actually "improvises" new

Almost human
TRIICKS

MIDI

IMPROCJISER

music lines based on a harmonic and melodic

Setting the Midi
output channels
for five music

progression in a way not totally dissimilar, so
they say, to the way a human musician
improvises. It was written by Paul Hodgson, a
noted saxophonist, who has incorporated his

parts

experience in improvisation and teaching
into the program.
It runs in mono on a 512k machine and

uses a key disk for protection. Operation is
basically mouse-driven although there are
some keyboard alternatives.

Four tracks
The program reads Midi files (useful things,
aren't they?) which must contain four tracks
- Bass, Drums, Harmony and Melody although the improvisation is only derived
from the harmony and melody tracks. The
program analyses these, works out the under
lying chord structure and devises suitable
scales which the improvisation can use.

It does this on the fly as it is running, and
this is evident in its operation as it takes a bar
or so for any changes you make to come into
operation.

There is only one screen which is divided
in five areas, each of which has large clear

icons and buttons. The program was designed
to be used in real time - the idea is that you

Switching the
music parts
you want to
play

tion line jump back to the melody. This
means you could switch off the melody out
put and use this button whenever you wanted

ing. It doesn't alter the tempo of the piece but
sets the duration of the notes which will be

produced.
To the left of this is a set of sliders which

to hear the tune. Alternatively, you could play
the melody line and use the improvisation
line to play across it.
The Melodic and Rhythmic Pattern boxes

control the amount of "melody" the improvi
sation is allowed to use along with the chro
matic content. You can also adjust the overall

let you select one of 16 patterns which are
typical of the sort of lines an improviser might
play. They are, of course, adjusted to the cur

tempo and the volume of the improvised part.
In practice you load a file, start playback
and begin controlling the improvisation with

alter the improvisation as it is being pro

rent chord. There is also a random function

the various buttons and sliders in real time.

duced.

which producesadditional patterns - a total of

The result can be saved as a Midi file.

It outputs five music parts - the four input
tracks plus an improvisation part - which you

16 million possibilities according to the man
ual!

can switch on and off individually, although

Below the Pattern box is an area containing

this has to be done from a menu. There's a

note buttons. The manual calls this the

The demo file supplied is John Coltrane's
Giant Steps and the program can improvise
around this remarkably well. In fact, with a lit
tle care you can create a performance which

Melody button which makes the improvisa-

Tempo box but I think that's a little mislead-

could almost be taken for human.

The Yamaha MDF2 Midi data filer
Further to last month's Midi file format expose, it's interesting to note the proliferation of
Midi data filers. These are essentially dedicated hardware sequencers which play back Midi
files direct from disk.

What's the point? Well, they're very useful for live work. You may create your sequences

on your ST but computers and monitors were not exactly designed for life on the road. The

If you stick with the same melodic and
rhythmic patterns, then the repetition
becomes too obvious (although some melodic
and rhythmic repetition is an important part

of improvisation). You need to change pat
terns from time to time and intersperse them
with a few l/16th note runs (to demonstrate

your virtuosity) and an occasionalreversionto
the melody.

solution is to transfer your music to a datafiler which is

designed to be carried around. Plus, as music data is read
directly from disk, there is no waiting time while
loads into memory, so playback is instantaneous.
Yamaha's MDF2 is a newcomer to the

The manual
The manual, however, rather lets the pro

gram down as certain functions aren't very
well explained. It needs to be more compre

datafiler scene and it boasts a few nifty

hensive, although the program is easy to use

features. Unlike some other datafilers,

once you know how it works. It also mani
fested a few bugs - for example, it locked up

it uses MS-DOS-formatted disks

which, as you may know, most STs

when asked to play some Midi files. However,

can read and write. There are sev

eral PD utilities which let your ST for

the programmer is aware of the problems and
an update is on the way along with, more

mat disks to MS-DOS standard.

comprehensive documentation.

The MDF2 also handles files in the Midi

format which, again, not all datafilers do. It should I

possible, therefore, to save a file in Midi file format from your

ST sequencer direct to an MS-DOS-formatted disk, plug it into the MDF2 and play it. The
alternative is a real-time recording transfer from the computer to the datafiler, although this
an easy procedure if you have to do it.
The MDF2 can also handle system-exclusive dumps up to 600k in size. Its storagecapacity
is around 80,000 notes and it can handle 99 files.

But possibly the best news is its suggested selling price of £299. More from YamahaKemble on 0908 366700.
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Although Improviser will do its stuff on
classical music and pop, improvisations based
on jazz material are by far the most convinc

ing. It's certainly an intriguing program and
would interest anyone with an experimental
interest in music - although do check the
update situation.
Improviser is £99.50 incl p&p. More from
Creative Sounds, PO Box 877, Bristol BS99
5AU. Tel: 0272 244395.

Music update
• In order topromote the benefits ofC-Lab's miraculous software, Sound
Technology are prepared to make you an offer you can't refuse - Notator
v3.1, Unitor 2 and a C-Lab Mouse Mat in a C-Lab briefcase. These have a
RRP of£950. To you? £649!More from Sound Tech on0462 480000.

• Roland's mega RSS Sound Space three-dimensional stereo process
ing system, which is able to place sounds in 3D using conventional
stereo speakers, has been reduced in price. What'smore, existing user
are being fully compensated for the price reduction.
Now's there's a novel act! However, you'll still need to be in the
superstar league to afford one. If you have £13,750 contact Roland
on 0252 816181.

• Steinberg's Synthworks SQ is an editor/librarian for the Ensoniq 5Q
series which offers full computer graphic editing in place of the SQ's twolinedisplay. Features include macro edit functions, editable randomisers, a
mouse-controlled toolbox and file compatibility with VFX-SD and SD-1

disks plus sound conversion functions. It costs £176.25. More from
Evenlode Soundworks on 0993 I

• Another Steinberg release is Masterscore v2. It claims to be a com
plete rewrite of the original and new features include five methods of

note input, support for complex notation including unlimited
polyphony and user-definable symbols.

• Still with scorewriters, Take Control's Music DTP v2.1 is now shipping.
New features include music input from a Midi keyboard, Midi fde support
and playback via Midi or through the AVR and Microdeal samplers. It
costs £305.50 and v2.0 owners can upgrade. More from Take Control on

• Rave is another budget sequencer based on Virtuoso, the sequencer writ
ten entirely in machine code. It has 32 tracks, piano roll editing and a

021-415 4155.

notation displayand it, too, will run with 512k RAM.

• Yet another two sequencers are on their way. Concerto has all the

The basic program is £39.99and you can add modules (£20-40 each)
which give full score editing along with more comprehensive arrange, pro
cess and disk-handling facilities. More soon - but ifyou can't wait contact

notation, drum editor and graphic controller editing. It will run an
an unexpanded 520ST and should be available as you read this -

TheDigitalMuse on 071-828 9462.

only £39.95 from Microdeal. Tel: 0726 69692.

basic sequencer functions plus features such as a Midi mixing desk,

Sequel to Dr Beat
If I didn't know better, I'd say Heavenly

They are mapped to the

Music were after a monthly column in ST
User! After Dr Beat, Ramjam and Guitar
Classics comes Dr Beat 2 (£10 incl p&p). In

Roland MT-32/U220 and a

case you missed Dr Beat 1, these are drum
patterns in Midi file format.

Desk

Flags

Options

Edit

Copy

(c) 1991 lengelinq/fldan

53

1 NOTE

"B NOTE

EI
54

1

3

1 BOTE

IB D»3

10B

10
IB

112
68

E3
03

]

m

drum map is supplied so you
can use them with other

equipment.

gramming drum patterns is

their songs, so Beat 2 contains complete
drum tracks rather than separate patterns.

not your strong suit, it's the ™'

acid, funk, fusion, house, dance and so on -

HIDI

3,1

r°mu

were using the demo files as the basis for

and many have a secondary track or two
containing African percussion.

Quantize

mm m n ass m hhi i»«$s,[t. j l ^ l ;

It's arranged slightly differently to Dr Beat
1. HM discovered that many Beat 1 users

ballad to thrash! Most are in a modern vein -

Functions

PR0DRBH
CONTROL,

If you liked Beat 1, you'll
like this. If you haven't tried
either - do so now! If pro

There are 36 styles here ranging from 3/4

File

4 Percussi

i ^

I'

LT [iLLTT LCr LT b^
IT lTnj~-B=EEB=B^L.a

TT

cheapest drum machine on the market!

I know HM have more goodies up their
musical sleevies so watch this space. A full
list is available from Heavenly Music, 39
Garden Road, Jaywick Village, Clacton-OnSea C015 2RT. Tel: 0255 43217.

House music

A bumper
round-up of

courtesy of Dr
Beat volume

2, displayed
in C-Lab's
Notator

that's new it

the world of
music, with

Ian Waugh
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Atari ST User brings you
five special pages devoted to
your very own favourite ST
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MAILORDER
available from MPI (UK)

£175
including VAT
+ delivery
Although orders are usually
completed within 7 days, allow
28 days for delivery

SEQUENCER

I 16 tracks, 99 patterns.

I Easy chaining of patterns in 'ARRANGE'
mode, chains reconfigured automatically

I Copy, merge, transpose and normalize

I

- Library includes 74 pattern styles
and up to 32 groups (musical

sequencer.

families) of models.

...one of the most popular programs on the dynamic French
music software market - now available in England! The program

combinations of up to 16 percussion

User can load and save selected

is the brainchild of Jean-Claude Dubois, renowned for his

external).
• Continuous loop function.
• On-screen recorder functions ('play',
'fast forward', 'rewind' etc).
• Realtime 16-channel mixing board

controlling all MIDI functions ('VOLUME',

sequences

2x16 preset, modifiable algorithms.
Up to 6 predefined instruments

realtime - thanks to the track driver concept.

(drums, bass, strings, guitar, piano,

...unique, because you can build up a complex song from your

brass).
Instruments can be combined freely

own recorded tracks and a wide variety of preset but

and you can add your own recorded

programmable features, including 74 music styles, 6 predefined
instruments, any other instruments you like and a large library of
press "PLAY".

• Synchronisation function (off internal and

two-bar

(models), methods for combining
two-bar sequences (algorithms).

...the perfect accompaniment tool: up to six predefined
instruments (drums, bass, strings, piano, guitar, brass) will play
in harmony with the melody or chords you are playing - in

functions; quantize to within 1/192nd of a

Built-in MIDI events editor.

styles),

professional MIDI programming.

models. You select a style and model from the library, put them

Events editor with resolution of 1/384th

instruments (drum configurations).
Library of music 'styles' (pattern

appeals to an extraordinarily wide range of users. The program

together using a predefined algorithm or one of your own, and

I Save and load patterns as MIDI files.
• Save and load song and pattern files.
» Automatic recognition of MIDI channels
(forpredefined instruments).

•

...a software program which combines a flexible arranger

incorporating a realtime harmony device with a 16-track MIDI

Manual and automatic "Quantize"

of a semi-breve.

I

ARRANGER

tracks.

semi-breve.

I

Feeling Partner is...

...exceptionally flexible, because you can rearrange your music
in realtime - you can add to or edit your musical compositions
while they are playing by calling up ideas from the library or
taking advantage of the program's ability to recognise and
generate harmonies instantaneously - in realtime.
...so easy to use that it is an ideal tool for sketching out and
saving ideas, or enhancing experimental recordings.
...fast and user-friendly.

Minimum RAM required: 1 megabyte
Desk

Files

instruments on remaining tracks

•

(total of 16 tracks).
Create your own

customized
instrumental models (up to 1000
models per library, depending on
available memory).
Built-in ultra-flexible harmony device

for recognising and generating 12
different kinds of harmony from
melodies or chords played, driving

predefined instruments in realtime
(track driver).
Track driver includes keyboard split
function, so harmony device will only
read or analyse a specified part of
the keyboard,

i Easy random modifications of
patterns and/or tracks. The perfect
solution for jingle-writers.

'PANORAMIC and 'PROGRAM').
Ideal for use as a 16-track sequencer for
newcomers to MIDI

MUSIC PRO
IMPORT

AUTHORISED
DEALERS
Kamaha Music Pulse (Oxford Circus, London)

(UK)

071-7345184

Rose Morris (Tottenham Court Road, London)
15 Gartmoor Gardens

071-8360991

Sound Control (Newcastle-upon-Tyne)

Southfields

091-2324175

London, SW19 6NX

A1 Music (Manchester)
061-2360340

Brixton Exchange Mart (Brixton, London)

Tel: 081-789 8641

071-7336821

Fax: 081 780 9541

Carlsbro Retail (Nottingham, ask for Paul or Owen)
0602580033

ABC Music (Head Office)
0372468114

- Answering machine -

THE ULTIMATE

0272466880

and many others...

Ask your favourite dealer for a demonstration
Exclusive distributor. MPI (UK)
Dealer enquiries welcome

ISend cheque or postal order, or order

|byphone using Mastercard, Eurocard,[

ABC Music Education Division (Tim)

MIDI ARRANGER
for the ATARI ST series

Access card or Visa card

Wl (UK) uses the TRANSAX cheque guarantee service

The finest fonts
W i t h Windows 3, the PC world has

finally caught up with the
Macintosh and Atari standards of

personal computing made easy by graphical
user interfaces (GUIs).

It may be a bit more difficult to install and

not quite as fast (unless you are using a really
top-end 486 with loads of memory), but once
you're in Windows the joys of graphics-based
rather than character-based computing are

of the PostScript page descrip
tion language favoured by most
desktop publishers, and

rice

PostScript boasts by far the
largest
library
of
typefaces available for personal

Edit

style

Item

page

View

utilities

This is

computers.

Helvetica Bob

Before ATM, there were two

snags with using PostScript -

This is Time?

the printer fonts had to be

AdobeTypeManagen.

duplicated with bitmapped

yours.

Windows 3 has also encouraged software
houses to port their application programs
from the Mac to the PC and vice versa, thus

there are now versions of Aldus PageMaker,
WordPerfect,

Microsoft Word,

Adobe

Illustrator, Ventura Publisher and so on for

This is Times Re 8
screen fonts, wasting precious
memory and disk space and
T^ifti
introducing unpredictable
No more jagged edges with bitmapped
inconsistencies between screen appearance screen fonts, but PostScript Type 1 vector
and final output, and you needed a PostScript
printer, of course- not exactlya budget item.

both platforms.

Most of the above are fairly expensive and
would appeal only to those who are heavily

Elegant and ecomomic

fonts smoothly scaled to any size - showing
exactly what you'll get in printed output.
Adobe Type Manager on the Mac is installed
in the System Folder and can be configured
in the Control Panel

Gunter Mini

With Adobe Type Manager, both these

without the need for a PostScript RIP (raster
image processor). For about £80 (less from

enthuses obi

some mail order houses), it will give you what

Adobe Type

Spectre GCR Mac emulator, should obtain -

problems can be overcome most elegantly and
economically. ATM will use PostScript Type 1
fonts not only for printer output but also for
the screen, so that you really "see what you

Adobe's Type Manager, widely known as

get".

into desktop publishing, but there is one

really essential item which every owner of a
PC emulator running Windows 3, or the

ATM. Adobe, of course, are the vendors

Bitmapped equivalents of the vector printer
fonts are created "on the fly" for

have had for some time - true Wysiwyg, the
important difference being that ATM works
right across all Mac and Windows applications
- so even ordinary wordprocessors and spread

the current screen resolution, with

sheets can benefit from its typographical

only a minimum penalty to be paid
in a slight slow-down of the system.
Even better, it will work with any

splendour.

Post Antiqua Light The quick brown fo

Architect The quick brown fox jumps o
cJtrit.tfrn. Sxtra. £7/re q.uiek hrom

old printer - even dot matrix -

Some of the hundreds of free fonts

BauhciUS Light The quick brOUUn fox jump' available for the PC Windows

version of ATM, shown here after

Bauhaus Thin Light The quick brown fox %%7amtZlm?t.PostScr'ptto
No more excuses
fc^*#*->»»

• ft-%*

ATM fonts are easy to come by from many
bulletin boards (see "Get your CiX" on this
page), and what's more, they're fairly straight
forward to convert to ST font formats such as

Bouhous Heavy Bold The quick brei

Dm.

ST users of Calamus and Fleet Street Publisher

for sticking to boring old Times
f n tfW^w and Helvetica now!

Calamus or GEM using font editors such as
Didot, Genus and Fontverter.

Manager,

available foi
Windows an

Apple Mucin
platforms - <
well as STs

emulating t\
of course!

To prove this point, I have converted over a

100 of these fonts to Calamus format myself these are available from the atari.st/dtp area
on CiX right now...

Get your CiX, Part 3 - Windows 3
Following on from the previous lists of Macintosh and MS-DOS public domain
and shareware programs downloadable from CiX, I have selected a sample of
Windows 3 applications and utilities available for free to anyone with a modem
and - highly recommended - registration with the Compulink Information
Exchange conferencing system.
Many bulletin boards, and indeed PD/sharewarelibraries, will also have these

files, possibly under slightly different names in some cases. Remember, though,
winchime.zip
pntshop.zip
iniedit.zip

Speaking clock for Windows

Version 2.02ofPaint Shop
win.ini editor - edit your win.ini in a sensible way

winspell.zip

Windows spelling checker

wpost31 .zip
fisld.zip

WinPost Post-It™ notes
Screen saver

pixfl1.zip
atmfnts6.zip

Windows 3 graphic format viewer/converter
ATM fonts volume #6

atmfnts7.zip

ATM fonts volume #7

atmfnts8.zip
atmfnts9.zip
atmfntsa.zip
atmfntsb.zip
atmfntsc.zip
parwin.arc
sndtool.zip

ATM fonts volume #8
ATM fonts volume #9
ATM fonts volume #$A
ATM fonts volume #$B
ATM fonts volume #$C
Windows genealogy program
Windows sound player/editor

the chief advantage of bulletin boards and CiX over disk-based libraries is that

the files areyours whenever you want them, day or night, instantly! On top of
that, there will be experienced people (often the authors of the program) to
help you with any problems at the drop of a message.
To log on to CiX, dial 081-399 5252, and have a credit card ready. Online

charges are quite low, and the registration procedure is self-explanatory and
interactive once you're connected.

xantip.zip
woutll.zip
zip
iphoto30.zip

Windows-based hypertext authoring system
Outliner for Windows refont
Convert Mac PS fonts toPC PS fonts
Fantastic TIFF image twiddler

atmfntsl.lzh
atmfnts2.lzh
atmfnts3.lzh
atmfnts4.lzh
atmftUs5.1zh
atmfrtts6.lzh
atmfiits7.lzh
wbarl6.exe
pbiconll.zip
djdriver.zip
wnorgl20.zip

ATM fonts volume #1
ATM fonts volume #2
ATM fonts volume #3
ATM fonts volume #4
ATM fonts volume #5
ATM fonts volume #6
ATM fonts volume #7
Bar Code generator
Icon Designer for W3
Deskjet Driver for Windows 3
Organiser vl.2 (Filofax-typeprogram)
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Win the pools with Eurostar's

MAKE YOUR AfAM EARN!

POOLSBUSTER &POOLSPLANNER

Yes making money with your ATARI becomes incidental when you know how!
Your ATARI is, if only you knew it. a gold mine. The size and make is
irrelevent. Make the initial effort NOW by starting your own HOME BASED

Eurostar has acquired the rights for Poolsbuster & Poolsplanner and

BUSINESS

they are practically giving it away.
Poolsbuster was the best for £40 back in 1988-89 season. It's still the best,

it can still be easily configured for any country. Predicts
Homes/Draws/Aways/Fixed odds. Creates your own divisions. Updates and
fine tunes itself. It costs £1 7.63 including VAT

This may be the most important move you will ever make!
REMEMBER: You'll never get rich by digging someone else's "ditch".

Anyone in the country, including YOU. can become very rich in a relatively
short period of time just by doing a few basic things! It's more rewarding than
playing games. The benefits are many and varied. Full or part time.

Poolsplanner still the only capable program to create the best possible

permutations toyour heart's desire. Comes with popular paper plans &

FOR FREE DETAILS SEND S.A.E. To:

home made plans. Poolsplanner also costs£1 7.63 including VAT.

With both at £23.50 it is the smallest investment towards your jackpot
Send cheques/PO's to:
Eurostar C.C. Ltd (DPT ST6) Unit 7, 10-18 Manor Gardens, London N7 6)Y.

i

hased

tome

Deliveries by return post.

Dept (ASTU35), 31, Pilton Place. King &
Queen Street, Walworth, London SE17 1DR

'THE ATARI ST DEMO SPECIALIST'

TAROT -RUA)£S TAROT

D.W. Stables,Unit 1, Johnson's Shopping Centre, 29/31 Bond Street,
Blackpool FY41BQ Tel. 0253 404550 Fax. 0253 405063

The 1stfull working Tarot Deck for the Atari ST

SUPERB RANGEOFTHE TOP MEGADEMOS, MUSIC DEMOS & MODULES!

Discover Your DESTINY!

(Including the Full Collection of 'POV packed disks!)
SELECTED UTILITIES RANGE includes:

Word Processors, Copiers, Formatters, Virus Detectors & Killers, Midi Programs &
Sequencers, Art, Animation, Clip Art, Filing Systems, Databases, Address/Telephone

Books, Accounts, Genealogy, Astrology, Astronomy, Typing Tutors, Speech
Synthesizers, Desktop Replacement, Communications, Packers, Label Makers,
Archivers, Mono Emulation, Ram Disk Installers, Screen Blankers plus more...
far too many to list here!
SEND ONLY £1.00 FOR THE LATEST 'CATALOGUE DISK1

Tarot - £9-95)
Runes - £9-95) - Please add£1.00 P&P (UK)

Both - £14.95)

BCS Spring Offers
+ OFFER 2 +

4- OFFER 3 +

Atari Discovery Extra II +Philips CM8833 Mkll Monitor +
On-Site Maintenance + F19 Flight Sin+ Lead

Atari Family Curriculum Pack +Philips CM8833 Mkll +
On-Site Maintenance +F19 Flight Sim + Lead

£228

£525

£575

r DISKS DISKS DISKS

New 100 Capacity 3'A" lockable 1

100% Certified Error Free

3'// DS/DD

£22.50

100 3'//' DS/DD

£37.00

150 3'//' DS/DD

£59.50

200 3'// DS/DD

£68.00

400 3'// DS/DD....£138.00
500 3'//' DS/DD ...£160.00

1000+ Call for spot prices

boxes & disks

50 3? DS/DD &100 cap lockable box

£25.50 1

100
150
200
400
500

£40.50

Delivery & Free Labels

3/" DS/DD &100 Cap Lockable Box
3F DS/DD &100 Cap Lockable Box
3JT DS/DD &2100Cap Lockable Boxes
3/" DS/DD &4100Cap Lockable Boxes
31? DS/DD &5100Cap Lockable Boxes
All prices include VAT
&Free Delivery &Free Labels

Star LC-20

£150

Star LG200 Colour

£205

Star LC-24 200 Colour

£265

1/2 Meg &Clock

£29.00

1000 Labels
Atari Cumana Drive
1000 Tractor Labels

£8.00
£72.00
£10.00

Amiga Mouse

£14.00
£2.50

£13.50

Printer Lead

TopstarJoystick
Zipstick
A500P 1Mb Upgrade
Cheetah 125+

Cheetah Statptobe

100 31f" DS/DD +80 Cap Banx Box

£45.00

All prices include VAT/Labels/Deliveiy

5'A" DS/DD Disks
5'A" DS/HD Disks

A500 Plus 2Mb Cartoon Pack .. ....£405
A500 1Mb Cartoon Pack
....£350
....£450
Class of the 90's
....£650
AI500
....£299
Atari Discovery Extra Pack II
£350
Family Curriculum Pack

3 1/2" Cleaning Kit
Jetfighter Joystick

£31.00

£174.50

ACCESSORIES

Atari Daatascan Professional...£145.00

50 3!?' DS/DD +90cap Banx box

£74.00

AMIGA'S

PRINTERS

[l00 3^M DS/HD

£147.00

Please call forlatest prices

, Please call for latest prices

£2.75
£12.50
£8.00

£21.00
£11.00
£57.00
£7.50

£10.00

£299
3!f DS/DD Disks

200 3/"DS/DD +2x80Cap Banx Boxes £85.00
500 3F DS/DD +5x 100 Cap Banx Boxes ..£199.00

£56.50

A500 BASIC PACK

DISKS & STACKABLE
BANX BOXES

Noquibble lifetime guarantee

Prices include VAT & Free

StingrayJoystick

Tel: 021-357 6822

Walsall WS5 3LS

+ OFFER 1 +
Philips CM8833 Mkll &On-Site Maintenance
&F19 Flight Sim &Lead

Mouse Mat

12.50 P&P (Europe)

3 Woodside Road,

Allow 28 days
for delivery

IF YOU WANT THE BEST FOR YOUR ST... COME TO THE SPECIALIST!

50

Introductory prices:

Send Cheque/PO to: DREAM PROMOTIONS

Forwarded by Return Post
Please make cheques, postal orders payable to D.W. Stables

LOWEST
PRICES

3 Variations of readings all in full colour graphics.
ALSO, cast the ancient Viking Runes for guidance.
Both programs run in 512k

21 p Each
39p Each

60p each

£61.00 inc P&P J

£10.00 ]

160 Cap 3/'Stackable box
180 Cap 3/" Banx Box
1150 Cap 3'f Posso Box

[3J<" 10 Cap Boxes
3f
3ff
Sf

40 Cap Boxes
100Cap Boxes
50 Cap Boxes

L5KT

100 Cap Boxes

£8.95 1
£15.50 1

,...85pEachT
.£4.10 Each
.£4.50 Each
.£5.10 Each

.£5.90 EachJ

ORDER HOTLINE:
0273 506269/0831 279084
All Prices Include VAT. Add £4 delivery unless stated.
Add £10 next day. Cheques will be held for clearance.

Call or send cheques/postal orders to:

BCS Ltd,

349 Ditchling Road, Brighton,
East Sussex BN1 6JJ.
All offers subject to availability, E & OE

Due to shortages of 314" DSDD disks, prices
may change without notice

!

Communications flow
Back in the good old days of comput
ing, modems were simple beasts. They
ran at a speed of 300 baud - or maybe
even 1,200 baud if you were rich enough and that was an end to the matter. Once con

nected to the remote system, data was sent
via the modem at that fixed speed, and it was
up to your software to process each character
correctly and be waiting for the next one.
Occasionally, though, this simple system
could cause problems. Say you were receiving
a large document, which needed to be saved
to disk in several chunks as the whole thing
would not fit into your computer's memory.
In such a case it would be necessary to tell
the remote system to pause while you were
saving each block. This was done by using
two Ascii characters, Control-S (Xoff) and
Control-Q (Xon), to tell the other system to
stop sending and then restart again.

Acknowledge
Of course, the difficulty with this Xon/Xoff
flow control system is you can't then use
those two characters within your own data.
This isn't such a problem when sending nor
mal text down the line, but what happens if
you want to transmit some graphics or a pro
gram file - either of which might easily con
tain those two bytes? One way would be to
use the Xmodem file transfer protocol which
sends a short block of data, then waits for the

modems, and uses two pins on the RS 232
serial port called Request to Send (RTS) and

could never be turned on! This new bug was

Clear to Send (CTS).

again, the transmission will recommence.
This system of hardware flow control is
absolutely essential with any modern modem
which is capable of compressing data en route.

but strangely it has returned in TOS 2.05 for
the Mega STE, and in TOS 3.01 and 3.05 for
the TT. TOS 2.06 and TOS 3.06 will suppos
edly have these bugs finally wiped out for
good. Let's wait and see...
In the meantime, what should you do if
you want to run your nice fast MNP5 modem
at anywhere near its potential full speed?
Luckily, there are several small patch pro
grams (see CoverDisk) which can be placed
into the AUTO folder on your boot disk to
correct these bugs. CTSFIX, TURBOCTS and

Discrepancies

TOS 1.4, although some seem less reliable

When using this system, if the computer is
not ready to receive any more data from the
modem it can indicate that fact by dropping
the voltage on the RTS line to zero. Similarly,
the modem can ask the computer to stop
sending by lowering the CTS line. As soon as
the appropriate line goes back to being high

RS232FIX should all work with TOS 1.0 and

Even though your modem may only run at
a speed of 2,400 baud - ie 240 characters per
second - it may also use the MNP5 or V42bis
data compression systems to effectively dou

for Mega STE and TT users they have released

trol system will handle any speed discrepan
cies. At least, that's the theory. In practice.
The situation is complicated by that fact that
many versions of the ST operating system,
TOS, have bugs in their flow control software.
In the first release of the operating system,
known as TOS 1.0, the computer quite cor
rectly stopped sending data when the CTS
line lowered by the modem. Unfortunately it

Finally, having installed the appropriate

patch software for your machine, don't forget
to enable CTS/RTS flow control from within

your comms software or you won't see the

advantage. Many packages default to using
Xon/Xoff, so check in the manual how to
select the correct mode. You'll also need to use

a good fast file transfer protocol to achieve the
best results - something like Ymodem-G or
Zmodem should do the job nicely. Again, con
sult your comms software manual for details.
If you need more help on this, or any other
communications matters, you can contact me
via the CiX conferencing system - either by
Email to andre@cix.compulink.co.uk or by
asking in the atari.st/hardware online confer

didn't notice when the modem raised the line

A much better solution would be to allow

This bug was cured with the release of TOS

the hardware itself to decide when to transmit

1.2, but the next update (TOS 1.4) managed
to break it again. This time, the CTS/RTS flow
control routines worked perfectly well, but
the initialise code was faulty, so the mode

£P

Correct mode

9,600 or 19,200 baud. The CTS/RTS flow con

the transmission!

ware free to send all 256 Ascii characters.

not work with TOS 1.0. For TOS 1.4 users,
Atari have released their own TOS14FIX, and
SERPTCH2.

tem tend to slow down the transmission rate.

c^P

able (and fast) of the patches, although it does

It's best to forget the actual speed of the
modem and set the ST's RS232 serial port to

again, and so never got around to restarting

Such a system is implemented in all recent

than others. HS_FIX10 is about the most reli

ble or treble the amount of data transferred.

other end to acknowledge before sending the
next block. Unfortunately, all those delays
waiting for a response from the remote sys

and when to stop sending, leaving the soft

cured with the release of the STE and TOS 1.6,

Andre Wille]
sheds light o

the often
misundersto

subject of
hardware flc
control

ence.

RS-232 patch software
To try to sort out the plethora of different RS 232 patch pro-

the most universally reliable patch seems to be HS_F1X10. For

grams, and which is applicable for each version of TOS, I've
compiledthe following table. Some patchesare better than oth-

TOS 1.4 use TOS14FIX (or TOS14FX2). ForTTs and Mega STEs,
use SERPTCH2. In theory, CTS/RTS flow control should already

ers, so try them out on your own system. ForTOS versions l.xx,

work correctly on TOS 1.2, TOS 1.6x, TOS 2.06 and TOS 3.06.

ST

STE

TOS Version
1.0
CTSFIX

Y

TURBOCTS

Y

RS232FIX

Y

HS_FIX10

N

TOS14FIX

N

CTSPATCH

N

SERPTCH2

N

1.2
-

-

-

•

1.4
Y

Y

-

-

1.6

N

TT

2.05

2.06

3.01

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

+

+

+

-

-

Y

Y

1.62
-

-

Y

Y

-

M-STE

•

-

•

-

-

-

-

-

-

Y

3.05

3.06
-

-

-

-

-

+

-

-

-

-

-

Y

Y

-

+

-

-

-

KEY

• Not strictly needed, but may give some minor speed improvement

Y Works with this version of TOS

+ Asfor •, but only allows the use of the first RS232 port

N Does not work reliably with this version of TOS

- Not required for this version of TOS
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The ST Club
FONTKTT PLUS 3

Edit or create GEM fonts, Signum fonts, screen fonts and downloadable
printer fonts. Incorporates a suite of drawing tools, plus block manipulation
tools, and will import Calamus, Degas and Macintosh fonts. The package
includes Fontswitch 3, which re-configures the keyboard and changes screen
and printer fonts; plus Fontprint to give complete control over the printer
fonts used with Epson compatible printer. Price: £19-95.
UNIVERSAL ITEM SELECTOR m

Powerful replacement for the Atari Item Selector. Universal Item Selector III
incorporates a host of utility functions: format disks, copy, move and rename
files and folders, create folders, find files, set file paths, etc. "You'll wonder
how you ever lived without it," ST Format, December 1990. Price: £19.95.
THE CATALOGUE

Repairs from £23.00 inclusive.
Free registered carrier pickup and return despatch for
ultimate peace of mind, anywhere on the UK mainland!
Free diagnostic inspection.
All repairs carried out are covered by free 90 day
warranty.

Fast efficient service, average turnaround 24 hours!
Experienced, qualified engineers.
Any upgrade fitting, fixed price £15,00 inclusive.
UNBELIEVABLE UPGRADE PRICES

Our collection of PD and Shareware disks runs to over 2,000 disks and we

guarantee same day dispatch on all orders. Our Free Catalogue - (46 pages
A4) details these disks and all of our products and services: PD disks, Books,
Budgie UK Licenseware and Laser Printing. We also publish: The Astronomy
Lab (£19.95), Key Master (£6.95), Oxford Chess (£9.95), Molgraph (£12.95),
Guides to Timeworks DTP (£9.95) and 1st Word (£6.95), Fontpac Plus GEM

520STFM/STF to 1 MB....£29.25
520/1040STFM/STF to 2.5MB....£97.00
520/1040/STFM/STF to 4MB.,..£167.00

and Signum fonts (from £6.95). Details of these will be found in our current

520/1040/STE to 2MB....£79.99
520/1040STE to 4MB....£159,99

catalogue. Write or telephone for your copy today.

The ST Club, 2 Broadway, Nottingham
NG1 IPS (0602) 410241
Please send me:

• Universal Item Selector III (£19.95)
• Fontkit Plus 3 (£19-95)

acsA
ELECTRON^"
V

D Free copy of the 46-page STClub catalogue

Business Enterprise Centre, Eldon Street,
South Shields, Tyne & Wear, NE33 5JE

Name:

Address:

Postcode:

520STEto 1MB....£29.99

Telephone:

Tel:

Return to: The ST Club, 2 Broadway, Nottingham NG1 IPS

091-455 4300

UPGRADES and REPAIRS
ST(FM) All upgrades INCLUDE fitting,
anda 3 Month warranty against
defective parts and labour.
Return postage only£5.00

Double upgrade 1Mb RAM +1Mb Drive ONLY £95.00

STE All Kits come complete with full

520 to 1Mb

instructions and Ram test software. P&P

included. 'Existing 'A or 1Mb traded in.
Free fitting upon request

520 to 1Mb Only
520/1040 to 2.5Mb

£44.00
£115.00

520/1040 to 4Mb

PHONE

£24.50

520 to 2Mb

»Jo40 to 2Mb

*1040 to 4Mb"""""".!

„S70.50

£6350

£132.50

QUALITY REPAIRS ATAFFORDABLE PRICES. FREE WRITTEN QUOTATIONS.
DISCOUNTS ON REPAIRS IF ACCOMPANIED WITH AN UPGRADE.

from your JQilL&^ljbiJI
Magic Space software as used by the UK's leading
astrologers. Everybody wants one of these truly
amazing reports. They are easy to produce, as well as
being informative and accurate.
Phone for your own sample and see how you can turn
your desktop computer into...

a money making

THE UPGRADE SHOP

8.30am to 6.00pm Mori to Sat.

37 CROSSALL STREET, MACCLESFIELD

SUPPORT LINE 6.30pm to 8.00pm Mon to Fri

machine!

CHESHIRE SK116QF. TEL 0625 503448

Same day service on Saturdays

Telephone 0252 703886. Fax 0252 703833

ALLPRICESSHOWNARE WHATYOUPAY.PLEASE MAKE CHEQUES PAYABLE TO THE
UPGRADE SHOP.ALLPARTSARE THOROUGHLY TESTED BEFOREDISPATCH

VIDEO TITLER ST/STe V.2 £34.95
PROFESSIONAL TITLES FOR ALL VIDEO FORMATS
SMOOTH TEXT/FONTS, FLIPS, COLOUR-CYCLE, VENETIAN, WIPES, FADES,
DISSOLVES, INTERLOCK, SCROLLS, SPEED CONTROL. SUPPORTS G.DOS &
FSMG.DOS. NEO, DEGAS, PI1 + AMIGA IFF. THE MOST ADVANCED TITLER

ART MASTER ST/STe £29.95

MAGIC SPACE, PO BOX 53, GODALMING, SURREY, GU8 6LT

Cottage Ivfoumitz
HOME BASED BUSINESS

3D GRAPHICS ADVANCED BLOCK MANIPULATION, DISTORTION & MORE.

NEO, DEGAS, AMIGA IFF COMPATIBLE, 9 WORKSCREENS, 4096 COLOURS,
RAY, GRADIENT, 3D CONES, SPHERES, SHAPES & IT'S USER FRIENDLY.

EXPLOIT YOUR COMPUTER

PRINT MASTER ST/STe £19.95

The ART of making your computer earn.
For your FREE details send 1st class stamp to:-

ULTIMATE COLOUR DRIVER for colour &mono printers.
PRODUCE COLOUR ON A MONOCHROME PRINTER. FULL COLOUR SHADING
SUPPORTS MOST PRINTERS, TRI-COLOUR AND PROFESSIONAL COLOUR

SEPARATION, LABEL ROUTINES. SUPPORTS EPSON,STAR,CITIZEN,9/24PIN,
HP DESKJET, IBM, NEC ETC. SUPERB FULL COLOUR SCREEN DUMPS.

E

COTTAGE INDUSTRIES

VIDEO TITLER & ART MASTER COMBINED PRICE £54.95

4 Oddfellow Court

ACCESS & VISA WELCOME

Oddfellow Street

LASER DISTRIBUTION LTD, PO BOX 1,

Ystradgynlais

CALLINGTON PL17 7YZ 0579 82426

Swansea SA9 1LH

<IB
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Crossing the diagonals
T h e user-defined border facility within
Timeworks Publisher 2 is very versatile,
but there is one problem you may not
be able to see your way around. With a bit of
lateral thinking, though, you can increase the
range of possible effects still further
If you want to redefine the top or bottom
edge of a frame's border, you may have tried
to redefine both left and right-hand edges to
do it. A problem arises, though, if the image
you're bending the border around is higher
on one side than the other. The simplest
example of this is a frame which needs a diag
onal top edge.
The lower side of the frame edge is no
problem - you can drag the redefined edge
down from the top mid-point of the frame
until it joins the diagonal and then follow the
line of the diagonal. The higher side is not as
easy, though, as you can't drag a redefined
edge node higher up the frame than the pre
ceding one. In other words, each point in the
redefined edge has to be lower than the last.
The way round the problem is to redefine
one edge only. Nodes on a redefined left-hand
edge don't have to be in the left-hand area of
the frame and vice versa. For example, you
can redefine the right-hand edge of a frame
and define points on the new border which
lie on the left-hand edge of the frame.

A

File

Edit

Options Page Style

Text Graphics

Help

:;a:mintitled,dtp;;;

±

DEFINE RIGHT-HAND BORDER

TO FRAME FR* POINT A,
MOVING LEFT TO' POINT B,

BEFORE OUTLINING THE
IMAGE IN THE NORMAL WAV,
THROUGH C AND D TO E,

Q

EL

You don't have to redefine both frame borders in

Timeworks Publisher 2. Use one to define a shaped top...

To define a diagonal top edge, say going
down from left to right, you therefore only
redefine the right-hand edge and place the
first node in the top left-hand corner of the
frame. You then mimic the line of the diago
nal image with further nodes, ending up at
the right-hand edge of the frame. Trust me,

A File Edit Options Page Style Text Graphics Help
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this is much harder to describe than to do.

Lookat the screen dumps for more guidance.

..and you can wrap text around many complex shapes

More dots, less cash
The typical resolution of a laser printer, the Atari SLseries
included, is 300 dots per inch (dpi), which is often con
sidered a standard for business and some semi-profes
sional uses. In fact, though, many simple 9 and 24-pin
printers can better this resolution, with a top graphic
print of 360dpi.
This may not sound much better than 300dpi, but it
represents nearly 45 per cent more dots in any given area.
So why don't all users stick to dot matrix printers?
They're cheaper, smaller and can apparently produce
higher resolutions.
The main difference, of course, is the size of the dots.

Charles Mici

offers a usef
tweak for
Timeworks

Publisher 2,

much harm as the squashing of the paper fibres by the
dot matrix pins. If you've ever printed a dense graphic on
a dot matrix machine, you'll know the kind of crinkling

plus printer
advice

the paper undergoes.
So, are you bound to lower resolution or crinkled print
outs if you can't afford a laser printer? Not if you go for
an inkjet. I've mentioned the Canon BJ-lOe before in this

column and the new version, the BJ-lOex, now sports
some extras, such as a built-in italic character set.

However, for graphics printing and DTP pages the
main advantage is that an inkjet of any make has no pins.
Only charged ink bubbles hit the paper. The output from

Putting 360 dots in each inch of printing is one thing, but
the end of a pin from a 9-pin or even a 24-pin printer is a
lot bigger than the electrostatically-charged area of one
laser printer "dot". With a dot matrix printer, there's a lot
of overlap from one dot "cell" to the next.
Also, each dot in a dot matrix printout is the result of
an impact from a printer pin, so the paper undergoes a lot
more stress than in a laser. Although a laser raises the
temperature of the paper momentarily to a couple of hun

been recognised
both of which
include Canon BJ drivers with their DTPs. Output from
Timeworks 2 plus Canon BJ- lOex (costing as little as £85
+ £185 = £270 if you shop around) can be very effective,
certainly beating any dot matrix printout, because of the

dred degrees to fuse the toner to it, this doesn't do as

dense black of the BJ's ink.

an inkjet can be close to a laser, though
bigger than toner particles and liquid ink
paper fibres more than toner.
The popularity of the latest inkjets has
by companies like GST and Eclectron,

bubbles are still
spreads into the

Keep 'em
coming
We have a good flow of
questions and tips to
this column which have

hopefully helped others
struggling with their
DTP system. I'm happy
to continue answering
and printing these, so
send any bells, whistles
and worries to me at the
editorial address.

Atari ST User May 1992 ^LfE

Classifieds
If upgrading your system has left you with
some unwanted equipment, if you've got a

&**%«

problem you can't find the answer to, or if

you simply want to contact other likeminded ST users, ST User Classifieds are
the answer.

Through our pages you can reach over

gj&

100,000 ST owners - and as long as your
ad is less than 15 words long, it's

absolutely free!
Should you want more space, you'll find
our rates offer unrivalled value-for-money

Classifieds
Sell your unwanted hardware and software the painless way

- for instance, 30 words costs just £6.
Fill in the form on this page and send it
to us with your payment (if applicable).
Note that all software must be boxed

and with the original disks and manuals and remember to include your telephone

• System 3 £20 Mailshot plus £15. Originals boxed.

• Musicparticularlyrequires practicalknowledgeof
Midi pretrarly Nottingham area Telephone evenings

• Spectre GCRv.3.0 Macemulator VGC,Software,
Mac Bible,Complete. £290. Phone: Gavin Tel 0602

from 7 pm 608195

817198

2AB

• Atari 1040STE 4 MEG £330. Ref40 40MEG hard

• Atari 1040STFM disk drive, scanner, star LOO

• Atari Games for sale from £5.00 Phone for list after

• Swap,total recall,gold aztecs,fantasy dizzy,rocket
ranger, F53 und 5's, boxed original 0732 358622

drive £200. Cumana 1 MEG external. All Pristine

6 pm. 081 301 5371
• Will swap captive STfor Multiface. RingJeff on 061
789 0748 After 6 pm

• CAD plotter A3 8pen flatbed tablet crp A3 inc driver
dynacad inc donger ST/TT all cables manuals. Little
used. £850, 081 686 2221 Daytime Might Split

0926 511085

• Original games and STmagazines cheap. Send SAE
for list. 42 Landedmans, Westhoughton, Bolton, BL5

• Deluxepaint £15. Call Gary on 0293 534415After6

• Mega4, OverscanTOS1.4 85 MegH/diskfor sale/
part exchange offers. Fadi, 28B Fore St, Cullompton,

printer, timeworks DTP,Fontkit Plus3, K-Graph3,
games including Dungeon Master, Xenon2, Populous,
joystick, mouse, £420 Les0920 460263
• Visit Denmark? Call & see me (Countryside +
Beach) Interest: All DTP & Database aspects. Tel: 010

• PD Library for sale. Over 550 disks £400 ono Phone

455 394 6349

• Warhead Strategic War Game. Vgc?will sell for
£6.25 Tel: 0453 545163 After 4 pm
• Datel handy scanner GS4500. Complete with hard
ware etc. Hardlyused. Abargain at £65. Synchro

Devon

0787 70196. Ask for Rick

• Midi sequencer Steinberg PR024 V3, Original

• lcnb STE+ 50 discs and magazines £250 Philips
CH8833 monitor £200 reason upgrading Tel: 0942

• Ladbrooke Midistudio master VR5 (Latest) for
STFM/F (NOT STE)£70 No offers 0484 541357
(Hudds)

• Timeworks 1.12 £30. Simms chips for STE£5 each.
Loadsa games Ring Richard 0323 37991

express MKI £16. Bandin a box £20. All items for

• STE1040 SM124 mono monitor Phillips colour
monitor external drive professional software sound
blaster amp magazines music software other extras
Joystick £600 ono Tel 081 690 7947 Anytime cash
only buyer collect and test. BULK
• Scanner B/W datascan pro 100 to 400 DPI £75 M A

• Original"UniversalMilitarySimulator"wanted ie,
Not UMS2Phone 081 560 6162 After 6 pm Askfor

• Amstrad MP2 modulator for sale, Write to:
Denshoune, Hatfield, Near Hull, HU11 4US c/o Steve

• PD Contacts wanted. Write to Michael Darlison, 17

Norfolk Road, WYTON, Huntingdon PE172EF
• 520STFM 1MBPlus Philips High Resolution colour
monitor £360 Phone 021 358 1412 5 - 6.30 pm

pm

Atari ST, Chilvers, 194 Butterbowl Drive, Leeds, LS12
5BU

• Evesham 3 1/2 " external floppy drive excellent

condition used one year old £35, 0525 716307
• Wanted STConatcts to swap Midi files and fonts
any format TelJohn 0602 726545

• Citizen 120D printer for saleperfectworkingorder
boxed as new £75 Phone Derek 0494 438 541

722209

Peter

Fell

• Atari Stacy Laptop 20MBHD with cubase and other
software perfect for travelling musician 071 254 9663
• Spectre GCRwith ROMMacwrite suitcase ATM

Rhind - Tutt Windsor 0753 859845

other software manuals Macintosh Bible £350 071

• Band in a box V4 with Fakebooks £40 Steinberg did,
D20, DUO, MT32 editor. £40, 0427 615865

435 7664

• STe 520 1MEG Good condition some software £200

8852 colour hi-res monitors £950. Phone Eve 0582

ono Tel: 0992 762662 After 4.30

833411

• Timeworks DTP VI.12 £25 for sale due to owner

• 520STE 1MBupgrades (2 X 256KSIMMS) fitting
instructions supplied £15. Tel 0473 464360
• Daiseywhee! printer Sanyo PR5200wide-carriage
22CPS. Perfect performer buyer collects. Phone 071

(London)

• Star I.C10 colour printer. 5 ribbons, excellent con

Steve 0992 20663

Perfect condition boxed manual £69, 081 886 6114

dition, boxed. £110 Tel Jim 0232 794812

• Greg Norman's ultimate Golf and bloodwych.

• Complete Rombovideo digitiserkit boxed original
£80. Alsovarious original software SAE for list. Tel

Brand New. All ST's £8 Each. Tel: 0634 571441

0271 865985

Abacus. Phone Ciaran on 0360 40328

• Wanted: The Book "Atari ST Internals" Published by

upgrading to pagestreamPhone 083 1350 793
• Forget-me-clock cartidgewith through port and
software. A5new£ll. Fred 0633 266647 (evenings)
• Atari STE9 months old 5 D & D games and others.
Mouse joy stick sale £250 0291 622270
• 520 STFM 1 MEGincludes computer desk. Loadsof
games, PD manuals on everything serious software
includes STOS, Stac. Devpac 2 deluxe paint. Cyber

Please include myadvertisement inthe next available

POSTCODE
DAYTIME PHONE„

isnotselling illegal copies ofsoftware, orhardware
that does notbelong tome. Ipermit you topublish my
address and/or telephone number only ifIhave
included thesedetails within my advertisement copy.I
amover ISyearsofage (applicants under 18mustget
a parent orguardian tosign below).

SIGNED

CATEGORY: HARDWARE^] SOFTWARE^ CONTACT^

itor £150 ono. Phone 0635 31712

paint studio. Videodigitiser. Al,orginal VGC Bargain
£350 ono 081 310 0640 After 6 pm

Tel: 0222 628829

• FleetStreet publisher V3 £75: Signum! Document
processor£20 non. DavidRose0227 368789

• Opus PCII-AD 640K, 32MBhard disk, two floppy
disk drives £250 + software. Only £550 Tel 0795

• Atari SC1224 colour monitor, as new, no leads to

issue of Atari ST User. / confirmthat the advertisement

274 2889 Eves

• MK3 A3 Cherry Graphics Tablet £300 SC1224mon
• Atari replay professional 12 bit Sampling for ST,
Fully boxed, manuals hardly used. £80, 021 378082
• Supercharger PC XTemulator with DOS 4.01£150.

Evenings
• Atari PD For Sale, Exchange 100% Reply. Contact
Martyn on Emsworth 0243 370600

NAME
ADDRESS.

colour/mono £45. Tel 0223 276311

• Treasure trap £6, subbuted, skidoo, Tracksuit
Manager, Gazza II, £5 each. Tel: 0705 873145
• Hard disk cased 42 MEG ready to run £195 Supra
2400 Modem unused £95 Mega ST4 MEG memory
TOS 1.4 Internal 45 MEG hard disk mono and Philips

• Wanted old game called Bismarckfor Atari ST
Phone 081 542 8350 Evenings only
• ForSaleRailroad tycoon £15 Pro punter £15 Phone

• 9-pin Dot Matrixprinter PanasonicKX-pl081

2QJ

021 328 0441. 8 Reigate Avenue, Birmingham, B8

buy, £160 Telephone Russell 0708 727525
• Half MEG Upgrade for Atari STE£15 Southamtpon
0703 740636

• Atari 525TFM £175, no games. Phone 021 475

521488

• 286-PC 30 meg-hd 144MEGFDEga Graphics still
guaranteed £500 ono Tel Ling 0458 42518 After5pm
• Atari 520 games Gods £12, Team yankee £12,
Supremacy UMSII £15 each. Phone 091 4562275
• Wide carriage daisywheel printer for sale Sanyo
PR520022 CPSPerfect performance. Phone 071 274
2889 Evenings

4618 Also Contacts wanted

• Games: Gazzall, Leonard, Skidoo, Treasure trad,

• Wanted! Printer driver linking 1040STEto Canon
BJ10EX. Call on 0462 893 585 Thanks!
• Wanted Atari SM-124 monitor, will swap for SLR
camera or other photographic equipment. Drew 0793

Subbuted and Tracksuit Manager - £15. Phone Jason

611311

0440 820157

• Help if you have a 5.1/4 drive and STE. Please
phone me 081 310 6613
• ST£3-£5, XL/XEtapes £50p/£2, disks from £2.50,

• Wanted Atari SM124 mono HI-RES monitor Roland

2600 ROMS £5, R/Scanner £10 0322 432712

CM64 Sound module software editor Dorset. 0929

• Ataril040STFM 1MB new internal drive, 1MB exter

553108

na] drive,Starlcio mono printer, Philips (M8833

colour monitor, joystick, magazines and plenty of
games. Phone mark 051 424 8586 (After6)

CHEC
A ad COMPLETED IN BLO(
C-, CHEQUE MADE PAYABLE TO "ATARI
22 STUSER" COMPLETED FOR CORRECT
AMOUNT (ifapplicable)

$ CLASSIFIED FORM SIGNED
FORM AND PAYMENT SENT TO:

(fl ST USER CLASSIFIEDS, EUROPA HOUSE, J
^

f\ 3 Atari ST User May 1992

MACCLESFIELD, SK10 4NP

Atari ST User Classifieds are a

reader service. They arethere
fore unavailable to trade
advertisers. We reserve the

right toedit and modify copy
without notice.

M o s t people on meeting a spread

Spreading out

sheet for the first time look, cringe

and walk away. But there's really
no need to be frightened as they are not as
bad as they first appear.

Essentially a spreadsheet is a giant sheet of

paper ruled with rows and columns, just likea
giant noughts and crosses layout. This tabular
setup can be used in all sorts of ways, from

consuming. When the same calculation needs
to be performed on several groups of essen
tially similar data, it's much easier to auto

working out your household budget to full

mate the procedure.

blown accountancy applications.
The whole idea works on the principle that

doing calculations by either mental arith

As with any other software, you need to be
comfortable with the jargon before the man
ual will make any sense at all. But in the case

basic operation of a household budget on a
spreadsheet. Although the formulae shown
only apply to this particular program, all
spreadsheets operate in a very similar manner
- just check your manual for specific com

metic or calculator is both tedious and time-

of a simple spreadsheet you only need to

mand details.

understand a few basic terms.

The screenshots show the setting up and

Setting up and using a spreadsheet
A Worksheet Range Copy-Move File

Print

Graph Data Macro Quit

Worksheet Range Coos-Move File Print Graph Data Natro

A

1CHO lj REflDY |j OK fl CPLC | KRL \ END JNOTE IHELP |

Suit

LJEJj BEADY | OK j ceic || seen. | tm NOTE | HELP
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8 Car Loan
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Housekeeping
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Savings
Total Outgoings

18

11
12
13
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14

Here's an empty spreadsheet ready for action. Our first

Now we have all the headings and subheadings

step will be to widen column A to allow space for the

required for a simple household budget...

various category titles required.
A

Worksheet Range Copy-Move

File

Print Graph Data

Macro
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Graph Data Macro

Quit
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Here's the first formula. Above the window top is the

...and some basic figures too. Note that none of the

formula <Ssum(b2+b3+b4) which simply means add

totals are filled in. We want to make the spreadsheet do

together the figures in those cells (brought forward,
salary and other income), the result to be placed in cell

the arithmetic for us by way of formulae placed in the
cells rather than numeric totals.

bS (total income).
A
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By copying bS to c5 the program automatically
assumes that you want to change the column references

Here the lucky user has had an unexpected £1,000
bonus so the budget needs to be changed to reflect the
altered balances. Simply select the relevant cell and
type in the new figure.
On pressing Return the program recalculates all the
balances affected by that figure. A similar action would
have been performed if, for example, the mortgage rate

to apply to the new column. In this case bS was copied

changed.

The same action is performed on all the other total cells
in the same way. Here we see how the "c" column acts.

By the way, there's usually no need to type in a formula
for each total cell when the only thing that changes (as
in this case) is the column letter.

across to all the other columns on row S. Notice that the
formula doesn't show in the cell, only the result of the
calculation it performs.
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to subscribers.

these offers are ONLY available

below. Subscribe TODAY and take your
pick!... The choice is yours, and remember-

never been a better time to subscribe!
Take a look at these unbelievable offers

Whether you take your computing seriously
or prefer to play the best games, there has

cover price at the same time!

enjoy the convenience of having this complete
editorial package delivered direct to your door
every month - and save up to 50p offthe

As an Atari ST User subscriber, you can

games coverage.

you the best news, reviews, features and

Every month of the year, Atari ST User brings

IT MAKES SENSE TO SIGN UP!

ft'm address and credit card number!

Don't forget to give your name,

By phone: 051 357 1275
By fax: 051 357 2813

If you can't wait to get your hands on one
of ourgreatoffers you can telephone your
order using a credit card

HOTLINE

E| SUBSCRIPTION

printer is ideal fori
any ST owner.

handling - this

and superb paper

fantastic PANASONIC KX-P1 170 printer
this month. Easy to use, with,
four high quality fonts

An Atari ST User subscriber will win a

This Month's Prize

• Fantastic free draws

• Superb special offers

who knows, you could win a major prize!

There are no forms to fill in, no special
conditions - it's so easy! Just sit back and

subscriber automatically qualifies for a
monthly free draw with superb prizes up
for grabs.

Now - as an added bonus - every

the magazine.

and promotions along with their copy of

Every month Atari ST User subscribers
receive news of exclusive special offers

JOIN THE CLUB!

• Save time and money

NOW YOU BENEFIT
THREE WAYS BY
SUBSCRIBING TO

THE

REE GAM!

Worth £60

I You pay

absolutely nothing

Mystical.

Space and

Murders in

Corridor,

User - The
Light

OAn essential
>-r>pJ^J^^^^Worth£26-95
tool tof desktop publishers, graphic artists.

You pay only£5

clearly which

you would like

Please state

I meg versions.

both 1/2 and 1

is available in

why! Populous II

^^J^^^mJm>
struck Gold in ST Gamer anu w^^ ^ score
^ ^its not

"control the world with the££^^»?

yOPULOLti JJ Worth £29.99

•it-li.Tl

J infogrames when you subscribe^

Not just one. but three classic games

zj y

offers

Choose any of these grecrt

^EYOURPICK!

m

£19.95

$85.00
$80.00

£34.95
£39.95
£54.95

£5.00

£5.00

£9.95

Populous II f/« Meg)

Populous II (1 Meg)

Atari ST User Mouse

New

•

9324
9337
9332
9302

•

•

•

9392 |

Renewa

9301 I
9391 1
9393 |

IZZI
\ZH
CZI
LZ]

Renewa

9327 I

New

|

I

9300 r
9390 E

9326 I
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Postcode

BanWBuilding Society maydecline loacceptinsttuclions lopayDirect Debit Itom sometypesofaccounts

Ref No

Originator's Identification No. |8|5|1|4|1|2|

L53 3EA

Ellesmere Port

PO Box 2

Europress Direct

Please complete the section on the right to instruct
your Bank/Building Society to make payments
directly from your account. Then return this form to
us - no stamp needed.

AUTHORITY TO

want to subscribe for.

Tick one box only to
indicate how long you

Choose the special offer
or gift you want to
receive by ticking ONE

I understand that Europress may change the amounts
and dates only after giving me prior notice.

NO ACKNOWLEDGEMENT REQUIRED.

various dates.

• I understand that if any Direct Debit is paid which
breaks the terms of the instruction, the Bank/ Building
Society will make a refund.

to cancel this instruction.

• I will inform the Bank/Building Society in writing if I wish

•

•

• The amounts are variable and may be debited on

• I instruct you to pay Direct Debits from my account at
the request of Europress Ltd.

Your instructions to the Bank/Building Society:

Indicate method of

payment with a tick in
the appropriate box. If

Fill in your full name,

Only fill in this form if you
are paying by direct
debit, after ticking the

««" •

umLi

I I I I I I I

Europress (North Americal,
Unit 14. 225 Bysham Park

send to:

Canada and USA only

Your subscription willcommence withthe first available issue.

Date

Signature(s)

Sort Code

Your Account No.

Name of Account..

Address

Name of Bank/Building Society.

YOUR BANK/BUILDING SOCIETY TO PAY DIRECT DEBITS

address and telephone
details. Please write as

Signed.

Norrrnrm i i i i n r
Quarterly Direct Debit (£7.47 - Please complete form below) UK ONLY

Expiresczz:

Please debit my Credit Card •

I enclose a Cheque/Eurocheque payable to Europress Publications Ltd •

HOW TO PAY

3 ©0G3LKCT PELBDT [MSY[^y©T0(Q)M

*Complete ONLY if you have ticked the Direct Debit option

Please tick ifyou do not wish to receive promotionalmaterial from other companies

Tel No.

Address

Name

Where to send it

SIX EASY STEPS TO RESERVE YOUR COPY OF ATARI ST USER EVERY MONTH

FREE

3 Free Games

My choice of Special Offer

Which offer?

Rest of World

Europe/Eire

UK

iption
12 months' Subscription

UK only

6 months' Subscription

HOW LONG?

Europress Direct, FREEPOST, Ellesmere
Port, L65 3EB. (No stamp needed if posted in UK)

Send your reply to*

the cover price!
Direct Debits are safe and hassle free. You can cancel your
subscription at any time with no risk.

cheapest way to enjoy Atari ST User- saving you a full 50p on

of our Direct Debit payment system.
Just complete the form below and we will deduct the cost of
Atari ST User from your account every quarter without any need
for you to worry about your subscription expiring.
What's more, a Direct Debit subscription is by far the

Now you can save time, hassle and money by taking advantage

SAVE MORE - with Direct Debit*

aspect of the ST

* FACT-PACKED pages covering every

• HOTTEST games in the monthly
ST Gamer supplement

GREAT money-saving reader offers

software

FREE cover disks packed with quality

tvcKT issue delivered airecr to your nome

DATAPLEX

SHOWROOM

Open:

COMPUTERS LTD.
dataplex

129 Bath Road,

19 High Street,

Slough,

Swindon,

Berkshire

SL13UW

w,lts

Tel: 0753 535557

Tel: 0793 488448

Prices excluding VAT
HARDWARE
Atari 520 STE Extra Pack
£240
which includes free box of disks and mouse mat.

Atari 1040 STE Family Curriculum

£299

and free box of disks and mouse mat.

MONITORS
Philips CM8833 Mark II colour
monitor + leads

SC1244 (AtariColour)
SM 144 (Atari Mono)

Mon-Fri
9.30-5.30

Saturday
9.30-4.30
MAIL ORDER
Consumables
£2.50
Hardware
£9.00

Citizen 124D

£155

Citizen Switt 24

£239

Citizen Swift 9 colour

£169

Citizen Swift 24e (Colour)
Panasonic KXP 1124i (24 pin)

£249
£199

Panasonic KXP 1123

£155

Panasonic KXP 1624i (136 colour)

£299

Canon BJ10 ex

£199

HP DeskJet 500 (Black)

£299

HP DeskJet 500 colour

£499

£235
£119

All above come complete with leads

STE 0.5 Mb

£39.00

Hewlett Packard HIP..

....£699

STE 1 Mb (each)

£39.00

HP III

..£1089

PRINTERS/MONITORS/ACCESSORIES

£49.00
£60.00

ACCESSORIES
Mouse Mat

£3.00

Unbranded 3.5" disks, box of 10

£8.00

ST Printer Lead
Atari Mouse
Naksha Mouse + Software

Keyboard Dust Cover

SS - £1.25 per diskoDS - £1.75 per disk<>2 xSS on one DS - £2.00

£5.00
£19.00
£24.00

DEM-43
DEM-X*

PUNISH YOUR MACHINE: Latest mega-demo from Delta Force (2 DS disks only £2.75)
MENU-MAKER: Make your own menus with music piccy's and scrolling messages

GEN-6
GEN-9

ARCHIVE SUITE: Everything you need to store and compress/de-compress your progs
ZX-81 EMULATOR: Back to the good old speccy days, complete with loads of progs

MIDI-1*

PSS SPECIAL: ADS disk chock full of progs for the Yamaha PSS series keyboards

GEN-12

FORMFINDER: Pick your winning horses (maybe?) with your ST's help

MIDI-14* NAME THAT TUNE: Arather inane game with the bonus of 101 Midi files on the disk
MIDI-12 THE HENRY COSH SEQUENCER: The now famous, second tonone PD Midi Sequencer
GEN-4
YOUR 2nd ST MANUAL: This is the one you should have gotten with your ST!

DEM-44

SKID ROW: Find your way round an alley maze to enter demo's (2 xDS disks only £2.75)

GEN-15* ENTREPRENEURS DISK: Full of text file on how to make money in various, clever ways
BUS-2
ST WRITER ELITE: Abrilliant Word Processor, as good as any commercial program
BUS-3

EZ-TEXT V12: Ademo version (but fully usable) of avery cheap (but good) DTP prog

BUS-6*
MXB-1

OPUS: Spreadsheet that is definitely ofcommercial quality
MIXED BAG 1: Ten, yes ten mixed programs on this disk inc. packer.disk expander etc.

TRK-30

EMPIRE NOISE TRACKER: Complete with 3good modules. Every bit asgood asTCB

MIXED BAG 5: Fourteen progs on this one inc. Emulators, Virus guardian &more

TRK-1 to TRK-29: All these disksare chockfull of Tracker Modules
Tilt/Swivel Monitor Stand

£13

TRK-31 * TCB TRACKER: This demo version comes complete with modules

Star LC24 200 Sheet Feeder

£69

TRK-32 to TRK-36: All disksfullof TCB Modules

Star LC 200 Sheet Feeder

£69

Star LC2010 Sheet Feeder

£58

Citizen 120D Sheet Feeder
20 Mb Ext

£5.00

PRINTERS

.

^ Listed below are just a few titles from our extensive library. A *= DS disk^

MXB-5

DISK DRIVES
1 Meg 3.5" Internal
1 Meg 3.5" External

Not less than 250k per SS disk or 500k per DS di.sk

y

DEM-45* YO DEMO: From the Black Cats. Shoot trie aliens before you can see ademolll
DEM-46 THE EUROPEAN DEMO'S: Atwo disk set of some really good demo's (only £2.75 the set)
DEM-47* WARNING SIGN: French art show with some unusually good artwork

LASER PRINTERS

RAM UPGRADES

THE BEST VALUE PD IN THE WEST!!
SAME DAY SERVICE...QUALITY, ANTI-VIRUS DISKS...PRICES INC. P&P

£68
£235

GRA-14
GRA-20*
GAM-34*
GAM-25
GAM-27*

y

HARD DRIVES

ANI-ST: Aonce commercial (£89.95) art and animation package now PD
PAD: Excellent, too many features to mention. German Hi-Res art package
RAINY DAY DISK: Crosswords, arcade games, word game &puzzle pages
ANIGHT ON THE TOWN: Home prown graphic adventure from David Watts
STOS GAMES 1:8 great games for Stos users inc. Snake race &Saga

PD ADDED VALUE PACKS ONLY £8.50 EACH

N

Each pack contains seven double sided disks crammed with programs!

30Mb Ext

POA

40Mb Ext

POA

40Mb Ext

POA

60Mb Ext

POA

80Mb Ext

POA

Star LC20 Mono

£115

Star LC200 Colour

£160

Star LC24-200 (24 pin mono)
Star LC24-200 (24 pin colour)

£180
£220

Citizen 120D+

£105

160Mb Ext

POA

Pack 1...MUSIC/MIDI Pack 2...UTILITIES

Pack 3...BUSINESS

s.

(as an example, Pack 1 containsover 5000kof programs)

•

^

CATALOGUES:

^

Disk blank + sae or 50p + sae/Paper 25p + sae. (Disk or Paper free with order)

s^

Intro-Disk: Catalogue + over 700kof software only £1.00+ sae

^

mah%1 Advertisers* Index
ACS

112

AD-Phone

101

Analogic
Arnor

Avon Micro Centre
BCS

Best Prices

46
8

93
110

24, 25

G Campbell

93

Qualsoft

66

Riverdene

98

Gasteiner

38

GHS

11

Global Computing

46

Goodman PDL

93

HCS

13

HiSoft

IBC

Homebased Business

110

Romantic Robot

Rombo

66

OBC

Rutland Supplies

98

School Software

64

Seven Disk

46

Cambridge Business

54

Care Electronics

49

Intraset

52

Silica Systems

Castlesoft

59

Kosmos Software

93

Softmachine

26

Special Reserve

15

City Beat
Compulink
Computer Connections
Computermates
Cottage Industries

59
98
28, 29
37
112

Creative Sounds

64

Database Direct

119, 120, 121

Ladbroke
LAPD
Lazer Distribution

Magic Space Promotions
Mail Centa
Manor Court

96, 97
43

23, 41

ST Club

112

Summer Type

101

112

112
49
101

The Upgrade Shop

112

WarpzonePDL

118
105

Microtext

98

Weserve

Dataplex Computers

118

MJC

56

Working Title

21

Datel Electronics

6, 7

Moriarty Enterprises

64

Dream Promotions

110

MPI

DW Stables

110

MT Software

Eurostar Computers

110

Newtronic

33

43

Eagle Software

11

Evesham

94, 95

PDST

First Choice Computers
Floppy Shop

16, 17
93

Penge TV & Video
Power Computing
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To order see form on Page 121

ART TUTOR

Paint like the

(AOTOlwoosBr

pros!

JOYSTICK OFFER

Sit back and let the fully

Get Well

interactive ART TUTOR

Connected!

take you through every
aspect
of
computer
illustration.

Simply
choose
the
subject that interests you and watch on
screen demonstrations of pictures being drawn. Learn
at your own pace by following stage-by-stage
explanations of all the most important artistic
techniques.

• Easy to install

Art Tutor comes complete with a comprehensive fully
illustrated manual and an innovative paint program
which allows you to practice your new talent.
CODE
9480

PRICE
£22.95

CODE
9475

DG BASE

Get organised1.
DG Base brings the sheer

PRICE
£17.95

MINI OFFICE
PRODUCTS

The Home Office
Spreadsheet 2
Now you can keep your bank
account in order with
SPREADSHEET 2. Powerful facilities

eVery ST owner.
Now you can keep

make entering regular transactions simple while
the friendly user-interface allows easy entry of

-everything from stemP

cheques and bills.

Spreadsheet 2 keeps you fully abreast of finances
helping you stay out of the red.
Communications

With an inexpensive modem and Mini Office Communications, the
electronic world is your oyster.
Thousands of ST shareware and PD programs are out there buzzing

throughthe telephone lines.Tapping into this wealth of information with
your STcouldn't be easier thanks to Mini OfficeCommunications.

database fields.

Lcreate custom^,jjrt.
CODE
9483

PRICE
£44.95

CODE

PRODUCT

9488
9134
9136

Spreadsheet 2
£22.95
Communications Package £22.95
Both products
£39.95

PRICE

PRO PUNTER
Pro-Punter is a remarkable piece of software that
gives you a much higher than average chance of
winning on the horses.

Officially proven to the racing press and other

'in<

magazines by sending time and date franked
letters by Post
Office mail, Pro-

flB

Punter has

shown that it can
predict winners
with remarkable
accuracy.

And it is also
cautious with

your money. If it thinks there is any doubt about the
outcome of a race it will advise you not
to bet. And for a limited period there is £25 off RRP.
CODE
9484

•SSkspray
reyoSa6nJ new snrW^ment wi^ Re-Ink th

r3S£§3gg&Rp iniv

•«

Better.

PRICE
£24.95

CODE

9179

PRICE
£12.95

stereo master
STEREO

wmmim MASTER
Stereo Master is the

I latest full feature
STEREO sound

sampler for the ST.

. This completely new

THE ATARI ST
EXPLORED
This is probably the most
comprehensive guide available to

Atari GEM operating system and
main ST/STE languages. It is
designed for:-

sample quality.

. , aua|jty stereo

* Anyone considering purchasing an

Atari ST or STE and wishing to know something of the

capabilities ofthe system.

• The intelligent user who wishes to explore the remarkable GEM

operating system and to appreciate its power and versatility.

1powerful
editingsoftware
and
special effects
which allows samples to be
loaded in 8, 12 or even 16bit resolutions.
CODE
9124

PRICE
£34.95

The text is liberally illustrated with diagrams and examples
making it easy to follow and understand.

This book is essential reading for anyone using or considerino
using and Atari ST/STE.

CODE
9187

a

PRICE
£9.95

READER

OFFERS
Master CAD

ST User Magazine Binder
Using a system of strengthened steel rods, this handsome binder, embossed with the

ST User logo, will hold 12 issues of your favourite magazine securely in place.

Master CAD allows you to enter the world of professional CAD producing powerful 3-D
designs on your ST. Outputting to any plotter and printer, it is simple to use and within a
short space of time you will create astounding effects easily. And for a short while it is
available at £5 off the RRP. Please note this product requires 1 Meg of memory to run.
£24.95

9408

ST User Mouse & Mouse Mat

Phazer Gun

We are able to offer ST User readers an elegant high quality mouse from Gasteiner
perfect for all mouse driven applications. Our mouse mat with the ST User logo is the
ideal desktop environment for this or any mouse with its specially designed perfect
grip surface allowing smooth control and preventing table top scratches.

Bored with playing those repetitive joystick based games? The
advanced light Phazer Gun from Trojan opens up a whole new phase of
computer entertainment, presenting the challenge of skill and accuracy
for gameplayers of all ages. Pack includes two free games and other
games are available.

Mouse

£17.95

9152

Mouse Mat

£4.95

9126

£39.95

9171

Phazer Gun
Games
Cyber
Assault £22.95 9472

Enforcer £9.95 aiao
Firestar

:£9,95 ?wi

Spell!

ST User Dust Covers
Made from rugged PVC. bound with strong cotton and sporting the ST L/ser logo,
perfect for protecting your computer.

With the mounting alarm about the appalling standards of spelling among
schoolchildren, Spell! has been designed to encourage children to enjoy spelling by
making practising lots of fun. Designed for children from under 5 to adult level, the
computer lets the user learn at his or her own pace.

£4.95

9119
£8.95

Rolling Rulers

Lockable Disc Boxes
Prevent accidental damage to your discs, while keeping the area around your
computer tidy with our high quality lockable disc boxes,
3.5" Disc box (50 disc capacity)
3.5" Disc box (100 disc capacity)

£7.95
£9.95

9409
94io

February 1992 + 3.5in disc

£3.50

9258

March 1992 + 3.5in disc

£3.50

9259

April 1992 + 3.5in disc

£3.50

9260

- phone for details
Add £2 Europe/Eire, £3.50 Overseas for postage per issue
Back issues from other months are available

£6.50

£18.00

The best selling game creation packages pius the definitive guide at special prices.
STOS The Game Creator

£19.95

9182

STOS Compiler
STOS Sprite

£14.95

9183
9184

£11.95

STOS Maestro
Al! 4 STOS Products
STOS Gamemakers Manual

£7.50

9442

£20.00

9443

The definitive guide to producing vivid 3D solid graphics for everything in your graphics
project. Includes assembler programming, screen mapping, and all the transformations
you will need to produce superb colour graphics. Free discs containing programmes
included

Add £6 Europe/Eire, £12 Overseas towards postage

£12.95

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Offers subject to availability,
Overseas orders despatched by Airmail.
Valid to May 31,1992

£19.95 9186
£49.98 9188
£11.95 9476

9110

SPARE DISCS

All prices include postage, packing and VAT

9109

Real Time 3D Graphics

ST User Back issue Bundle

5 Assorted ST User cover discs
25 Assorted ST User cover discs

A complete drawing board in one, this innovative product allows you to draw vertical
and horizontal parallel lines, any angle from r to 359° and circles and arcs with ease.
Available in two sizes 22cm {8") and 30cm (12"), this great offer gets you both rulers
for only £6.50 {RRP £9.99).

STOS

The ST User Back Issues

November 1991-April 1992 + 3.5in disc

3613

9146

"PRODUCT REF.

PRICE

Please add postage as detailed below
POSTAGE: Add £4 for Eire/Europe, £6 for Overseas unless specified above

TOTAL

£

r] Please tick if you do not wish to receive promotional material from other companies

Send to: Europress Direct, FREEPOST,
Ellesmere Port, L65 3EB (Nostamp needed ifposted in UK)
Products are normally despatched within 48 hours of receipt
but delivery of certain items could take up to 28 days

Order at any

Expiry

Access/Mastercard/Eurocard/BarclaycardA/isa/Connect

Name

By fax: 051 -357 2813
day or night
P ^ ^ s ^ S n General Enquiries: 051-357 2961
address and credit card number

Cheque/Eurocheque made payable to Europress Direct
Date

By phone: 051 -357 1275

time of the

1

I wish to pay by:

•

'

.Signed

Address.
_Post Code_

Daytime telephone number incase of queries
STU5

n via

Europe's liveliest ST
trivia page

Caught in the act!
Here it is... the picture they
tried to ban!

It's none other than John

ast

.

word

JInsert your caption
here...

"Scoop" Butters, our dedi
cated editor, caught in his
formative years
Send your words of wis
dom to:

Scoop! Caption,
Last Word 75,
Atari ST User

New Atari *>«».
machine revealed
By "Scoop"
exclusively

SK10 4NP

332$

The Atari ST User team

reveal details of

would like to extend a

Atari's new top

warm welcome to the latest

secret machine.

magazine to join the shiny
happy Europress Group.

Industry insiders
leaked this photo
of Atari marketing
manager Daryll
machine, which is

Macclesfield

One vision...

Last Word can

Still with the new

Europa House,
Adlington Park,

time arch rival, The One for
ST Gaines.

believed to be

codenamed "The Hyena".
Surprisingly, for Atari, the new
device is said to be fully compati
ble with all existing machines on
the market - capable of utilising
industry-standard software and

nology. Not only does this unit
accept virtually any type of water

hardware connections.

nearer.

An Atari insider was quick to
dismiss rumours that the new

machine was simply a variation
on a theme: "This is a giant leap
forward in water processing tech

but it will boil in almost half the

time of competitors models bringing no-wait-state water pro
cessing one important step

into the market-leading
games - only mag - ST
Action. What, you may
rightly ask, does this have
to do with Atari ST User!

Well, in truth - very little.

It's none other than one

The top secret new machine, with the STBook
used as a cunning decoy...

M««BEft'S **'

Following the signing of
a historic deal (that the ink

is still drying on), your car
ing, sharing Europress
announced plans to merge
The One for ST

ST Action is however our

sister magazine and by way
of a spooky coincidence
this fine games mag is
edited by none other than
Jools Boardman,

the very same allround-good-bloke
responsible for
editing the first

Games

few issues of ST
Gamer.

Full details of this amazing
machine will be released by Atari
to the Financial Times shortly.
We will bring you more informa

Bet you never
thought we would ever tell

ou to buy this!

tion when we have it!

So you cfon'f like our new look?...
If you are one of our regular readers, you will probably
have noticed something a little different about this issue of
your very own Atari ST User.
If you can't quite put your finger on what has changed,
The Last Word can finally put you out of your misery - we
have axed our distinctive orange side stripes. You know the ones that appeared at the edge of every ST User page up

this ST User
to get

until this historic issue.

enough sec

We realise that our readers are a sincere and sensitive

to create section headings

copies of

tions of this

bunch, so rather than make an autocratic decision of such

stripe to

magnitude without consultation, we have retained the old
style via the handy conversion kit on the right.
The only potential problem is that die-hard readers who
wish to retain the old style might have to invest in one or
two additional copies in order to complete a full conver
sion. Just think of all the extra floppies you will have
though!

complete a

Atari ST User May 1992

B: Simply cut out these letters and
stick them onto the stripe provided

A:Buy a
few extra

full issue.

"C

(Around 500

S

copies

C: Nowaddyour page numbers...

should do it)

0 123456789

Some reasons
to be cheerful

B O." rM

He e

HiSoft BASIC
version 2

.Mm.,.

HiSoft

from HiSoft

The BfiSIC of the 90s

c
ijAv- nam

SeiF | ProFlight

••

Lattice C

The most accurate flight sim yet...

version o.o

HiSoft is renowned for its range of language systems, utilities and
entertainment programs on the Atari ST/STE/TT. We have been
writing for the Atari 680x0 computers since they were first

Mora High Quality SoRw»r»
far the Atari ST Computers

introduced into the UK and thus we know both the hardware and

Learn C the
easy way

New! Version 5.5

More High Quality Software

(ot your Mori ST from
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The premier C compiler

software intimately. Our company policy is always to offer the
highest quality software at an affordable price with a complete
range of backup support options - in thes* uncertain, difficult
times, we'd like to put a smile or "•ur gee.
tor more information on any of
our products, please call HiSoft
0525 713716 or write to us at:

HiSoft

The Old School, Greenfield,

High Quality Software

on 0525 718181, or fax us on

Bedford MK45 5DE UK.
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The complete hard disk backup program ..

the fastest editor

the desk accessory to
beat all the others
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vidi ...No 1 in UK & Europe (Leading the wapforward)

£179
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Get the most out of your. ST by adding:

'The Complete Colour Solution"
The Worlds ultimate creative leisure product for your
Atari ST. Captures dynamic 512 .or 4096 colour
images from video
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Images can now be grabbed from either colour
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video cameras, home VCR or in fact any still video'
source. The traditional method of holding three filters
in front of your video camera is certainly a thing of

together with an already proven Vidi-ST /
VidiChrome combination and achieve superb quality
512 or 4096 colour images. (4096 colours only
available on STE). Mono images can be grabbed in
real time from moving video.

•Actual unretouched digitised screenshots •

THE SOLUTION ENABLES YOU TO ...
Capture colour images from any still video
source.

Have perfect freeze frame from any video.

Grab moma images from any video source
in real-time.

Digitise up to 24 mono frames on a 1 meg
ST
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You will see from independent review
comments that we are undoubtedly their first choice.
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And Look No Filters

the past. Because Vidi splits the RGB colours
electronically there are no focussing or movement
problems experienced by some of our slower
competitors. Lighting is also less of an issue as light
is not being shut out by lens filters. Put all this
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Animate 16 shade images at a choice
of speeds.
Grab 3-D images from TV.
Replace many scanner features.
Add images for D.T.P. applications.
Import images into art packages in mono
or colour.

'Full colour demonstration disk available for only £1.95 to cover P&P. *'

Livingston Scotland
Telephone 0506-414631
Fax 0506-414634
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